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FOREWORD
From its inception, the USDA Forest Service had a special interest in forest research.
Its predecessor, the Bureau of Forestry, had been largely a fact-finding body. When the
Forest Service was formed in 1905 and given the responsibility of managing the National
Forests, its leaders recognized a need for research to guide its efforts. European experience,
which provided the best example of forestry practice at that time, was not an adequate basis
for American forestry because of the different species, climates, and social and economic
conditions prevailing in the United States. So, Forester Gifford Pinchot initiated research
activities at the outset.
The title of the head of the U.S. Forest Service was "The Forester" until 1935,
when Ferdinand Silcox was given the title of ' 'Chief.'' The latter designation
has remained in effect to the present.
Some forest officers were assigned specifically to conduct research and others carried
on small studies along with their administrative work. In 1908 Raphael Zon submitted a
national plan for forest experiment stations to Pinchot, and in that same year the Fort Valley
Forest Experiment Station was established near Flagstaff, Arizona. Similiar stations were
soon established in Colorado and other parts of the West. These "stations," however, were
rather small and localized—more in the vein of what later were called "field centers" or
"work centers" or even "experimental forests." In 1915, research in the Forest Service
was consolidated within the newly established Branch of Research. The first regional forest
experiment stations were the Appalachian and Southern Forest Experiment Stations established in 1921. Then in 1923, the Lake States and the Northeastern Forest Experiment Stations were established, followed in 1924 by the Pacific Northwest Station, in 1925 by the
Allegheny, Central States, and Northern Rocky Mountain Stations, in 1926 by the California Station, in 1930 by the Intermountain and Southwestern Stations, and in 1935 by the
Rocky Mountain Station. This completed coverage of the forested region of the continental
United States.

The Fort Valley Forest Exp. Sta.
The Fort Valley Forest Experiment Station was originally called the
"Coconino Experiment Station"—Price, Raymond. 1976. U.S. Department of
Agriculture Forest Service, General Technical Report RM-27, 100 p. U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station.
The Appalachian Station, with some boundary changes, became the Southeastern Station in 1947; the Allegheny Station was absorbed by the Northeastern
Station in 1942; the California Station became the Pacific Southwest Station in
I960.
The passage of the McSweeney-McNary Act in 1928 authorized a framework of Federal forest experiment stations and included specific mention of a station in the Lake States
and a shelterbelt program in the Plains Region. This legislation gave direction and authorization to what was already underway, but, more importantly, it gave recognition to forest
research to meet not only the needs of the Forest Service but also those of private and State
forests. A landmark piece of legislation, the McSweeney-McNary Act did for forestry what
the Hatch Act did for agriculture. From the standpoint of research in the Forest Service, this
legislation ranks second in importance only to the consolidation of research work in the
Branch of Research and the separation of administrative and research activities in the Forest
Service.
The story of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station divides itself naturally into four
distinct, but intergrading, periods: (1) establishment and early development, 1923-1929;
(2) the Depression Years, 1929-1940; (3) the War Years, 1941-1945; and (4) research expansion, 1946-1966. Each period contributed to the molding of the Station into the organization it was when it was combined with the Central States Station to become the new North
Central Forest Experiment Station on January 1, 1966.
The history that follows describes the Station's development and activities during
these four periods and then points out some of the highlights and accomplishments of the
Station's research.
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BACKGROUND
When Raphael Zon and his staff of Five established the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station on the St. Paul Campus of the University of Minnesota in 1923, they found
themselves in a region that had been largely "logged over" and often "burned over."
The main tide of the lumber industry that had moved west from the Northeast in the
1850's had already rolled farther west to the Pacific Coast, and only dwindling remnants
remained. The pulp and paper industry was on the way to becoming the major wood-using
industry in the region. As Director Zon stated: "The major forest problem facing us is
the cut-over land problem."
Raphael Zon was a pioneer in forest research. Born in Simbirsk, Russia,
in 1874, he received a degree in biological sciences from the Imperial University
at Kazan in 1896. Because of his liberal leanings, he had to flee Russia in 1896.
He spent the next two academic years at the University in Liege, Belgium, and
the University of London. In 1898, he made his way to the United States and
soon after enrolled at Cornell University in the first American School for training
professional foresters. He obtained his degree in forestry in 1901, and in July
of that year he joined Gifford Pinchot as a forester in the Bureau of Forestry
(after 1905 called the U.S. Forest Service) in the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
For the next 43 years his career lay with that agency, all in the field of forest
research (Rudolf 1957).
Zon had many "firsts" to his credit. Probably none was more important
than his role in initiating forest experiment stations in the United States. After
his death on October 27, 1956, Zon's ashes, as he had requested, were scattered
over the "Avenue of Pines" in the Cutfoot Experimental Forest, where, in
August, 1967, a memorial was erected and dedicated by Chief Edward P. Cliff
and other Forest Service officials.

FOREST SITUATION
IN THE LAKE STATES IN 1923
Although no forest survey statistics existed in 1923, according to the best estimates
available (LSFES Annual Report to Advisory Committee, 1923) the States of Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota contained about 57 million acres of forest land.' About 1.25
million acres (2 percent) was included in three National Forests—the Michigan (later the
Huron and the Raco Districts of the Upper Michigan National Forest), the Superior, and
the Minnesota (later the Chippewa). State-owned land that was forested or suitable for
forests occupied about 1.75 million acres (3.2 percent). The bulk of the forest land, about
54 million acres (95 percent), including farm woodlots, was privately or corporately
owned. The National Forests, of course, were dedicated to forestry, and about half of
the State-owned forest land was in State forests and similarly dedicated. But only a
negligible portion of the privately and corporately owned forest land was consciously and
permanently devoted to the production of forest crops.
' When Forest Survey statistics did become available in 1938 they showed a little
less forest land about 55 million acres—of which slightly more than 53 million acres was
classed as commercial forest land.
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Of the 57 million acres, an estimated 10.1 million acres were in old-growth forests
(much of it in the northern hardwood/hemlock type), 13.9 million acres in second growth
of merchantable size, 12.6 million acres in submerchantable second growth, and 20.5
million acres in non- or poorly-stocked areas. The forest land was divided into five major
types: (1) northern hardwoods (sugar maple, yellow birch, beech, and eastern hemlock
in varying quantities), (2) red (Norway) pine/white pine, (3) jack pine, (4) swamp forests
(northern white-cedar, black spruce, and tamarack in varying degrees of mixture), and
(5) aspen/paper birch. About 13.1 million acres were estimated to be in farm woodlots,
mostly in the southern portions of the three Lake States.

FOREST RESEARCH
IN THE LAKE STATES BEFORE 1923
One of the first things Raphael Zon and his staff did was to review studies of forest
problems that had been or were being conducted in the Lake States (see Appendix A2 for
more details). They found that the forestry schools, State conservation departments, and
the U.S. Forest Service all had conducted studies on a variety of forest problems, but that
relatively few results had been published. Zon and his staff concluded that the only subject
on which available information could be considered adequate was reforestation by planting,
and that further study would be desirable even there. They also noted that investigations of
the northern hardwoods, red pine, jack pine, and white spruce had yielded valuable information but that much more study was needed on these and other species not yet covered.
Furthermore, they recommended that agencies already making specific studies be encouraged to continue and, where the importance of the problem justified it, cooperative studies
be developed involving two or more agencies (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1923).
The annual reports of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station and most
other published material cited in this history are on file in the Library of the North
Central Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota, or the Library of the University of Minnesota.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LAKE STATES
FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION
When Raphael Zon officially opened the doors of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station on September l, 1923, on the second floor of the Horticulture Building on the St.
Paul Campus (then called "Farm Campus") of the University of Minnesota,2 he was already reasonably familiar with the region. During the months immediately preceding that
date he and Crosby A. Hoar, Inspector on the District Forester's (later called Regional
Forester) staff in Denver (but stationed in Duluth), had visited potential headquarters sites
at several other locations in Michigan and Wisconsin but had chosen the St. Paul location
because of the interest of the University of Minnesota in forestry and because of the space
and other facilities offered.
2

Before a year had passed the Station moved to the Old Dairy Building, where it
remained until 1938.
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On September 21, 1923, the Board of Regents approved a "cooperative
agreement between the University of Minnesota and the Forester of the United
States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service" that provided quarters,
facilities, and services for the Lake States Forest Experiment Station and made
the Director of the Lake States Station also Director of the University's Cloquet
Forest Experiment Station (University of Minnesota President's Report 19231924) (see Appendix A1 for complete agreement). In a separate action, the Board
of Regents also gave Zon the rank of professor without salary and appointed
him director at Cloquet (University of Minnesota President's Report 1923-1924).
Furthermore, Zon had spent parts of the previous 2 years in the Lake States studying
the silvicultural requirements of native tree species. For a part of that time he headquartered
at the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota in northeastern
Minnesota (University of Minnesota, 30th Annual Report of Agricultural Experiment
Station, 7/1/21-6/30/22, p. 84, 1922). The youngest member of Zon's staff, A. E. Wackerman, was a graduate of the University of Minnesota and also had some field experience
in the region. The other four staff members all had their field experience in other regions,
although J. A. Mitchell had received his forestry training in Michigan.
The initial staff of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station consisted of
Raphael Zon, Director; H. J. A. Grossman, Assistant Silviculturist; A. E. Wackerman, Forest Assistant; Joseph Kittredge, Jr., Senior Silviculturist; J. A. Mitchell, Silviculturist: and Mary A. Norton, Senior Clerk.

FUNDS AVAILABLE
To support the work of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station during its first year
of operation, the Forest Service provided a little less than $23,000 (see Appendix D for
details). This was allotted (in descending order of amounts) to the following lines of work:
Forest measurement (volume and yield tables and growth studies), protection (forest fire
studies), forestation (study of plantations in the three States), special studies, forest management, type studies, tree studies, and forest influences. To bolster the sums available,
cooperators (the Michigan Department of Conservation, the Minnesota Forest Service, and
the Wisconsin Conservation Department) provided an additional $2,600 to help in studies
of forest fire control, forestation, and jack pine yield. The Station attempted to distribute its
expenditures more or less equitably among the three States, but the work was organized by
projects—not geographically-so exact equality was not achieved (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1924).

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Almost at the outset, Raphael Zon organized an Advisory Committee to help guide
and and support the work of the Station. The first Committee consisted of 13 members
representing the universities, the State conservation departments, and the forest industries
and development groups.
3

The Advisory Committee appointed in 1923 included John M. Bush (Upper
Peninsula Development Bureau), Professor A. K. Chittenden (Michigan State
College), Dean W. C. Coffey (University of Minnesota), Grover M. Conzet
(Minnesota Conservation Commission), D. C. Everest (Wisconsin Protection
Association and the American Pulp and Paper Association), C. L. Harrington
(Wisconsin Conservation Commission), H. C Hornby (Northern Pine Manufacturing Association), Herman Lundeen (Michigan Hardwood Manufacturing Association), George A. Newell (Lake Superior Mining Institute), A. L. Osbom
(Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturing Association), A. A. Parsonage
(Association of Wood-using Industries), Dean H. L. Russell (University of Wisconsin), and Professor L. J. Young (University of Michigan) (see Appendix CI
for complete list of members). The Advisory Committee was a helpful arm of
the Station's program until about 1930. Thereafter the Committee was informally
phased out by not appointing new members.
During the Station's early years, the Advisory Committee met annually to review
the Station's accomplishments and its plans for the future. In some instances, Committee
members were instrumental in securing cooperative funds to furtherthe Station's programs.
At the initial meeting of the Advisory Committee, Raphael Zon outlined the purposes
of the Station and submitted a comprehensive summary of past forest research in the
Lake States (see Appendix A2 for condensed version of this summary) and a list of studies
proposed by people and organizations throughout the region for the Station's attention.
He reported as follows: "The Lake States Forest Experiment Station was established
primarily to secure by scientific investigation reliable information as to the management,
protection, growth, reforestation, and life histories of the forests of Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota. Such a program cannot be completed immediately. The first task, therefore,
is to decide upon the projects which should first be undertaken." (He then referred the
Committee to the list of proposed studies suggested to the Station.) "The list of investigations is intentionally made comprehensive so that the Committee may consider the
whole field before making suggestions as to the most urgent problems for immediate
study. Such a selection on the basis of relative importance is necessary because the whole
range of possible projects obviously cannot be effectively covered by the Station at once
with the limited funds and personnel available. The decision as to the few problems which
should be attacked first, therefore, deserves careful consideration in which the advice of
the Advisory Committee will be most helpful" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1923).

PROBLEMS SELECTED
The following eight general problems were settled upon, five or six of which were to
be tackled immediately: (1) studies leading to more effective fire protection throughout the
entire region; (2) studies of economic factors such as the relation of forestry to agricultural
development and forest taxation; (3) the review of results of practicable methods of raising
planting stock, field planting, costs of reforestation, and possible yields from forest plantations to correlate experience already obtained in the Lake States; (4) studies of present and
possible yields of second-growth spruce, balsam fir, aspen, jack pine, and hardwoods; (5)
studies of better handling of existing merchantable stands in this order of priority: jack pine,
northern hardwoods, aspen/paper birch, and swamp forests (these studies were to include
4

methods of slash disposal—effectiveness and cost, and effects of removing excess water on
the growth of swamp forests); (6) studies of thinning, especially in jack pine; (7) studies of
forest insects, such as the spruce budworm and the jack pine and larch sawflies; and (8)
studies of biological problems that underlie the practice of forestry, such as the relation of
soil quality to tree growth, the beneficial relations between certain fungi on tree roots and
tree growth, the seeding habits of, and nursery practices for northern hardwoods and the
capacity of hardwoods, including aspen, to reproduce from stumps, roots or layers (LSFES
Report to Advisory Committee 1923).

SPECIALISTS NEEDED
The first technical staff members of the Station were all foresters, but the need for
specialists in related fields was recognized at the outset. In the Station's second year, the
Director reported the need for specialists in forest entomology, forest pathology, forest
meteorology, and forest soils to do more intensive research in these areas (LSFES Report
to Advisory Committee 1924). Through a cooperative arrangement between the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Bureau of Entomology and the University of Minnesota, the
Lake States Station in 1924 received the services of a forest entomologist, Dr. Samuel
A. Graham, to study important forest insect pests in the region (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1924).3 Although it was realized that forest insects and diseases caused damage
equal to or greater than forest fires, and the idea was approved by the Forest Service and
cooperating agencies (Bureau of Plant Industry and the Weather Bureau), the Director
was unable to secure funding for the services of a forest pathologist, a forest meteorologist,
or a soils specialist.

COOPERATION
Cooperation was emphasized strongly as the Station began to serve its mission. In
1924 the Director stated that while the Station could effectively spend more Federal
money, he felt "the best growth...would be brought about not by direct federal appropriations, but through the establishment of direct cooperation with State forest services,
forest institutions, and wood-using industries in stimulating the efforts for more technical
knowledge and information on the part of the organizations charged with handling the
forests" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1924). Specific suggestions for such
funding were made, but no money was forthcoming. Other suggestions were (1) to develop
cooperation with scientific workers in such allied fields as engineering, chemistry, soils,
pathology, and geography in the hope of getting them interested in forest problems and
working on their solutions; (2) to stimulate research in the forestry schools by helping to
create research scholarships in forestry; and (3) to establish graduate seminars in forestry.
Some of these proposals did not bear fruit for some time, although cooperation with
workers in allied fields began fairly early in the Station's history; and, during its first
decade, the Station did conduct graduate seminars in forestry at the University of Minnesota. It was a number of years, however, before it was possible to stimulate research
3

This arrangement continued through 1928, when Dr. Graham joined the faculty
at the University of Michigan.
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in the forestry schools through cooperative aid projects4 and later through Mclntire-Stennis
funds.
There was another aspect of cooperation between the Station and some of its associated
agencies. The University of Minnesota appointed Raphael Zon as director of its Cloquet
Forest Experiment Station in 1923 and continued to list him so through June 1938
(University of Minnesota, 32nd Annual Report of Agricultural Experiment Station, 7/1/236/30/24, P&I & University of Minnesota, 45th Annual Report of Agricultural Experiment
Station 1938). The University of Wisconsin also appointed Zon as a professor on its staff.

EARLY ACTIVITIES
The Lake States Forest Experiment Station preceded the Forest Service's North
Central Region (Region 9) by more than 6 years. Forester Greeley, therefore, gave the
Director a mandate not only to start investigations, but also to "put over" forestry in the
region (LSFES Annual Investigative Report for 1935-36, 4/8/36). This explains why the
Station made the number and kinds of contacts it did with forestry and conservation
agencies in the Lake States. For example, in 1924 the Director and other Station staff
members served in advisory capacities to state forestry agencies, provided them with
technical information, maintained an interest in the forestry movements in the three States,
and generally promoted forestry throughout the region (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1924). In addition to these activities and the carrying on of forest research, the
Station staff handled some 3,500 letters, delivered 50 speeches before scientific, commercial, industrial, and other organizations, and conducted a graduate seminar in forestry—out
of which came a classification of forest vegetation of the Lake States and the beginning
of a syllabus on forest soils. In addition the Station began its tradition of prompt publication
of research results; during 1924, staff members prepared 48 articles for publication in
scientific, professional, and lumber trade journals (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1924). Some of these articles were essentially preliminary reports. While they helped
"put the Station on the map," some of them also made it difficult later on to justify
follow-up publications backed with much more substantial data (F. H. Eyre, letter of
8/12/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).

THE PROGRAM DEVELOPS: THE EARLY
RESEARCH PROGRAM (1923-1928)
During the first 3 years of the Station's existence, staff members traveled widely
throughout the Lake States, observing forest conditions and problems and consulting with
people in the National Forests, the State conservation departments, colleges and universities, wood industries, and other forest-related organizations or agencies. Guided by
these contacts, Station staff members conducted a number of general studies on important
forestry problems in the region, such as the yield of jack pine, the general fire situation
as indicated by statistics, the potential yield of aspen/birch stands and swamp forests,
results of forest planting in the region, extent and possibilities of "scrub oak" lands, and
similar investigations (fig. 1). These "orientation" studies gave a general picture of
what might be expected of the existing forests in the future and helped to point out specific
4

Projects in which Forest Service funds are made available to forestry schools to
carry out specific pieces of research.
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Figure 1 .--Location of experimental work of the Lake States Forest Experiment

Station, January 1, 1927.
problems in need of further investigation. Because these studies covered a territory of
several million acres, they had to be extensive in nature. They involved the establishment
of a large number of temporary sample plots, which usually were observed for 1 or 2 years.

WORK CENTERS ARE ESTABLISHED
By the end of 1926, the Station began to arrange its program to take up more
fundamental problems at definite localities, or centers of work, and to use more intensive
methods. Permanent sample plots, to be remeasured periodically over many years, had
already been established on the Superior and Minnesota (Chippewa) National Forests,
and others were planned in other localities throughout the region. The establishment of
work centers had been tentatively planned to cover research on the major cover types,
as follows: Swamp forests (all centers, but especially the Upper Peninsula, the Minnesota
National Forest, and Cloquet); white spruce/balsam Fir (chiefly on the Superior National
Forest, but also on the Minnesota National Forest), jack pine/red pine (the Superior
National Forest for jack pine on crystalline rock; the Minnesota National Forest, Cloquet,
and Trout Lake, Wisconsin, for jack pine on sandy soils; and the Higgins Lake State
Forest and the Michigan (Huron) National Forest for jack pine on poorer soils); northern
hardwoods (chiefly at Dukes, Michigan, and Shawano, Trout Lake, and Oneida, Wisconsin); aspen (the Superior National Forest, the Minnesota National Forest, Trout Lake,
and Shawano); and white pine (Shawano, Wisconsin, and elsewhere in plantations) (LSFES
Annual Report to Advisory Committee 1926).
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Many of the work centers just mentioned were not activated for some time, or at
all. The Station's first regular field center was, however, established in 1926 near Dukes
(about 22 miles southeast of Marquette) in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan through an
interesting arrangement with the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company.3 The Company donated
a section of land (approximately 320 acres of mature northern hardwood forest and 320
acres of cutover land) to the Federal government but reserved the right to remove the
merchantable timber within 20 years under conditions to be specified by the Lake States
Forest Experiment Station. Thus, in cutting experiments conducted on this land the Station
staff did the marking and established the rules but the Company paid the costs of logging
and removal of wood products (LSFES Annual Report to Advisory Committee 1926).
The establishment of the Upper Peninsula Branch Station kept the Station's small
staff busy. During this initial year, on the headquarters site, an abandoned logging camp
was cleaned up, stumps were blown out, the ground was leveled, and with money
contributed by the Michigan Conservation Department, a combined office and laboratory
building was constructed. Pending completion of this building, a small log cabin-the
former abode of the "walking boss" of the lumber camp-was cleaned out, and served
as the Station's first field office (information from Wilho Salminen, Skandia, Michigan).
Other activities included fencing, erecting informational signs on the highway and on
plots, beginning weather observations in the forest and in cutover land, surveying and
ditching a 25-acre swamp, 6 conducting a 45-percent cruise and making a type map of
the half section of old-growth forest (results of 45-percent cruise of the "old-growth"
half section), and selectively logging 20 acres of the mature hardwoods (table 1).
Other field work centers were developed in Minnesota around the permanent sample
plots already established on the Minnesota and Superior National Forests, but at that time
they did not include buildings or permanent installations. Some studies in cooperation
with the University of Minnesota also were begun on the Cloquet Forest Experiment
Station. These Minnesota studies were concerned primarily with the growth and management of jack pine and red pine stands and to a lesser extent with the effects of forested
swamp drainage on tree growth.
At the close of 1929 the Station had 84 permanent sample plots with a total
area of 69.05 acres, distributed by number of plots (in descending order) to the
following projects: Conversion of inferior stands into more valuable forests;
management of pine forests; management of northern hardwoods; volume,
growth, and yield studies; management of swamp forests; forest biological studies;
forest type studies; reforestation studies; and tree breeding (LSFES Report to
Advisory Committee 1929).
While carrying on studies at the field work centers, Station staff members were on
the lookout for suitable areas on which to establish experimental forests (compact areas
on public land, representing major forest types, on which permanent experiments could
be conducted). Some such areas were proposed on the Minnesota and Superior National
Forests but none were formally established until 1931.
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The Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company at that time dealt primarily in wood products,
although it operated several mines in Negaunee and Ishpeming.
* On a rainy fall day in 1926, the ditch was blasted with dynamite, providing a
spectacular display for Forester Col. W. B. Greeley, Director Zon, and other dignitaries
on an inspection trip (A. E. Wackerman, letter of 8/1/79 to Paul O. Rudolf)8

Table I.—Area and volume by types on Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, 1926
Cover type 1

Area

Total stand2

Average/acre2

Northern hardwoods (heavy)
Northern hardwoods (light)
Hardwood conifers
Coniferous swamp
Hemlock/hardwoods
Alder swamp
Open

Acres
177
23
75
12
1
14
5

Board feet
2,068,200
110,400
592,500
74,400
16,200

11,700
4,800
7,900
6,200
16,200

307

2,861,700

Total

~

-9,300

'It was the Station's plan to conduct experiments in each of these types to learn the best ways to handle them
for continuous production.
These are gross volumes, without deduction for cull. This caused some problems later as described on page 68.

OTHER STUDIES PURSUED
In addition to research already mentioned, the Station, in cooperation with the Soils
Department (Dr. F. J. Alway) of the University of Minnesota, carried on a pioneering
study that showed the volume and nutrient value of leaf litter that falls annually in jack
pine and red pine forests near Cloquet and Cass Lake, Minnesota (LSFES Annual Reports
to Advisory Committee 1926 and 1927).
During these early years the Station made a special effort to study the effects of
swamp drainage on the growth of coniferous forests. This reflected the large area (some
9 million acres) of such land, the low productivity of much of it, and the success that
had attended drainage of comparable areas in northern Europe. Launched with much
fanfare from 1925 to 1927 in northern Minnesota and Michigan, these studies showed
growth responses that were good near drainage ditches but that did not extend far enough
from the ditches to make the operation economically feasible (LSFES Reports to Advisory
Committee 1925, 1926, 1927).

STATION GROWTH AND NEEDS
At the end of the first 5 years, the Director expressed the Station's needs for more
facilities (scientific instruments, a laboratory, and a greenhouse) and more junior foresters
or scientific aides to assist the older staff members in carrying out the kind of research
program needed in the region. The Director also suggested that it might be more efficient
for the Forest Service to establish a central laboratory for use by all the forest experiment
stations (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1926).
Although the Station had annually expressed the need for more funds ($50,000 per
year) to meet its responsibilities, it received only modest increases over the initial $23,000
during its first 5 years, and available funds in 1928 were only $43,303 (including $6,645
from cooperators). Its staff increased from the original six (one clerk) to 11 (three clerks)
by 1928 (LSFES Annual Reports 1923-1928). Despite its modest size and budget the
Station had had considerable impact on forestry and conservation in the Lake States during
its first 5 years of existence.
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Technical staff members added to the staff included R. M. Brown, assistant
silviculturist (1925). S. A. Graham, consulting entomologist (1924), James L.
Averell and Edward L. Mowat, junior foresters (1927), and Carlos G. Bates,
senior silviculturist (1927).
In 1927 Carlos G. Bates joined the Station staff after a brief assignment at the Forest
Products Laboratory and after many years at the Fremont Station in Colorado. In cooperation with National Forest personnel, he had helped establish experimental plots in Minnesota and Michigan before the advent of the Lake States Station. Initially he was in
charge of artificial regeneration studies, but he soon began forest influences studies that
gradually occupied more and more of his time and interest.

INFLUENCE OF THE STATION IN THE REGION
In following the Forester's direction to "put over" forestry in the Lake States, the
Director devoted 15 to 25 percent of his time the First 4 years to public relations. His
numerous talks to both popular and technical audiences, his contacts with State and county
officials, legislators, and organizations, and the Station's research activities all contributed
to advances in forest conservation in the region.

Michigan
Between 1923 and 1926, Michigan expanded its Land Economic Survey, passed a
forest taxation law capable of wide application tocutovcr land, improved its fire protection
organization, reorganized its Conservation Department and appointed a technically trained
forester as Director, planted about 19,000 acres (out of a total planted area of 34,000
acres), and appointed a forestry extension specialist to the staff at Michigan State College.
The MSC staff was doing more research partly in cooperation with the Lake States Forest
Experiment Station, and "as a result of the work of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station there [was] a general interest on the part of private timber owners in selective
logging, and several companies [had] under consideration plans for applying this method
of cutting to their regular timber operations" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1926).

Minnesota
In Minnesota during the same period the State fire protection system was greatly
strengthened and several private fire protection associations were formed, the State employed a full-time lecturer to conduct a conservation education campaign, the original ninemember Forestry Board was reorganized into a Conservation Commission,7 a forest tax
constitutional amendment was passed, and an extension forester was attached to the Agricultural Extension Service (but to work in cooperation with the Forestry School and the
State Forester). In addition, the Forestry School had more students and was conducting
more research both at Cloquet and at Itasca State Park, the Cioquet Experimental Forest
7

The Conservation Commission consisted of the Stale Auditor (an elected official),
the Game and Fish Commissioner, and the State Forester, who served as chairman.
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was enlarged by six "forties" and systematic cutting operations were begun, a Conservation Council made up of delegates from various organizations interested in conservation
and representing some 250,000 members was organized, and the Arrowhead Association
(representing chambers of commerce and similar organizations from 28 communities) was
organized to develop the resources of northeastern Minnesota and to take an active interest
in conservation matters.

Wisconsin
In Wisconsin the forest fire protection organization was expanded to cover about onethird of the State, the State passed an enabling act to permit the U.S. government to purchase cutover land for National Forest purposes and one purchase area was selected, and a
constitutional amendment was passed making possible State activities in forestry, such as
the purchase of land for State forests. Also during the 5-year period, an Interim Tax Committee drafted forest tax legislation, state nursery and planting activities increased slightly,
a bill to reorganize the Conservation Commission was passed, land settlement in northern
Wisconsin was no longer encouraged, an extension forester was appointed to the staff of the
Agricultural Extension Service to work cooperatively with the University and the Conservation Department, and several progressive timber owners began to give careful consideration
to the proper handling of their forest lands (at least two of them had employed technical
foresters). One prominent Wisconsin timber owner said "the timber owner is looking to the
forester, whom he formerly mistrusted as an economic enemy, as his economic advisor"
(LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1926).

GENERAL
Another activity began in 1926 that, while not directly attributable to the Lake States
Forest Experiment Station and its activities, had great significance for the region and for
the Station's future activities. Director Zon, in his 1926 annual report, wrote: "The
authorization of the National Forest Reservation Commission during the past year (1926)
of two purchase units, one, the Tawas Purchase Unit in Michigan, and the other, the
Superior Purchase Unit in Minnesota, marks the beginning of purchase work in the Lake
States region under the Act of June 7, 1924. It inaugurates a new policy, that of purchase
of lands for the production of timber, for heretofore lands had been selected only for the
protection of streamflow. The establishment of several other purchase areas in Michigan
and Wisconsin is under consideration, and the people throughout the region are keenly
interested in this new policy" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1926).

NATURAL AREAS
The Station recognized the value of natural areas early in its history. In 1927 a 2-acre
plot on the half section of old-growth hardwoods at the Upper Peninsula Branch was set
aside as a natural area, as was an area of virgin red pine on the Minnesota (Chippewa)
National Forest. The Station also proposed natural area designation of the 80-acre Grayling
White Pine Forest (later called Hartwick Pines State Park) in Lower Michigan. One of
the Station's first acts after its establishment in 1923 was to study this tract (A. E.
Wackerman made the cruise). This study served as a basis for further purchase transactions
by the State (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1927).
II

PUBLICATIONS
Raphael Zon well understood the need to get research results into print as soon as
possible. A prolific writer himself, he encouraged his staff members to publish their
findings promptly. By the end of the second year, Station staff members had prepared
48 manuscripts for publication and by the end of 1928, staff members (five to eight
technical men over the period) had published 72 papers (LSFES Reports to Advisory
Committee 1924, 1926, 1927, 1928). In May 1928 the Station issued its first set of
Technical Notes, and they soon became what Zon called "our best sellers." These notes
were one-page reports on a specific research finding, and as such they were read promptly
and usually filed and consulted by field foresters. Zon was heard to say on more than
one occasion, "For every dollar the public provides us we aim to give them a dollar's
worth of publications" (letter of 5/7/76 from James L. Averell). This pattern, established
early, held throughout the Station's existence.
During Zon's tenure as Director the Notes did not show authorship, and
only one (No. 69) was ever approved to go over one page. Staff members
periodically argued for authorship designation on the Notes but it was Zon's
feeling that he did so much editorial work on them that the originator's name
should not be shown (EH. Eyre, letter of 8/12/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).

As the Station closed its first 5 years of activity, it had 10 bulletins in the process
of being printed, most of them by cooperators. Two were being printed by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, one each by the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station,
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Minnesota State Drainage Engineer, and five by the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station. In the words of
Director Zon, "Providing an early outlet for the publication of the findings of the Station
is a most desirable feature because, first, it makes available to the public at an early date
results of the work of the Station, and second, it helps to keep up the morale of the staff"
(LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1928).

THE PROGRAM DEVELOPS:
DEPESSION YEARS (1929-1940)
The stock market crash of 1929 ushered in the "Great Depression," but its effects
were not immediately noticeable at the Lake States Station, for in that year the Station
staff was increased from 11 (in 1928) to 17. * Its budget allotment went from $37,000 to
$56,000 (increased by $7,000 each year by contributions from cooperators), new lines
of work were added, and its territory was also increased with the addition of North Dakota
and South Dakota (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1929). In 1930 the staff
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This included all members of the 1928 staff except S. A. Graham, who had gone
to the University of Michigan, plus these new additions: R. N. Cunningham (Forest
Economist), Hardy L. Shirley (Associate Silviculturist), Oliver L. Austin (Associate
Biologist), LeRoy A. Holmberg (Junior Forester), Philip McCandless (Junior Forester),
Eugene I. Roe (Junior Forester), and Margaret H. Troop (Clerk).
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expanded to 22, a number which remained almost constant through 1937. * Although this
was a period of relative austerity, the need for conservation activities to alleviate widespread unemployment eventually resulted in increased support for forestry, including
research. The Station's regular allotment of funds increased to $97,000 in Fiscal year
1940 (it had reached $98,000 in FY 1933) and the staff increased to 36 (10 clerical). In
addition, various emergency funds and personnel employed by such funds further expanded
the Station's resources during this period (LSFES Annual Reports 1929-1940). These
favorable conditions also reflected the passage of the McSweeny-McNary Forest Research
Act of May 22, 1928 (see Foreword).
By 1929 the Station had begun to "go modern"; it owned two cars, one a four-cylinder
Chevrolet touring car and the other a Chevrolet sedan for the Director's transportation
(Roe 1976, "Note on E.I. Roe's Early Years with the Lake States Station"). There
were relatively few paved roads at that time, particularly in the northern Lake States. A
high proportion of State highways were gravel roads, and many of the side roads were
unimproved, often nearly impassable during the spring "break-up" and after heavy rains.
Fortunately, a good network of railroads reached many of the smaller towns, and most
of them had some passenger service, although schedules were not always convenient.
Motor bus service was not yet well developed. So, much of the travel of staff members
from St. Paul to field locations in the early years was done by train, and cooperators
often were depended upon for local transportation. Some travel was also accomplished
by Station staff members driving their own cars on a mileage basis.
The Station's first car was a Model T Ford touring car, delivered to A. E.
Wackerman at Lansing, Michigan, in 1923 (A. E. Wackerman, letter of 8/1/79
to Paul O. Rudolf).
In 1931 mileage rates were $.02 per mile, and the mileage between towns
had to agree with that shown on official Rand-McNally road maps.

DEPRESSION EFFECTS
Although the effects of the Depression were not immediately felt in the Station's
work program, they were not long in becoming noticeable. In 1932 all Station employees,
along with all civilian government workers, had to take the so-called "Hoover vacation"
to avoid personnel reductions.
In 1932 President Hoover ordered that all regular annual leave be cancelled
and that all civilian government employees take a 30-day leave without pay. To
avoid hardships, employees received 12 monthly paychecks, but at "/12 their
normal rate. For example, a Junior Forester who had been receiving $167 per
month, in 1932 got $140 per month gross. Retirement deductions further reduced
these amounts by a few dollars.
This was essentially a cut in funding. Beginning in July 1933 (FY 1934) the Roosevelt
administration cut regular appropriations for the Forest Service; for the Lake States Station
this amounted to a reduction of more than 28 percent of the previous year's base appropriation. This meant laying off most of the Station's 15 temporary assistants, no hiring of
9

Beginning in 1933 there were varying numbers of additional ' 'temporary'' (sometimes for several years) employees paid from various "emergency" funds.
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labor, and a reduction in travel expenses and field inspections, but it did permit retaining
the permanent staff (LSFES Investigative Report 1933). As compensation, the Station
was provided first with labor and later with technical assistants and clerical help from
some of the so-called "Alphabet Agencies" established by President Roosevelt's "New
Deal," which provided large-scale employment in conservation projects.
Up until this time the Station annually had hired a number of field assistants,
usually forestry students or graduates, who helped the regular staff men in field
work and computation. Several of them later became full-time Station staff members (such as Clarence Chase, S. R. Gevorkiantz, H. C. Moser, J. R. Neetzel, J.
H. Stoeckeler, Paul J. Zehngraff), and others went on to positions of importance
elsewhere. Among the latter are Robert F. Collins (a National Forest Supervisor in
Kentucky), E. L. Demmon (long-time Director of the Southern Station and the
Lake States Station's second director), Ellery Foster (State Forester for Minnesota
and Washington Office staff member of the Forest Service), Thomas Gill (International Forester), Alexander Koroleff (prominent logging engineer in Canada),
Thomas Lotti (Southeastern Forest Experiment Station and Washington Office),
Harold J. Mitchell (Director of the Central States and Southern Forest Experiment
Stations), Albert W. Sump (Washington Office of the U.S. Forest Service), A. F.
Verrall (pathologist at the Southern Forest Experiment Station), and S. A. Wilde
(Professor of Forest Soils at the University of Wisconsin).
The emergency agencies that provided help to the Station were primarily the
following: (1) The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), which was established in
1933, operated 200-man camps usually established on National Forests. The
Army (through reserve officers) administered the camps and the Forest Service (or
other appropriate agency) supplied the work areas and directed the conservation
work (through a Camp Superintendent and a group of technical foremen (usually
forestry graduates)). The Station received help from the program both in the form
of labor and of technical men. (2) The Public Works Administration (PWA) provided help in construction work. (3) The Civil Works Administration (CWA) provided help mainly in the form of clerical workers (typing, computing, drafting,
etc.) and unskilled labor. (4) The Works Progress Administration (WPA) supplied
unskilled labor which helped in various field jobs.
Thus, despite drastic reductions in regular funds, the Station was able to keep its
research projects active, to catch up on accumulated computation, library, and clerical
work, to make additional improvements at the field station (buildings, roads, trails, and
firebreaks), to inventory experimental forests, and to carry on such cultural practices as
sanitation cuts, thinnings, release cuttings, and plantings in experimental areas. Supervising these activities in addition to their regular research projects spread the Station staff
rather thin, yet they also were called upon to assist administrative officers in preparing
regulations for cultural operations on the National Forests, for erosion control on State
and private lands, and to help in formulating provisions of Article X of the National
Lumber Code. In fact, Director Zon remarked in 1934: "There has been no other period
in the entire life of the Station when facts and information were in greater demand from
all directions than during the past year" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 19331934).
The National Lumber Code (its full name was " The Code of Fair Competition for the Lumber and Timber Products Industries") became effective in
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August 1933. It was administered by the Lumber Code Authority, Inc. and was
given extensive authority by President Roosevelt in matters of code administration. It could require reports from each manufacturer or distributor of lumber
on production, stocks, orders, shipments, prices, and wages and hours, and it
could collect a fee based on volume of products or volume of net sales. One
object of the code was to maintain reasonable balance between production and
consumption of lumber and timber products. Article X of the Code included an
undertaking on the part of forest industries, ' 'in cooperation with public and
other agencies, to carry out such practicable measures as may be necessary for
the... conservation and sustained production of forest resources'' (Franklin Reed,
Journal of Forestry 31: 644-648, 1933).
As recalled by F. H. Eyre: ' 'Our meager regular funds were dissipated in
overhead to supervise unskilled help. We had all kinds of manpower to do manual
labor and mere simple computing tasks, and a very limited amount for supplies
and materials, but the Lake States Station had little opportunity to hire trained
people. Viewing this era in perspective, one wonders how we accomplished as
much research as we did. Naturally, it was almost all of an empirical character
and tailored largely to obtain answers needed in the CCC and related work
programs—it had to be to qualify for the funds being used" (Eyre 1965; History
Notes...).
By 1934 emergency appropriations had been made for specific studies needed to
guide special projects, and to a large extent they dictated the character of the Station's
research activities.'" These special studies included those connected with the Plains
Shelterbelt Project, the Forest Survey, CCC projects, and the greatly enlarged forestry
program of the Lake States region. Because the regular staff members had to give most
of their time and energies to the emergency studies, the Station's regular long-time
research projects were not intensified or expanded but neither were they neglected (LSFES
Inventory Report 1934-1935). Thus, research was continued on silvicultural and regeneration problems, and new studies were started in the areas of drought resistance, plains
forestry, forest economics, and Forest Survey.

STATION ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
With the Station's growth and added responsibilities during the 1930's there were
some changes in the way the Station was organized and administered. Zon gradually
delegated some authority to division chiefs, work centers became branch stations, experimental forests were established, new headquarters facilities became available, and regional
investigative meetings with the Regional Forester's staff were inaugurated. Internal Station
communication continued to be largely through staff meetings, and cooperation with other
forestry and conservation agencies continued to be an important part of Station activities.
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This pattern held for the next few years, but by 1938 there were changes in the
CCC and other emergency programs that curtailed help for forest research projects,
especially the Forest Survey and forest fire studies (1938) (LSFES Annual Inventory
Report 1939).
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Station Administration in the Early Days
Zon, with the aid of Mary Norton's careful bookkeeping, kept close tabs on the
Station's expenditures. Consider this recollection of F. H. Eyre: "Beginning in July,
after passage of the appropriation act, field assistants would report and various projects
would be initiated with great energy. No field station or party chief ever had a definite
budget, but each was told to go ahead. The more bold did so in a big way. Then about
the end of September there would be a big fiscal check-"up, and the Director would be
alarmed that such a large proportion of the funds had been spent. Then during the winter,
with little field travel, the budget would right itself. By the end of March another fiscal
check would disclose a large balance. So as soon as the weather would permit, everyone
would take to the field again with great gusto. Come the end of May, another money
check would show that the March balance had gone down alarmingly. So all personnel
would be brought back to St. Paul for the month of June, otherwise there was no way
of knowing (by the system then in effect) how much each man or field party was spending
for travel and miscellaneous items. Then was the time to lay in supplies and equipment.
That was the way the fiscal year was wound up. And with what success! Some years the
balance was as low as 20 cents, and one year 9 cents, as I recall" (Eyre 1965, History
Notes...).
In the mid-30's while Zon was in Washington as a special advisor to Chief Silcox
for the better part of the year, it fell to F. H. "Windy" Eyre to be "Acting Director"
and to handle the budget for the Station. Upon his return, Zon never again seemed much
interested in the details of Station financing. Although the Station no longer came out
with a balance amounting to only a few cents, Eyre did give the field stations and project
leaders budgets so they knew where they stood and field work did go on in June (Eyre
1965, History Notes...). Eyre continued to carry much of the administrative load at the
Station throughout most of Zon's tenure as Director.
Until 1935 Zon continued to function as project leader for forest management and
forest economics, but in that year he delegated these responsibilities to F. H. Eyre and
Russell Cunningham, who became, respectively, Division Chiefs for forest management
and forest economics (including the Forest Survey).

Experimental Forests Established
In 1931 the Station took the next step beyond the selection of field centers; in
cooperation with National Forest administration it selected three experimental forests
(formally established in 1932). The Pike Bay, (1,422 acres) and the Cutfoot (1,335 acres)
were on the Chippewa National Forest and the Kawishiwi (2,635 acres) was on the
Superior National Forest. These areas, each containing several hundred acres of forest
types included in the Station's current or planned research program, made it possible for
the Station to concentrate much of its research on a compact area instead of on a large
number of small plots widely scattered over a whole forest unit. This was advantageous
both for the researchers, who had better control over the area, and the administrative
foresters, who did not have to keep track of so many small areas to avoid in timber sales
or other forest activities.
The Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, near Dukes, Michigan, was officially
established in 1938, although the section of land deeded to the government by the Cleveland
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Cliffs Iron Company had been so named in 1926. When officially established, it had a
gross area of about 11,000 acres and a net Forest Service ownership of some 4,000 acres.
In ensuing years several other experimental forests were established. These included
the Argonne in 1947 (8,400 acres near Rhinelander, Wisconsin); the Big Falls in 1948
(2,047 acres near Big Falls, Minnesota); the Coulee in 1960 (2,900 acres near LaCrosse,
Wisconsin); the Denbigh in 1961 (640 acres near Denbigh, North Dakota); the Lower
Michigan in 1954 (two separate units of 2,785 acres and 640 acres near Wellston,
Michigan, and Newaygo, Michigan); the Marcell in 1962 (2,254 acres in Itasca County,
Minnesota); and the Udell in 1961 (3,845 acres near Wellston, Michigan) (see Appendix
E for more details).

Natural areas
In 1931 the Station, in cooperation with the Forest Supervisor, established a Natural
Area on the Chippewa National Forest (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1931). In
1935 two more natural areas were set aside by proclamation of the Forester: (1) Pine Point
Natural Area (1,176 acres of old red pine) on the Chippewa National Forest in Minnesota,
and (2) Moquah Natural Area (640 acres of cutover and burned over pine area) on the
Chequamegon National Forest in Wisconsin (LSFES Annual Report 1935-1936). These
were in addition to the small, informal natural areas designated by the Station in 1927.
About 1940, two more natural areas proposed by Russell K. LeBarron were established on
the Superior National Forest: (1) Lac La Croix Natural Area (640 acres of old-growth white
and red pines) along Lac La Croix, and (2) Keeley Creek Natural Area (640 acres of old jack
pine with aspen, paper birch, black spruce, balsam fir, and white spruce in mixture) adjacent of the Kawishiwi Experimental Forest (1979, letter of R. K. LeBarron to Paul O.
Rudolf, 7/18/79).

Branch Stations
As men were assigned for the full field season and buildings were put up, the areas
previously called Work Centers began to be called Branch Stations. By 1932 the Station
had six branches, as follows: (1) the Chippewa Branch, which contained one of the first
experiments established by the Branch of Research in the Lake States—four permanent sample plots put in near Bena, Minnesota, by Carlos Bates in early 1923. Work concerned
primarily aspen, jack pine, red pine, and swamp drainage. A laboratory-plus-quarters
building was constructed in 1931. (2) The Upper Peninsula Branch, near Dukes, Michigan,
was established in 1926 on a section of land in the northern hardwood type (half old-growth
timber and half cutover land). It was essentially synonymous with the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest. In 1935 it was enlarged to cover 4,800 acres, of which 4,000 acres was
old-growth northern hardwoods (LSFES Annual Inventory Report 1935-1936). (3) The
Lower Michigan Branch was established in 1930 at Roscommon, Michigan, in cooperation
with the Forest Fire Division of the Michigan Conservation Department. Primarily for fire
research, it contained a headquarters building for both Station and State men and a network
of fire lines. Later a combined office and living quarters, a garage-workshop, and a dwelling were built by the Station. In 1936 its scope was expanded to cover not only fire, but also
the Station's research in planting and jack pine management in Lower Michigan. (4) The
Superior Branch was established in 1931 when a permanent staff member was assigned to
work there throughout the field season, although jack pine cutting plots had been established in 1926 in cooperation with the National Forest. (5) The Soil Erosion Station was
established in 1931 near LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin and the USDA Bureaus of Agricultural Engineering and Chemistry and Soils. Work
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began there in 1932. (6) The North Dakota Branch was established in cooperation with the
North Dakota School of Forestry near Denbigh, North Dakota, in 1931, when buildings (a
four-room house and a combined two-car garage and tool shed) were erected, a transplant
nursery established, two weather stations put up, and exterior fire lines plowed.

Activities at the Chippewa Branch
When Hardy Shirley assumed charge of the work at the Chippewa Branch in 1929 he
inherited a number of permanent sample plots, which had been established previously by
such foresters as Carlos Bates and J. L. "Jimmy" Averell with the help of Gene Roe, Phil
McCandless, Tom Lotti, and others. Studies on these plots were concerned primarily with
pine reproduction and the responses of jack pine, aspen, and red pine to thinnings and improvement cuttings. Shirley was aided most ably by Paul Zehngraff, who became his assistant in May, 1931. Zehngraff, who had been trained in Denmark and was well acquainted
with intensive silviculture, had a special rapport with the forest (Shirley, letter of 9/8/76 to
PaulO. Rudolf).
Zehngraff had worked as a field assistant for the Station on the Hubbard
County (Minnesota) Land Economic Survey and at the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest during 1930 (Zehngraff letter of 6/6/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
One of Zehngraff s first acts was to hire Lee South, a local young man with much
woods experience, as a laborer to help examine plots. Lee continued with the Station for
the rest of his career, first on a temporary basis, and later as a full-time employee. He
became one of the Station's most helpful and productive members.
In 1965 Lee South was given the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Superior
Service Award in Washington, D.C.
On the Cutfoot and Pike Bay Experimental Forests, Zehngraff did the necessary
groundwork between 1931 and 1934—establishing corners and "forty" boundaries, laying
out bench-mark plots (20 on each forty) and, with the aid of 110 CWA laborers assigned
to him, carrying out sanitation cuttings, thinnings, some reforestation, and road work.
The Station's silvicultural research was largely confined to these experimental forests,
and over the next several years more than 200 permanent plots concerned with thinning,
release and improvement cuttings, growth studies, type conversion, and reforestation
were installed on them (Zehngraff, letter of 6/6/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
The purpose of the Pike Bay Experimental Forest was to study (1) the
management possibilities of cutover white pine lands that had reverted to aspen
and other hardwoods and (2) the methods of converting inferior hardwoods to
conifers. The purpose of the Cutfoot Experimental Forest was to study the
management of red and jack pines.
In 1937 the Chippewa National Forest, with CCC help, built a three-story log building
in Cass Lake, Minnesota, as headquarters for the Forest Supervisor and the Cass Lake
District Ranger. The Lake States Station was given one wing of the upper story for office
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space and half the basement, which soon housed a darkroom, a drought machine (see p. 35
and storage space (Zehngraff letter of 6/6/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
A severe sleet storm early in 1940 and very strong winds later in the year caused
widespread damage to stands on the Chippewa National Forest, including a number of
the Station's thinning plots. Work of the Station to date helped guide the National Forest
officers in treating the damaged stands.
Cooperation between the Station and the Chippewa National Forest staff was generally
good, particularly during the time that C. E. Knutson was Forest Supervisor. Knutson
was always ready to listen and to apply measures that Station research showed would
work. Some of the Station results he put into practice on the National Forest included:
(1) regeneration of cut jack pine stands by disking the soil and scattering cone-bearing
slash, (2) thinning of young red pine for fence posts, and (3) light cutting in pine stands
to remove fast-growing, rough pines for piling, poles, and mine timbers at high stumpage
prices. The latter two activities were largely responsible for establishing an industry (the
Wheeler Bridge and Lumber Company). This company established its own pressure
treatment plant at Duluth and a fence post peeling plant at Cass Lake, both originally
dependent largely on National Forest stumpage (Zehngraff, letter of 6/6/76 to Paul O.
Rudolf).

Work at the Superior Branch
When funds became available in 1931 to start a research program on the Superior
National Forest, F.H. "Windy" Eyre was assigned to the job. He was instructed to
pick out an experimental forest and to persuade the Superior National Forest to let the
Station have part of the Halfway Ranger Station Administrative Site on which to build
a combination dwelling-office structure. He was successful in both endeavors (Eyre 1965,
History Notes...).
The building merits special mention, not because it was built with funds from
President Hoover's Public Works Program, nor because it was contracted and built for
$2,262, but because it included a bathroom. It took a lot of persuasion on Eyre's part to
convince the Director that a bathroom was needed. Zon pointed out that no Ranger Station
on the Superior National Forest had such a facility and he further stated that such bathrooms
as he had seen at field stations were used primarily to store old shoes! However, the
bathroom was included and was a huge success (Eyre 1965, History Notes...).
Eyre didn't get to move into the building, as he had hoped, because Zon
said it was set up as a bachelor quarters, but through arrangements with Russ
LeBarron, who occupied the building with a couple of field assitants, Eyre and
his family did get to use the bathtub that fall after White Iron Lake got too cold
for outdoor bathing. Ranger Frank Crow and his wife, from the Ranger Station
next door also arranged to use the precious tub (Eyre 1965, History Notes...).
Russ LeBarron became Eyre's assistant in July, 1931, and he took charge of the
work at the Superior Branch after 1932, when Eyre had to spend much of his time in St.
Paul on administrative duties.
Late in 1931 the experimental forest recommended by Eyre was formally established
about 12 miles southeast of Ely, near the Halfway Ranger Station. Called the Kawishiwi
Experimental Forest, it consisted of 2,635 acres of Federal land covered chiefly with jack
pine, spruce, aspen and paper birch growing on very shallow soils over gabbro and granite
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bedrock, a situation typical of northeastern Minnesota and adjacent parts of Canada. It
included a large acreage of peat bog, part of which supported pulpwood-sized black
spruce and part of which supported only stunted trees or no trees at all owing to exceedingly
poor drainage. Uprooting of trees by wind was a most serious problem. The main purpose
of the experimental forest was to develop the best methods of converting the aspen/birch
and jack pine types to the then more valuable spruces.
The northwest corner of the Experimental Forest was situated where the
South Kawishiwi River flows into Birch Lake. The word "Kawishiwi" is of
Ojibway origin and probably means "the river that is divided" (LeBarron 1976,
Some Thoughts on...).
The Experimental Forest was created as a direct result of a 20-year timber
sale contract between the U.S. Forest Service and the Northwest Timber Company
ofCloquet, Minnesota. Unfortunately, the Depression stopped the projected longterm sale and the agreement was eventually cancelled (LeBarron 1976, Some
Thoughts on...).
A terrific storm swept across part of the Superior National Forest, including the
Kawishiwi Experimental Forest, in July, 1932. It broke up so many stands and caused such
loss of timber that the Station often was forced to look elsewhere to find suitable areas for
many experiments that would normally have been conducted at Kawishiwi (Eyre 1965, History Notes...; LeBarron 1976, Some Thoughts on...). The forest did continue to serve well,
however, for ecological studies of seed production, seed dispersal, and factors affecting
early survival and growth of trees and other vegetation (LeBarron 1976, Some Thoughts
on...).
One of the first projects undertaken at the Superior Branch, before the establishment of
the experimental forest, was a survey of old cuttings on the Superior National Forest to get
some leads as to desirable cutting practices. Another early study involved the release of the
Birch Lake plantation (red pine, partly overtopped by aspen)—the first such operation on the
Superior National Forest (Eyre 1965, History Notes...).

Work of the other branch stations
Activities at the other branch stations are covered in discussions of several projects, as
follows: Fire studies (p. 35) and forest planting (p. 27) (Roscommon or Lower Peninsula),
watershed management (p. 41) (LaCrosse), northern plains forestry (p. 32) (North Dakota),
and northern hardwood silviculture (p. 24) (Upper Peninsula).

Station Staff Meetings
No account of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station would be complete without
some mention of the role of staff meetings during Zon's directorship. Such meetings were
called irregularly, but sometimes rather often, as Zon felt the need to get his staff's
reactions to a new project or a request for information from Washington, to evaluate
plans for a new study, to bring the staff up to date on what each member had done during
the field season, or for some other purpose. All technical staff members were included
and each one, from the newest junior forester to the most senior member of the staff,
was encouraged to participate. The meetings were almost always stimulating, and sometimes the arguments got a little heated. Zon loved a good argument, and not infrequently
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changed sides to keep a good one going. He often remarked,' 'Out of the clash of divergent
ideas, the truth will emerge."
As described by Hardy Shirley: "It took all of us some time to get onto his (Zon's)
method of playing devil's advocate at staff meetings to try to work out together the
soundest approach to a new problem. He made each of us prove to him and all other
staff present that our proposed work project was important, well thought out, feasible,
and that the results would be put to use. I know we often ganged up on him to support
the poor victim of his criticism, but that was his way of eliminating weaknesses in station
projects" (Shirley, 1976, letter of 9/8/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
Sometimes remarkable things grew out of Station staff meetings. One of these was
recalled by Hardy Shirley: "At a special staff meeting about 1933 Carlos Bates suggested
that the CCC be used to control soil erosion on depleted farmlands. We as a staff discussed
the matter for an hour or more; then Zon framed a telegram to the Washington Office
worded about as follows: 'Suggest CCC be used to control soil erosion of the upper Mississippi River. Can use two 200-man camps immediately. Plan adaptable throughout the upper
Mississippi and other watersheds. Can furnish detailed plan if desired. Zon.' This went out
on a Thursday. Friday we got a wire: 'Send detailed plan by Wednesday.' We had no plan,
but the staff spent three 12- to 14-hour days working one up and sending it off by Monday
night. By the end of the week the President had approved the erosion camps. Unfortunately,
the Forest Service lacked the soils men to supervise the work, so the camps were taken over
by the Division of Soils, and from this the Soil Conservation Service [originally the Soil
Erosion Service] emerged.'' (Shirley, 1976, letter of 9/8/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
At another meeting in 1934 the staff discussed a note which went from President
Roosevelt to Secretary of Agriculture Wallace, to the Chief of the Forest Service, to Director Zon. It proposed planting a belt of trees from North Dakota to the Mexican border to
check the plague of dust storms. Building chiefly on Carlos Bates' suggestions, the staff
outlined the framework for the Plains Shelterbelt Project (see p. 43).
Another training device used by Zon, in addition to staff meetings, was a chore he
demanded from most of his technical staff members from time to time. That chore was
to take his dictation when he was wrestling with a technical subject. Hardy Shirley
described this device as follows: "[Zon's] first and second drafts were often atrocious,
so we thought, but the third one usually came out a superbly logical, well documented
paper. He would watch us as he dictated, and as soon as a frown, or questioning expression
crossed our countenance, he would say, 'What is the matter?' We would tell him, and
he would usually accept our point, or take a different approach. As I look back on my
Lake States days, I realize that taking dictation from Zon was a great privilege. It taught
me much" (Shirley, 1976, letter of 9/8/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).

Regional Investigative Meetings
After Forest Service Region 9 had been established, a custom of holding annual
"regional investigative meetings" alternately in St. Paul and Milwaukee developed. These
meetings usually were attended by such representatives of National Forest administration
as the Assistant Regional Forester for Timber Management (and other Regional Office
representatives when meeting in Milwaukee), two or more Forest Supervisors, and the
Station Director and most of his technical staff. The administrative men would present
a list of problems on which they felt they needed help. The research men in turn would
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point out what information was available on these problems from their own work or from
other sources. If no information were available, the Director would indicate the possibilities
of working the problem into the Station's research program. In some instances, too, the
administrative men were asked to help the Station program.
The meeting held in St. Paul in January, 1933, may provide an illustration. At that
meeting " the administrative men asked for information and research men indicated what
was available on the following subjects: (1) Financial aspects of forestry (some information
was available from the Forest Survey), (2) timber surveys (the National Forests were
asked to help the Forest Survey by collecting additional information on age and reproduction), (3) markets (the Washington Office and the Forest Products Laboratory were
working on this problem), (4) nursery practice (the Station had provided advice to the
Rhinelander and Cass Lake nurseries, but work was still needed to define what constitutes
a desirable seedling), (5) cost of plantations (need to consider replant costs, too), (6)
direct seeding (Shirley discussed some promising trials on the Chippewa National Forest
and in Wisconsin), (7) planting (the Regional Office needed better information on spacing
and mixed plantings), (8) seed studies (Bates provided information on the red pine seed
source study, the best type of seed tree, the best time for cone collection, cost of seed,
cone storage, and seed extraction and storage), (9) forest influences (information was
needed on the effects of forests on water levels and soil erosion), (10) forest management
(information was needed on the best slash disposal methods for reproduction and fire
protection, cutting methods for black spruce, selective cutting of aspen, and release and
thinning practices), (11) forest mensuration (the Station agreed to make available new
volume tables to the Regional Office and the National Forests), (12) protection (the
Regional Office wanted a pathologist and an entomologist attached to the Forest Service
in the region), (13) forest types (Roe described the correlation of forest types with site
index, lower vegetation, and soil profile), and (14) aspen conversion (guidance was
needed on the Flambeau Unit in Wisconsin where aspen is vigorous in youth but breaks
down at an early age) (Minutes of Regional Inventory Meeting, January 19-20, 1933, 15
p., typescript).

New Headquarters Facilities
In June 1938 the Station transferred its headquarters from the old Dairy Building,
where it had been for almost 15 years, to newly completed Green Hall on the St. Paul
Campus of the University of Minnesota. Green Hall housed the University's School of
Forestry and the Station. This marked the first time since 1934 that all the Station's staff
had been together under one roof (LSFES Annual Inventory Report 1938).

Cooperation and Competition
During the Station's early years, Raphael Zon developed some excellent cooperation
with the National Forests, the State forestry agencies, and the Universities. On the other
hand, he also had occasional clashes of opinion with other conservation leaders that
caused ruffled feelings among some people in the region.
1

' Attended by Assistant Regional Forester H. Basil Wales, Forest Supervisors Leslie
Bean and R. V. Harmon, and Raphael Zon and the entire technical staff of the Lake
States Forest Experiment Station.

When the Station started, no one was exerting any real regional leadership in the
forest conservation field. Zon, following Forester Greeley's directive, soon filled this
vacuum. As other natural and aggressive leaders, such as Henry Schmitz at the University
of Minnesota and Earl W. Tinker, the Regional Forester of the newly created North
Central Region (Region 9) came into the Lake States, they and others who had independent
responsibilities for forestry activities often did not discharge them to Zon's complete
satisfaction. Zon was not slow to criticize them. Because Zon frequently tended to demand
more from these people than they were in a position to deliver, some of his criticisms,
understandably, drew resentment.
There were also some complaints by Station researchers that the administrative
foresters often used Station findings before they were published. This situation gradually
improved after 1932 when F. H. "Windy" Eyre, with Zon's tacit consent, gradually
became the Director's administrative back-up officer. It was Windy's philosophy that it
was a duty of Forest Service research men to serve the needs of administrative foresters,
and if the latter used some Station results before they were published, so much the better.
He also worked closely with foresters in National Forest adminstration, the universities
(primarily Minnesota and Michigan), and other agencies throughout the region, and did
much to develop harmonious relations between them and the Station (letter of 9/8/76
from Hardy Shirley to Paul O. Rudolf; Eyre 1965. "Historical Notes on the Lake States
Forest Experiment Station").

REGULAR STUDIES CONTINUED
AND NEW ONES STARTED
Despite the demands for technical guidance in special projects and in the rapidly
expanding forestry programs of the Lake States, Station personnel were able to continue
most on-going studies and to start several new ones, including some in forest economics,
Forest Survey, plains forestry, drought resistance, and genetics.

Growing and Tending Forest Stands
By 1929 the Station had research underway in the management of swamp forests,
northern hardwoods and farm woodlots; conversion of inferior stands to better species;
methods of cutting red pine, white pine, and jack pine (pure or in mixture); release cutting
of white pine under oak; natural reproduction; thinning of second growth red pine/jack pine
stands; and growth and yield of second-growth white pine and aspen stands (LSFES Report
to Advisory Committee 1929).
During the decade 1929 to 1939, the Station continued these silvicultural studies and
expanded them as resources permitted. Older plots were re-examined and newer ones established using improved experimental designs. By 1933, when the CCC and other emergency
programs permitted the practice of more intensive forestry in the National Forests and other
forest lands, Station results were available and were widely used. Although often preliminary in nature, these results served as the background for guides issued in 1934-1935 for
timber stand improvement and other forest practices (LSFES Annual Investigative Report
1934-1935).
The original white pine and red pine stands in the Lake States had given way largely to
jack pine and aspen by the time the Station began its work. The original hope of most forest
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managers was to restore white pine and red pine to these lands, but experience and research
showed this to be expensive and often a losing game. So the Station's studies of jack pine
and aspen management helped show a more economical and practical direction for forest
management (LSFES Annual Report 1935-1936). Of course, studies in other prominent
forest types were also conducted.

Management of pines
Although eastern white pine was the most valuable species in the Lake States forests at
the time of the original logging, it was sparse in the second growth stands. Possibilities of
managing it were further limited by the spread of white pine blister rust and the white pine
weevil throughout the region. The Station, therefore, was able to make relatively few
studies of this species, and they concerned mostly the growth of white pine and its response
to release from overtopping hardwoods.
Neither were red pine stands extensive after logging, except in parts of northern
Minnesota. There, primarily on the Chippewa National Forest, the Station tested thinning
and improvement cuttings in young and middle-aged stands, and different silvicultural
systems of harvesting and reproducing the stands. Moderate thinning of young stands
proved beneficial (LSFES Annual Reports 1931 and 1939), but none of the cutting methods
tried resulted in satisfactory red pine reproduction. Disking under the stands in conjunction
with a good seed crop sometimes resulted in large numbers of seedlings, but heat, drought,
bird and animal damage, and competition from shrubs, aspen sprouts, and other plants
usually eliminated most of them (LSFES Annual Reports 1931 and 1932).
Jack pine was of little value in the original forests, but Raphael Zon and his staff
had the foresight to start studies of its management as one of the first Station activities.
With extensive stands in all three Lake States, jack pine became a major source of
pulpwood by the 1930's. Station studies pointed out the best practices for stands to be
thinned frequently (every 5 to 10 years) and for those to be thinned less often (LSFES
Annual Report 1939). With its intolerance of shade and short lifespan, jack pine had to
be clearcut at harvest for best results. Since many jack pine cones do not open when
ripe, natural regeneration of the species without burning the stands proved a problem.
However, the Station worked out a method that was employed with reasonable success
on the Chippewa, Superior, and Huron National Forests. This method consisted of clearcutting small areas, disking to expose mineral soil over 40 to 50 percent of the surface,
and then scattering cone-bearing slash close to the ground (on south exposures the shade
of the slash and a partial overstory was beneficial) (LSFES Annual Reports 1935-1936,
1936-1937, 1938).

Management of northern hardwoods
With approximately 1.5 million acres of old-growth northern hardwoods remaining
in the Lake States in the early 1930's, this was the major type in which management of
older stands was important (LSFES Annual Report 1932). The Station's research efforts
were strongly oriented toward developing cutting methods that would permit gradual
harvesting of the old-growth stands (rather than clearcutting, which was the current
commercial method). So Zon pushed "selective logging," which consisted of removing
variable proportions of the largest trees in the stand at a given time. By 1933 the Station's
plots at Dukes showed that selective logging resulted in reasonably good growth of residual
trees (best when 60 percent of the volume in the larger trees was removed), negligible
mortality, abundant natural reproduction, lower fire hazard, and higher financial returns
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per M board feet than clearcutting. So in that year the lumber industry, under provisions
of the Lumber Code, accepted selective logging as general woods practice, particularly
in northern hardwoods (LSFES Annual Report 1933-1934).
Although concentrating on harvest cuttings in old-growth stands, the Station also
conducted tests of improvement cutting and reinforcement planting in young secondgrowth stands at Dukes (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1930).
By 1935 the National Forest Reservation Commission had approved the purchase of
4,100 acres of additional northern hardwood forest lands adjacent to Dukes to be the
nucleus of an intended 10,000-acre experimental forest. Land purchases were made
reasonably promptly and the Station soon was able to carry on cutting tests over a wider
area. By 1939, for example, the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest had 62 timber
sales involving 537 M board feet of logs, 1,580 cords of chemical wood, and 1,260
railroad ties that provided $15,000 employment and profit to the local community (LSFES
Annual Inventory Report 1939).

Management of aspen
Aspen was considered a weed species in the Lake States at the time the Station was
established, but it was the most extensive type in the northern part of the region, occupying
soils ranging from sands to heavy loams formerly covered with pines, spruce/fir, or
hardwoods. Zon and his staff had the foresight to realize that aspen management would
become an important part of forestry in the Lake States, and they planned research to
help guide this future activity. In 1925, in cooperation with the University of Minnesota
and the Forest Products Laboratory, they began a study of the potential of aspen land in
the northern Lake States, including such matters as where aspen grows, the extent of the
type, its natural conversion to conifers, its growth and yield, the role of wood rots in
aspen management, and the properties and uses of the wood. The report on this study
was published in 1930 (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1925, LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1930, Johnson ef al. 1930).
In the meantime, experiments had been established, largely on the Chippewa National
Forest, to test various methods and degrees of thinning in young aspen stands, harvest
cutting methods in older stands, and methods of converting aspen stands to conifers.
These studies resulted in the following guidelines: (1) on better soils aspen should be
managed by clearcutting with reproduction by suckers, although on former northern
hardwood lands, where there usually is some reproduction of sugar maple, yellow birch,
and American elm, stands will revert to northern hardwoods; (2) on sandy soils aspen
grows poorly, so underplanting to conifers may be a practical but relatively expensive
operation (all competition with the planted trees must be controlled and rabbit damage
eliminated) (LSFES Annual Investigative Reports 1931, 1933-1934, 1935-1936, 1939).

Management of spruce/fir
In the 1920's and 1930's spruces were the most valuable pulpwood species in the
Lake States. The Station researched the release of balsam fir, white spruce, and black
spruce from overtopping aspen and birch, as well as the best cutting methods in black
spruce swamp forests. The latter pointed up some of the problems in managing swamp
forests, in that partial cuts gave better reproduction than clearcuts but the residual stand
was subject to damage and mortality from windthrow and exposure (LSFES Annual
Investigative Reports 1934-1935, 1938, 1939).
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Growth and yield of forest trees and stands
Fundamental to both forest management and to forest surveys is a knowledge of the
growth and yield of the various forest tree species common in the region. Most of the
preparation of volume and yield tables in the Lake States was done by S. R. "George"
Gevorkiantz of the Station. Beginning in 1933, when the official Forest Survey project
began at the Station, Gevorkiantz was funded jointly by the forest management and forest
survey projects.
Some volume and yield tables had been developed for the Lake States species before
the Station started, but many of these were based on limited data or were developed in
other regions, so Gevorkiantz began developing such tables based on Lake States data.
For example, in 1930 he completed 23 volume tables and in 1931, 14 more (LSFES
Report to Advisory Committee 1930, 1931).
To make the large number of tables readily available, R. M. Brown of the University
of Minnesota (a Station staff member in 1925 and 1926) and Gevorkiantz of the Station
collaborated in assembling some 150 volume, taper, and yield tables for Lake States
species. These were published in a compact bulletin by the University (LSFES Annual
Inventory Report 1933-1934, Brown and Gevorkiantz 1934).
Obviously, the use of such a large number of tables is unwieldy, but tree form,
utilization standards, cull, and other factors vary widely and general volume tables cannot
be easily corrected to meet local requirements. However, Gevorkiantz overcame these
difficulties by a simple technique of volume table construction that permitted the tables
to be adjusted to meet the requirements of any locality. This development was accepted
with enthusiasm by National Forest officers, who found it a great aid (LSFES Annual
Investigative Report 1935-1936).
Standard yield tables, based as they were on fully stocked even-aged stands, often
needed major adjustments for Forest Survey purposes. So Gevorkiantz developed empirical
yield tables for understocked and uneven-aged stands, based on hundreds of sample plots,
that gave a realistic picture of the potentialities of forest land in the Lake States. These
tables gave net growth—that is, with cull eliminated (LSFES Annual Inventory Report
1935-1936). Later Paul Guilkcy made further contributions to estimating the approach of
understocked stands toward normality (R. N. Cunningham, letter of 10/8/79 to Paul O.
Rudolf).
By 1938 most of the needs for volume and yield tables in the region had been met, so
the measurements staff (Gevorkiantz and R. H. "Dick" Blythe) used their statistical
knowledge to help other staff members design experiments concerning such matters as
drought resistance, shelterbelt influences, nursery stock production, stock storage, and
field planting (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1938). Of course, they had also given
some such aid earlier. In 1931 Gevorkiantz had suggested improvements in permanent sample plot techniques; in 1934 Blythe had analyzed National Forest plantation survival counts
and prepared a guide showing the number of trees to be counted to get a chosen degree of
accuracy; and in 1936 he and Gevorkiantz had issued revised methods of sampling plantations, thinnings, and other plots.
In 1936 an unusual "mutual admiration society" blossomed. Gevorkiantz began
cooperating with Jim Girard of the Washington Office in preparing a "Cruiser's Handbook" that would include many rules of thumb and shortcuts based on Girard's years of
experience along with results from the Forest Survey. Girard, the old-time woods-trained
timber cruiser, and Gevorkiantz, the statistician, found that they often got similar answers
to specific timber estimating problems and developed tremendous respect for each other.
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Artificial Regeneration Research
Forest planting
Although forest planting was the most widely investigated forest problem in the Lake
States at the time the Station was established, it soon became evident that more knowledge
of the subject was needed. Kittredge's 1924-1925 survey of plantations throughout the region gave good background information, but it was scarcely completed before a series of
drought years made past experience seem inadequate. At the request of National Forest administration, therefore, the Station began some new, comprehensive forest planting
studies.
In 1931 Paul Rudolf initiated a comprehensive planting test on the Huron National
Forest, the major planting forest in Region 9. It involved testing species, classes of stock,
spacings, and degree of mixture on four 100-acre sites over a 10-year period. Carlos
Bates had previously roughed out the plans in consultation with the Regional Forester's
staff and had selected the four different-but-typical planting sites in cooperation with
National Forest personnel. Joe Kittredge and Gene Roe had mapped the soils on each
100-acre block. During the first 2 years, furrows were plowed by local farmers using
their own horses and sulky plows provided by the Forest Service. Local farmers from
the South Branch area did the planting for a wage of 40 cents per hour. In 1933 one plot
was plowed with an old McCormick-Deering tractor that the National Forest had obtained
as surplus property from the USDA's corn-borer project. In ensuing years, through 1940
when planting was completed, all plowing was done by tractors driven by CCC personnel.
From 1933 through 1940 CCC enrollees did all the planting. R. A. "Bob" Farrington
had direct supervision of the Huron planting work from 1935 to 1940. The Station had
no regular funds for hiring labor during this period. Systematic weather and soil moisture
observations on the blocks gave a good basis for interpreting results.
Planting on the Huron National Forest had been done on an increasing scale
since 1912, with relatively large plantings (up to 10,000 acres per year) since
1917. The bulk of the planting had been done in furrows spaced about 8 feet
apart with 2-0 red pine seedlings using crews of local farmers. So as not to
interfere with the farmers' own critical spring activities, forest planting was done
in the fall. Beginning in the dry year of 1927 very serious mortality occurred in
young plantations. As a result, the Station was asked for help and the 10-year
study began.
Several other planting studies also were conducted. In 1933 comparisons of slit and
deep-hole planting were made on the Superior National Forest (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1933-1934).
During 1935 and 1936, on the 60th anniversary of forest planting in the Lake States12
the Station began a new survey of plantations to update the information collected by Joe
Kittredge in 1924-1925. By 1936 some 600,000 acres in the Lake States had been planted to
forest trees and the Region planned to plant 110,000 to 125,000 acres per year on the National Forests. Paul Rudolf planned and analyzed the new survey and most of the field work
was done by Norman Tuttle, Henry Hansen, and Frederick Wangaard. The re-survey gave
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The first "forest plantation" in the region, so far as could be determined, was
established by Walter Ware on his farm near Hancock, Wisconsin, in 1876 as a memorial
to the Centennial of American Independence.
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new information on the growth and survival to be expected from older plantations in the
region and reconfirmed that red pine generally performed best in the plantations (LSFES
Annual Investigative Reports 1935-1936, 1936-1937).
Tuttle later went into private industry in Pennsylvania. Hansen became
Professor of Silviculture at the University of Minnesota, and Wangaard became
Professor of Forest Products at Yale University.

A series of drought years, beginning in the late 1920's and culminating in 1936 with
new records of heat and dryness, put plantations and natural vegetation to severe tests. Air
temperatures of more than 100°F were common in the region in 1936 and on the Huron National Forest the Station recorded soil surface temperatures up to 175°F; during one period
of 8I/2 consecutive hours, surface temperatures remained above 130°F The Station's test
provided dramatic evidence of the relations between species, size and age of trees, and presence of shade on the one hand and survivial on the other. Beginning in 1937 and for several
years thereafter, conditions were generally more favorable for survival and growth.
Beginning in 1937 the Station began a comprehensive planting study on the newly
established Manistee National Forest in western Lower Michigan, where conditions generally were less severe than those on the Huron National Forest but where tree planting
also was the major forest management activity. The project was comparable in scope to
the one on the Huron, but it was designed differently and scheduled to run for 8 years.
It also included tests made from 1938 to 1941 to stabilize a large "sandblow" known as
Big Prairie. W. A. "Bill" Kluender was in direct charge of the projects, under Rudolf's
supervision.
This project was approved by Raphael Zon with the understanding that it
would require no expenditures of regular Station funds other than for Paul Rudolf's
time.

During the same year, J. H. "Joe" Stoeckeler began planting trials on the Nicolet
National Forest in northeastern Wisconsin to supplement nursery studies also being started
at that time. Those studies included planting and seeding trials with several hardwood
species along with conifers. Other Station planting studies largely concerned conifers,
especially pines.
Underplanting - Beginning in the late 192G"s, the Station tested the planting of
pines under aspen and brush as a means of restoring these lands to more productive types.
Much of this work was done by Shirley and Zehngraff on the Chippewa National Forest,
largely as a part of aspen management research. Plantation survival undercover, especially
during drought years, was commonly better than in open areas; but planting the trees was
quite expensive and, without release, they would grow poorly and gradually fail.

Direct seeding
Because growing planting stock and the planting operation itself are relatively expensive, foresters became interested in direct seeding. Shirley began testing direct seeding
of red pine to supplement natural seeding in attempts to regenerate old-growth red pine
on the Chippewa. He made subsequent trials on the Chippewa and Chequamegon (northwestern Wisconsin) National Forests, as did LeBarron on the Superior National Forest,
Rudolf on the Huron National Forest (Lower Michigan), and Stoeckeler on the Nicolet
National Forest (northeastern Wisconsin). These tests involved a number of species,
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mostly conifers, including jack pine, red pine, eastern white pine, black spruce, white
spruce, sugar maple, yellow birch, rock elm, red oak, and black locust. Conducted under
a variety of conditions in several localities and seasons, these tests identified many of
the physical and biotic factors that can damage seeds and young seedlings; they also
showed that a variety of favorable conditions must coincide to permit successful direct
seeding. In general, success was greatest with jack pine, black spruce, and red oak
(LSFES Annual Report 1930, Investigative Conference 1933).

Seed laboratory established
Primarily to assess the quality of seed for a new red pine seed source study, Carlos
Bates in 1929 installed and began operating a seed laboratory in the basement at Station
headquarters. During the initial year he made 280 germination tests (50 of them commercial
samples) and discovered the effectiveness of cold stratification in breaking dormancy in
eastern white pine seed, '3 thus permitting effective spring sowing of this species. He also
began storage tests in which seeds were kept at various temperatures and degrees of
dryness with and without sealing.
The Laboratory continued to expand until it was buttoned down during World War
II. '* It became the leading laboratory for testing woody plant seeds in the United States,
serving the National Forest nurseries in Region 9 and several State nurseries as well. But
its major purpose was research to learn how best to handle, germinate, and store seeds
of an increasing number of woody plants used not only for timber production but also
for shelterbelts, wildlife food and habitat, and erosion control. By 1941 the Laboratory
had developed information on the extraction, pre-treatment, testing and storage of some
260 species of woody plants.
With the increasing demand on Bates' time for the Shelterbelt Project and other
influences work, he no longer had time for seed-testing work, so responsibility for the
Seed Laboratory was turned over to Hardy Shirley in 1934. He saw the need for making
available the Station's information on seed handling of unfamiliar species, and stimulated
the publication of a summary on the propagation of game food and cover plants in the
Lake States in 1936 (Fisher et al. 1935).
In 1938 E. I. "Gene" Roe became responsible for the operation of the Seed Laboratory, and he continued that activity until the Laboratory was closed during World War
II. During that time Region 9 began assigning an assistant nurserymanl5 to the Laboratory
for the winter months to assist in running the 200-300 service tests required annually for
the National Forest nurseries.
More attention was devoted after 1935 to methods of overcoming various kinds of
seed dormancy, especially for many of the species being used for shelterbelt, wildlife,
and erosion control plantings. In 1936 the Station perfected a seed scarifier that accomplished in 15 minutes what took 2 or 3 days to achieve with older equipment (LSFES
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This included a study of the biochemical changes in the seed during the course
of pretreatment in cooperation with the University of Minnesota.
k
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Before 1934, the annual seed testing load averaged 50,000 seeds; in 1934 it was
314,000 seeds, and in 1935 it was 456,000 seeds. Before 1934 the Laboratory usually
tested four or five species; in 1936 it tested 115 species (LSFES Annual Report 1935-1936).
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Detailees during this period included Jack Kopitke, John Crosby, and Karl Lanquist
(Roe 1976).
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Annual Investigative Report 1936-1937). In 1938 the Station tested the seed used by the
Forest Products Laboratory in developing (1) seed extraction kilns and (2) the best kiln
schedules for several pine species.
As early as 1935 Shirley and H. I. Baldwin of the New Hampshire Forestry Department proposed establishment of a central tree seed laboratory for the United States in the
Lake States. But, this was not to be. Instead the Station's Seed Laboratory was deactivated
during World War II and, despite strong protests by Gene Roe, closed in 1945. A few
years later a large, well-funded tree seed laboratory (now a national seed laboratory) was
set up by the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station in cooperation with the Georgia
Forest Research Council (LSFES Annual Report 1935-1936, Roe 1976).
The Woody Plant Seed Manual.—One of the major outgrowths of the Station's seed
testing work was the "Woody Plant Seed Manual" . Impressed by the large amount of new
information accumulating in the Seed Laboratory files, especially for the great variety of
species tested for the Shelterbelt Project, Hardy Shirley got the inspiration in 1935 to make
the information available in a manual. He found that H.I. Baldwin had similar ideas and at
the outset they collaborated in assembling seed information. (Baldwin dropped out of the
project the next year and published his own book on tree seed.) Gene Roe was soon brought
into the task of assembling data and abstracting seed publications. By the time the manual
was completed, he probably contributed more to its substance than any other single individual. By the end of 1936 more than 1,000 articles on seed had been summarized, and by
the end of 1938 seed information on some 635 species of trees and shrubs had been assembled from published articles and data (largely unpublished) of the Lake States Station, other
forest experiment stations, National Forests and State nurseries, and other forestry agencies. Also in 1938 a sample format of the seed manual was sent to the Washington Office,
which approved the project and decided, since the manual was national in scope and involved contributions from other stations, to make it a Service-wide project with the Lake
States Station having primary responsibility. Washington Office personnel then took steps
to detail to the Lake States Station seed experts from other stations, who provided text material in the areas of their expertise. The men so assigned were N. T. Mirov of the California
Station, A. G. Chapman of the Central States Station, W. E. McQuilkinof the Appalachian
Station, and Philip C. Wakeley of the Southern Station. They were joined by Paul Rudolf,
who had been assigned to work on the manual in 1938, and who was given responsibility for
the project in 1939 when Hardy Shirley left to become Director of the Allegheny Forest
Experiment Station. Zon pushed for condensing the information and suggested presenting
the detailed information by genus rather than by individual species as originally planned.
Roe and Rudolf plugged away and completed the 900-plus page manuscript, which covered
444 species, in 1941. It was transmitted to Washington, where it lanquished on the shelf for
the duration of World War II. After the war, Rudolf worked with the Forest Service editor
(he and Lucille Olsen checked the galley proofs) and it was finally published in 1948
(USDA Forest Service 1948).

77ie germination behavior of many of the 635 species was largely unknown
and seed was not available from commercial sources. So Roe, assisted by several
men at Branch Stations (notably R. K. LeBarron, J. R. Neetzel, P. O. Rudolf,
H. F. Scholz, J. H. Stoeckeler, and P. J. Zehngraff), collected seed from many
species for which little or no information was available and tested it thoroughly
(Roe 1976).
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Nursery studies
A planting program of several thousand acres per year requires the nursery production
of several million seedlings (or transplants) per year. Although the Station did not begin
actual research in nursery problems until 1935 when Joe Stoeckeler began some nursery
studies in North Dakota, National Forest and State conservation department officers sought
the advice of knowledgeable Station men (such as Carlos Bates and Joe Kittredge) before
that time in selecting nursery sites. In 1932, for example, Station men helped Regional
Office personnel examine a forest nursery site near Manistique, Michigan, and also helped
Wisconsin Conservation Department officers check on soils for a proposed nursery (LSFES
Annual Investigative Report 1932).
Beginning in 1935 Stoeckeler began nursery studies in North Dakota, both on sandy
soils (at the Denbigh Experimental Forest and the Towner Nursery of the Forest Service)
and on heavy soils (at the State Forestry Nursery at Bottineau). These were concerned
largely but not exclusively with problems of growing conifer nursery stock. Stoeckeler
also helped Harold Engstrom and other members of the Plains Shelterbelt Project develop
better methods of growing shelterbelt planting stock, largely broadleaf species.
In 1937 Stoeckeler, assisted by Einar Aamodt and others, began comprehensive
nursery studies in the Lake States at the Hugo Sauer Nursery near Rhinelander, Wisconsin
(with satellite studies in several other nurseries—especially the Tourney Nursery near
Watersmeet, Michigan, the Wyman Nursery near Manistique, Michigan, and the Hayward
Nursery near Hayward, Wisconsin). During the same year Paul Rudolf, with the help of
Bill Kluender, began some supplemental nursery studies in the Chittenden Nursery near
Wellston, Michigan. These studies tested the effects of such nursery practices as density
of sowing, watering frequencies and amounts, chemical weed control, and fertilizer
applications on the development and plantability of conifer species commonly grown for
reforestation in the Lake States. They also determined how long such stock could be
stored after lifting and before planting without serious loss of viability (LSFES Annual
Investigative Report 1938).

Genetics
No funds specifically designated for genetics research were available to the Station
until 1954, but studies in this field began in the 1920's as parts of other projects. The
first such activity took place in 1926 at Dukes, Michigan, with an unsuccessful attempt
to cross-pollinate sugar maples having the bird's-eye figure in their wood (no filled seeds
were obtained). But the major thrust was an effort to identify seed sources that would
improve the survival, growth, and development of red pine and Scotch pine and, to a
lesser extent, spruces. In 1927 and 1928 Carlos Bates obtained seeds from more than
160 sources of red pine in the Lake States, adjacent Canada, and the Northeast, and from
more than 30 sources of Scotch pine in Europe (one from Manchuria) and planted trees
in the Lake States, thereby initiating the largest progeny test of forest tree species up to
that time. Seedlings were grown from these seeds at the Cass Lake Nursery in Minnesota
and set out in field plantations in 1931 and 1933 on the Chippewa and Superior National
Forests in Minnesota and the Huron National Forest in Lower Michigan (many of the
sources were also tested by the Northeastern Station in Pennsylvania). Unfortunately, the
severe drought and heat conditions of 1933 and 1936 badly decimated the Chippewa and
Huron plantations and left only the Superior National Forest plantation with enough trees
to warrant future observations.
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In the early 1930's, Carlos Bates also assembled seed lots of eight spruce species,
including several sources each of white spruce and Norway spruce. The seeds were sown
in 1932 in the Hugo Sauer Nursery near Rhinelander, Wisconsin, and field-planted in
the spring in 1936 under Paul Rudolfs direction on the Chippewa and Superior National
Forests in Minnesota, the Nicolet National Forest in Wisconsin, the Hiawatha National
Forest in Upper Michigan, and the Huron National Forest in Lower Michigan. Again,
the record drought and heat conditions of the summer of 1936 largely eliminated three
of the plantations, leaving only those on the Superior National Forest with fair survival
and those on the Nicolet National Forest with reasonably good survival to provide future
data. The latter plantings, protected by the shade of aspen and brush, provided much
useful material for later genetics research.
In shelterbelt work, Stoeckeler noted that a few sources of ponderosa pine showed
differing responses to winter damage during the 1930's at the Denbigh, North Dakota,
plantings. Shirley and Meuli reported that green ash seedlings grown from seeds collected
throughout the species' range in the Shelterbelt Zone showed increasing drought resistance
from the southeastern to the northwestern (North Dakota) parts of the range (LSFES
Annual Report 1935-1936).

Northern Plains Forestry
Acting upon the suggestions of several leading citizens of the State, North Dakota's
Senator Gerald P. Nye, in October 1929, wrote Chief Forester R. Y. Stuart for suggestions
as to how forestry work could be started in the Mouse (Souris) River Loop area. This
led to a field examination by Director Zon and State Forester F. E. Cobb followed by
some preliminary investigations of forest plantings in the sandhills and of windbreak
establishment in the State by Carlos Bates. Reports on these examinations outlined the
need for more intensive studies and led Senator Nye to work for a Congressional appropriation, finally set at $15,000 in 1931, for the establishment of a branch station of the
Lake States Forest Experiment Station in the North Dakota sandhills, under authorization
of the McSweeney-McNary law. Work was set up in cooperation with the North Dakota
State School of Forestry at Bottineau. The research originally envisioned included: (1)
plantings in the sandhills near Towner, North Dakota, to get underway immediately; (2)
erosion control plantings in the Missouri River badlands of western North Dakota; and
(3) a study of windbreaks throughout the State (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1931, Rudolf 1952).
Prominent in getting the North Dakota work started, in addition to North
Dakota Senator Nye, were Congressmen Hall and Sinclair, State Forester Cobb,
and A. M. Christianson, Associate Justice of the North Dakota Supreme Court.
Several areas were examined, and Section 36,T.156N.,R.78W., near Denbigh was
selected as most suitable for the sandhill planting studies, because it was publicly owned
and contained four features reasonably typical of the sandhills region: rolling dune areas,
flat sand plains, some swales, and occasional small aspen groves. In April of 1931, this
section of State land was withdrawn from leasing (after several years) by the State Land
Commissioner and made available to the North Dakota State School of Forestry for
experiments in cooperation with the Federal government. So that Forest Service buildings
could be constructed on the area, the McHenry County Commissioners, using funds
donated by interested citizens of Towner, bought the NW 'A of the NW VA of Section 36
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from the State, and then deeded it to the Federal government on August 11, 1931 (date
the deed was recorded). Using plans prepared by Carlos Bates and executed by H. F.
"Bob" Scholz, the Station in 1932 built a five-room office-dwelling and a shop-garage,
installed a well and water system (wind-powered) on the site, and also broke ground for
a 100,000-tree transplant nursery (LSFES Investigative Report 1932, Rudolf 1952).
The Station made substantial progress in all three lines of work originally contemplated. Carlos Bates undertook experiments in erosion control planting in the Missouri
River badlands in 1932, and Bob Scholz, in the summer of 1931, examined some 1,000
planted groves and windbreaks on a variety of soils in the eastern half of North Dakota
to determine causes of success and failure (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee, Rudolf
1952, Scholz 1935). The findings were helpful not only in guiding the Station's program
but also that of the Plains Shelterbelt Project, which was launched 2 years later. The
major efforts of the Station were, however, directed toward sandhill planting.
In the Spring of 1931 Paul Rudolf supervised the first planting of 5 acres in the
northeast comer of Section 36, using coniferous stock obtained from the State forest
nursery at Bottineau and the Forest Service's nurseries at Halsey, Nebraska, and Savenac,
Montana. In 1932 Bob Scholz supervised the planting of about 40 acres and, beginning
in 1933, Joe Stoeckeler, who had been placed in charge of the project, supervised similar
large-scale plantings through 1940. By that time 270 acres of experimental plantation
had been established and more than 40 tree species (over half of them conifers) native
to North America, Europe, and Asia had been tested (Rudolf 1952).
The first plantings at Denbigh were made in furrows, as were earlier plantings in
the Nebraska sandhills. Stoeckeler soon noted, however, that furrows alone did not provide
the trees enough relief from sod competition; so he tested cultural methods to reduce
competition. These included, in the? order in which they were tested: (1) hand weeding
and cultivation; (2) planting in plowed strips; (3) cultivation between rows with a small
tractor and shovel cultivator, and finally—the method ultimately recommended for shelterbelt establishment—(4) thorough ground preparation before planting followed by three or
four annual cultivations between rows for at least 5 years after planting.
In 1940 Joe Stoeckeler established an arboretum on an area just north of headquarters
that had been a small nursery. By the time he and Paul Rudolf made the last plantings
in 1942, more than 30 tree species had been planted there (Rudolf 1952).
After Joe Stoeckeler's death on October 16, 1967, citizens of McHenry
County, North Dakota, took action to establish a memorial to him at the Denbigh
area. As a result, the arboretum was officially dedicated as "The Joseph H.
Stoeckeler Arboretum" on August 20, 1969, in a memorial program "presented
by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Upper Mississippi Valley
Section, Society of American Foresters and the people of North Dakota. "
Aside from the main planting studies, Stoeckeler (1) conducted nursery experiments
at Denbigh, Bottineau, Towner, and Oakes, North Dakota, (2) established sandblow
plantings in several localities, (3) studied the effect of shelterbelts on snow drifting and
soil moisture, and (4) kept records of grassland succession and water levels at Denbigh
(Rudolph 1952).
The original plan for the Denbigh work had been to carry out initial experiments on
Section 36, and then to test the findings on a pilot scale on an experimental forest made
up of six or eight surrounding sections. These findings, in turn, would be applied on
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National Forests to be established in the sandhills.'"The latter aspect materialized to this
extent: (1) the State Legislature passed enabling legislation in 1933; (2) the National
Forest Reservations Commission, in 1935, approved the purchase of a 200,000-acre unit
in McHenry, Bottineau, and Pierce Counties, and a 60,000-acre unit in Ransom and
Richland Counties; (3) the U.S. Forest Service, with Joe Stoeckeler's guidance, established
a forest nursery at Towner. About that time, however, the price of beef rose substantially
and with it the value of the sandhills land for grazing purposes. As a result, land purchase
became so difficult that these National Forest units never became actively established.
The Towner Nursery, however, was put into operation by the Forest Service; it was later
turned over to the Soil Conservation Service, and finally to the State Forester (Rudolph
1952).
Although the North Dakota project had begun with an appropriation of $15,000,
serious cuts in regular funds began in 1933. To some extent the reductions in regular
funds were offset by the availability of emergency funds and labor; CCC crews in 1933
and ERA and WPA labor from 1934 to 1939 carried on the bulk of the work. The amount
of emergency help diminished steadily, however. The State Legislature, too, beginning
in 1931 had made biennial appropriatons of $2,500 to aid the project. In 1939 the State
Forester attempted to get this money allotted for a forest survey of the State, and the
legislature responded by eliminating the appropriation. So it became necessary to place
the Denbigh Branch on a maintenance basis after July of 1939, although field assistants
worked there during field seasons until 1941.

Ecological and Physiological Studies
Forest type studies
The relation between forest types and soil types was one of the early studies initiated
at the Station by Joe Kittredge. Later he was assisted by Gene Roe, who completed the
study after Kittredge left the Station in 1931. Information on forest cover types and
associated vegetation was collected in part from field plots and in part from road traverses
in areas where soil types had already been mapped. By 1932 the percentage occurrence
of forest types on various soil types had been worked out for 13 counties, and this
information was used to determine forest type occurrence from soil type maps on 1,814,000
acres. In addition, forest types had been mapped on more than 5,000 miles of road traverse
where soils had previously been mapped (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1932).
Another aspect of the study showed a definite relation between forest growth and soil
type (LSFES Annual Report 1931).

Drought resistance and other physiological studies
Hardy L. Shirley came to the Station in 1929 from the Boyce Thompson Institute
for Plant Research, where he had been doing physiological research. He was the first
Ph.D. on the regular Station staff. Assigned to head up the work at the Chippewa Branch
Station, he soon began to apply his experience from the Boyce Thompson Institute and
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E. W. Tinker, Regional Forester for the North Central Region R-9), had been so
favorably impressed by the Station's success in planting at Denbigh, despite serious
droughts, that he pushed enthusiastically for the establishment of National Forest units
in the North Dakota sandhills.
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from Yale, where he had been a student of Professor James Tourney. He began comprehensive measurements of light intensities under various kinds of forest cover in 1930. He
also established plots on areas that he trenched to reduce root competition (Shirley, letter
of 9/8/76 to Paul O. Rudolf).
Tourney had established ' 'trenching'' studies that had illustrated the importance of root competition in causing failures of tree reproduction under forest
canopies.
As drought conditions worsened in the Lake States during the 1930's, Shirley's
attention was directed more toward studies of drought resistance among forest trees. These
included field observations and also observations under more controlled conditions in a
"drought machine" that he developed. This "machine" consisted essentially of a turntable
about 4 feet in diameter on which potted seedlings or transplants were placed and rotated
under a cover that permitted control of temperature and air dryness. The length of time
that plants could survive under specific conditions indicated their relative drought resistance.

Fire Research Work
Forest fires were common in the Lake States following extensive logging from the
1870"s on. Some of them, such as the Peshtigo fire of 1871 in Wisconsin, the Hinckley
fire in Minnesota in 1894, and the Cloquet fire in Minnesota in 1918, were very large
and highly destructive not only of timber lands but also of human life and property.
Therefore, one of the major problems recognized by the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station at its inception was that of fire protection, and forest fire research was one of the
first activities undertaken. One of the original Station staff members, J. A. "Jack"
Mitchell, was placed in charge of fire studies. Both his interest and experience qualified
him well for this assignment. He came from the Washington Office of the Forest Service
where he had been a district inspector working on cooperative fire protection activities
with State agencies under the Weeks Law (USFS Directories 1922, 1923).
To provide background for attacking the problem, Mitchell first began studying and
summarizing the forest fire statistics of the State fire protection agencies in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan. This involved the modern technique of this time (1925 and
later) of putting the data on punch cards, so they could be tabulated by machine. Information
reported showed by year the number of fires, acres burned, total damage (monetary),
average fire size, average damage per fire, and fire causes (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1925). Summary reports for each of the three States were published in cooperation with the State agencies. Mitchell also began fire weather studies that included:
(1) correlations of weather and fire records, (2) a determination of the probabilities of
rainfall of 0.5 inch or more by 10-day periods for 50 stations in Minnesota (LSFES Report
to Advisory Committee 1923) (later expanded to cover the northern Lake States and
published in 1936), and (3) the accumulation of fire weather data at several stations in
cooperation with the Weather Bureau and State and National Forests (LSFES Reports to
Advisory Committee 1925, 1926). He also studied forest fire hazard in northeastern
Wisconsin as related to character and condition of forest cover and prevailing weather
conditions.
By 1929 protection studies covered fire statistics, fire weather, fuels, fire behavior,
fire damage, use of chemical retardants, firebreaks and firelines, and methods and equipment. Plans had also been completed for the establishment of the Forest Fire Experiment
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Station near Roscommon, Michigan, in cooperation with the Michigan Conservation
Commission. It was established in 1930 and put on a permanent basis in 1931. The
division of work was essentially this: the State men, under the direction of Gilbert I.
Stewart (a University of Michigan forestry graduate), would work on the development
and testing of forest fire equipment; the Station men, under Mitchell's direction, would
work on other aspects of the fire problem. Mitchell's efforts were directed primarily
toward determining the relation of various weather factors to fuel conditions and fire
hazard, the effects of season of burn on trees and stand conditions, and the effectiveness
of various methods of slash disposal (LSFES Reports to Advisory Committee 1929-1932).
By 1933 Mitchell had developed some standard damage tables, which could be used to
estimate damage when the character of the fire, the season of its occurrence, and the size
and density of the trees in the stand were known.
Beginning in 1934, with no regular field assistants, Mitchell had to give priority to
work on which emergency workers could be used. This included compilation of available
precipitation data for the three Lake States, a field study of fire damage in typical hardwood
areas of Michigan and Wisconsin, and transcribing and coding of data from Michigan
forest fire reports for tabulation and analysis (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935).
By 1935, Mitchell had begun developing a fire hazard meter (later called the Lake States
Fire Danger Meter) that was based primarily on the hours since rain, but modified by
the amount of rain, the current relative humidity, the season, and cover conditions (Problems, Accomplishments, and Plans of LSFES for 1935-1936).
During 1936 Mitchell devoted most of his time to service projects such as establishing
and inspecting fire danger stations on the National Forests, analyzing local fire and weather
data, preparing instructions, and otherwise cooperating with Regional Office and National
Forest officers (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1936-1937).
Because forest fire protection in the Lake States was primarily (more than 90 percent)
a State problem, a conference of the three State agencies and the Forest Service was held
in 1938. One result was the request (carried out) that the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station prepare fire damage tables for National Forest and State lands. Also during 1938
the Station began carrying out fire research in the territory of the Central States Forest
Experiment Station (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1939).
During 1939 Mitchell analyzed available Lake States forest fire statistics (1914 to
1938) to determine historical trends and the progress in forest fire control since organized
protection had been in effect. He also developed a tentative formula for rating and
comparing protection units and seasons as to relative danger, risk of occurrence, risk of
spreading, and total risk or fire load (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1939).
By 1941 the Lake States forest fire danger meter had become the basis for fire danger
warning services in the region; it had been well checked for pine and northern hardwood
types, but needed further testing in the oak types. During this year also Mitchell and his
assistants condensed the accumulated data on fire behavior (approximate rate of spread
by damage class, wind velocity, and fuel type, and size of crew necessary under the
specified conditions to control fires when small) into a fire dispatching guide—a slide rule
device for ready use by fire dispatchers (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1941).

Forest Economics Studies Begun
In 1929 Russell N. Cunningham joined the Station staff as Forest Economist. He
immediately began planning and initiating, with strong input from Zon, studies concerning
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land and economic surveys, timber supply and production, wood use and requirements,
land use, forest taxation, and forest insurance. He supervised the Forest Survey when it
was formally launched in the Lake States in 1933. Because of the cooperative nature of
these studies, most of the results were included in State publications, notably Land
Economic Survey Reports for individual counties, and some university bulletins.

New public domain
In 1931 the Station reported: "As a result of tax delinquency, land abandonment,
and reversion to public ownership—either county or state—there is arising in the Lake
States what the Station calls a 'New Public Domain.'" In that same year the Station
studied 16 northern Minnesota counties and accumulated information on the extent of
this problem and some of its effects and underlying causes. Its report stated: "Causes of
tax delinquency are associated with thoughtless destruction of natural resources. Inequitable assessment of land, increased costs of local government, a shrinking tax base, and
too heavy a burden on real property, are some of the immediate difficulties" (LSFES
Report to Advisory Committee 1931).
Zon served on several State-sponsored study commissions and helped edit the book
"Land Utilization in Minnesota", to which Harold Moser, Bernard Frank, and Russell
Cunningham had contributed sections. The Station also cooperated with the Division of
Agricultural Economics, University of Minnesota, in a study of land classification and
zoning in forested areas. Cunningham and Frank wrote a chapter on tax-forfeited land
for Professor Blakey's book, "Taxation in Minnesota", a University of Minnesota publication (R. N. Cunningham letter of 10/8/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).

Revised growth statistics
For the Timber Conservation Board's revision of national timber statistics, the Station
in 1931 revised the original figures for Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and North
Dakota. The new figures indicated that the forests of the region were growing at a rate of
900 million cubic feet per year, and that the potential forest growth under intensive forest
management would amount to 2,971 million cubic feet per year (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1931).

Land use studies
A number of economics studies had to do with land use. One based on Forest Survey
findings showed that a large number of important wood-using industries were doomed if
traditional methods of timber-harvesting were followed, but that in many districts the remaining timber and advance growth were sufficient to permit sustained operations, probably on a reduced scale. Another study showed that the effects of land acquisition for National Forests had not affected local tax structures much except in Forest County, Wisconsin, and Cook County, Minnesota, and that the Federal Government had not acquired
enough timber to change the course of timber liquidation (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1936-1937). At this time, too, the Station recommended a study of the importance of
the recreation industry on the local tax situation and on employment in the region.

Farm woodland problems
In the 1930's, farm woodlots, which were some of the potentially most productive and
yet most neglected forested land in the region, occupied almost 25 percent of the farmland.
The Station, therefore, began studies in 1939 to obtain and make available information on
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the economic aspects of farm woodland management and utilization in the Lake States .This
was done largely by making case studies of typical farm woodlands in seven parts of the
Lake States—studies which furnished the basis for cooperation with agencies upon whom
the Station depended for translation of its findings into action programs (LSFES Investigative Report 1939). These studies resulted in (1) the establishment of forest-farm management units, in which State forests furnished winter employment to part-time farmers, (2)
the spurring of legislation to permit small timber sales to individual settlers, (3) the fostering
of enterprises in cooperative management and marketing of farm woodlot products, (4) the
setting up of pasture and forest management demonstrations, and (5) the recommendation
to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration that fenced and ungrazed woodlots be recognized as soil conserving areas on farms, thus making the landowner eligible for payments
(LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1938 (January 1939)). Other Station studies resulted
in a method of cruising small woodland tracts, and the organization of a marketing co-op in
Washburn County, Wisconsin (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1939).

Forest Survey Begun
"The idea of forest surveys, which has now spread to the entire country, was born in
Michigan in 1922," stated Raphael Zon in 1931 (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee
1931). In that year the State began county by county "land economic surveys," which included a soil survey, a forest cover map, tax delinquency data, information on ownership
and other economic data, and a complete inventory of timber and growth. From its inception
in 1923 the Station cooperated first with Michigan and later with Wisconsin and Minnesota
in promoting such surveys, working particularly on timber inventory and growth. In 1931
the Station cooperated with the University of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Conservation
Department in a survey of Washburn County, which gave, at a cost of about one cent per
acre, all essential facts needed for land zoning, reorganization of local government units,
and planning of State and county forests; it also gave a timber estimate with a 10-percent
accuracy (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1931).
Although the Lake States portion of the national Forest Survey did not get underway
until 1933, Station crews continued to prepare for the big event by working with the State
land economic survey crews. In 1931, for example, Station crews ran 800 miles of strip
survey and, in addition to forest inventory work, made periodic growth measurements on
2,400 trees. They also measured more than 1,200 trees for the construction of volume tables
for aspen, jack pine, northern hardwoods, and black spruce (LSFES Investigative Report
1932).
In 1933 Zon stated, "One of the most important jobs the Station has is to find out
what the forest lands in the region are like and what they are good for. This is the basis
for policy-making and for the management of specific tracts. If there were no Forest
Survey project, the Station would still have to devote a large share of its efforts to a
study of these things" (LSFES Investigative Report 1933).
The McSweeney-McNary Forest Research Act, passed by Congress in 1928, authorized the Forest Service to undertake a nationwide forest survey within the following
10 years. "The objectives of the survey were to be five-fold: (1) to take stock of the
present timber supply and of the forest lands available for growing timber, (2) to determine
rates of timber growth and potential yields under different types of management, (3) to
determine the rate of depletion by industrial and domestic users and from fire, windfall,
insects and disease, (4) to determine present consumption and probable future trends in
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requirements for forest products, and (5) to correlate these findings with present and
anticipated economic conditions in order to formulate policies for the effective use of
land available for timber production" (Gafvert 1938).
The Station received its first allotment of Forest Survey funds in 1930, which made
it possible to coordinate with the State land economic surveys and to develop stand tables
and growth measurements. Late in 1930, Joe Kittredge, then in charge of the Station's
regional growth project, suggested merging that project with the Forest Survey growth
studies, with Forest Survey crews taking growth data in the field and turning them over
to George Gevorkiantz for incorporation in the regional growth study. Kittredge and
Gevorkiantz proposed a work plan and prescribed methods of taking not only growth,
but also inventory data as well (LSFES Investigative Report 1933). This was the beginning
of Gevorkiantz' dual function as a member of both the forest management and Forest
Survey staffs at the Station. Allotments continued to be small, but preliminary work
continued under the direction of Russell Cunningham, who had been given responsibility
for the Forest Survey in the Lake States, with the assistance of George Gevorkiantz,
Harold Moser, and Robert T. "Bob" Anderson. Also about this time, Russell Cunningham
and George Gevorkiantz were sent to be trained in Survey methods in the South, where
the national Forest Survey was already underway. This included field work in the bayou
country of Mississippi, where they literally received their baptism. Many of the lines
went through water that, for Gevorkiantz at five-feet-four-inches tall, was often close to
chin high; Cunningham, at six-feet-plus, fared better (Kaufert 1976). By the time
emergency funds became available in the summer of 1933 to hire people to carry on the
necessary field work, the ground work had been laid for a thorough fact-finding job
(Gafvert).
Funds for employing help were provided by several' 'New Deal'' emergency
programs such as the Civil Works Administration (CWA), Federal Emergency
Relief Administration (FERA), and the Works Progress Administration (WPA).
In September 1933, Jim Girard, Assistant Director of the Forest Survey in Washington,
Russell Cunningham, George Gevorkiantz, and Harold Moser made a reconnaissance trip
north of Beaver Bay, Minnesota, and planned the organization of field work to commence
the survey. Edward L. Lawson, then with the Minnesota Forest Service, was hired as
field chief, and Harold Moser was put in charge of computations (Gafvert).
The system of sampling was modeled after one developed in Sweden and already
in use in the South. "Lines were to be run east and west across the state with intervals
of ten miles. Along these lines a fifth-acre sample plot was to be taken of forest cover
every ten chains ('/x mile)" (Gafvert).
"Ed Lawson with a small crew composed of Robert Anderson, George Olson, and
James McGlade, estimators, and R.E. Pasco, Edgar Hubbard, and [Charles] Jackson,
compassmen, began work on a survey line near Finland [Minnesota] early in October
[1933]" (Gafvert).17 From that time until March 1937, when the last plot was installed
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Before the end of 1934, inventory figures were available for Minnesota, the first
State in the United States to be so completed in the Forest Survey. These figures showed
19.7 million acres of forest land, some 2 million acres less than had previously been
estimated (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935).
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near Tomahawk, Wisconsin (and fittingly marked by a special stake).18 a number of
crews ran nearly 15,000 miles of line and measured 120,000 plots in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Michigan. In the course of this trek the men endured temperatures from —58° to
+ I08°F, struggled many miles through brush and timber on snowshoes, felt the stings of
hungry mosquitoes, pesky no-see-ums, and angry wasps, spent many nights in tents or, if
lucky, in unheated cabins during subzero weather, waded and swam numerous streams and
lakes, wallowed through mud, muck, and wet sphagnum moss, endured their own cooking
and that of some small-town eateries, broke through the ice of lakes, ponds, or streams,
survived bouts with typhoid fever, ill-tempered farm dogs, aggressive bears, and belligerent
bulls, broke through the surface of burning peat bogs, and outmanuvered militant farmers
(sometimes with shotguns)." In spite of all those hazards there was only one serious casualty, and that was the result of a freak accident near Rochester, Minnesota, in 1934, when
the car of a crew driving to work "was hit a glancing blow by another car coming out of a
brush-hidden road. When the car overturned [Jim] McGlade, who was driving, was killed,
while Duerr, Downs, and Wagner, who were along, escaped with minor injuries" (Gafvert).
The conclusion of the field work, of course, did not complete the Survey. The field
information "was compiled for each of the Lake States and, along with data from other
States, was incorporated into a national report on the forest resource. After decades of
heavy cutting and widespread fires Uncle Sam and each of the Lake States could take
stock of what was left and start planning to rebuild" (Morgan 1960). This tremendous
job involved the work of 267 people, some for only a month or two and others for several
months to 3 years or more, with such titles as chief of party, clerk, compassman, computer,
draftsman, editor, estimator, mensurationist, packer, pathologist, statistician, tabulating
machine operator, and typist (Gafvert). At its peak, the Survey required not only a large
field crew but also a sizable office force, requiring extra space in the Federal buildings
in Duluth and St. Paul (one whole floor for a time in St. Paul) (R.N. Cunningham, letter
of 10/8/79 to Paul O. Rudolf). At a gathering celebrating the completion of the Survey,
field work Chief Ed Lawson concluded his remarks as follows: "It's been a big job and
a long walk, and in fulfilling this task many friendships have been made that will long
endure" (Gafvert).
The first Forest Survey in the Lake States was the proving ground for many young
foresters. Some stayed at the Station, but most of them went on to other assignments,
and several of them went on to positions of prominence. Forexample, George B. Amidon
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This stake was driven by Joseph O. Grove and observed by E. L. Lawson and
two associates. The stake was retrieved in 1958 by Grove and Russell Cunningham
(Morgan 1960).
19
".../ learned that the northern Lake States swamps were tougher going than the
southern swamps—poison ivy, water moccasins, and chest-deep water, while they were
obstacles and nuisances did not compare with walking all day in sphagnum and sedge
swamps and plowing through alder and hazel brush. ...Since I was the only young
forester-to my knowledge-with experience in both regions, there was no one, and even
today there may not be anyone, to dispute my claim... The Survey crews working in all
U.S. forest regions felt they had it the worst, but, in my judgment and experience, the
survey crews of all other forest regions really had 'a picnic in the woods' every day as
compared to those hardy souls of the Lake States Forest Survey. " (Kaufert 1976).
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became vice president of the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company; Dwight W. Bensend
became Professor of Forestry at Iowa State University; Maurice Day became Director of
the Dunbar Forest Experiment Station of Michigan State University; William A. Duerr
became Professor of Forest Economics at the New York State College of Forestry and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Franklyn T. Frederickson became Chief Forester for the
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company; Carl J. Holcomb became Extension Forester for
Virginia; Frank Kaufert became the first Dean of the College of Forestry at the University
of Minnesota; James W. Kimball became head of the Game Division of the Minnesota
Conservation Department and a well-known conservation columnist for the Minneapolis
Tribune; Edward L. Lawson became Director of the Division of Forestry (State Forester)
in the Minnesota Conservation Department; Harold C. Moser became vice president of
the Gamble Brothers Inc. in Louisville, Kentucky; Richard C. Smith became Assistant
Director of the School of Forestry, Fisheries and Wildlife at the University of Missouri; and
Charles H. Stoddard, Jr. became Director of the USDI Bureau of Land Management.

Watershed Management
In a broad sense, through its swamp drainage research, the Station began studying
watershed problems shortly after its inception. Those studies, however, were concerned
mostly with the effects of drainage on the growth of swamp forests. Shortly after Carlos
Bates came to the Station, he began a study of soil erosion in the nonglaciated area of
southwestern Wisconsin and southeastern Minnesota. An initial study in cooperation with
the University of Wisconsin was completed in 1929 which gave a broad picture of the
soil erosion problem in this part of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Bates and Zeasman 1930).
In his studies, Bates developed an instrument for sampling the silt load in streams,
thus providing a means for estimating topsoil losses. He also initiated cooperative studies
of some remedial measures, such as gully control, on four areas, including the Gilmore
Creek watershed near Winona, Minnesota, and the Vollmer Farm in Buffalo County,
Wisconsin (17 feet of silt accumulated behind one dam in one season) (LSFES Report
to Advisory Committee 1931). He also made a general survey of gully occurrence and
estimated there were some 20,000 major gullies along tributaries to the Mississippi River
in southwestern Wisconsin and adjacent Iowa and Minnesota (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1931). In 1930 Bates directed his attention westward long enough to make a
reconnaissance study of the erosion problem in the Badlands of North Dakota (LSFES
Report to Advisory Committee 1931).
In 1931, the Station, in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering
and the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils of the USDA and the University of Wisconsin,
established the Upper Mississippi Valley Soil Erosion Station on a 100-acre farm near
La Crosse, Wisconsin. This area, encompassing five separate watersheds, included some
steep slopes covered by hardwoods. The relative values of these wooded areas for timber
and forage production were to be studied, principally by the Lake States Station, as were
the effects of these uses on runoff and erosion and the woodlands' ability to absorb runoff
from cultivated fields above. The Station also was to study, beginning in 1932, tree
growth, various methods of cutting, and the effects of grazing (LSFES Report to Advisory
Committee 1931). A heavy rain of 3.37 inches on June 30 and July 1 of 1933 provided
a dramatic contrast between forested watersheds and agricultural fields. Runoff from the
timbered area was a mere trickle, resulting in no erosion. One inch of water was recorded
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as runoff from the fields (29 percent of the precipitation), and 5.4 tons per acre of solid
matter was carried off (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1933-1934). A storm of
even greater intensity on July 5, 1934, produced similar results (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1934-1935).
In an attempt to learn the proportions of annual rainfall that go into runoff and into
deep ground water to feed streams, as well as the amounts transpired and evaporated
under a number of different surface conditions, Bates designed some 10- by 20-foot
lysimeters. With funds from the Public Works Administration and a lot of hard work by
Joe Stoeckeler and Bob Scholz, 10 lysimeters were constructed and activated (LSFES
Report to Advisory Committee 1933-1934). Unfortunately, because cracks developed in
the walls of some of them, only part of them could be used in analyzing results.
After Bates had compiled 4 years of measurements on the amount of sediment carried
immediately after storms and after prolonged drought by 50 streams in the Upper Mississippi River watershed, the Station submitted a report to the National Forest Reservation
Commission recommending that 2.6 million acres in Minnesota and Wisconsin embracing
the bluffs of the Mississippi River should be established as a National Forest unit (LSFES
Report to Advisory Council 1933-1934). This suggestion was not followed, but many years
later the Minnesota Conservation Department, under the prodding of Richard Dorer, did
establish the Hardwood State Forest along the Mississippi River bluffs of Minnesota.
After 4'/2 years of complete protection from grazing, a forested watershed at La Crosse
was again able to absorb all summer rainfall and most of the snowmelt in the spring (LSFES
Annual Investigative Report January 1939).

Forest Wildlife Studies Initiated
The Station's request for a biologist to study forest-wildlife relations, first made formally in 1926 (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1926), bore fruit in January 1930,
when Oliver L. Austin, Assistant Biologist, came to the Station under a cooperative agreement with the Bureau of the Biological Survey of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1929). Austin's main interest was bird life, and he
only remained at the Station for about 8 months. During that time he began a general survey
of invertebrate life in the region and gave some attention to the effects of birds and mammals
on artificial and natural regeneration on the Chippewa National Forest. He recognized the
importance of the snowshoe hare and the porcupine as damaging agents to forest trees and
recommended that initial research activities be centered on snowshoe hare studies (Krefting
1976).
Austin was succeeded in late 1930 by Clarence M. Aldous, Assistant Biologist, who
concentrated his efforts on learning about the food habits, life history, and possibilities of
control of the snowshoe hare, a serious pest of forest plantations. He also devoted some
time to studies of squirrel damage in jack pine, the winter habits of the white-tailed deer, the
activities of hawks and owls, and the Minnesota caribou.
An interesting study in 1932 involved a herd of reindeer introduced into the Superior
National Forest in 1930. Many of the animals were lost and the Station study indicated
that the project was not feasible because of limited food supply (LSFES Investigative
Report 1932).
At the close of 1935 Aldous left the Station and, after a brief gap, his brother, Shaler
E. Aldous, became the biologist in "1936; he remained until January 25, 1947, when he
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was transferred to the Washington Office of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Shaler worked
on a wide variety of forest wildlife problems. He pulled together and summarized the
work his brother had started on the snowshoe hare, but his main efforts were concerned
with rodent damage. He also studied and reported upon the food habits of the beaver,
chipmunk, moose, short-tailed weasel, and the white-tailed deer; he did a hibernation
study of the black bear; and developed a method of marking beavers. Especially useful
was a method he devised for estimating relative deer population densities by surveying
browse damage to selected woody plants.
In 1940 the Bureau of the Biological Survey was transferred from the
Department of Agriculture to the Department of the Interior and became the Fish
and Wildlife Service. Following this transfer, the Fish and Wildlife Service
continued to assign biologists to work with the Station on a cooperative basis.
The fourth biologist assigned to the Station was Robert H. Gensch, who worked
under the general supervision of Shaler Aldous in 1941 and 1942 with field headquarters
at Rhinelander, Wisconsin. After other assignments elsewhere he returned to the Station
in 1946 and remained until June 30, 1947, when he was transferred to Billings, Montana.
Gensch worked on the snowshoe hare damage problem in northeastern Wisconsin, studied
and reported on beaver in Isle Royale National Park, investigated the effects of beaver
on swamp timber management in northern Minnesota, and noted the extent of porcupine
damage in the Lake States (Krefting 1976).
In July 1945, Laurits W. Krefting, a Fish and Wildlife Service Biologist stationed
at Ashland, Wisconsin, was transferred to the Lake States Station, where he conducted
forest wildlife research in the region until his retirement in 1974 (9 years after the Station
was reorganized to become part of the North Central Forest Experiment Station). He
assisted Shaler Aldous until June 1947, when he was placed in charge of the wildlife
work at the Station. Krefting's research dealt with a variety of wildlife species, including
birds and fish (walleyes). Most of it, however, concerned white-tailed deer, moose,
snowshoe hare, small mammals (mostly rodents), porcupine, beaver, and coyote (Krefting
1976).

SPECIAL PROJECTS
In addition to the regular activities of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station
during the "Depression Years," the staff was assigned two demanding and highly important special projects: the Plains Shelterbelt Project and Flood Control Surveys.

The Plains Shelterbelt Project
"Why can't the Forest Service plant a mile-wide band of trees from North Dakota
to the Mexican border to stop these terrible dust storms?" said a penciled note from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Henry Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture. The President
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note in August 1933 upon his return to Washington after visiting the drought-stricken "dust
bowl" in the Plains region.2021 Wallace sent the note to the Chief Forester of the Forest Serof the Forest Service. His staff was at a loss to reply, but the note was shown to Zon,
who happened to be in Washington at the time. He replied, "Well, the President has a
good idea. It needs a bit of elaboration." Zon returned to St. Paul and broached the idea
at a staff meeting. With Bates' imagination the belt became a 100-mile-wide zone of
intensified shelterbelts spaced about 1 mile apart and oriented at right angles to the
prevailing winds (H. L. Shirley, letter of 9/8/76 to Paul O. Rudolf)- So it was that in
June 1934 the U.S. Forest Service made public a proposal to plant shelterbelts on about
1 million acres of farmland within a zone 100 miles wide through the Prairie-Plains region
from North Dakota to Texas (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935).
Under the Forester's instructions, the Lakes States Forest Experiment Station was
given the technical responsibility for this project. In view of Zon's knowledge of Russian
shelterbelt practice, Bates' long background in plains forestry and windbreak planting,
and the Station's existing planting project in North Dakota, this was a logical assignment.
After funds became available and personnel had been recruited, the Station's first
step, in the fall of 1934, was to undertake a comprehensive survey of shelterbelt possibilities. Planned by Bates, this survey included analyses of meteorological data, reconnaissance surveys, compilation of all available information on soils, a study of natural
vegetation, a survey of existing shelterbelts and windbreaks, and an exhaustive review
of pertinent foreign literature (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935). The results of
this survey were promptly written up by several Station staff members and outside experts
and, through the interest of the President, they were published early in 1936.
Station staff members Bates, Gevorkiantz, Rudolf, Stoeckeler, and Zon,
along with such outside experts as G. E. Condra (University of Nebraska), J.
M. Aikman (Iowa State University), F. A. Hayes (Bureau of Soils), John H.
Hatton, D. S. Olson, L. F. Kneipp, and A. A. Simpson (U.S. Forest Service),
and M. L. Wilson (Assistant Secretary of Agriculture) were authors of sections.
Paul Rudolf did preliminary editing and John Moseley, editor at the Forest
Products Laboratory (the only Forest Service editor outside the Washington
Office at that time) did the final editing in St. Paul. Raphael Zon carried the
manuscript to Washington, and he and Chief F. A. Silcox saw it through the
Government Printing Office, which issued it as "Possibilities of Shelterbelt
Planting in the Plains Region.'' An unnumbered publication ' 'issued under special
allotment to the Plains Shelterbelt Project, U.S. Forest Service" early in 1936,
it carried the designation ' 'Prepared Under the Direction of the Lake States Forest
Experiment Station, United States Forest Service."
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As a result of unwise cultivation, a series of severe drought years, and the strong
winds common in the Prairie-Plains region, the topsoil from millions of acres of farms
was blown away, thus losing the most fertile part of the soil, often covering fences,
inundating small buildings. Filtering into dwellings, and causing dust clouds that blanketed
almost the entire eastern half of the United States (1936, Possibilities of Shelterbelt
Planting, etc.).
21
For much more detail and background concerning this project, including its origin,
conduct, and accomplishments, see: Droze, WilmonH. 1977. Trees, Prairie, and People.
313p. Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas.
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Basic to the Station's plan was delineating the 100-mile wide shelterbelt zone in
which the project would operate. Based on U.S. Weather Bureau precipitation records
and a survey made by the Station, Bates located the zone just to the east of the generally
accepted "rainfall limit" for tree growth (15 inches per year at the Canadian border to
22 inches in northern Texas, the greater amount in the south compensating for greater
evaporation in the warmer climate). The zone lay in the transition between the short-grass
plains and the tall grass prairies, with its western edge roughly along the 100th meridian,
in a fairly good agricultural area (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935).
Prior to shelterbelt planting, Bates devised a survey, supervised in the field by J.
F. Kaylor (formerly assistant State forester in Indiana), which consisted of a strip 2 miles
wide running east and west across each of the six States in the shelterbelt zone. The
crews studied planted groves and windbreaks and whatever natural tree growth they
encountered (usually in gullies or valleys), this providing a reasonably good basis for
deciding which tree species should or should not be planted and for predicting how they
might develop on different soils (LSFES Investigative Report 1934-1935).
By early 1935 the Forest Service had developed an administrative structure to handle
the establishment of shelterbelts in the zone. This included a Regional Director (Paul H.
Roberts, for much of the project's life) stationed in Lincoln, Nebraska, and leaders in
each of the States included, each with appropriate staff and clerical help. The State leaders
were primarily former State foresters or extension foresters, each well acquainted with
the natural, social, and political problems of his State. These men had to arrange for
planting stock from public and private nurseries; 22 negotiate with farmers who wanted
shelterbelts planted on their lands (landowners had to agree to prepare the land and adhere
to certain standards of care for 10 years); and get the necessary planting crews from the
relief rolls (ERA and WPA programs) with supervision at the right times and places.
Station staff members assisted the administrative organization in a number of ways. Bates
devised a set of 11 seed collection zones for the project, Stoeckeler assisted in soils and
nursery work and in the development of planting stock specifications, and the staff at the
Station's seed laboratory tested seed for the project.
Beginning in 1935 and continuing through 1939 Bates set up an imaginative study
of the effects of shelterbelts on physical factors of environment (mainly wind velocity,
evaporation, soil moisture, and temperature) at several localities: Towner, North Dakota;
Huron, South Dakota; Holdrege, Nebraska; Dodge City, Kansas; and Childress, Texas.
These studies, which involved the use of artificial barriers of known density2' supplemented
by some planted belts, along with batteries of anemometers, evaporimeters, thermometers
and other scientific instruments, were carried out by a number of young foresters under
Bates' direction.24 A related study of shelterbelt effects on crop yields (mainly wheat,
22

There were not enough public nurseries to supply the stock needed, and most
private nurseries handled primarily ornamental stock that was not well-suited for shelterbelt
purposes. After the first year, several private nurseries grew stock to Forest Service
specifications on a contract basis, although many private nurserymen opposed the project
(Droze 1977).
23
These were essentially slat fences, 12 or more feet high, with the density controlled
by the distance between slats, set up on level fields and usually oriented north-south or
east-west.
24
These included Warren E. Barnes, Edward J. Dortignac, Franklyn T. Frederickson,
John W. Macon, and Ronald J. Woolery.
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corn, and cotton), beginning about the same time and continuing until 1941, involved
observations on more than 200 fields around selected tree belts from North Dakota to
Texas (LSFES Annual Investigative Reports 1936-1937, 1941;Bates 1935). Other adjuncts
to Bates' research included (1) a study of the winter heating requirements of farm dwellings
with and without shelterbelt protection, done through the use of small model buildings;
and (2) a study of transpiration, done through the development by Leon Minckler and
Bates of large plastic envelopes to fit over small trees.
This apparatus was a chamber 4 feet high and 2 feet in diameter, resembling
a large bird cage covered with cellophane. The ground under a test tree was
covered with canvas to prevent evaporation from the soil, then the chamber was
placed over the tree to be measured. An exhaust pump maintained a continuous
flow of air through the chamber. A sample of air was drawn through six drying
tubes, which were weighed at intervals to learn how much moisture was absorbed.
A comparison was then made immediately by setting up the apparatus at a nearby
point with no vegetation. Comparing the two readings showed the amount of
water lost by the tree through its leaves. For example, a test made in Oklahoma
in hot, dry weather showed that a Chinese elm 3.3 feet tall lost 1.4 liters of
water per hour per square meter of foliage in the morning, but less than one-third
that amount later in the afternoon (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 19361937).
In 1942 the Nation's involvement in World War II and the termination of emergency
employment programs brought the Plains Shelterbelt Project (then called the Prairie States
Forestry Project) to an end, and with it the Station's research associated with the project.
By the time the project ended, however, 18,600 miles of shelterbelts had been established
from North Dakota to Texas, and 30,223 farmers had participated in the project (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 1942). The Lake States Station was instrumental
in making the project—which had been considered a sure failure by a number of foresters
and geographers at its initiation—a success.
The ' 'Journal of Forestry, Science,'' and other professional and scientific
periodicals carried a number of "pro" and "con" articles on the shelterbelt
project from 1934 to 1938 or so. See also p. 78-103 in "Trees, Prairies, and
People" by Wilmon H. Droze, 1977, for more details.

Flood Control Surveys
Beginning in 1938 the Station acted as regional leader of flood control surveys handled
jointly by the Soil Conservation Service, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and the
Forest Service. During that same year Bob Scholz was assigned to work on the Kickapoo
River survey in southwestern Wisconsin. The Station also had staff members doing similiar
work on several other watersheds until the surveys were discontinued in 1941. Station personnel surveyed and prepared reports on such streams as the Kickapoo and Black Rivers in
Wisconsin, the Whitewater and Zumbro Rivers in Minnesota, and the Sebewaing River in
Michigan. They also did field work on the Pembina, Park, and Forest Rivers of the Red
River system in North Dakota (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1939).
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The surveys of the Kickapoo and Whitewater River watersheds showed that one of
the most urgent requirements for diminishing soil and water losses was the control of
grazing. These studies also showed that even if accurate hydrologic data were available,
the problem would remain of finding a means by which runoff could be reduced without
impairing farm income (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1940).

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
World War II broke out in Europe in 1939, and by 1940 its effects on the economy
of the United States—and on the research plans of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station—were noticeable. Since it was obvious that the United States might be drawn into
the war and that, even if it were not, there would be unprecedented demands upon our
forest resources, Station staff members began to examine their investigative work in light
of the current crisis and of the possible needs of a postwar period. They outlined needs
for information on (1) current resources, their location, availability, and condition; (2)
how best to handle these resources to provide for current needs and at the same time
safeguard them for the future; and (3) how to restore and rebuild the resources that had
been or might become depleted (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1940).

THE PROGRAM DEVELOPS:
THE WAR YEARS (1941-1946)
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, catapulted the United
States into World War II. In the Station's 1940 annual report, Raphael Zon made this
statement: "The present emergency calls for careful reconsideration of all our investigative
work...in light of the present crisis and the possible needs of a postwar period." He
foresaw that many regular forest research activities would be curtailed and that major
attention would have to be directed toward activities that would strengthen the Nation in
an economic and military sense (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1940).
During 1941 the Station took further steps to gear its program to national defense
needs, so that by 1942, when we were in fact at war, nearly 80 percent of the Station's
work was war-related. The remainder was taken up in maintaining crucial experiments
and in writing up results which, if not analyzed then, might have been largely lost (LSFES
Annual Investigative Reports 1941, 1942-1943).
With the CCC camps scheduled to be terminated on June 30, 1942, there was a
flurry of activity to get as many labor-demanding jobs as possible done before that time.
The need for men in the armed forces, industry and agriculture to meet war needs meant
the end of all the emergency programs designed to provide work during the Depression
years. The Station, with the rest of the Forest Service, had to adjust to the changed situation.

WAR-RELATED ACTIVITIES
During 1942 and the years immediately following. Station activities directly connected with the war effort included (1) cooperation with the War Production Board (WPB)
and other war agencies in the location and procurement of forest products for war needs,
(2) fire protection, and (3) the growing of the Russian dandelion (kok-saghyz) for rubber
production (LSFES Annual Reports February 1943, February 1944, 1945).
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Cooperation with the War Production Board
With the Nation at war, national defense needs received top priority and many civilian
activities were greatly restricted. Gasoline was rationed and motor vehicles, motor vehicle
parts, and most metals and items made of metal were largely consigned to war uses. These
scarce items and materials, even if needed for non-military defense activities, could only be
obtained by special permission. This was especially difficult for many of the timber
operators in the Lake States, because they did not have the staff or expertise to deal with a
variety of government agencies to get what they needed to maintain, let alone increase,
their production of wood. Furthermore, with manpower absorbed largely by military service and defense activities, there were shortages of labor for other activities. Yet, wood
industries were being exhorted to cut and process more wood. This is where the Station and
other Forest Service staff came into the picture at the request of the War Production Board,
which had classified wood as a critical material. Foresters contacted the woods operators,
found out their problems, helped in such ways as getting necessary permits, stumpage or
scarce equipment and supplies, and in extreme emergencies getting some of their key men
deferred from military service. At the outset of the program some of the woods operators
considered the Station men just more government agents snooping around and in more than
one instance ordered them off their property (sometimes using a shotgun for emphasis).
But, the operators soon learned the Station men were there to help them and usually welcomed their visits.
The Station's forest economics and forest survey personnel were placed full-time on
these war-related activities, as were several of the forest management men. Others (including Russ LeBarron and Paul Zehngraff) were assigned on a part-time basis as needed
(LSFES Annual Report 1944). In 1941 M. B. Dickerman, later to become Station Director,
transferred to the Station in economics research, but shortly thereafter became involved in
the War Production Board activity.
There were two principal areas of cooperation with the War Production Board: (1)
forest products requirements and supplies surveys, and (2) the Timber Production War Project (TPWP). Both activities were aimed at stimulating the production of wood products
urgently needed for war purposes, and in practice they were closely dovetailed throughout
the region (LSFES Annual Report 1944).

Requirments and supplies
In July 1942 the WPB requested the Forest Service to make surveys and periodic
reports on the production of lumber and other forest products needed in war activities
and transferred special funds to cover about one-half the cost. In August the Station put
10 men almost full-time on the project and other Station staff men contributed as needed,
with additional help provided by Regional Office and National Forest personnel. The
special project men were stationed at strategic locations (Cass Lake, Duluth, and St.
Paul, Minnesota; Park Falls, Rhinelander, and Richland Center, Wisconsin; and Ironwood,
Escanaba, and Grand Rapids, Michigan) to provide regular or periodic information on
various phases of the lumber industry. With the cooperation of such representatives of
the wood-using industries as the Northern Hardwood and Hemlock Manufacturers Association, the Minnesota Timber Producers Association, the Northern Michigan and Wisconsin
Timber Producers Association, and the Pulpwood Transportation Commission, the Station
prepared and issued (1) monthly reports on the volume of lumber produced by species;
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(2) periodic analytical reports on factors affecting lumber production, including the setting
of production goals for operators; (3) quarterly records of mill stocks; (4) periodic reports
on log inventories and status of reserves; and (5) a monthly forest products newsletter
(LSFES Annual Investigative Reports February 1943, 1944).
Station staff members also made a number of special surveys covering such items
as (1) the car wire (used in railroad freight cars) situation; (2) number of trucks, by sizes,
operating in woods work in the region; (3) dry-kiln facilities in the Lake States; (4) slack
cooperage production; (5) hardwood distillation operations; (6) over-cutting of jack pine;
(7) production of tanbark, charcoal, excelsior, veneer, hemlock pulpwood, boat stock,
mine timbers, and fuelwood; (8) fruit and vegetable containers; (9) grain-door lumber;
(10) food requirements for lumber camps; (11) proportion of hardwood log grades suitable
for veneer (both standard and aircraft grades);-5 (12) cedar pole supplies; (13) small
sawmills (importance, marketing practices, and gasoline consumption); (14) declining
efficiency of sawmill workers; and (15) employment estimates for forest industries (LSFES
Annual Investigative Reports February 1943, February 1944 and 1945).

Timber Production War Project (TPWP)
During 1943 the War Production Board formed the Timber Production War Project
(commonly called Teepee Weepee) to utilize the experience of Forest Service men in
solving wood production problems. In the Lake States, the Regional Forester in Milwaukee
had general responsibility for the project. The Lake States Station was assigned to do the
work in Minnesota, with Russell Cunningham in charge. The Station's chief function
was to stimulate and correlate the activities of federal, state, and county agencies in
carrying out the Board's mandate to increase production of lumber and other forest
materials urgently needed for war purposes. Five members of the Station staff (John E.
Granson, Arthur G. Horn, W. A. Kluender, John R. Neetzel, and Waldo M. Sands)
devoted half or more of their time to this project, performing various kinds of expediting
services (LSFES Annual Investigative Report February 1944).

Cooperation with Other Agencies on
War-Related Projects
In January and February of 1942 and in several subsequent years some 40 Station
and National Forest staff members acted as agents for the Census Bureau in taking a
100-percent annual census of lumber production. At the same time they collected data
on stumpage transactions and lumber shipments (LSFES Annual Investigative Report
February 1943).
During 1942 also, some Station staff members were detailed to the Office of Price
Administration (OPA) to study factors determining the ceiling prices for pulpwood (LSFES
Annual Investigative Report February 1943). Later the Station made other special cost
studies for OPA, such as an analysis of hardwood and hemlock log production costs in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, an analysis of mine timber costs in Minnesota and
Michigan, and an analysis of fuelwood costs in Wisconisn (LSFES Annual Investigative
Report February 1944).
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Hardwood veneer was used for a variety of purposes, but the special grade known
as "aircraft grade" largely went to Britain for use in construction of the famous British
"Mosquito Bombers" that were used in low-level raids on German-occupied Europe.
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The Station also assisted the Army in handling Prisoner of War camps in northern
Minnesota (LSFES Annual Report 1944).

Fire Protection
Protecting the forests from fire was considered important to the national defense, so
during 1942, Jack Mitchell, who had been operating a one-man project, was given a
full-time assistant: E. I. Roe.
There was little time for additional research, although the fire danger meters for the
Lake States and Central States were revised to read on a 100-point scale instead of the
7-point scale originally used. Much time, however, was devoted to helping the National
Forests reorganize and improve their fire danger stations. Some stations had to be dropped
while other new ones were installed to provide adequate coverage after the closing of the
CCC camps (LSFES Annual Investigative Report February 1943).
During 1943, except for intermittent work on the effects of cover on fuel moisture
content, most efforts were spent inspecting fire weather stations, servicing fire weather
instruments, instructing observers, explaining the new 100-point danger meter, and analyzing and interpreting fire weather data. The State protection organizations operating in
Region 9, the Army, the Office of Indian Affairs, and the National Park Service were
supplied with the new danger meters, and some time was spent with Army fire control
officials explaining the significance of danger ratings and their use in forest fire control
(LSFES Annual Report February 1944).
During 1945 attention was centered primarily on the economic aspects of fire control.
Data were compiled on areas in need of protection, allowable burn, cost of adequate
protection, and economic limits of protection expenditures. Mitchell's figures indicated
that a fire protection organization "based on the average bad year would seem to be
reasonable and generally adequate" (LSFES Annual Report 1945). The Station also
analyzed the results of fire control in the Lake States during the preceding 15 years,
studied fire occurrence by state, redesigned the Lake States fire danger meter, and inspected
fire danger stations in Michigan and Wisconsin (LSFES Annual Report 1945).

Growing Kok-saghyz for Rubber
At the time of World War II the United States depended almost entirely on natural
rubber for motor vehicle tires and the many other products made of rubber. The bulk of
the supply came from the Dutch East Indies. When this source was cut off by the war,
the Nation sought other sources of natural rubber that it could control.
One of these was guayule, a shrub native to the southwestern states, and the
Emergency Rubber Project was formed within the Forest Service to grow this shrub on
a large-scale for rubber production. W. R. Chapline, Assistant Forester in charge of
Range Management in Washington, was placed in charge of the project, and E. W.
Kelley, then Regional Forester of the Northern Rocky Mountain Region, headed up the
field project in Salinas, California.
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Another plant considered at the suggestion of Raphael Zon26 was a Russian dandelion
species (Taraxacum kok-saghyz), called kok-saghyz, which the Russians had been cultivating for rubber production. Zon's suggestion was accepted and an administrative organization was set up in the Lake States under the Regional Forester, with H. Basil Wales,
Assistant Regional Forester for Timber Management, in charge. C. E. Knutson, Supervisor
of the Chippewa National Forest, was given responsibility for the work in Minnesota,
which took place largely in the Red River Valley. Paul Zehngraff of the Station was
assigned to give technical assistance to Knutson, and W. A. Kluender of the Station was
assigned to assist the project in the Saginaw Valley in Lower Michigan. Einar Aamodt
and Joe Stoeckeler also were assigned to the project in 1942. It had been learned that
kok-saghyz grew well on soils that were good for sugar beets, so efforts were concentrated
in such areas.
Through the cooperation of the State Department the Russians agreed to supply seed,
and the first lot came to St. Paul in May, 1942, too late to arrange for the leasing of
private land for planting. Gevorkiantz translated the Russian documents that came with
the seed.
Of course, the Russian dandelion was not a woody plant, so the Department of
Agriculture designated the Bureau of Plant Industry as the research agency for the koksaghyz project, but its field staff was not organized until fall. In the meantime, to help
guide the administrative organization in carrying out the work assigned to the Forest
Service, the Station assumed the responsibility for starting investigations on such phases
as ground preparation, sowing, cultivation, seed germination, fertilization, seed ripeness,
and mechanical methods for seed collection. According to Project Director W. R. Chapline,
the energy and alertness of several members of the Station staff gave the project its biggest
impetus and helped it make substantial progress (LSFES Annual Investigative Report
February 1943).
Some specific contributions of the Station to the Project included: (1) assisting National Forest nurserymen in establishing nearly 70 acres of trial plantings in three Lake
States nurseries (placed on standby during the war); (2) checking and improving Russian-recommended seed pretreatments; (3) verifying Russian experience that good soils are needed
(Forest Service nurseries were too sandy) and that a high lime content is necessary for good
seed production; (4) working out and describing six stages of flower and seedhead development—three of which were satisfactory for seed collection;27 (5) describing strains with low
rubber content to guide roguing before seed collection; (6) cooperating with the Bureau of
Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (BACE) in designing a new four-row, self-propelled seed picker combining the best features of pickers previously developed by the Russians
and the Station; (7) cooperating in planting 30 acres in National Forest nurseries in Arkansas, Louisiana, and South Carolina, including both seed and root cuttings from Minnesota;
2

" Raphael Zon read an article on kok-saghyz culture in ' 'Rubber Age'' (1971, Vol.
49, p. 179-181), sounded out his staff on the idea, and then suggested to the Washington
Office that the Forest Service grow this plant in the Lake States as a part of its contribution
to the war effort.
27
These guides were adopted by Lake States nurseries, the Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station, and the Forest Service in Montana. Station men strongly involved
in these activities included E. I. Roe (seed and seedling studies), EinarAamodt (mechanical
seed harvesters), and Paul Zehngraff and W. A. Kluender (technical guidance to planting
operations).
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(8) helping harvest 18,000 pounds of fresh roots that were sent to the B ACE for extraction
(indications were that the rubber was easy to extract and of high quality); and (9) participating in preparation of a prospectus for the Director of Rubber Production on kok-saghyz culture and possibilities (LSFES Annual Investigative Report February 1943). During 1943,
the Station prepared and submitted to the Regional and Washington Offices three comprehensive reports providing " an invaluable contribution to plant science in general, and
to the knowledge of how to handle kok-saghyz as a farm crop" (LSFES Annual Report
February 1944).
By 1944, enough rubber had been produced to permit the manufacture of several automobile tires that gave good performance. On June 30, 1944, however, the kok-saghyz
rubber project was discontinued because other wartime sources of rubber appeared more
promising. This brought to an end the Station's involvement,2* and Station men assigned to
the project were brought back into other lines of work (LSFES Annual Report 1944).

PROJECTS NOT DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH THE
WAR EFFORT
About one-fifth of the Station's activity during the war years was devoted to projects
considered essential, but not directly connected with the war effort. These were concerned
primarily with forest management, farm forestry, forest wildlife, and forest influences research. Even in these projects, national defense implications were stressed.

Farm Forestry in Wartime
The Norris-Doxey Act of 1937 authorized cooperative farm forestry activities between
the Department of Agriculture and State agencies. Several of these activities were the
responsibility of the Forest Service, and the Station developed cooperative projects with
State agricultural experiment stations in each of the three Lake States. Beginning in 1941,
emphasis was given to phases of farm forestry that would contribute most to national
defense. In Michigan, particular attention was given to packaging and crating needs,
especially for the automotive industry; a directory of sawmills and other primary woodusing industries was also prepared. In Wisconsin, where grazing of steep wooded slopes
was causing an erosion problem, the Station attempted to increase the carrying capacity
of good pasture land, thus helping the State increase its wartime production of dairy
products. In Minnesota, the main effort was directed toward increasing the use of farm
woodlots in meeting local demand, thus easing the drain on commercial timber supplies.
A bulletin entitled "Home Grown Timber for Farm Buildings" (White 1942) showed
the need for changes in building designs and resulted in the formation of a farmers'
marketing cooperative in southeastern Minnesota (LSFES Annual Investigative Reports
1941, February 1943).
The Station also maintained contact with forest products cooperatives (especially at
Cass Lake, Winona, and Virginia, Minnesota) that could help keep up production of
forest products even though some regular producers had their outputs curtailed. Dickerman
2B

Some residents of the areas where kok-saghyz was grown initially were concerned
that the plant might become another weed. This fear, however, was not realized. Former
kok-saghyz fields were no more weedy than other fields in the various localities.
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and Zehngraff worked with the co-op at Cass Lake to facilitate marketing of aspen
pulpwood, and studied the potential of several co-ops for increasing the output of forest
products in wartime. The Station cooperated also with agricultural agencies in setting up
tentative goals for the production of forest products on farms (LSFES Annual Investigative
Reports February 1943, February 1944).

Michigan
The industry that supplied veneer containers used in marketing fruits and vegetables
was an important outlet for farm woodlot timber in southern Michigan. Because the
container supply was short in 1943, the Station, with the support of both the fruit growers
and the container industry, made an economic survey of factors responsible for curtailed
production. Manpower and equipment needs to avoid shortages in 1944 were presented
to the War Manpower Commission and the Office of Price Administration (LSFES Annual
Report 1944). In 1945, this project emphasized mechanical improvement of small sawmills
(LSFES Annual Report 1945).

Wisconsin
The Station helped demonstrate to farmers in the southern Lake States that some of
their land was more valuable for producing oak and other hardwood timber than forage.
Station personnel determined the value of oak timber obtained from two logging operations
in mature stands, and also prepared growth and yield tables and a means for determining
site quality of understocked stands (LSFES Annual Report 1944).

Minnesota
In 1944 a survey was made to determine the extent to which aspen lumber was being
used in building construction and how satisfactory it was from the standpoints of durability
and general utility. It was being widely used and was found to be entirely satisfactory
when used in places where decay hazard was not too great (LSFES Annual Report 1944).
In connection with the study some 66 M board feet of aspen box lumber were graded
(LSFES Annual Report 1945).
With Forest Service responsibility for Norris-Doxey projects terminated in 1945, the
Station's participation in this program also came to an end. Not so, however, its cooperation
with the State agricultural experiment stations in farm forestry research. New projects
were begun in each of the three Lake States.

Forest Wildlife Research
Wildlife research on forest land was curtailed during the war for lack of funds and
personnel. The two biologists assigned to the Station had to devote much of their time
to such projects as raising domestic rabbits for food (Aldous) and management of muskrats
(Krefting), as well as work on Indian lands, wildlife refuges, National Parks, and National
Forests. They also worked part-time on other high priority projects, such as wildlife
appraisals on proposed river basin developments. Despite these demands, they managed
to carry forward the following research: (1) effects of simulated browsing (clipping) on
northern white-cedar at the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, on hardwood browse
on the Superior National Forest, and on plantation stock on the Nicolet National Forest;
(2) effects of DDT on wildlife in conjunction with spraying of jack pine plantations for
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insect control on the Nicolet National Forest; (3) an airplane count of moose on Isle
Royale National Park; and (4) effectiveness of various repellent paints in reducing porcupine damage to buildings (LSFES Annual Report 1945).

Forest Resource Reappraisal
In 1944, as part of a national effort, the Station began a reappraisal of the forest
resources of the region2" to update the forest statistics obtained by the Forest Survey from
1934 to 1936. In view of wartime demands on the forests, new information seemed
necessary. The reappraisal, completed in 1945, accounted for wood that had been cut or
otherwise depleted since 1936 and for the growth estimated to have accrued. The resulting
figures showed the total forest area, commercial forest area, and volumes of merchantable
wood by major species and by ownership. Growth studies also indicated what the forest
lands could yield under better management (LSFES Annual Reports 1944, 1945).

Forest Management Activities
Beginning in 1942, the research in silviculture, forest mensuration, and reforestation
that had occupied much of the Station's efforts up to that time was reduced to a maintenance
basis. This meant stripping operations at the experimental forests and the seed laboratory
to the barest necessities, re-examining only the most essential field plots, and summarizing
only the recorded field data that might otherwise be lost.

Silviculture
The needs of emergency programs during the Depression had led Station researchers
to develop management guidelines for the major forest tree species in the Lake States,
and this was continued during the war years (LSFES Annual Reports 1944, 1945). This
information later provided the basis for useful publications, but in the meantime Station
men persuaded National Forest officers and others to apply the findings; this not only
provided additional wood for war needs, but also left the stands in good condition for
future growth.
For example, Station findings were applied in regenerating jack pine after cutting,
especially on large timber sales on the Chippewa National Forest (LSFES Annual Report
February 1944), and in commercial thinning of young red pine, jack pine, and aspen
stands, which not only supplied needed pulpwood but improved growth and stand quality
(LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1941).
In 1944, as a basis for timber stand improvement on the 14 million acres requiring
such treatment in the Lake States, the Station conducted a field survey10 of existing
thinnings, liberation and improvement cuttings, and prunings on 128 treated areas in 12
timber types. In addition, more than a score of foresters who supervised CCC timber
stand improvement work were interviewed to get their opinions on how future programs
of this type might be improved (LSFES Annual Report 1944).
:

" The work was done under the direction of Russell Cunningham with Clarence D.
Chase acting as his lieutenant, assisted by Arthur G. Horn, and Paul O. Rudolf.
10
Most of the field work was done by Bill Kluender, Gene Roe, and Lynn Sandberg.
under the supervision of Paul Rudolf.
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In 1943 and 1944, timber sales on the experimental forests contributed some 4
million board feet per year to the war effort, while continuing to serve as demonstrations
of integrated forest management and off-season employment for local farmers (LSFES
Annual Reports February 1944, 1945).

Forest mensuration
The sharp increases in timber sales on the National Forests during the war emphasized
the need for shortcuts in cruising, and especially for faster scaling of low-value products.
Gevorkiantz analyzed scale records for 40,000 aspen box bolts and worked out converting
factors from cords to board feet that could reduce scaling costs 50 to 90 percent (LSFES
Annual Investigative Report 1941). He also developed a pocket-size slide rule for quick
calculation of volume and growth of individual trees (LSFES Annual Report 1944). The
Station, again largely through Gevorkiantz' skill, developed a workable method of appraising cull in standing northern hardwood trees—accurate to within 10 percent—based on
external evidence or symptoms of cull or defect (LSFES Annual Report 1945).

Reforestation
Seed.—When the Station's seed laboratory was placed on standby in 1941, it was offered to the Bureau of Plant Industry for special use in growing drug and other plants for war
purposes (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1941). However, from 1942 to 1944 Gene
Roe got the laboratory back into high gear by testing numerous samples of kok-saghyz and
some guayule seed for the Emergency Rubber Project.
Although the "Woody Plant Seed Manual" had been completed and sent to the
Washingon Office in 1942 (LSFES Annual Investigative Report February 1943), it could
not be published until the war was over.
Nursery.—The Station's nursery research after 1940 had concentrated on labor-saving
methods of developing good planting stock but, with the National Forest nurseries placed
on standby in 1942, this research had suffered retrenchment (LSFES Annual Investigative
Report 1941). Major efforts, therefore, were devoted to writing a "Lake States Nursery
Manual" for post-war use. Joe Stoeckeler of the Station andG. Willard Jones, who was in
charge of nursery programs for Region 9, worked jointly on the manual (LSFES Annual
Report February 1944). This work, suspended in 1944 with Stoeckeler's entry into the
Army, was resumed in 1945 (LSFES Annual Reports 1944, 1945).
Planting.—Beginning in 1942, planting research at the Station was limited to remeasuring" only a few of the most critical plots and to compiling and writing up the results
of 20 years of experiments and experience. Paul Rudolf completed a manuscript on "Reforestation in the Lake States" in 1943, but its revision was delayed by the war until 1945
(LSFES Annual Reports February 1944, 1944, 1945). Also in 1945, Stoeckeler completed
his part of a prospective "farmers bulletin" on planting, prepared in cooperation with the
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station (LSFES Annual Report 1945).

" Some of this work was done with the help of enrollees of a Conscientious Objectors'
Camp on the Manistee National Forest in Lower Michigan. These men elected to serve
their country in conservation activities, without pay, rather than join the Armed Forces.
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Forest Influences
Beginning in 1941, the forest influences staff was reduced to one man, Carlos Bates.
With the help of cooperators, gross measurements at the Upper Mississippi Valley Soil
Conservation Experiment Station at La Crosse were maintained, but flood control surveys
were discontinued (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1941). During the war, Bates devoted his time to summarizing the large volumes of data already gathered on windbreak and
shelterbelt effects and on soil erosion (LSFES Annual Report 1944).
To provide a sound basis for post-war tree planting in the plains region, E. N. Munns
of the Washington Office and Joe Stoeckeler of the Station in 1944 surveyed more than
1,000 shelterbelts planted by the Prairie States Forestry Project during the previous decade.
Their published report (Munns and Stoeckeler 1946) showed that the belts, in general, had
been highly successful in improving the landscape, keeping highways free of drifting snow,
providing habitat for game and song birds, checking wind erosion, and protecting farmsteads, gardens, orchards, and feedlots (LSFES Annual Report 1945).

A Change at the Helm
On September 1, 1944, just 21 years after the Station had opened its doors, Raphael
Zon retired as Director at age 69. At the request of the Chief he had continued in his position
beyond the normal retirement age. He had helped place the Station on a solid footing, had
seen it recognized as a productive forestry and conservation research agency, and had skillfully guided it through the difficulties of its formation, the Depression, and the early war
years. Zon was succeeded by El wood L. Demmon, who had been Director of the Southern
Forest Experiment Station for several years. Demmon was a native of Michigan, a graduate
of the University of Michigan, and had been a field assistant at the Lake States Forest Experiment Station in 1924.
Demmon instituted a number of changes at the Station, including more decentralization of authority and stricter adherence to going through channels. Under Zon all activities
were funneled through the Director, but frequent staff meetings kept everyone informed
and operating as a team. There was only one central set of files, and the clerical force operated as a pool. Demmon brought the Station organization into line with that of most other
Stations, giving the divisions (at that time just Forest Management and Forest Economics)
more independence. Each division had its own secretarial staff and project files, but the
service functions remained centralized. Staff meetings were fewer and more likely to be
restricted to division chiefs and sometimes project leaders (LSFES Annual Reports 19411944).
In 1945 Jerry Roch came to the Station as Administrative Assistant and took over
the administrative chores that Windy Eyre had handled for several years. This freed Eyre
to devote full time to supervising forest management research activities and enabled him
to work on several summary publications.
During the war years the regular Station staff remained constant at 31 or 32 members,
including six or seven clerical workers. Regular funds ranged from just under $100,000
to above $145,000. Some additional funds and temporary personnel were provided by
special wartime emergency projects.
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THE PROGRAM DEVELOPS: EXPANSION OF
RESEARCH (1946-1966)
Although World War II came to an end in August of 1945, the war emergency did
not cease until President Truman's proclamation to that effect toward the close of 1946.
During 1946 many wartime restrictions had been lifted, however, and industry had largely
converted to making peacetime products. But for American forests the emergency was
far from over. The tremendous war demand for forest products was more than taken over
by peacetime needs. So it was extremely important to use good forest practices, or the
damage would be felt for generations to come; and forest research was needed more than
ever before to guide such practices (LSFES Annual Report 1946).
The Station had considered post-war needs in 1940, even before the United
States was formally in the war (LSFES Annual Investigative Report 1940). The
general assumption by the Forest Service had been that programs would be
needed to provide useful employment for large numbers of men released from
the Armed Forces and war industries until the peacetime economy could absorb
them. This situation did not develop, but the planning efforts had not been
entirely in vain. They had helped focus new light on major postwar forestry and
conservation problems.
At the close of 1945, therefore, Director Demmon pointed out how research in the
Lake States could " (a) aid forest landowners with information on improved techniques
in reforestation, protection, and management of timber stands, (b) show how to make
better use of inferior timber and improve efficiency of operations, and (c) assist the state
and local governments in the development of sound land use plans, including the consolidation of forest land ownership" (LSFES Annual Report 1945). To this end the Station
proposed setting up (1) a series of forest research centers12 in sections of the Lake States
having distinct forest problems, (2) a forest utilization service to determine how best to
utilize current forest resources, " and (3) a new survey of forest resources (LSFES Annual
Reports 1945, 1946).
Response to the Station's proposals was not long in coming. Congress authorized
the establishment of several forest research centers in the United States, including one
each in northern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin, and a new Forest Survey with funds
becoming available July 1, 1946 (LSFES Annual Report 1946). This gave new impetus
to research efforts held in check during the war, an impetus that carried over into following
12

The forest research centers went beyond the ' 'field work centers'' and ' 'branch
stations" of the prewar period. They were to have year-round headquarters within their
own area, have full-time technical and clerical staffs, and have "leaders" who would
function not only as researchers but also as Director's representatives.
" Activities would include (1) analyzing logging, milling, and remanufacturing
waste and investigating better integration of uses; (2) bringing the problems of forest
industries to the attention of specialists at the Forest Products Laboratory and elsewhere;
(3) stimulating pilot-plant operations on new products or manufacturing methods; and (4)
investigating ways to increase forest yields by utilizing thinnings, improvement cuttings,
and other nonmerchantable material.
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years with the addition after 1953 of work in forest insects, forest diseases, genetics,
utilization, marketing, engineering, recreation, and wildlife habitat.
The addition of specialists representing many disciplines altered the character of
research activities at the Station in a fundamental way: the Station's research became
more and more a team effort and less and less a one-man show (M. B. Dickerman, letter
of 8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf). Stronger national direction also characterized the research
activities of the 1960's.
While the establishment of the forest research centers, the new Forest Survey, and
additional lines of work gave Station research a new lease on life, some prewar projects
and programs fell by the wayside. The Station's seed laboratory, which had been a
national leader in woody plant seed research and testing, was not reactivated after the
war. Large-scale forest planting studies were restricted and major emphasis was placed
on plantation management.
Despite the loss of some previous activities, the two decades (1946-1966) following
World War II saw great changes and strong growth for the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station. The Station, according to M. B. Dickerman, benefited from the post-Sputnik
impact on research: "Research nationally was a fairhaired subject in budgets, and the
result was rapid growth in many sectors including forest research. The reorganization of
USDA research programs (establishment of ARS and CSRS) and the transfer of insect
and disease research to the Forest Service was part of this period as were the many new
subject areas at the Lake States Station. Improvement of facilities was favored by the
climate of the times" (M. B. Dickerman, letter of 8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
For the first time since 1933 the Station did not have to divert considerable staff
time and effort to various emergency programs. The staff increased from 48 members
(12 clerical and subprofessional) in 1946 to 160 (67 clerical and subprofessional) in 1966.
There were corresponding increases in available funds and a much greater diversity in
disciplines represented. From less than $200,000 in FY 1946, the Station's budget rose
to more than $2,500,000 in FY 1966. In the same period, laboratory facilities costing
nearly $3,000,000 were built at St. Paul, Minnesota; Rhinelander, Wisconsin; Grand
Rapids, Minnesota; Marquette, Michigan; La Crosse, Wisconsin; and Houghton, Michigan
(LSFES Annual Reports 1946-1964, LSFES Financial Budgets FY 1957-1966) (see Appendix D).

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
Changes Under Three Directors
E. L. Demmon, who had been a temporary field assistant at the Lake States Station
in 1924 and 1925, returned as Director in September 1944. For the previous 16 years he
had been Director of the Southern Forest Experiment Station. He was a native of Michigan
and a graduate of the School of Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigan. He
remained as Director of the Lake States Station until 1951.
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Demmon carried on the wartime duties of the Director" until the war ended, when he
launched a strong campaign for the establishment of forest research centers in the several
problem areas of the Lake States. His efforts were successful, and Congress authorized establishment of forest research centers in northern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin in
1946, in Lower Michigan in 1948, and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan in 1949.
During his tenure Demmon acted in a number of extra-curricular capacities to promote
forestry and conservation in the region. He was a member of the Advisory Committee for
Forestry Research at Michigan College of Mining and Technology (1947-1951), chairman
of the Program Committee for the annual meeting of the Society of American Foresters at
Minneapolis in December of 1949, a member of the Natural Resources Committee of the
Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce (1948-1951), a member of the Governor's Conservation Advisory Committee in Minnesota (1950-1951), and President of the USDA Club of
Minneapolis-St. Paul (1950-1951) (Demmon 1964).
Demmon's influence also was reflected in the Station publications. He issued the Station's Technical Notes (one-page publications) on a regular quarterly basis and permitted
authorship to be shown beginning January 1, 1945 (until that time the notes had been issued
without ascribing authorship). In addition, he instituted a new series of longer Station publications, called Station Papers. Demmon also spearheaded formation of the Lake States
Aspen Committee, which sponsored a special series of publications called the Lake States
Aspen Reports; 22 of these were issued by the Station between May 1947 and January 1951
(Demmon 1964).
The Aspen Committee was formed because of the wide availability of aspen
in the region and the great interest in it. Members were from the various agencies
familiar with the properties, utilization, and management of aspen (LSFES Annual
Report 1947).
The Lake States Aspen Reports were prepared by men at the Station and elsewhere who were best qualified to report on the availability, management, and
qualities of aspen in the Lake States and to promote its use (Demmon 1964).
In May of 1951 Demmon left to become Director of the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station at Asheville, North Carolina; he was succeeded by Murlyn B. Dickerman,
who became the third director of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station. Dickerman
had been a member of the Station's forest economics staff from 1941 to 1944, when he
left for wartime assignments in Washington and Europe and subsequent service at the
Northern Rocky Mountain Station.
During his tenure (1951-1963), Dickerman continued the many contacts with people
and organizations interested in forestry and conservation that Zon and Demmon had
established. He guided the Station through a period of great expansion, both in research
activities and in construction of facilities. As the Station's research expanded into such
fields as forest entomology, forest pathology, forest utilization, watershed management,
forest genetics, forest engineering, wildlife habitat, and forest recreation, more laboratory
and office facilities were needed.
34

This included serving on the Agricultural War Board, made up of heads of USDA
agencies in the Twin Cities. After the war this group was called the Agricultural Council
(Demmon 1964).
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Dickerman worked diligently and persistently for the necessary support to obtain
new buildings and equipment. That he was successful is attested to by the several wellequipped structures completed between 1955 and 1963 at Grand Rapids, Minnesota;
Rhinelander, Wisconsin; Marquette, Michigan; Bottineau, North Dakota; and—the crowning achievement—a new headquarters office-laboratory on the St. Paul Campus of the
University of Minnesota (1963).
Dickerman also upgraded the appearance of Station publications through the use of
printed, rather than processed, reports and the liberal use of illustrations. He was responsible also for hiring the Station's first full-time editor, Lucille P. Olsen, who transferred
to that position in 1956 from that of Station Statistician. Previously Station publications
had been edited chiefly by the Director and selected staff assistants (while Zon was
director), and then on a part-time basis by Paul Rudolf (starting with Demmon's directorship). Dickerman also tried to make the annual reports more interesting by building some
of them around a central theme and tying the Station's research into that theme."
During Dickerman's directorship, too, more emphasis was placed on training of staff
members, and a number of them undertook work toward advanced degrees. Many more
attended special conferences and courses in statistical methods and other subjects to add
to their professional competence (LSFES Annual Report 1963).
David B. King became the fourth director of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station in 1964, when Dickerman accepted an assignment in Washington, DC, as Forest
Service representative on the staff of Dr. NyleC. Brady, Director of Science and Education,
U.S. Department of Agriculture. King was the first native of Minnesota and graduate of
the Minnesota School of Forestry to assume the Station's directorship. He came from the
Washington Office where he had last been assigned as Assistant to the Deputy Chief in
Charge of Research (LSFES Annual Report 1964).
King continued most of the policies followed by Dickerman, including emphasis on
additional training for staff members (LSFES Annual Report 1964). He was at the helm
only about a year when the Lake States Forest Experiment Station was included in the
new North Central Forest Experiment Station. He continued as Director of the new Station
until 1972.

Station Management Division Established
Early in 1959 the Station followed the lead of most other Forest Service forest
experiment stations and established a Station Management Division to handle organizational and support services common to all the research divisions and station administration.
Its objectives were (1) to improve business and personnel management, (2) to provide
more effective publications and information services for users of Station research results,
and (3) to provide editorial, statistical data processing, library and other services to
researchers to free them from nonresearch activities (LSFES Annual Report 1961). Previously this work had been handled out of the Director's office, much of it by an
administrative assistant (Jerry Roch) and a clerical staff.
13

These special annual reports and their central themes were as follows: 1951, The
Pulpwood Industry; 1952, Cooperation; 1953, 30 Years of Progress; 1954, Forest Management; 1955, Timber Resource Review; 1957 Planting; 1959, Forest Protection; and
1961, Forest Improvement (LSFES Annual Reports 1951-1955, 1957, 1959, 1961).
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To meet the requirement that the new division be headed by a man with a forestry
background, James E. Sowder transferred from the Pacific Northwest Forest Experiment
Station. Much of his time was spent in handling the numerous details (plans, specifications,
contracts, negotiations, etc.) of the construction program underway at the Station (which
had been supervised previously by Arlie Toole, Chief of the Forest Utilization and
Engineering Division). Much of the day-to-day work of the Division continued to be
handled by Jerry Roch, now assistant Division Chief.
In October of 1959, personnel work that had been handled by the Region 9 Personnel
Officer in Milwaukee also became part of the new Division's responsibility, and Dorothy
Scharr began handling personnel matters at the Station under Jerry Roch's direction. In
1962 Duane Sanocki came to the Station as Personnel Officer. The Division then was
responsible for biometrics, business office services (bookkeeping, purchasing, property
records, mail, etc.), personnel services, and publications (editing, processing, distribution,
etc.) (LSFES Budgets FY 1963).
In 1964 Sowder returned to the Pacific Northwest Station and Karl W. McNasser
came from the Southeastern Station's Division of Fire Research to become the new
Division Chief.

Changes in Field Organization
With Congressional funding of a research center program effective July 1, 1946,
Station organization changed markedly. Prior to that time, most of the technical staff
members were stationed in St. Paul but spent much of their time in the field from May
to November; with the new research centers, many of them were permanently assigned
to field headquarters. This had a number of advantages, but also some disadvantages. A
major disadvantage was a lack of opportunity for the field center workers to discuss their
research and problems with the Director and headquarters staff. Beginning in 1949, this
situation was improved by holding annual conferences for research center and St. Paul
personnel.
Although the initial authorization for forest research centers in the Lake States covered
only northern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin, Director Demmon and later Director
Dickerman continued to remind the Washington Office and Station supporters that more
research centers were needed to cover all the problem areas in the Lake States. Their
pleas were gradually heeded, and by 1949 research centers had also been established in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and in Lower Michigan. In 1956, plains forestry work
was reactivated in North Dakota, and a research center headquarters was established at
Bottineau.
The forest research centers were initially designed to carry out forest management
research in its broadest sense, as applied to local conditions. Included were studies of
silviculture, reforestation, timber harvesting and regeneration, the economics of timber
growing and marketing, and occasionally fire protection. Not included, however, were
forest survey, general land and economic studies, and forest products investigations
(LSFES Annual Report 1946). After 1954 the scope of the research centers was broadened
to cover such fields as forest economics, forest entomology, and watershed management.
Each center had a Research Center Leader, who also functioned as the Director's representative in local matters, a small staff of technical men (usually two or more), and one
or more clerical assistants.
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The forest research centers, although often working on several forest types, specialized as follows: The Headwaters Center in northern Minnesota emphasized management
and regeneration of pine (especially red and jack pines), and aspen; the Northern Lakes
Center in northern Wisconsin emphasized management of second-growth northern
hardwoods; the Upper Peninsula Center in northern Michigan emphasized management
of old-growth northern hardwoods; and the Lower Peninsula Center in Lower Michigan
specialized in plantation management.
With the establishment of the forest research centers (initially called '' work centers")
came the rebirth of the advisory council. The old advisory council that had served such a
useful purpose in the formative years of the Station had been allowed to lapse in the 1930's.
Beginning in 1946, a local advisory council was established for each research center. These
councils were made up of local representatives of Federal and State forestry agencies, forestry schools, and private forest industries. They met at least annually with Station representatives to review research findings and to help plan the general research programs and specific
projects. This procedure helped to ensure a broad, consolidated attack on forest problems
and to avoid unnecessary duplication of work (LSFES Annual Report 1948).
The forest research centers were part of a grand design nationally by the Forest Service
to develop a research program to meet national and local needs. But along with them, as M.
B. Dickerman pointed out, came some problems: "...little empires began to take over,
some of which became 'little stations.' Thus, 'Centers' in effect weakened program coordination and lessened the leadership effectiveness of the Division leaders. Also, operating
costs became excessive in relation to budgets. Competition for funds became great. Closely
related was the decision at the national level to assign national missions to certain stationsengineering at Houghton, genetics of northern species to Rhinelander" (M. B. Dickerman,
letter of 8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
These factors eventually led to doing away with the research center system. On July 1,
1961, the Station's research centers were renamed to indicate their major project responsibilities. The specialized field laboratories in forest genetics, watershed management,
forest utilization, and forest engineering established before 1961 continued to operate as
they had been before. Forest research activities once again became organized primarily on
a project basis, similar to the system in effect before the research centers were established.
Each location had one or more project leaders who worked under the technical direction of
the appropriate Division Chief in St. Paul. One project leader at each location was designated Chief of Laboratory, and acted as the Director's representative in local matters, as the
Research Center Leader had done, but he had no technical or administrative responsibilities
for any projects other than his own. The tabulation below lists the names of the field
laboratories after July 1, 1961:
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Location

Research Center
Name

Field Laboratory
Name

Bottineau, ND
Cadillac, MI
East Lansing, MI
Grand Rapids, MN
Houghton, MI
La Crosse, WI
Marquette, MI
Rhinelander, WI

North Dakota
Lower Peninsula

Shelterbelt Laboratory
LowerMichigan

Headwaters
—
—
Upper Peninsula
Northern Institute
of Forest Genetic
Northern Lakes

Northern Conifers Laboratory
Forest Engineering Laboratory
Forest Watershed Management
Northern Hardwoods Laboratory
Institute of Forest Genetics
(and Pioneer Laboratory)

Wausau.WI

The projects assigned to each field location and the Divisions to which they were
responsible are as follows:
Location

Projects and Divisions

Bottineau

Shelterbelt Establishment & Management (Forest Management)

Cadillac

Plantation Establishment & Management (Forest Management)
Groundwater Hydrology (Watershed Management)

East Lansing

Plantation Insects (Forest Insect Research)
Mixed Hardwood Management (Forest Management)

Grand Rapids

Northern Conifer-Aspen (Forest Management)
Bog and Swamp Hydrology (Watershed Management)
Production Economics (Forest Economics)
Defoliation Insects (Forest Insects)

Houghton

Forest Engineering (Forest Utilization)

La Crosse

Soil Erosion Prevention (Watershed Management)

Marquette

Northern Hardwoods (Forest Management)

Rhinelander

Genetics (Forest Management)

Wausau

Hardwood Quality (Forest Utilization)
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Several other Station projects were handled out of St. Paul headquarters. They included:
Forest Fire Research (Forest Management)
Wildlife Habitat Research (Forest Management)
Forest Survey (Forest Economics)
Production Economics (Forest Economics)
Marketing (Forest Economics)
Recreation (Forest Economics)
Conifer Diseases (Forest Diseases)
Northern Hardwoods and Aspen Diseases (Forest Diseases)
Defoliation Insects (Forest Insects)
Hardwood Insects (Forest Insects)
Forest Equipment Engineering (Forest Utilization)

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS AT FIELD LOCATIONS
Most of the Station's research in silviculture, watershed management, genetics,
utilization, and engineering was conducted at the research centers and specialized field
laboratories. Brief accounts of activities at these field laboratories follow.

The Headwaters Forest Research Center
Originally called the Northern Minnesota Forest Research Center (in 1946 and 1947),
the Headwaters center was set up to serve an area of 18.5 million acres embracing a
portion of the headwaters basins of three important rivers—the Mississippi, the St. Lawrence, and the Red River of the North. More than 72 percent of the problem area was in
commercial forest, 9 percent was in nonproductive land or land withdrawn from commercial forestry uses (parks, etc.), 8 percent was in other uses (urban areas, highways, etc.),
and less than 10 percent was cleared farmland. It was an area of diverse soils with
topography typical of glaciated country. The original forests had mostly been cut over,
but in places there were good stands of such species as jack pine, spruce, and aspen.
The original staff consisted of a leader (Lawrence P. NefO, four other technical men
(Junior A. Hess, Eugene I. Roe, Zigmond A. Zasada, and Paul J. ZehngraO one timber
sales assistant (Lee S. South), and one clerk (Carl E. Sundquist). Headquarters was
established at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, a location reasonably accessible to both the
Chippewa and Superior National Forests, State Conservation Department lands and offices,
the University of Minnesota's North Central School of Agriculture and branch of the
Agricultural Experiement Station, and forest industries. The Center took over the work
of the former Chippewa and Superior Branch Stations and the three experimental forests
associated with them: the Pike Bay (largely aspen), the Cutfoot (red pine-jack pine), and
the Kawishiwi (jack pine and black spruce) (LSFES Annual Report 1946). In 1948 the
Big Falls Experimental Forest (black spruce swamp) was established in cooperation with
the Minnesota Conservation Department of State land near Big Falls, Minnesota.
Before the end of 1946 an advisory council had been appointed, had met, and had recommended the following fields of study and priorities for research: first priority-management of black spruce, aspen, balsam fir-spruce, and jack pine; second priority-management of red pine, tamarack, and white pine, and reforestation studies; third priority-management of mixed hardwoods.
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Advisory Council members were (in 1953): George Amidon, Minnesota and
Ontario Paper Co.; C. K. Andrews, Blandin Paper Co.; Floyd Colburn, Itasca
County Forestry Agent; Bernard Granum, Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission; Charles Godfrey, Itasca County Land Commissioner; T.
Schantz-Hansen, University of Minnesota; William Heritage, Office of Indian Affairs; John Hoene. Timber Producers Association; Frank Kelly, Northwest Paper
Co.; Edward Lawson, Minnesota Conservation Department; Francis Moore, M. J.
Salisbury Co.; and Raymond J. Wood, Diamond Match Co. (LSFES Annual Report 1953).

The staff grew from the initial four to eleven by 1959, at which time staff members
were conducting research in forest economics, forest entomology, and watershed management, as well as forest (timber) management.
Larry Neff served as research center leader until 1952, when he became Forest Supervisor of the Superior National Forest. He was succeeded by Zig Zasada, who had become
leader of the Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center in 1951. Zasada remained at the helm
until 1961, when the research centers were converted to a project, rather than area, basis.
During the life of the Headwaters Forest Research Center, 27 people served on the
regular staff. Some of them, mostly clerical, were on the rolls for a year or less; others were
on for several years, and two (E. I. Roe and Lee South) for the entire period. In 1949 Paul
Zehngraff, who had worked on the Chippewa National Forest area for the Station since the
1930's and had been in charge of the Chippewa Branch Station from 1938 to 1946, left the
Station to accept a series of foreign forestry assignments in several countries in Asia (see
Appendix B2).
As of July 1961, what had been the Headwaters Forest Research Center became the
"Northern Conifers Laboratory." Robert E. Buckman was designated Chief of Laboratory.
As such he not only supervised the Forest Management projects but also acted as the Director's representative locally. Other project leaders were Allen Lundgren for economics,
Harold Batzer for forest insects, and Roger Bay for watershed management. In 1965 Bob
Buckman was transferred to the Washington Office and Robert F. Wambach became Project Leader for forest management with Roger Bay as Chief of Laboratory. Among researchers who joined the staff after 1961 were William F. Johnston (1961), John W. Benzie
(1962), and R. L. Sorenson (1964).
A fifth experimental forest was added to the four already in use by the Northern Conifers Laboratory (see Appendix E) when the Chief of the Forest Service approved establishment of the Marcell Experimental Forest in September of 1962. Consisting of some 2,200
acres of Chippewa National Forest and adjacent private, Itasca County, and State lands, it
became the first Federal experimental forest in the Nation to be dedicated to research in the
hydrology of forested swamplands (Roger E. Bay, Establishment Report, Marcell Experimental Forest 1962).
The titles of the line projects carried out at Grand Rapids broadly describe their
scope. They included (1) silviculture of northern conifers and aspen, (2) effect of watershed
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management on wetland forest areas, and on timing, quantity and quality of water yield;
(3) biology, ecology, and control of insect defoliators affecting forest trees in the Lake
States; and (4) economics of timber growing in northern hardwood and conifer types
(LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).

The Northern Lakes Forest Research Center
Originally called the Northern Wisconsin Forest Research Center (in 1946 and 1947),
the Northern Lakes Center served an extensive lake-studded area in northern Wisconsin
and most of the sand plains in central Wisconsin. This area included 10 million of the
17 million acres of commercial forest land in Wisconsin and three-fourths or more of the
entire Wisconsin land area best suited to forest growth. The forests probably had been
depleted more than those in northern Minnesota or the Upper Peninsula of Michigan
because of their greater accessibility and higher concentration of mills. These same mills,
however, also offered excellent opportunities for intensive forest management.
At the outset, the staff consisted of a leader (J. H. Stoeckeler), two technical men
(Carl Arbogast, Jr., and Gordon R. Condit), and a clerk (Edward R. Stoltz). An office
was established at Rhinelander, Wisconsin, in the Nicolet National Forest headquarters
(in the Merchant's National Bank Building). An advisory council (consisting of representatives of forest industry, agricultural extension, the counties, the State, and the National
Forests) was organized to help identify problems needing study in northern Wisconsin.
This group advocated research on management of second growth northern hardwoods,
but also emphasized continued research on nursery management.
Members of the advisory council were (in 1953) Noble Clark (University
of Wisconsin), R. B. Goodman (Goodman Lumber Co.), Neil Harrington (Wisconsin Conservation Department), F. G. Kilp (Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co.), J.
B. Millar (Kimberly-Clark Corporation), Walter Rcdlington (Menominee Indian
Mills), A. E. Swanke (Tigerton Lumber Co.), Ernest Swift (Wisconsin Conservation Department), M. N. Taylor (Trees for Tomorrow), and F. B. Trenk
(University of Wisconsin).
One of the first activities of the Center's staff was to select an experimental forest.
The area, named the Argonne Experimental Forest (see Appendix E), was located in two
separate but nearby units on the Nicolet National Forest about 25 miles east of Rhinelander,
Wisconsin. As established in 1947, the forest of some 8,400 acres included both upland
(northern hardwoods, spruce-fir, and aspen-birch) and lowland (tamarack, northern whitecedar) forest types. Part of the area had been a State wildlife refuge. Heavy deer populations, not controlled by hunting, had kept tree reproduction, especially northern
hardwoods, from becoming established. The refuge designation was removed when the
experimental forest was established.
In 1954 the Station set up an integrated forest management-utilization project with
headquarters in the Courthouse Annex in Wausau, Wisconsin. Its purpose was to study
both silvicultural and utilization measures best suited to second growth northern
hardwoods. The initial staff included silviculturists H. F. Scholz, D. R. Dickson, and
W. B. Lord, and wood technologist, P. H. Lane. The utilization project at Wausau came
about through Dickerman's working closely with Wisconsin Congressman Melvin Laird,
who later became Secretary of Defense in the Nixon Cabinet (M. B. Dickerman letter of
8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
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In 1955 the Northern Lakes Research Center headquarters was moved from Rhinelander to Wausau, and the forest management-utilization project was attached to it. R.
A. " Bob" Ralston became leader of the Center and Joe Stoeckeler was transferred to
St. Paul to work on the reactivated watershed management project that had been authorized
but not yet formally initiated.
During the Center's existence 29 people served on its staff. Of these, seven were
concerned primarily with the utilization project established at Wausau in 1954 and incorporated into the Northern Lakes Forest Research Center in 1955 (see Appendix B2).
In 1961 the Northern Lakes Forest Research Center, which functioned without a
leader after Bob Ralston transferred to Columbia, Missouri, in 1959, was phased out and
smaller quarters were arranged in a private building at 802 First Street, Wausau. The
hardwood management research in northern Wisconsin became the responsibility of the
Northern Hardwoods Laboratory at Marquette, Michigan, although some researchers
continued to work out of the Wausau office until 1965, when H. F. "Bob" Scholz wound
up affairs there and simultaneously retired. The forest utilization work also continued to
June 1965, after which R. M. "Dick" Marden and C. L. Stayton transferred to Duluth
to supplement the marketing research already underway there (LSFES Annual Reports
1959, 1961, 1963).
Line projects active at Wausau after 1961 were (1) silviculture of northern hardwoods
and (2) improvement of timber utilization technology in the Lake States.

The Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center
The Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center grew out of the Upper Peninsula Branch
centered at the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest. This had been the Station's first
full-time field branch. Permanent staff members in charge of the work had resided locally
on a year-round basis since 1934.
Yet, it was not until 1949 that the Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center was
formally established, although it had been functioning in that capacity since 1946. In
1949 the headquarters was moved from Dukes, Michigan (the Experimental Forest location), to Marquette, but resident manager W. H. "Bill" Salminen continued to reside at
Dukes.
The Center became responsible for Federal forest research throughout the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan. The management of northern hardwoods, particularly old-growth
stands, and the management of swamp forests were given top research priority. These
selections reflect the fact that more than half of the Lake States region's 9 million acres
of northern hardwood type occurs in northern Michigan, along with a sizable acreage of
mixed swamp types. These forests are the principal source of supply for the several
lumber, veneer, and pulp mills located in the Upper Peninsula.
The initial staff (1949) consisted of Walter M. Zillgitt, Research Center Leader;
Franklin R. Longwood, Silviculturist; Wilho A. Salminen, Forestry Aid; and Gloria D.
Matson, Clerk. Zigmond A. Zasada was Research Center Leader from June 15, 1951 to
1952, and he was succeeded by Carl Arbogast, Jr., who stayed at the helm until his
untimely death. Prior to 1961, when the Center was converted to a forestry sciences
laboratory, 19 people had been on the staff in various capacities and for varying lengths
of time; Wilho "Bill" Salminen (who had been appointed at Dukes in 1942) was the
only one who had been there through the whole period. Eight more people joined the
staff between 1961 and 1966 (see Appendix B2).
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An advisory committee, consisting of representatives of several State, collegiate,
and private forestry and conservation agencies was appointed to help guide the Center in
its work.
The Upper Peninsula Advisory Committee (as of 1953) consisted of George
Banzhaf, Consulting Forester; George Bishop, Upper Peninsula Development
Bureau; Bruce Buell, Northern Paper Mills; William I. Brown, William Bonifas
Lumber Co.; Maurice W. Day, Michigan State College; RichardEwalt, Cleveland
Cliffs Iron Co.; Abbott Fox, Abbott Fox Lumber Co.; Richard Hammerschmidt,
Cliffs Dow Chemical Co.; Hereford Garland. Michigan College of Mining and
Technology; S. A. Graham, Univerisity of Michigan; Robert Schmeling, Escanaba Paper Co.; Lawrence Walsh, Timber Producers Association; Russell
Watson, Forestry Consultant; and Donald Zettle, Michigan Department of Conservation.
Although the Center broadened Station activities in the Upper Peninsula, much of
its work continued to be done on the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, which had
grown from the 640 acres made available to the Station in 1926 by the Cleveland Cliffs
Iron Company to 5,400 acres by 1949. To facilitate land purchases, fire protection, and
timber sales activities the Experimental Forest had been given National Forest status (as
part of the Hiawatha National Forest) in 1935. The nucleus of the Experimental Forest--the
320 acres of old-growth northern hardwoods (deeded to the government in 1926 by the
Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company with the understanding that title would remain with the
Company until the Station returned to it a volume of timber equivalent to the merchantable
volume on the land in 1926)—did not come into full government ownership until the late
1960's. The Station was allowed 20 years (later extended to 40 years) to return the original
timber volume to the company.
When this agreement was made in 1926, the company, of course, had its own
cruise of the half section, which it did not make available to the Station. During the
summer of 1926, R. M. Brown, then a member of the Station staff, and A. F.
Verrall. a student assistant from the University of Minnesota, made a very careful
cruise of the half section (see table on page 9). Their gross volume estimates probably were close to the actual gross volume on the tract, but they did not deduct for
cull, which was substantial in these old-growth stands. Hence their estimates of
merchantable volume were too high. The company readily accepted the Station
figures, and it was not until some persistent negotiation spearheaded by Carl Arbogast and R. D. "Bob" McCulley in the 1960's that agreement was reached by
the Station and the company that the Station had returned the equivalent of the
1926 merchantable volume, and clear title to the tract was given to the government. (R. M. Brown, 1927 (typed 1929) RS, MC-2, Timber Estimate, Experimental Forest, Lake States Forest Experiment Station, Ruse. Michigan. 14 p.,
typescript. LSFES Annual Report 1963).
In 1961 the Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center became the Northern Hardwoods
Laboratory. Carl Arbogast switched titles from Research Center Leader to Chief of Laboratory. Because the Laboratory was now responsible for all the Station's northern hardwood
research in the Lake States, the men working on northern hardwood management at
Wausau, Wisconsin, (included were H. F. Scholz, Thomas W. Church, Rodney R. Jacobs,
Harold C. Bell, and G. A. Mattson) were attached to the Marquette office.
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The Northern Hardwoods Laboratory was responsible for two line projects as of
1963: (1) silviculture of northern hardwoods, and (2) diseases of northern hardwoods.

The Lower Peninsula Forest Research Center
During the summer of 1948 John Neetzel and Paul Rudolf combed the Lower
Peninsula of Michigan looking for the best headquarters site for the newly authorized
Lower Peninsula Forest Research Center. Based on a combination of features (availability
of office quarters and housing, proximity to problem areas and educational institutions,
and accessibility by public transportation and good highways), East Lansing was chosen.
The Station established its headquarters on the campus of Michigan State University in
cooperation with the Forestry Department. In 1951 a satellite headquarters was set up in
Cadillac—the headquarters for the Lower Michigan National Forest—because of its proximity to National Forest and State forest lands and plantations (LSFES Annual Reports
1949, 1951).
In February of 1949, John L. Arend transferred from the Southern Forest Experiment
Station to become the first and only Research Center Leader at East Lansing. His initial
staff consisted of LaMont G. Engle, forester, and James J. Kellis, clerk (LSFES Annual
Report 1945).
One of the Center's first activities was to list and analyze the forest problems needing
study. Staff members were assisted by a newly appointed advisory committee, which
functioned essentially as a forum and clearinghouse for all the forest research agencies
in Lower Michigan. Since about half of the area in plantations in the Lake States occurred
in Lower Michigan, the major problem selected for study was plantation management,
including not only silvicultural aspects but also protection (fire, insects, and diseases),
economics, utilization, marketing, and wildlife. Management of oak and lowland
hardwood stands was also recommended for study. Watershed management studies, too,
were recognized as a need.
Members of the Advisory Committee (in 1953) were Charles Allen, Detroit
Sulphite Pulp Co.; G. D. Bonfield, Michigan Forest Industries Information
Committee; John Fields, Central Paper Co.; Stanley Fontanna, University of
Michigan; John Hawkins, Hawkins Lumber Co.; Paul S. Newcomb, Lower
Michigan National Forest; G. S. Mclntyre, Michigan Department of Conservation; Russell O'Neal, Consumers Power Co.; L. C. Palmer, Kent County Road
Commission; Eugene Kuhne, Forestry Associates, Inc.; and T. D. Stevens,
Michigan State College. This committee served not only the Lower Michigan
Research Center, but it coordinated all forest research activities in Lower Michigan.
Cooperative funds made available by the West Ottawa Conservation District made
possible a study of plantation insect pests; William E. Miller came to the Center for this
purpose in 1956 (J. L. Arend, letter of 7/19/79 to Paul O. Rudolf). In 1957, W. D.
Striffler, headquartered in Cadillac, began watershed management research; in tfiis year
also, Con Schallau began economics studies in East Lansing. A ground water project
was begun with cooperative funds supplied by the Michigan Conservation Department.
Regular funding was later obtained by Congressman Griffin (J. L. Arend, letter of 7/19/79
to Paul O. Rudolf).
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Until 1956 there were no Federal experimental forests in Lower Michigan, but in
that year two were established for the Station's use on the Manistee National Forest (see
Appendix E). Funding was furnished by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources.
They were the Pine River Experimental Forest near Wellston, consisting mainly of plantations, and the Newaygo Experimental Forest near Newaygo, containing native white
pine stands and some plantations and open areas. ,6 The Center also had the use of a
number of experimental plantations established by the Station between 1931 and 1942
on the Huron and Manistee National Forests.
During the Lower Peninsula Research Center's existence (1949 to 1961), 24 people
served on the staff. Between 1961 and 1966 four additional workers joined the staff. As the
lines of work expanded, personnel included not only silviculturists and clerical workers,
but entomologists, hydrologists, economists, and subprofessional assistants (see Appendix
B2).
A firm supporter of the Station's research in Lower Michigan was then-Congressman
Gerald R. Ford, who became President in 1975. He visited some of the field projects to get
first-hand information on them and was instrumental in obtaining the first regular funds for
the insect project (J. L. Arend, letter of II19/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
In 1961 the Lower Peninsula Forest Research Center was renamed the Lower Michigan
Field Laboratory. John Arend continued to head the unit, now as Chief of Laboratory.
Watershed management research was facilitated by the establishment of the Udell Experimental Forest in 1962 on the Manistee National Forest (see Appendix E). It consisted mostly
of oak stands on deep sands.
The Lower Michigan Field Laboratory was responsible for four line projects in 1961.
Two of them, centered at Cadillac, were (1) planting and plantation management of Lake
States conifers, including Christmas tree culture (Richard M. Godman, project leader); and
(2) effects of various forest types and stand treatments on ground water recharge and streambank erosion (W. D. Striffler, project leader). The other two, centered at East Lansing, were
(1) silviculture of mixed hardwood forests, with emphasis on rehabilitation of small woodlands (John L. Arend, project leader); and (2) insects affecting coniferous plantations in the
Lake States (William E. Miller, project leader) (LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963). Louis
F. Wilson joined Miller at East Lansing in the spring of 1962 to begin expanding research on
the conifer insect project while Miller phased out his European pine shoot moth research.
When Miller transferred to St. Paul in 1964, Wilson took over as project leader at East Lansing. (L.F. Wilson, letter of 7/23/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).

,6

They were soon designated as separate units of one ' 'Lower Peninsula Experimental
Forest.''
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Northern Plains Forest Research Center
Station research in North Dakota, after having been on a standby basis since 1942, was
reactivated in 1956 largely through the interest and support of C. N. Nelson, President of
the North Dakota School of Forestry, and Senator Milton Young. After Bob McCulley and
Paul Rudolf checked a number of locations, the headquarters was established at Bottineau,
where the North Dakota State School of Forestry and the State Forester were located. Paul
E. Slabaugh was selected as Research Center Leader; he headed up a small staff of foresters
(Robert Lease in 1957, Albert G. Clegg and Howard Phipps in 1959) and a series of clerks
who usually served about 1 year each.
Instead of an advisory council the Center used the already existing State Farm Forestry
Committee to guide it in selecting problems needing study. By 1956 there were 90,000 acres
of tree plantations in North Dakota, and another 700,000 acres estimated to be in need of
planting. About the same acreages of tree plantation and areas in need of planting occurred
in adjacent eastern South Dakota and western Minnesota combined. The planted areas
needed management and the Station's research could provide valuable guidance for such
management (M. B. Dickerman, A Ten-Year Program for Forest Research in the Lake States,
August 1956, p. 40-46). Problems needing study included: (1) species-site relations, (2)
selection of species and strains adapted to the plains, (3) better methods of establishing conifers, (4) plains nursery management, (5) treatment of decadent plantations, (6) injury to
trees from herbicides, (7) analyses of insect problems, (8) boxelder blight, (9) analyses of
disease problems, (10) processing better quality lumber, and (II) treatment to improve usefulness of low-quality wood (Dickerman 1956, 1960).
Members of the State Farm Forestry Committee in 1956 included C. N. Nelson, State Forester; Duane Green, CFM Forester; John Molberg, Deputy State
Forester in charge of State nurseries; Elmer Worthington, SCS Woodland Conservationist; Ernest J. George, Northern Great Plains Field Station; and John
Zaylskie, Extension Forester. Other groups represented were the State Game Department, State Association of Soil Conservation Districts, and the Department of
Horticulture of North Dakota State University. Representatives from these latter
groups changed frequently (letter of 11/20/78 from Paul E. Slabaugh to Paul O.
Rudolf).
The Center's field work was done in part on the Denbigh Experimental Forest, using
previously established plantings and also establishing new ones. Most of the shelterbelt
management studies were done on privately owned farms under special agreement with the
owners. Some laboratory facilities were made available by the North Dakota School of
Forestry, and nursery facilities were provided by the State Forester.
By the time the Center was converted to the Shelterbelt Laboratory in 1961, seven
people had served on the staff, three of them clerks. Between 1961 and 1966, 10 more
people were on the staff at Bottineau, three of them clerks and one subprofessional (see
Appendix B2).
After 1961, Paul Slabaugh continued to head the work (now as Chief of Laboratory),
and there was little change in its operation. Beginning in 1963 some forest tree improvement
work was done in cooperation with the Northern Institute of Forest Genetics.
In 1963, the Bottineau laboratory was responsible for one line project: shelterbelt establishment and maintenance, including forest tree improvement aspects.
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Institute of Forest Genetics
The Station, in addition to establishing the forest research centers, which
became project-oriented field laboratories in 1961, established a number of specialized field laboratories, both before and after 1961, that were project-oriented
from the start. They were concerned with such diverse fields as forest engineering,
genetics, marketing, recreation, tree physiology, and watershed management.
After a region-wide search by Bob McCulley and Paul Rudolf in 1955, the Northern
Institute of Forest Genetics was established at Rhinelander, Wisconsin, in 1957. One of
three forest genetics institutes in the U.S. Forest Service*," it gave new impetus to forest tree
improvement research, first funded at the Lake States Station in 1954.38 Hans Nienstaedt,
who became the Station's first full-fledged geneticist in 1955, was named project leader.
He was joined by Phil Larson, who came to the Station in 1956; these two men, along with
John Genys, Forestry Aid, were the initial Institute staff.
In 1955 Nienstaedt and Rudolf analyzed forest genetics research needs in the region,
and recommended that primary emphasis be placed on the genetics of the spruces, with the
northern pines and birches also to receive high priority. Also in 1955, recognizing the need
for outplanting sites representing various localities and environmental conditions,
Nienstaedt and Rudolf, in cooperation with National Forest personnel, examined 120 sites
on seven National Forests in the Lake States. At their recommendation the Regional Forester set aside 35 areas as progeny test sites, based on species suitability, soils, size (at least 5
acres), and climatic conditions (LSFES Annual Report 1955).
The Institute was able to utilize a number of field studies established by the Station
betwen 1933 and 1954. These included seed source plantings of red pine, Scotch pine, jack
pine, and spruces, and outplantings of jack pine x lodgepole pine and eastern white pine
x western white pine hybrids developed at the Institute of Forest Genetics in Placerville,
California.

" The other two included the Western Institute of Forest Genetics at Placerville,
California (Pacific Southwest Station) and the Southern Institute of Forest Genetics at
Gulfport, Mississippi (Southern Forest Experiment Station). Although Forest Service
research in forest genetics was also authorized at other Stations, the plan was to base
fundamental studies at these three institutes. Nearly 150 people attended the formal
opening of the NIFG on June 6, 1957, inspecting the laboratory, office, and greenhouse
(LSFES Annual Report 1957).
38

Paul Rudolf had been detailed to Washington in 1953 to develop a justification statement for forestgentics research. Whatever influence the statement may have had, Congress
did appropriate funds for forest genetics research in 1954 and the Lake States Station received part of them.
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Thomas D. Rudolph joined the Institute in 1959 and was given responsibility for jack
pine studies. In 1961 Knud E. Clausen became a staff member and was assigned to study
the genetics of northern hardwood species, especially the birches.
No special advisory committee was appointed to guide the Institute, since it was agreed
that the Lake States Forest Tree Improvement Committee, which included representatives
of the agencies interested in tree improvement in the region (see p. 85), would adequately
serve this purpose.
In recognition of Phil Larson's excellent research, he was assigned to head up a
Pioneer Research Unit"' (the second in the Nation) established at Rhinelander in 1962;
this left him free to devote full time to studying the physiology of wood formation. His
first assistant was David M. Hutt (LSFES Annual Reports 1962, 1963).
To facilitate the study of the effects of atomic radiation on forest tree genetics and
development, the Institute established a 40-acre radiation field not far from headquarters.
The field was surrounded by a chain link fence fastened to wooden posts built to specifications based on John Neetzel's research. Through the cooperation of the Atomic Energy
Commission, a Cesium 132 source was obtained and installed in 1965. Thomas D.
Rudolph supervised the radiation studies (LSFES Annual Report 1964).
Three line projects were assigned to the Institute as of 1962: (1) pioneer research
laboratory, (2) genetics of northern trees, and (3) diseases of northern conifers (diseases
of seed, seedlings, and plantations, and of northern plains shelterbelts and forest nurseries).
In addition, researchers assigned to northern hardwood silviculture and wildlife habitat
research were also stationed at the Institute in 1965 (LSFES Financial Budget FY 1966).
As of July 1, 1966, 27 people had been headquartered at the Institute. Of these,
three were clerical and nine were subprofessional workers. The 15 researchers represented
such disciplines as biochemistry, ecology, forest pathology, genetics, plant physiology,
and silviculture (see Appendix B2).

Forest Products Marketing Research
Forest products marketing studies weren't formally authprized until 1954, although
the Station had done some research during the 1930's as part of its cooperative farm-forestry
studies and during the early 1940's to help increase wood production during the war.
The principal study begun in 1954 was to determine the market for hardwood products
in the Twin Cities, with primary emphasis on the pallet industry. This was carried out
by John Warner in cooperation with the University of Minnesota. Studies begun in the
ensuing 5 years included analyses of markets for domestic charcoal in Wisconsin and for
pulpwood in Michigan (LSFES Annual Reports 1954-1956, 1958, 1959).
In 1961 the Station undertook a new series of studies in northeastern Minnesota,
under the direction of Dean N. Quinney, designed to evaluate the increased opportunities
for manufacturing and marketing wood products. A marketing field office was established
in June 1962, on the old Duluth campus of the University of Minnesota, and Quinney
was joined there by James E. Blyth and Eugene M. Carpenter. Although special emphasis
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In 1961 the Forest Service followed a recommendation of V. L. Harper, Assistant
Chief in Charge of Research, and began establishing Pioneer Research Units. This enables
especially competent scientists to conduct highly specialized research with few constraints
other than availability of funds. They are free of administrative responsibilities and their
advancement depends primarily on the excellence of their research.
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was given to forest products marketing problems in northeastern Minnesota, the Duluth
field office was given responsibility for marketing research throughout the Lake States
(LSFES Annual Reports 1961, 1962).
In June of 1965 the forest products technologists at Wausau, Wisconsin, (R. M.
Marden and C. L. Stayton) were transferred to Duluth, and the laboratory broadened its
scope to cover forest resource marketing and utilization in the Upper Great Lakes area
(LSFES Financial Budget FY 1965).
Between 1962 and 1966 some 18 workers were assigned to the Duluth Laboratory,
of which seven were clerical workers. The technical personnel included both forest
economists and wood technologists (see Appendix B2).
In 1962 only one line project was assigned to Duluth: improvement of forest products
marketing practices and market development in the northern Lake States. But with the
addition of utilization research, the following two line projects were added in 1965: (1)
timber characteristics and processing, and (2) improved utilization of Lake States timber
(LSFES Financial Budgets FY 1962, FY 1966).

Forest Watershed Laboratory
When watershed management research was reestablished at the Lake States Station
in 1956, research in the nonglaciated region of southwestern Wisconsin was reactivated.
With the support and cooperation of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, a research
center was established in 1958 with headquaters in the Post Office building in La Crosse,
Wisconsin. Richard S. Sartz transferred in from the Northeastern Station as Research
Center Leader, and was joined the following year by Willie R. Curtis. Janice M. Johnson
made up the clerical force (LSFES Annual Reports 1958, 1959).
The Wisconsin Conservation Department purchased a typical farm near La Crosse
that included cultivated fields, pasture, and wooded slopes. Dedicated in 1960 as the
Coulee Experimental Forest (see Appendix E), it became the focus of the Center's field
research (LSFES Annual Reports 1959, 1960).
In July of 1961 the La Crosse Forest Research Center was renamed the Forest
Watershed Laboratory, although its operation, already on a project basis, remained essentially unchanged. Dick Sartz continued as Chief of Laboratory.
The staff at La Crosse remained small but stable. D. N. Tolsted was added in 1962
as Forestry Aid on the Experimental Forest, bringing the total staff to four (see Appendix
B2). Joe Stoeckeler, although not stationed at La Crosse, supervised a study of tree
planting to help control erosion on the steep slopes and loess soils of the Coulee Experimental Forest. The laboratory was responsible for one line project: reduction of storm
runoff and sedimentation from nonglaciated land areas.

Forest Engineering Laboratory
In 1961, the Station was granted authorization to set up a forest engineering research
laboratory at Houghton, Michigan, in cooperation with the Michigan College of Mining
and Technology. This project was assigned to the Lake States Station as part of the Forest
Service's comprehensive national engineering research plan. Location at Houghton was
influenced by the strong interest of Michigan Technological University, which initially
made office space available and later provided land for a laboratory (M. B. Dickerman,
letter of 8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
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Engineer Rulon B. Gardner transferred fron Juneau, Alaska, to become Chief of
Laboratory. His clerical assistant the first year was S. S. Miller. The following year John
R. Erickson, a mechanical engineer, joined the staff, and Jean Noble took over the clerical
duties (LSFES Annual Reports 1961, 1962). In 1964, when Gardner left to become leader
of an engineering project at the Bozeman, Montana, laboratory, Erickson became project
leader. Another engineer, Rodger A. Arola, joined the staff in 1965, bringing the number
of people who had served on the Houghton staff to five (LSFES Financial Budget FY
1965) (see Appendix B2).
One line project was assigned to the Forest Engineering Laboratory: the design and
development of engineering systems and mechanizations for economically converting deteriorated northern forest stands to improved species, growth conditions, and multiple use
and industrial forestry operations (LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).

Cooperative Recreation Research Unit
Special research on the recreational use of forest land began at the Station in 1960; it
was conducted from the St. Paul headquarters (see p. 4). In 1962, however, a Cooperative
Forest Recreation Research Unit was established on the campus of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. This was one of several such units established at universities by the U. S.
Forest Service to help stimulate interest in graduate study and to provide on-the-ground
training in research methods. To head up the Unit the Station brought in Hugh C. Davis,
who recently had served on the President's Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission and who was then a recreational specialist in the Secretary of Agriculture's task
force on multiple use of rural lands in the Great Lakes area. He was the only station staff
member assigned to the project.
The University supplied Davis with clerical assistance and provided office space. The
line project under which his work was covered was simply entitled "Cooperative Forest
Recreation Research Project with the University of Michigan" (LSFES Annual Reprot
1962, LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).

EMPHASIS ON IMPROVED FACILITIES AND
SCIENTIFIC CAPABILITY
Before the 1950's, Station office and laboratory facilities were severely limited. In St.
Paul, the Station occupied the third floor and part of the basement of Green Hall on the St.
Paul campus, but part of the staff also had to be housed in North Hall and in rented quarters
at Prior and University Avenues in St. Paul. Facilities at the Branch Stations were also quite
limited.

Major Structures
With the expansion into new lines of research in the 1950's, the influx of additional
researchers, and the available funds for building, the Station put strong emphasis on
high-quality office/laboratory facilities. A number of structures planned and built during
the late 1950's and early 1960's illustrate this emphasis.
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Northern Minnesota
When the Headwaters Research Center was established in 1946, temporary headquarters were set up in the supply depot of the Minnesota Conservation Department's Division
of Forestry at Grand Rapids, Minnesota; office space was later obtained on the second
floor of the Marr Building in downtown Grand Rapids. In February of 1960 the staff
moved into a new office/laboratory building put up on the campus of the University of
Minnesota's North Central Branch Station. The new headquarters was dedicated later in
1960 by Forest Service Chief R. E. McArdle in the presence of several distinguished guests.
Just as events of national significance sometimes grew out of staff meetings during
Raphael Zon's directorship, so did an important development arise from the dedication
of the new Headwaters laboratory building, as recalled by M. B. Dickerman. "Following
the dedication exercises, William Matalamaki, Superintendent of the North Central Branch
Station of the University of Minnesota, where the new laboratory was located, invited a
group to his conference room for coffee. Some attending in addition to (Chief) McArdle
and (Senator) Humphrey were Zig Zasada, the Laboratory Leader; Dean Harold Macy
of the University College of Agriculture; 'Dick' Dickerman, the Lake States Station
Director; Frank Kaufert, Head of the Minnesota School of Forestry; and Larry Neff,
Supervisor of the Superior National Forest. In the course of some small talk, Senator
Humphrey turned to McArdle and said this: 'Mac, I'm going back to Washington tonight,
anything I can do for you?' The reply came quickly: 'Yes, Senator, get that Multiple
Use bill out of the Senate Agriculture Committee and up on the floor of the Senate for
passage. It's been stalled in committee for weeks, and we need that legislation.' The
Senator's reply was: 'You know I might just be able to do that tomorrow as the committee
is meeting in the morning.'"
Among those present at the dedication, in addition to the Chief and a number
of local guests, were Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, Regional Forester M. M.
Nelson, Minnesota Conservation Department Deputy Director Clarence Prout,
University of Minnesota Institute of Agriculture Dean Harold Macy, Superior
National Forest Supervisor L. P. Neff (former Research Center Leader), Chippewa National Forest Supervisor, J. H. von Bargen, Station Director M. B.
Dickerman, School of Forestry Director F. Kaufert, and Research Center Leader
Z. A. Zasada.
"As I recall the events which followed while Mac and I were returning by car to
the Twin Cities the next day, Mac made at least four stops enroute to call Ed Crafts
(Assistant Chief of the Forest Service, responsible for legislative contacts) as to what
was transpiring and to keep informed of committee activity. The Multiple Use bill was
a bit of key legislation sought by the Forest Service, as it spelled out a more definitive
policy for managing the forest resources on the national forests. Evidently the Senator's
efforts worked, for from the last phone call Mac made as we neared the airport (on a
real tight time schedule after stopping for so many calls) back came the message 'We've
got it made!' So, the contributions of dedications to forestry nationally were important
too" (M. B. Dickerman, letter of 8/22/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
The new building provided more than 8,000 square feet of office and research
laboratory space. To this was added a greenhouse/headhouse in 1963 and a garage and
shop in 1964.
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Northern Wisconsin
Before the Institute of Forest Genetics was formally established, the Genetics Project
had office space with the Nicolet National Forest headquarters in the Merchants National
Bank Building in downtown Rhinelander. In 1955-1956, however, a modest concrete
block office/laboratory (1,800 square feet of space) was constructed near the Hugo Sauer
State Nursery to house the Genetics project. Phil Larson was the first full-time occupant
of this building, and as such carried on custodial as well as research activities (LSFES
Annual Report 1956).
The building site was selected by Paul Rudolf acting on a suggestion made
by Dan E. Bulfer, then Supervisor of the Nicolet National Forest. It was on a
road right-of-way owned by the Forest Service leading from County Highway
K to the nursery. Alvin Nelson (Superintendent of the Hugo Sauer Nursery) and
Paul Rudolf staked out the building location. Later, through the cooperation of
Oneida County, additional land was made available to the Forest Service to
permit erection of more buildings and to provide an outplanting site.
A portion of this first "genetics" building served as the headhouse for a 1,000-squarefoot greenhouse erected in 1957. A second, larger greenhouse was added in 1959, and
two cold-frame buildings (lath houses) were put up nearby in 1963.
The Institute's facilities were upgraded substantially in 1960 when a new office/laboratory building with some 9,700 square feet of space was completed. This building
housed not only the forest genetics staff, but, in time, also some staff members working
on white pine blister rust control, northern hardwood silviculture, and wildlife habitat.
The dedication included an address by Duke University Professor Paul
Kramer. Other special guests included Forest Service Deputy Assistant Chief
George M. Jemison, Congressman Alvin E. O'Konski, Rhinelander's Mayor E.
J. Witock, Wisconsin Conservation Department Director L. P. Voight, University
of Wisconsin College of Agriculture Dean R. K. Froker, North Dakota State
Forester C. N. Nelson, Trees for Tomorrow President Folke Becker, and Norwegian Forest Experiment Station Director Elias Mork (LSFES Annual Report
1960).

Upper Peninsula of Michigan
When the headquarters of the newly established Upper Peninsula Forest Research
Center was located at Marquette, Michigan in 1949, office space was rented in the Harlow
Block. After 1954 space became available in the Federal Building in Marquette and the
staff moved into it. Here, as elsewhere, more space and facilities were needed and, when
funds became available in 1961, a new office/laboratory building (4,400 square feet of
space) was constructed in Marquette. The staff moved in in 1962, and the laboratory
facilities were put to fuller use in 1963 when John H. Ohman and Kenneth J. JCessler
arrived to study diseases of northern hardwood species. In 1964 a headhouse, shop, and
garage were added.
At Houghton, the Michigan College of Mining and Technology in 1961 provided
quarters for the Engineering Laboratory in a former World War II barracks building. It
was well ventilated, with some knotholes in the floor that provided entrance for unauthorized rodent visitors and enough space around the window frames to permit the entrance
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of fine snow when winds were strong.4" Some laboratory facilities were made available
by the College. But, brighter prospects were ahead.
Planning money for a forest Engineering Laboratory building at Houghton became
available in 1963 and the plans were completed in 1964 (LSFES Annual Reports 1963,
1964). The building was constructed soon after the Engineering Laboratory became part
of the North Central Forest Experiment Station.

North Dakota
With the establishment of the Northern Plains Forest Research Center in 1956, office
space was rented in the Ertresvaag Building in Bottineau, North Dakota. In 1962, the
Station built an office/laboratory building on the campus of the North Dakota School of
Forestry. This 5,800-square-foot structure was formally dedicated by Senator Milton R.
Young and several other speakers in 1963.
Principal speaker at the dedication was U.S. Senator Milton R. Young;
other speakers included Director M. B. Dickerman, L. G. Christenson (President,
North Dakota Soil Conservation Districts), C. N. Nelson (State Forester and
President, North Dakota School of Forestry), Rev. Orrin Eittreim (Pastor, First
Lutheran Church, Bottineau), Geroge M. Jemison (Associate Deputy Chief,
Branch of Research, U.S. Forest Service), Arlen G. Hazen (Dean of Agriculture
and Director of State Experiment Stations, North Dakota State University, Fargo),
and Paul E. Slabaugh (Project Leader, Lake States Forest Experiment Station).

St. Paul, Minnesota
By the early 1960's the Station had long since outgrown its headquarters facilities at
Green Hall. Despite the development of full-time field branches after 1946, and the assignment of several staff members to those centers, more space and facilities were needed at St.
Paul. At the same time, the University of Minnesota School of Forestry, which occupied
the rest of Green Hall, also needed more space.
So in the early 1960's, Station Director M. B. Dickerman went to work to obtain the
necessary support and funding for a new Station headquarters building on the St. Paul Campus of the University. This required a lot of skillful, diplomatic negotiation with the University authorities, the General Services Administration, and others. In 1963, the result of his
efforts was a new building that, with equipment, cost almost 1.5 million dollars and included 46,000 square feet of space. The building consisted of two major wings, one primarily offices and the other primarily research laboratories, connected by a corridor with offices
along one side. This building, dedicated in 1964, was the first one of its kind to be built for
any of the U.S. Forest Service experiment stations.
The headquarters structure was dedicated on September 11, 1964, in special
ceremonies held in front of the building at 11:00 a.m. and in a dedication luncheon
at 12:30 p.m. in the North Star Ballroom, on the St Paul Campus of the University
of Minnesota. At the former, M. B. Dickerman was Master of Ceremonies, C N.
Nelson (President, North Dakota School of Forestry) gave the invocation, William
G. Shepherd (Vice President of the University of Minnesota) gave the welcome,
and M. B. Dickerman recognized guests (including Raphael Zon and E. L. Demmon, the Station's first two directors); special remarks were made by Clarence
Prout (Minnesota Conservation Department, and representing the State Foresters'
4

" Recollections of Jean Noble as recorded in June, 1965.
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Association), Lynn Sandberg (Woodlands Manager of the Celotex Corporation,
and representing forest industry), and the Honorable Joseph E. Karth (United
States Congressman, 4th District); and the building was officially opened by Edward P. Cliff, Chief of the U.S. Forest Service. At the luncheon, former Director
E. L. Demmon was Master of Ceremonies, Wayne Olson (Commissioner, Minnesota Conservation Department) presented greetings from Governor Rolvaag,
brief remarks were made by Philip A. Briegleb (President, Society of American
Foresters) and Herbert O. Fleischer (President, Forest Products Research Society), and a special address was given by Dr. L. Z. Rousseau (Deputy Minister of
Forestry, Canada Department of Forestry).
In conjunction with the dedication, the Lake States Forest Tree Improvement
Committee and regional sections of the Society of American Foresters and the
Forest Products Research Soceity met on the campus. In addition, there were
exhibits or open houses in the new headquarters building, in Green Hall, and in the
Forest Products Building of the School of Forestry, University of Minnesota.

Field Laboratories
To supplement and augment the major facilities at project headquarters, a number of
field laboratory buildings were constructed with the help of Accelerated Public Works
(APW) funds in 1963 and 1964. These included structures on the Marcell Experimental
Forest in northern Minnesota, the Argonne Experimental Forest near Hiles, Wisconsin, the
Pine River Unit of the Lower Michigan Experimental Forest near Wellston, Michigan, and
the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest near Skandia, Michigan.

Scientific Capabilities
Hand in hand with the construction of new buildings came the addition of highly
trained scientists to the staff, and the provision of well-equipped research laboratories and
facilities.

Manpower
By 1961, with the addition of new lines of work and the reactivation of old lines, the
Station's technical staff had grown not only in numbers but also in scope. Before 1946 most
of the Station's researchers were silviculturists and forest economists; after that date, specialists in biochemistry, ecology, engineering, entomology, genetics, hydrology, plant
pathology, plant physiology, social science, soil science, and wood technology were added
(LSFES Annual Report 1961).
The need to attack both new and old forest problems in greater depth called for highly
trained scientists. Beginning in the 1950's, therefore, the Station, in line with the
national policy of the Forest Service, usually hired researchers with advanced degrees
only. Furthermore, employees already on the staff without such training were encouraged
to return to college for advanced degrees, and several of them did so. The Station aided
these employees by such means as arranging special work hours and sometimes work
locations so they could conveniently attend university classes. With the passing of the
Government Employees Training Act in 1958, it was possible also to support the employee
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during graduate school, if he or she was working on a problem included in one of the
Station's authorized research projects.
As a result, by mid-1960 most of the Station's professional staff members in such
fields as biochemistry, ecology, entomology, genetics, hydrology, plant pathology, plant
physiology, and soil science held doctoral degrees, as did several members in the other
disciplines. According to M. B. Dickerman, "The number of Ph.D.'s reached an all-time
high, and if I recall correctly, the percent of staff with advanced degrees was the highest
of all stations" (M. B. Dickerman, 8/22/79 letter to Paul O. Rudolf).
As the number of better-trained scientists representing more disciplines increased,
research not only expanded but also became more and more a team effort. This team
effort and the stronger national direction became the outstanding characteristic of the
Station's research in the 1950's and 1960's.

Equipment
To reap the benefit of more and better-trained scientists, the Station put strong
emphasis not only on structures with adequate office and laboratory space but also on
outfitting those structures with the necessary scientific equipment and supplies. Prior to
1946, the headquarters at St. Paul had only a small greenhouse section, a cold storage
chamber for seed research, and very modest laboratory equipment. The Branch Stations
had even fewer facilities. Station researchers had to depend on cooperation with University
colleagues if they needed anything more sophisticated than simple microscopes, laboratory
scales, drying ovens, thermometers, Bunsen burners and test tubes. In contrast, the new
facilities after 1955 included such items as growth chambers, soft X-ray machines, spectrophotometers, incubators, specialized microscopes, a special radiation field, sensitive
water level recorders, and many other kinds of special scientific equipment needed for
research in biochemistry, ecology, entomology, genetics, hydrology, plant pathology,
plant physiology, soil science, and wood technology.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS AT STATION
HEADQUARTERS
Although much of the Station's research was decentralized after 1946, several lines
of work were still conducted from the St. Paul headquarters. Included were the Forest
Survey; wildlife habitat and forest fire research; much of the forest economics, forest
insects and diseases, and recreation research; and some of the forest management, utilization, and watershed management research.

Forest Survey
According to J. T. Morgan, "In 1946, results of the first survey were 10 years old
and becoming obsolete, made so by changing forest conditions. During that year (1946)
a new inventory was begun, but with a difference. Survey lines were no longer run
straight across hundreds of miles of wild country. Instead, forest areas were mapped on
aerial photographs and only selected plots were measured on the ground. More plots were
measured in heavily forested areas, fewer in poorly stocked and brush areas. The new
techniques cut the number of plots required to one-third of the original total, while adding
enough accuracy to permit publishing statistics for individual counties" (Morgan 1960).
The second survey of the Lake States was designed largely by Russell Cunningham,
"George" Gevorkiantz, and Clarence Chase, with help from several cooperators. Chase
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was in charge of the forest inventory phase from 1946 on, and Art Horn was in charge
of the drain phase for the same period (Clarence Chase, letter of 11/27/79 to Paul O.
Rudolf).
The second survey involved the cooperation of many agencies in the region. The
National Forests, the State Conservation Departments, the Office of Iron Range Resources
and Rehabilitation (in Minnesota), and some wood-using industries aided the Station in
assembling, computing, and reporting the survey data. The job was largely completed
by 1953; the new statistics focused public attention on the timber volumes, growth, drain,
and allowable cut, and largely corroborated the predictions of the first survey (Morgan
1960, LSFES Annual Report 1946).
Prior to 1954 the Station's Forest Survey project was responsible for providing forest
statistics on area, volume, growth, drain, allowable cut, and prediction of future yields
for the three Lake States, North Dakota, and eastern South Dakota. To reduce overhead
and increase efficiency, in 1954 the Lake States Station was made responsible for conducting the Forest Survey in eight additional States—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Iowa,
Missouri, Nebraska, and Kansas—and James T. Morgan was transferred from the Central
States Forest Experiment Station to the Lake States Station to work on the project. The
Station then became responsible for forest statistics covering 22 percent of the land area
of the United States (including Alaska) (this included 13 percent of the forest land area,
and 19 percent of the commercial forest area). Its surveys had to be designed to provide
relatively accurate statistics for both the scattered woodlots of Kansas and the thick forests
of the northern Lake States and Kentucky (Clarence D. Chase, letter of 11/27/79 to Paul
O. Rudolf).
When Russell Cunningham retired at the end of 1956 (after 27 years at the Lake
States Station and 40 years in the Forest Service), Jim Morgan succeeded him as Division
Chief for Forest Economics, which included responsibility for the Forest Survey.
The second Forest Survey in the Central States area began in Missouri in 1958. It
employed a new design, based on permanent plots, developed in cooperation with the
University of Missouri, The Missouri National Forests, and the Central States Station,
especially the Research Center at Columbia, Missouri (LSFES Annual Reports 1958,
1959). Second surveys in other central and northern plains States were begun in ensuing
years.
In 1959 the Station sponsored a series of meetings for Federal, State, and industry
inventory specialists to coordinate subject matter covered in various independent surveys
and to standardize definitions. These conferences and a national meeting of Forest Survey
and timber management specialists held in November provided materials from which the
Station developed a new Forest Survey plan for the Lake States. It was tested in Koochiching County, Minnesota, marking the beginning of the third Forest Survey in the Lake
States (LSFES Annual Report 1959).
The first Forest Survey in the Lake States was begun in 1933 and completed in
1937. The second Survey began in 1946 and took almost 12 years to complete. By 1960
the Forest Service had adopted a 10-year cycle for Forest Surveys. Accordingly, the
Station prepared a schedule for reinventorying each of 10 States every 10 years, provided
funds were available. This schedule was to go into effect in 1969 (LSFES Annual Report
1962).
The Third Survey for the Lake States utilized aerial photographs supplemented by
ground plots, as did the Second Survey, but additional improvements were introduced to
improve efficiency and reduce costs. These included the use of permanent inventory plots
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to be remeasured at each future survey, the use of angle-gage instead of fixed-radius
plots, more detailed data on timber growth and drain, greater use of automatic data
processing machines to speed computing and report preparation,4I and several other
refinements (LSFES Annual Report 1962).
To aid in conducting the Survey, the Station established temporary offices in a
number of locations. For example, during 1964 and 1965 there were field offices at
Marquette, Michigan; Lexington, Kentucky; Manhattan, Kansas; Mt. Pleasant, Michigan;
Park Falls, Wisconsin; and Pierre, South Dakota (LSFES Financial Budget FY 1965).
In 1963 the Station participated in river basin surveys for the Upper Mississippi
River and the Grand River in Michigan. The Station compiled forest resource statistics
for all river sub-basins throughout 11 States (LSFES Annual Report 1963).

Forest Economics
Economic studies held in abeyance during the war were renewed on a small scale
in 1946, as wartime activities were phased out. Russell Cunningham and his staff also
made a new analysis of problems and selected four principal projects: (1) problems of
public forest land ownership (studies of financial contributions that Federal lands make
in lieu of taxes, how public lands can stabilize community life in forested districts, how
tax-forfeited land might be organized into county or State conservation projects, and local
financing problems growing out of extensive land forfeiture); (2) problems of private
commercial forest land ownership (studies of timberland ownership by industrial companies, effects of land valuation and taxing policies on private forest management, and
other economic obstacles to private forestry in the region); (3) forest farming communities
and the economic aspects of farm forestry (proposed renewing past efforts in the cutover
region and in the southern farming districts and to encourage work by other agencies
such as the State Agricultural Experiment Stations, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
and others); (4) economic aspects of forest management (to be handled primarily from
the new Forest Research Centers and to address such problems as: Should pine be grown
for pulpwood, saw logs, or both? Should aspen land be managed for aspen or be converted
to other species? What cutting methods should be chosen in spruce management?) (LSFES
Annual Report 1946).
Research in the ensuing 20 years was directed toward these four problems, later
consolidated into two line projects: (1) production economics (economics of timber growing in northern hardwood and conifer types), and (2) small woodland ownership (evaluation
of forestry problems relating to small ownerships in the Lake States) (LSFES Annual
Reports 1946-1963; LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).
In 1952, in view of his expertise, Russell Cunningham was detailed to the Ryukyu
Islands to assist the Department of the Army in forest inventory and related work (LSFES
Annual Report 1952).
In 1953, the Forest Service began a national reappraisal of forestry in the United
States. Called the Timber Resource Review, it was comparable in scope to national
appraisals made by the Service in 1920, 1933, and 1945. Thus, during 1953 much of
the economics staff's time was devoted to assembling the required information on the
timber resources of the Lake States and North Dakota (LSFES Annual Report 1953). The
complete report for the United States was released in 1955 (LSFES Annual Report 1955).
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In 1963, with the help of an expert programmer, nearly all phases of the complicated
survey computations were done by machine (LSFES Annual Report 1963).
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Forest Fire Research
The study of the effects of cover on burning conditions, interrupted by the war, was
resumed in 1946. Primary efforts, however, were devoted to a study of fire occurrence
in the Central States requested by the Regional Forester and the respective State foresters
(LSFES Annual Report 1946).
At a meeting held in Milwaukee early in 1947, State and Federal fire control officers
agreed upon a uniform method of appraising forest fire damage. The Station then revised
tables used for evaluating damage to second growth stands in the Lake States (LSFES
Annual Report 1947).
Beginning July 1, 1947, the administrative branch of the Forest Service financed a
fire research assisant (John S. Crosby) to work with Jack Mitchell. This made it possible
to bring up to date the annual summaries of burning conditions, to determine the normal
number of days in each danger class by years for the several National Forests, and to
establish the importance of each class of day in terms of fire occurrence and area burned
(LSFES Annual Report 1947).
At the end of 1954, Mitchell, who had been in the Forest Service for 45 years and
in charge of forest fire research at the Station for 31 years, retired. During his tenure,
fire research had been devoted primarily to defining the fire problem, providing basic
information and developing techniques for sound fire control planning, developing methods
of rating hazard, risk, and inflammability, devising a means of determining the normal
fire load, and evaluating the effectiveness of fire-control efforts (LSFES Annual Reports
1953, 1954).
In 1955 Lloyd LaMois assumed charge of forest fire research at the Station; he
devoted attention to such activities as fuel changes in developing red pine plantations,
cooperative development of controlled burn techniques, and effectiveness of aerial tankers
in fire control (LSFES Annual Reports 1956, 1958). In 1959 LaMois went to the
Washington Office, and in 1960 John S. Dieterich came from the National Fire Laboratory
in Missoula, Montana, to head up the fire research at the Lake States Station. He was
joined in 1962 by James K. Brown. They began cooperative studies on the use of chemical
fire retardants in fire break maintenance, and put new emphasis on studies of fuels in
plantations and controlled burning techniques for hazard reduction, site preparation, type
conversion, insect and disease control, and game habitat management (LSFES Annual
Reports 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963).
Beginning in 1961, fire research at the Station consisted of one line project: development of fire control systems particularly adapted to protection of conifer types in the
Lake States with emphasis on plantations (LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).
In 1964 the fire research program was reoriented and expanded to include all U.S.
Forest Service research in fire control systems and methods for the Lake States, Central
States, and Northeastern States. The primary goals were to develop regional fire danger
rating systems, advanced fire fighting methods, and techniques for using prescribed fire
in forest land management in these States (LSFES Annual Report 1964). During that year
Jack Dieterich transferred to Washington, and in 1965 Von J. Johnson came down from
Alaska to become the new fire research project leader.
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Forest Insects
In 1953, when Harvey MacAloney and his small staff of entomologists (Arnold T.
Drooz and LeRoy C. Beckwith) were transferred from the Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine to the Forest Service, they moved to St. Paul from Milwaukee and were
assigned to the Lake States Forest Experiment Station (they had reported their work
through the Station in 1952). Their research dealt chiefly with the biology and ecology
of certain defoliators (mostly sawflies and the jack pine budworm) and sucking insects
(mostly the Saratoga spittle bug), and of the effects of environment and biotic agents on
their abundance (LSFES Annual Report 1952). Until 1961, they also continued to be
responsible for surveys of insect pest occurrence and abundance on the National Forests
in the region, and for recommending control measures42 (Region 9 became responsible
for insect surveys in 1961, although the Station did detection and appraisal work on the
spruce budworm in that year) (LSFES Annual Reports 1953, 1954, 1960, 1961). For
example, in 1955 the bulk of the insect survey efforts were devoted to Saratoga spittle
bug infestations on Wisconsin and Michigan National Forests and aerial surveys of larch
sawfly, and both aerial and ground surveys of spruce budworm infestations in Minnesota.
Minor surveys covered red pine sawfly and pine tortoise scale in Michigan, walkingstick
in Wisconsin, pine leaf aphid in Minnesota, and jack pine budworm in Minnesota and
Wisconsin (LSFES Annual Report 1955).
In 1955 a Forest Insect Laboratory was established at the Kawishiwi Experimental
Forest, readily accessible to large spruce budworm and larch sawfly infestations (LSFES
Annual Report 1955), and in 1957 a new insect laboratory building was constructed there
(LSFES Annual Report 1957).
In 1956 William E. Miller joined the staff of the Lower Michigan Research Center
to work on plantation insects with Arnold T. Drooz, who was transferred from St. Paul
to the same project. At the same time Harold O. Batzer was assigned to the Headwaters
Research Center to carry on research on jack pine and spruce budworm problems (LSFES
Annual Report 1956). The remainder of the insect work was handled from the St. Paul
office.
In 1958 Louis F. Wilson and Robert L. Talerico joined the staffs at St. Paul and
East Lansing, respectively. In 1959 the staff consisted to H. J. MacAloney (Chief), J.
L. Bean, H. G. Ewan, D. C. Schmiege, and L. F. Wilson at St. Paul; W. E. Miller, H.
J. Heikkenen, and R. L. Talerico at East Lansing; and H. O. Batzer at Grand Rapids
(LSFES Annual Reports 1958, 1959).
In 1960 Station entomologists surveyed 325 locations in North Dakota, South Dakota
(east of the Missouri River), and the plains of western Minnesota to assess forest insect
and disease problems in shelterbelts, natural stands, urban areas, and reservoirs (LSFES
Annual Report 1964).
When H. J.MacAloney retired in November of 1961 after 36 years of public service,
administration of the Forest Insects Division was assigned to Sidney Weitzman, who was
already Division Chief for Watershed Management (LSFES Annual Report 1961, LSFES
Financial Budget FY 1963).
In 1961 the Forest Insect Division was responsible for three line projects: (1) Biology,
ecology, and control of insects affecting the seeds and cones of forest trees, insects other
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Upon request, they also provided technical assistance to the National Forests and
other agencies and groups (LSFES Annual Report 1958).
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than defoliators affecting aspen in the Lake States, and also shelterbelt insects in the
northern Great Plains; (2) biology, ecology, and control of insect defoliators affecting
forest trees in the Lake States; and (3) insects affecting coniferous plantations in the Lake
States. The latter project was handled by the staff members assigned to Lower Michigan
(LSFES Financial Budget FY 1963).

Forest Diseases
In 1952 Ralph L. Anderson joined the Station staff, although he was still assigned to
the Division of Forest Pathology, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering. Late in 1953 the Forest Disease work was officially transferred to the Forest
Service and Anderson became a full-fledged staff member of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station. At that time he was primarily concerned with studies of (1) aspen diseases,
particularly the Hypoxylon canker; (2) northern hardwood diseases, especially causes of
defect;41 (3) white pine blister rust; and (4) forest nursery disease problems (LSFES Annual
Reports 1952, 1953). He was joined in 1953by DarrollSkilling, and both men were initially
assigned to the Division of Forest Management. Soon after, however, Anderson became
Chief of the new Forest Diseases Division at the Station.
As the staff and resources were increased, existing studies were broadened and others
were added. Included were some surveys, such as one conducted to determine the occurrence of oak wilt in parts of Wisconsin and Minnesota (LSFES Annual Report 1954, 1955).
In 1956 the technical staff was increased to five, with the addition of Gerald W. Anderson and Neil A. Anderson at St. Paul and Eugene P. Van Arsdel in Madison, where he
replaced John Parmeter, who shifted to Rhinelander (LSFES Annual Report 1956). By
1960 Kenneth Kessler had been added to the staff and Darroll Skilling had returned to disease research after 4 years of forest management research at Wausau. In 1961 John Ohman
joined the staff at Marquette, and Ray Weber transferred from the Blister Rust Control organization to Rhinelander to work on antibiotics for white pine blister rust control, in cooperation with Region 9 (LSFES Annual Report 1961). By 1962 the Forest Diseases Division,
which now had an eight-man staff, was responsible for three line projects: (1) Diseases of
northern hardwoods, headquartered at Marquette, with John H. Ohman as Project Leader
(assisted by Kenneth Kessler); (2) diseases of northern conifers, with Eugene P. Van Arsdel
as Project Leader (assisted by William R. Phelps and Ray Weber working on antibiotics for
blister rust control at Rhinelander, and Darroll Skilling working on white pine blister rust
genetics at St. Paul); and (3) diseases of aspen, under Gerald W. Anderson at St. Paul.

Wildlife Habitat
Late in 1960, wildlife habitat research was authorized at the Station, and attached to
the Forest Management Division. In 1961 Forest Stearns, an ecologist, became Project
Leader. The work emphasized the integration of wildlife habitat and forest management
(LSFES Annual Reports 1960, 1961), thus complementing and supplementing the cooperative wildlife research carried on by biologists of the Fish and Wildlife Service headquartered
at the Station since 1929.
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A study of defect in sugar maple at Dukes had been started in 1952 by Gene A.
Hesterberg in cooperation with the University of Michigan and Michigan College of
Mining and Technology.
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The line project called "improvement and management of upland wildlife habitat in
northern conifers, aspen and associated cover types" (LSFES Financial Plan FY 1963),
was concerned with three complex problems: (1) the evaluation of silvicultural practices in
relation to wildlife; (2) the development and evaluation of practices designed specifically to
improve habitat; and (3) the study of herbs, shrubs, and trees providing food and cover for
forest wildlife to learn more about the life histories of these plants (LSFES Annual Report
1963).
In 1965 Forest Stearns was transferred to Rhinelander and the project was handled
from there (LSFES Annual Report 1964, LSFES Financial Plan FY 1966).

Recreation
Although the importance of forest recreation research had been recognized early in the
Station's history by Raphael Zon, funding did not become available until 1960. At that time,
to aid in recreation planning and policy development, the Station began a study in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area (formerly called the Roadless Area) on the Superior National
Forest. Continuing controversy over the management of this unique forested recreation
area, which is the most heavily used area of its type in the Nation, emphasized the need for
facts on which to base policy and management decisions (LSFES Annual Reports 1963,
1964).
Robert C. Lucas, social scientist, came to the Station in 1961 to head up the recreation
project and immediately began studies in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area to determine
such things as the amount of use, characteristics of users, and degree of campground
deterioration. He concentrated on what people want in the way of forest recreation and
provided the Superior National Forest with guidelines for recreation developments.
Later in 1961 David A. King, forest economist, joined the recreation staff to analyze
the demand for outdoor recreation as related to income and other user charactertistics
(LSFES Annual Reports 1960, 1961, 1962). King studied the use of the Huron and
Manistee National Forests in Lower Michigan by family campers in 1962 to determine
their characteristics and preferences (LSFES Annual Reports 1962, 1963).
Recreation research at the Station was conducted under one line project: Economic
and social aspects of forest recreation in the Lake States (LSFES Financial Budget FY
1963).

Forest Management
A large part of the Station's forest management research44 was conducted at the
forest research centers and specialized field laboratories located at Grand Rapids, Rhinelander, Wausau, Marquette, Cadillac, East Lansing, and Bottineau. This work has already
been discussed. Six projects, however, were handled from St. Paul: (1) mensuration
studies by S. R. Gevorkiantz and others, including a landmark cooperative yield study
of balsam fir (LSFES Annual Reports 1948, 1962); (2) a series of site requirements
studies for the major forest tree species, including swamp species, begun in 1955 by R.
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On July 1, 1964, "forest management research" was renamed "timber management
research.'' This more restrictive title brought usage of the term more in line with that of the
National Forests, where silvicultural operations long had been called timber management.
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F. Watt (LSFES Annual Reports 1955, 1963); (3) annual reports from 1949 to 1962 on
seed crops of the principal tree species in northern Minnesota, northern Wisconsin, Upper
Michigan, and Lower Michigan; (4) nursery studies by R. F. Watt to test the feasibility
of growing northern conifer species in southern nurseries under extended photoperiod
(LSFES Annual Report 1960); (5) reports on the silvical characteristics of 15 tree species
native to the Lake States, to be used in a nationwide silvics manual; 4S and (6) genetics
work done at the Station before 1957. This included making observations in and maintaining
older seed source plantations of red pine, Scotch pine, Norway spruce, and white spruce
established in the 1930's and early 1940's (some in cooperation with IUFRO).
Several additional studies begun later included: (I) outplantings in 1953 of
hybrids (and the parent species) between eastern white pine and western white
pine and between jack pine and iodgepoie pine produced at the Institute of Forest
Genetics in Placerville, California: (2) growing nursery stock from irradiated
seed of northern pines supplied by Scott Pauley, then at Harvard University; (3)
outplantings of various seed sources of European larch and Japanese larch; and
(4) establishment of a region-wide jack pine seed source study planned cooperatively by the University of Minnesota's School of Forestry (T. Schantz-Hansen)
and the Station (Paul Rudolf), in which the National forests, the three State
conservation departments, the University of Michigan, two pulp and paper companies, and two Wisconsin counties cooperated in collecting cones, growing the
stock, and establishing 17 outplantings in 1954 (LSFES Annual Reports 1953.
1954).
In 1963, R. D. McCulley, who had succeeded F. H. Eyre as Division Chief in 1953,
transferred to Research Administration in Washington. His post was taken by Z. A.
Zasada, who had gone to the Washington Office in 1961 from the position of Research
Center Leader at Grand Rapids (LSFES Annual Report 1963).

Forest Influences-Watershed Management
From 1946 to 1949 forest influences work at the Station consisted mainly of Carlos
Bates' efforts to analyze and report on the voluminous data on the effects of shelterbelts
on physical factors of environment and crop yields. After Bates' death on July 22, 1949,
Joe Stoeckeler completed the job (LSFES Annual Reports 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949).
By 1946 cooperative studies in southwestern Wisconsin had pretty well demonstrated
the undesirability of pasturing wooded slopes (LSFES Annual Report 1946). The Station's
major attention was then shifted to forest management of such lands, with H. F. Scholz,
located at Richland Center, Wisconsin, in charge (LSFES Annual Report 1946).
By 1955 increasing attention throughout the Nation was being given such problems
as soil erosion, floods, inadequate moisture for crops, and an insufficient supply of clean
water for domestic and industrial use. So the Station, in cooperation with Michigan State
University, began a study (conducted by Robert E. Dils) of the character, extent, and
relative importance of such problems in the Lake States. This study identified specific
research needs in watershed management, and in 1956 a Watershed Management Division
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This manual was the brainchild ot'F. H. Eyre, although it was eventually compiled
by H. A. Fowells in Washington. DC and published in 1965 (Fowells 1965).
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was established at the Station with Sidney Weitzman, brought in from the Northeastern
Station, as Chief, and J. H. Stoeckeler and Roger Bay as assistants (LSFES Annual
Reports 1955, 1956).
Most of the Division's research was soon assigned to field centers (bog hydrology
in northern Minnesota, forest cover and ground water in Lower Michigan, and hydrology
of the driftless area in southwestern Wisconsin), but Stoeckeler carried on some studies
from St. Paul, usually in collaboration with staff members at the field centers (LSFES
Annual Report 1961).

Utilization
To head the new Forest Utilization Division, Arlie W. Toole came to the Station in
1954 from Michigan College of Mining and Technology in Houghton, Michigan. Prior
to establishment of the new Division, some forest utilization research had been done as
a part of cooperative farm forestry studies. Most of it had been done in cooperation with
the University of Minnesota, with John R. Neetzel representing the Station. These studies
largely concerned preservative treatment of farm fence posts and the utilization of homegrown timber on the farm (LSFES Annual Report 1946). In 1948, under the direction of
the Forest Products Laboratory, the Station (Neetzel) studied factors affecting the use of
farm woodland products in Minnesota farm buildings. The same year, in cooperation
with the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, the Lake States Station began a
project designed to: (1) improve economic harvesting of small trees, especially conifers,
and their processing into suitable fence posts; (2) determine the strength, depth of setting,
and spacing requirements of small posts; and (3) determine the best type of point and
best power-driving equipment to use. This project continued to be handled by John Neetzel
out of St. Paul as a part of the Station's Forest Utilization Division work after 1954. The
bulk of the Division's field research through 1963, however, was done out of Wausau,
Wisconsin, and then out of Duluth (LSFES Annual Reports 1948, 1963, 1964). Upon
Toole's retirement in 1963, Ante K. Kemp was appointed Division Chief.

COOPERATION WITH UNIVERSITIES, INDUSTRY, AND
OTHERS
Recognizing that a research program could progress more rapidly when aided by
others, the Lake States Forest Experiment Station, from its inception in 1923, stressed
cooperation with the universities, State forestry and conservation agencies, other Federal
agencies, forest industries, and others (see Appendix C2). During the early years,
cooperators often supplied funds and contributed the time of skilled employees (see
Appendix D). For example, the Michigan Conservation Department built the Station's
first field headquarters in 1926, and the University of Minnesota furnished headquarter
facilities at St. Paul from 1923 to 1963. Many other examples can be cited.

Reactivation of Cooperative Studies
During World War II, many cooperative projects were set aside. After the war ended,
however, the Station again sought and obtained a large amount of cooperative assistance,
thereby stretching the Federal dollar. By using the technical skills of Station staff specialists
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along with the staffs, facilities, land, products, and cash contributions of cooperators, a
more diverse and comprehensive forest research program was made possible. By 1952,
44 forest industries, public agencies and institutions, and other organizations were
cooperating with the Station (see Appendix C3) (LSFES Annual Report 1952). Other
cooperators joined the group later.
Station projects that benefited strongly from cooperative assistance in 1952 included
the Forest Survey; harvest cuttings in aspen, northern hardwoods, swamp conifers, oaks,
and balsam fir/spruce; stand improvement research (including chemical release) of red pine,
white spruce, jack pine, northern white-cedar and balsam-fir; nursery practice; direct seeding; plantation management; genetics of jack pine; farm woodland management; farm fencing; forest wildlife studies; forest pathology; and forest insects (LSFES Annual Report
1952).

Three examples
The Forest Survey in the Lake States was a big cooperative job—five Federal, eight
State, and about 45 county agencies took part in it directly or indirectly. Practically all of
the wood-using industries supported the Survey by supplying production reports and, in
many cases, funds. The Lake States Station set the overall pattern for the Survey, coordinated the work of several agencies, and fitted the whole into the National Forest Survey.
From July, 1946, to the end of 1952, more than Si ,000,000 was spent on the Forest Survey
in the Lake States; about 25 percent of this came from the Station and 75 percent from
cooperators (LSFES Annual Report 1952).
The Station spent only enough Forest Survey funds in each State to meet national standards of accuracy—to provide standard forest statistics for each State and two or more major
subdivisions (LSFES Annual Report 1962). Because many forest landowners and managers
wanted statistics on a county basis, they provided additional funds. As a result, individual
county reports were published in Minnesota by the Office of the Iron Range Resources and
Rehabilitation, in Wisconsin by the Wisconsin Conservation Department, and in Michigan
by the Michigan Conservation Department (LSFES Annual Report 1962).
Swamp conifer regeneration following cuttings was the subject of a study recommended by the Station Advisory Council in Upper Michigan in 1950. So, the Station, with
its cooperators (the Escanaba Paper Company, Bonifas Lumber Company, Northern Paper
Mills, and the Michigan Conservation Department), made a survey of swamp cuttings in
the Upper Peninsula (Zasada 1952) and then began a study which involved installing longterm plots on the cooperators' lands.
Balsam fir growth and yield tables were developed in 1948 through a cooperative
study planned and supervised by the Station. The study was based on 530 plots established
by foresters from nine pulp and paper companies, six National Forests, three State conservation departments, two universities (Michigan State and Minnesota), and the Station
(LSFES Annual Report 1948).

Cooperative Aids to Research
In 1956, Congress authorized the Forest Service to advance funds to cooperators to
stimulate and facilitate cooperative research. u The Station utilized this new authority to
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develop cooperative studies with the several universities and colleges in the region that
had forestry-related departments. Some of the research was done by faculty members,
but much of it was done by graduate students working under the guidance of professors.
This cooperation proved advantageous both to the Station and the institutions concerned,
since the Station gained the use of specialized laboratories for research and the expertise
of faculty members, and the universities were able to broaden their graduate programs.
This cooperative aid program started on a modest scale at the Station and varied
from year to year depending on the availability of funds and researchers. In 1966, for
example, the four cooperative aid projects established at the Universities of Michigan,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin (which involved studies on diseases, economics, and recreation)
represented less than 2 percent of the Station's budget (information from John Jackson,
North Central Forest Experiment Station).
In ensuing years cooperative aid studies expanded considerably. They accounted for 8.5 percent of the Station's budget in FY 1979 (information from
John Jackson, North Central Forest Experiment Station).

GETTING RESEARCH RESULTS TO THE USERS
Raphael Zon and the directors who followed him at the Lake States Station recognized
that getting the results of the Station's research to the users was a prime responsibility.
As a result, Station staff members published the results of their work as promptly as
possible and participated in numerous meetings, seminars, conferences, and clinics to
present their findings verbally.

PUBLICATIONS
In 1923 Raphael Zon published "Lake States Forest Experiment Station and Its
Field" in the Lumber World Review (49(9): 61-63). From then until July 1, 1966,
members of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station staff produced more than 2,300
publications, ranging from one-page notes to government bulletins of more than 100
pages. These publications appeared in a variety of outlets, including the Station's own
series (Technical Notes, Research Notes, Station Papers, Research Papers, Miscellaneous
Reports, Economics Notes, Forest Research Digest, and Resource Bulletins), U.S. Department of Agriculture series (Technical Bulletins, Circulars, Miscellaneous Publications,
Agricultural Handbooks, Production Research Reports, Forest Pest Leaflets), University
and Agricultural Experiment Station series, technical periodicals, trade journals, and newspapers. They covered all aspects of the Station's activities and included information on
general forestry, artificial regeneration, stand improvement, harvest cuttings and natural
regeneration, forest genetics and tree improvement, shelterbelts, soils and water, fire,
insects and diseases, wildlife, recreation, silvics and ecology, plant physiology, estimation
of timber volume, estimation of growth and yield, sampling and resource methodology,
timber resources, timber production statistics, forest economics, timber utilization and
marketing, and forest engineering.
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The Station publications were mimeographed until 1956, except for a period between
1936 and 1940 when the Station had its own multilith machine (a form of offset printing).
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Thereafter, they were produced by offset printing under contract to meet Government
Printing Office requirements.

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, AND CLINICS
To help disseminate current findings, bring together people working on common problems, provide inter-Station communication and training, and otherwise advance forest research, the Station held, sponsored, and participated in a variety of meetings, conferences,
and clinics. Some conferences were held periodically; others were one-time events. Some
of them are described below.

Seminars
Beginning in the 1940's Raphael Zon instituted a series of Station seminars; these were
held monthly during the winter, and presented findings of Station researchers and occasionally other workers to interested people in the Twin Cities area. For a time tea or coffee and
cookies were served at the sessions,48 but later this custom was dropped. The seminar series
continued, however, with occasional changes of format or emphasis, for the rest of the Station's existence.

Research Center Program Conference
From March 8 to 10, 1949, the first research center program conference was held at St.
Paul headquarters. It was attended by representatives from the St. Paul office, each forest
research center, the Forest Survey field staff, and Region 9. Its main purpose was to provide
the headquarters and field staff men an opportunity to exchange information on plans, progress, programs, and problems. It included a discussion of the overall Station programs, objectives, and funding by Director Demmon; a summary of the forest management objectives
for the year ahead by F. H. Eyre; reports on the forest survey and economics projects by R.
N. Cunningham and his staff; the status of forest fire protection research at the Station by J.
A. Mitchell; a discussion of the wildlife research program by L. W. Krefting; the need for
more emphasis on ecological research at the Station by F. H. Eyre and staff; the progress
and plans of the Northern Lakes, Headwaters, Upper Peninsula, and Lower Peninsula Research Centers by J. H. Stoeckeler, L. P. Neff, W. M. Zillgitt, and J. L. Arend; the status
of the balsam fir yield study by S. R. Gevorkiantz; a report on reforestation studies by P. O.
Rudolf; and a summary of branch station administration and techniques by F. H. Eyre. The
conference was marred by the news at its close that H. Basil Wales, Assistant Regional
Forester, who had attended as a representative of the Regional Office, died at the St. Paul
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The multilith machines were acquired largely through R. H. (Dick) Blythe's
suggestion and were supervised and operated by him; he was aided part of the time by
William (Bill) Mastenbrook.
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The presenter of the seminar not only provided the technical discussion but also
was responsible for the treats. This was before "coffee breaks" became an approved part
of the Station's daily activities.
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depot less than an hour after leaving the Station on his way to return to Milwaukee (R-LS
Supervision Meetings memo of 3/11/49). Similar Research Center (and later Project
Leader) conferences were held almost annually thereafter.
Those attending the first conference were, from the St. Paul Office: Director
E. L. Demmon, F. H. Eyre, S. R. Gevorkiantz, andP. O. Rudolf for the full conference, and R. N. Cunningham, J. A. Mitchell, C. D. Chase, J. S. Crosby, P. C.
Guilkey, A. G. Hom, H. W. Mayne, and Mrs. L. P. Olsen for parts of it; from the
Headwaters Branch: L. P. Neff, E. I. Roe, Z. A. Zasada, and P. J. Zehngraff; from
the Northern Lakes Branch: J. H. Stoeckeler and M. L. Heinselman; from the
Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest: W. M. Zillgitt and F. P. Longwood; from the
Lower Peninsula Branch: J. L. Arend; from the Forest Survey Field Staff: H. M.
Seeley; and from Region 9: H. B. Wales (R-LS Supervision Meeting memo of 3/11/
49).

Lake States Forest Genetics Conference
Early in 1953 the Station sponsored the Lake States Forest Genetics Conference (planned and arranged largely by Paul Rudolf and Bob McCulley) at Eagle River, Wisconsin. It
was attended by 56 foresters, geneticists, plant pathologists, entomologists, and biologists
from the universities, State conservation departments, forest industries, and Federal forestry agencies of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan and also by representatives from
California, Ohio, Ontario, and Massachusetts. The conference included reports on forest
tree improvement work done by the various agencies, discussions of genetics problems
needing study, and plans for future forest genetics research in the Lake States (LSFES Annual Report 1953).
Out of the Forest Genetics Conference came the Lake States Forest Tree Improvement
Committee,49 established "to encourage and coordinate forest genetics research in the
region." When formed in April of 1953, it consisted of nine members selected to represent
the interests and agencies concerned with forest genetics work in the region. Originally
it had members representing the State conservation departments of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Michigan; Michigan State College; forest industry; and the Lake States Forest Experiment Station. In 1955, the Committee was enlarged to 14 members to give more complete
coverage of agencies and interests involved. This brought in personnel from Region 9,
the Forest Products Laboratory, and the Institute of Paper Chemistry, and representatives
from the forest entomology and forest pathology disciplines. The Committee immediately
began preparing guidelines for forest tree improvement work in the Lake States and
issuing a periodic newsletter "Trebredinews." It also conducted regional forest tree
improvement conferences in odd-numbered years beginning in 1955 (LSFES Annual
Report 1953). As of 1965, seven such conferences had been held and seven proceedings
issued. The Seventh Lake States Forest Tree Improvement Conference was held jointly
with the Second Genetics Workshop of the Society of American Foresters (Proc. 1966).
Paul Rudolf was the first chairman of the Committee (1953-1955), and from 1955 through
1965 served as executive secretary.
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Members in 1955 were: E. J. Adams, Minnesota Conservation Department:
B. L. Berklund, Lake States Council of Industrial Foresters: W. H. Brener.
Wisconsin Conservation Department; R. A, Brink, University of Wisconsin: F.
J. Hodge, Michigan Conservation Department; A. C. Hodson, International
Committee on Diseases and Insects; P. N. Joranson, Institute of Paper Chemistry;
H. L. Mitchell, Forest Products Laboratory; H. E. Ochsner, North Central Region, U.S. Forest Service; S. S. Pauley, University of Minnesota; P. W. Robbins,
Michigan State University; A. J. Riker, International Committee on Diseases
and Insects; P. O. Rudolf, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; and S. H.
Spun, University of Michigan (LSFES Miscellaneous Report 40).

Lake States Forest Insect Survey Conference
In 1955 the Station arranged the Lake States Forest Insect Survey Conference held
at the Forest Insect Laboratory on the Kawishiwi Experimental Forest. Here workers in
forest insect survey discussed the development of uniform methods of appraising and
reporting the abundance of the more important forest insects in the region and adopted
uniform survey procedures (LSFES Annual Report 1954). Similar meetings were held in
succeeding years.

Central International Forest Diseases and Insects
Conference
The Station sponsored a meeting of CIFDIC at the Kawishiwi Forest Insect Laboratory
in 1958. This group, in the organization of which H. J. MacAloney and Ralph Anderson
of the Station played a strong role, included entomologists, forest pathologists, and others
interested in the study and control of forest insect pests and forest diseases from Federal,
State, provincial, university and industrial organizations in the north central states and
adjacent Canada (LSFES Annual Report 1958). Similar conferences were held in ensuing
years.

Upper Peninsula Forestry Conference
In September of 1949 the Station, along with 15 other agencies, helped put on a
conference sponsored by the Upper Peninsula Development Bureau at Camp Shaw,
Chatham, Michigan. The conference brought together representatives of State and Federal
departments, industry, agriculture, county and city government, and educational institutions: (1) to review the progress of the past two decades, (2) to gain better understanding
of present policies and programs, and (3) to bring about more cooperation and coordination
of efforts in the wise use of the area's forest lands (Upper Peninsula Development Bureau,
U.P. Forestry Conference 1949).

Brush Control Meetings and Clinics
In 1953 a regional herbicide clinic sponsored by the Station, the Industrial Foresters
Research Group, and the University of Minnesota School of Forestry was held in St.
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Paul (proceedings published as LSFES Miscellaneous Report 21). In 1955 the Station
sponsored an aerial brush control meeting that was attended by representatives of chemical
and aerial spraying companies, forest managers, and researchers. The meeting provided
an opportunity for discussion and demonstration of the most recent developments in the
control of brush by aerial spraying of chemicals (LSFES Annual Report 1955, LS Miscellaneous Report 39 3 p., illus., 1955).

Forest Products Marketing Meeting
In 1955 the Station sponsored a meeting of forest products marketing researchers
from four institutions and the Station to report the status of research underway in this
field and to exchange suggestions for future studies (LSFES Annual Report 1955).

Secretary of Agriculture's Forestry and Agricultural
Research Advisory Committee
In October of 1963 the Station was the regional host to Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman's Forestry and Agricultural Research Advisory Committees, which met
jointly in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and northern Wisconsin. This was the first
meeting of these committees (which functioned nationally much like the Research Center
advisory committees did locally) in the Lake States. Station staff men took the members
of the committees on three tours of field laboratories and experimental forests (LSFES
Annual Report 1963).

Midwest Forest Economists Meetings
In the 1950's, Jim Morgan and Dick Dickerman provided the impetus for the first
of a series of annual meetings of forest economists in the Upper Midwest.

Other Special Meetings
The Station was involved in a number of special meetings during 1958, 1961, and
1963. In 1958 Station staff men conducted several training sessions for professional
foresters in the region in the identification of superior trees and stands. They also conducted
meetings for those interested in charcoal research at the Station's charcoal kiln installations
at Three Lakes, Wisconsin, and Marquette, Michigan (LSFES Annual Report 1958).
Station personnel, often including the Director, participated in annual sessions of the
Forestry Committee of the Great Plains Agricultural Council.
In 1961 the Station (1) hosted a national meeting of Forest Service specialists in the
seeding and planting of forest trees (LSFES Annual Report 1961); (2) participated in a
meeting of the USDA agencies concerned with the relation of tree growth to soils in the
plains region; (3) particpated in and helped organize the Lake States Forest Fire Research
Conference at Green Bay, Wisconsin (which was attended by nearly 200 foresters and
landowners, and resulted in the Station drawing up specifications for a program of cooperative fire research); (4) hosted the meeting of the Wisconsin-Michigan Section of the
Society of American Foresters in Rhinelander, Wisconsin (which included discussions
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and demonstrations of forest genetics research in the laboratory, nursery, and field); and
(5) with the Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin, helped organize a seminar at
Madison, Wisconsin, on recreational research (which was attended by forestry and social
science researchers from the Lake States and Ontario—see LSFES Station Paper 89)
(LSFES Annual Report 1961).
In July 1963 forestry schools personnel, extension foresters, and State foresters met
in northern Minnesota and were given tours of Station research activities (LSFES Annual
Report 1963). Similar tours also took place in Michigan and Wisconsin from time to time.

FOREIGN FORESTERS' TOURS
Beginning shortly after World War II and continuing for several years, the Station
hosted a succession of visiting foresters from a variety of countries in Europe, Asia, and
Latin America, x both wartime allies and enemies. Ranging from individuals to small
groups, these visitors were interested primarily in the methods and techniques of Station
research. Most visitors toured several regions; arrangements and schedules for their visits
were handled by the International Forestry Division in the Washington Office of the
Forest Service. Within the Station, the visits were coordinated by the Forest Management
Division and usually involved one or more field centers and often other divisions as well.
Handling these foreign visitors took considerable time, but this was offset to some degree
by the interchange of information and establishment of new contacts.

TRAGEDIES AND CATASTROPHES
The Station was singularly fortunate during its existence, but it did not completely
escape untimely death of staff members and damage to research installations from natural
causes.

Losses of Staff
Although the Station was remarkably free of tragedies during its 43 years of activity, it
did lose four valued staff members, three of them in the postwar years (see p.40).
On July 7, 1949, Carlos G. Bates succumbed to a stroke. Bates had long been in
charge of forest influences research at the Station, had played a prominent role in the
establishment and guidance of the Plains Shelterbelt Project, and in his earlier years had
founded the Station's seed laboratory and source of seed studies. He was in the process
of analyzing voluminous data on the influences of shelterbelts on crop yields when he
died (LSFES Annual Report 1949).
On May 8, 1958, S. R. (George) Gevorkiantz was stricken with a fatal heart attack
as he entered Green Hall. He had spent his entire professional career at the Station, and
first as a field assistant, and then as a full-fledged staff member, after he acquired his
U.S. citizenship in 1928. George was an expert in the estimation of the forest resource,
growth, and mortality; forest measurement; and experimental design. His help was eagerly
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Among the countries represented were Finland, France, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Jordan, Yugoslavia, Korea, Mexico, Mozambique, Nepal, Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan,
Taiwan, Turkey, United Kingdom, Vietnam, and West Germany.
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sought and generously given to scientists in many fields of work, both within and outside
the Station (LSFES Annual Report 1958). He was internationally known and respected,
and he did much to enhance the reputation of the Station and the Forest Service.
Herbert G. Ewan, head of the Seed and Cone, Aspen and Shelterbelt Insect Project,
lost his life in an automobile accident in North Dakota in 1963 while working on shelterbelt
insect problems (LSFES Annual Report 1963).

Losses of Research Installations
Severe storms caused heavy damage to Station study areas on the Superior National
Forest in 1932 (see p. 19) and the Chippewa National Forest in 1940 (see p. 18). In
the postwar years, one natural catastrophe—a severe forest fire—occurred on the Huron
National Forest in Lower Michigan on April 2, 1946. It largely destroyed an experimental
block of 170 acres of plantation containing tests (some over 15 years old) of seed source,
species, classes of stock, spacing, mixtures, methods of planting, and nursery treatment
(LSFES Annual Report 1946). Another act of nature—a severe windstorm—caused serious
losses to the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest and surrounding timber tracts in 1953.
Two long-term cutting methods studies were partially destroyed, resulting in serious
disruption to management studies in northern hardwoods (LSFES Annual Report 1953).

SOME RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS AND
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
During the 43 years of its existence, staff members of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station conducted research in more than a dozen different, sometimes overlapping,
subject matter fields: forest management, forest economics, forest survey, forest influences
(including watershed management and shelterbelt influences), utilization, marketing, insects, diseases, fire, wildlife habitat, forest engineering, recreation, and farm forestry.
Problems were selected for study based on the best judgment of the Director and his staff
and with the guidance of various advisory committees. These committees, and later members of the Regional Forester's staff, reviewed Station programs and accomplishments almost annually.
Station research resulted in many findings, which were disclosed promptly in publications and reports, both verbal and written. Some of the highlights and accomplishments of
Station studies are touched upon briefly in the following pages. More details are available
in Station publications and annual reports.

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Eight general problems were selected for study by the Station and its advisory committee in 1923. Six of these were in the area of forest management. They included reforestation
(seed, nursery, and planting), timber stand improvement methods (thinnings, release), harvesting methods for old-growth and second-growth stands, growth and yield of principal
species, and ecological studies (forest type/soils relations, seeding habits, vegetative reproduction, etc.). From the start, therefore, forest management research received strong emphasis.
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Artificial Regeneration
Forest Planting
Because the Lake States forests had largely been cut over and several million acres
had not restocked well naturally, reforestation was considered one of the most important
problems confronting the region in 1923 (LSFES Annual Report 1923). Although considerable planting had been done on the National and State Forests of the region, and
economical methods had been developed for use on sandy lands, the Station recognized
the need for standard methods to guide a large-scale planting program (LSFES Annual
Report 1923).
Survey of plantations.—During 1924 and 1925, Joe Kittredge made a survey of
forest plantations throughout the northern Lake States. From the data he collected, from
published reports, and from discussions with experienced tree planters, he put together
the first regional report on forest planting in the Lake States (Kittredge 1929). It indicated
the success that might be expected from planting various species by recommended methods
and the financial returns feasible under certain conditions.
Systematic studies started.—By the time Kittredge's bulletin was in print, a series
of drought years had hit the Lake States and tree planting results by previously successful
methods had become very uncertain. Then, too, forest planting had become the major
forestry activity in the region. The Regional Forester asked for help to guide the growing
planting effort on the National Forests. So, during the 1930's the Station began a series
of comprehensive planting studies in Lower Michigan (by Carlos Bates and Paul Rudolf),
northern Minnesota (by Hardy Shirley, Paul Zehngraff, and Russell LeBarron), and
northern Wisconsin (by Joe Stoeckeler). Workable methods also were developed for
reforesting poorly drained organic soils in northern Minnesota and poorly drained mineral
soils in northern Wisconsin (LSFES Annual Report 1947). During 1935 and 1936, Paul
Rudolf (with the help of Norman Tuttle, Henry Hansen, and Fred Wangaard) resurveyed
the plantations studied by Kittredge a decade earlier. These results helped to guide planting
activities in the region, and the major findings were summarised in another government
bulletin (Rudolf 1950). Another survey begun in 1951 by Robert Stone (assisted by Dean
Quinney and Con Schallau), in cooperation with the Lower Michigan National Forest,
the Michigan Conservation Department, and the Consumer's Power Company, determined
the success of a half million acres of plantation established in the northern half of Lower
Michigan (LSFES Annual Report 1957). Station researchers also developed labor-saving
methods of ground preparation, through aerial application of herbicides and controlled
bums (LSFES Annual Report 1956).
Plantation management.—By 1940 forest planting in the Lake States had progressed
at a rate of 100,000 to 150,000 acres per year, and a total area of 1 million acres had
been planted (even this large acreage was less than 10 percent of the total area estimated
to need planting) (LSFES Annual Report 1940). The Anderson-Mansfield Act of 1949
authorized an increased rate of planting on the National Forests, and, by the end of 1957,
2 million acres had been planted in the three Lake States (LSFES Annual Report 1957).
Forest planting research was put on a maintenance basis during World War II, but when
postwar research was resumed in 1946, major emphasis was placed on plantation management. This was especially true in Lower Michigan, where Bob Ralston, Dick Godman,
and John Arend conducted thinning, pruning, and release studies that showed the response
of planted pines to improved growing conditions (space, moisture, and nutrients) and
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developed guidelines for effective and economical practices (LSFES Annual Reports
1946-1963, Ralson and Lemmien 1956).
Shirley's and Eyre's studies of converting aspen and brush lands to more valuable
pine in the 1930's had shown the need for timely release of overtopped planted and
natural pines (LSFES Annual Reports 1934-1935, 1936-1937), but the operation was
expensive without CCC or other emergency labor. Beginning in 1947,5I however, studies
of chemical release (using animate, 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, and other herbicides) by Gene Roe
in northern Minnesota, Joe Stoeckeler in northern Wisconsin, and John Arend in Lower
Michigan led to effective and economical ways of releasing conifers from overtopping
brush, aspen, and oak (LSFES Annual Reports 1947-1950, 1953-1954, 1956, 1961,
1968). Aerial spray techniques developed at the Station were adopted nationwide; they
were used directly in the South, with no modification and were used later in the West with
modifications and additional research (J. L. Arend, letter of 7/19/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
Plains planting—In 1933 H. F. "Bob" Scholz made a survey of older tree plantings
in North Dakota and determined the principal causes of decadence in these old groves
and shelterbelts (LSFES Annual Report 1933-1934). This information was not only helpful
in guiding the Station's research program, but it provided invaluable background for the
Plains Shelterbelt Project that began 2 years later in six Plains States (North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas) (LSFES Annual Reports 19351936). The Station's studies in the sandhills near Denbigh, North Dakota, also provided
information helpful to the Shelterbelt Project and local landowners, and inspired the
establishment of two National Forest purchase units in the North Dakota sandhills. These
studies identified the best species for planting and demonstrated that careful ground
preparation, summer fallowing on difficult sites, and subsequent cultivation of trees are
needed for reasonable survival (LSFES Annual Report 1936-1937). Later studies by Paul
Slabaugh, Howard Phipps, and Albert Clegg resulted in methods of renovating neglected
shelterbelts, determined the cause of boxelder blight (drift from 2,4-D sprays), refined
tree growth responses according to soil characteristics, and determined the responses of
several conifers to winter damage (LSFES Annual Reports 1958, 1960, 1962, 1963).

Nursery studies
The expanded reforestation program of the 1930's brought with it some problems
in nursery stock production. Formal nursery research at the Station, which was begun in
1937 by Joe Stoeckeler in Wisconsin and Upper Peninsula nurseries and Paul Rudolf and
W. A. Kluender in Lower Michigan nurseries, shed light on such practices as fertilizer
use, density of sowing, watering regimes, top and root pruning, cover crops, chemical
(chiefly mineral spirits) weed control, and cold storage of stock (LSFES Annual Reports
1939, 1940, 1947, 1949, 1950, 1953). The major findings were published in a manual
that was intended to provide the technical basis for any large-scale public works reforestation program after the war (Stoeckeler and Jones 1957). Later Dick Watt, in cooperation
with the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station (C. D. McGregor) and the University
of Minnesota, showed the biological feasibility of growing northern pines and spruces in a
southern (Olustee, Florida) nursery with artificially extended photoperiod, and also the usefulness of an artificially extended photoperiod for spruces, but not pines, in a northern
(Rhinelander, Wisconsin) nursery (LSFES Annual Reports 1950, 1953, 1960).
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Paul Zehngraff had made preliminary studies of 2,4-D for plantation release and
site preparation on the Chippewa Natibnal Forest from 1944-1947 (Paul Zehngraff, letter
of 7/27/79 to Paul O. Rudolf)98

Plains nurseries also had problems, especially in growing conifer planting stock.
Stoeckeler's studies, begun in 1935, suggested levels of fertilizer, acidifying materials,
and mycorrhizae for growing good conifer stock, and levels of moisture, fertilizer, and
seedbed density for growing hardwood stock. This information was especially helpful to
the Plains Shelterbelt Project and was included in a published manual (LSFES Annual
Report 1939, Engstrom and Stoeckeler 1941). Slabaugh later demonstrated the usefulness
of methyl bromide for weed control in conifer seedbeds (LSFES Annual Report 1962),
and collaborated with Stoeckeler in writing another manual, "Conifer Nursery Practice
in the Prairie-Plains" (Stoeckeler and Slabaugh 1965).

Seed studies
Knowledge of seed production, characteristics, and handling is basic to nursery
practice, natural regeneration, and direct seeding. Station research, beginning in 1928
under Carlos Bates and continuing under Hardy Shirley and Gene Roe, included over
4,000 tests on 270 species of woody plants up to 1941, when seed studies were discontinued
during the war. More than 2,500 of these were service tests for Federal, State, and private
nuseries in the north central and plains regions, and were of immediate practical value
to these users. These tests also provided information on seed viability, pretreatments to
overcome dormancy, and storage practices for these 270 species, many of which were
new to forest nursery practice. The results provided much of the basic information used
in the "Woody Plant Seed Manual" (U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service 1948).
Other seed studies provided information on the amount and periodicity of natural seedfall of red pine (Roe, Shirley, and Zehngraff) and jack pine (Rudolf), effects of cone age
and seed tree age on jack pine seed production and seedling vigor (Roe, Rudolf), annual
seed crop production of some 20 species from 1949 to 196252 (Rudolf), red pine cone production by stand density and age (Godman, Roe), and the specific gravity at which to harvest red pine and white pine cones (Rudolf) (LSFES Annual Reports 1928, 1930, 19331934, 1936-1937, 1939, 1940, 1949, 1950, 1952, 1957, 1958, 1962, 1963).

Direct seeding
Establishing new stands by sowing seed directly in the Field has intrigued foresters
from the start, since it can save considerable time and expense. However, Station studies by
Shirley and LeBarron in Minnesota, Shirley and Stoeckeler in northern Wisconsin, Scholz
in southern Wisconsin, and Rudolf in Lower Michigan bore out that direct seeding results
generally are poor for several species, and even for the best of them (jack pine, black spruce,
and red oak) it is less successful than planting. The results seem to justify the contention that
" direct seeding is like playing a slot machine; most of the time you get little or no return,
but once in a while you hit the jackpot" (LSFES Annual Report 1955, Shirley 1937, Stoeckeler and Sump 1940).

Genetics
Improving forest production through genetics depends on selecting and breeding
superior trees. Station studies begun by Carlos Bates in 1928 and continued by Paul Rudolf,
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See Lake States Forest Experiment Station Technical Notes 333, 349, 370, 393,
412, 426, 447, 501, 540, 565, 574, 598, 615, and Research Note LS-8.
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Hans Nienstaedt, Tom Rudolph, Knud Clausen, Bruce Haissig, Jim King, and others have
provided helpful information on the following: racial variation of several species (including
range-wide tests of seven species), -" selecting superior trees and stands, controlled pollination techniques, selecting and establishing seed production areas, establishing tree seed orchards, performance of pine and poplar hybrids, grafting methods for spruces and northern
pines, effects of atomic radiation on northern tree species (both in the laboratory and in a
special radiation field), and basic physiological factors controlling the rooting of cuttings
from trees (LSFES Annual Reports 1928, 1938, 1961, 1963; Rudolf 1956, 1959). Large
collections of research and breeding materials have been established near Rhinelander and
in field tests from North Dakota to Maine (including tests of more than 25 species of spruces
from across the northern hemisphere). Cooperation has been achieved regionally through
the Land-Grant College Tree Improvement Committee and internationally through the
Canadian Forestry Service (especially the Petewawa Forest Experiment Station), the International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO), and several European forestry
agencies. Because of the long intervals between generations in trees, much of this research
merely laid the foundation for significant and far-reaching results to come.

Physiology of Wood Formation
Knowledge of the factors affecting wood formation can provide a scientific basis
for modifying wood characteristics through alternative systems of forest management and
silvicultural methods (LSFES Annual Report 1964). Such knowledge has been developed
by Phil Larson, whose pioneering research in the physiology of wood formation, coupled
with a careful review of other findings, have led to this unifying concept concerning
wood quality and tree growth (for more details, see Larson 1963): (1) "It is evident that
the basic patterns of variation of wood quality factors are undoubtedly controlled by
heredity, but they can, and do, also vary with stand structure, site conditions, geographic
locality, and other growth conditions that make up the environment. (2) The direct effect
of environment is primarily on the growth processes of the crown and only indirectly on
the growth of the xylem. (3) With present knowledge, the quality of wood that a particular
forest stand will produce can be predicted with reasonable accuracy if the history and
growth conditions of the stand are known. (4) Silviculturists, by understanding that the
crown is not only the source but also the regulating center for all wood growth, can
manipulate the stand and some features of site to influence both the quantity and quality
of wood desired on various parts of the tree bole. They can use such practices as thinning,
pruning, fertilizing, drainage, and insect and disease control to this end under specific
circumstances" (LSFES Annual Report 1961).
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Species included and years studies were started: red pine (1928), Scotch pine
(1929, 1938, 1950, 1961, 1963), European larch (1945), Siberian larch (1956), Dahurian
larch (1956), hybrid larch (1956), green ash (1930's), white spruce (1932, 1958, 1959,
1961), Norway spruce (1938, 1956, 1961), jack pine (1951, 1962), eastern hemlock
(1953), red spruce (1932, 1961), blue spruce (1960), Engelmann spruce (1965), eastern
white pine (1958), ponderosa pine (1962), eastern red cedar (1964), tamarack (1963).
These plantings will help outline the amount of genetic variation within these species and
the suitability of various races for specific locations, provide raw material for interracial
hybridization, and furnish material of known origin for interspecific hybrids (LSFES
Annual Reports 1961, 1963; USFS Research Paper NC-1, 1966).
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Growth and Yield
Reliable information on how much growth and yield can be expected from trees and
stands is basic to forest management. Beginning in 1925, studies of growth and yield
became a part of most early silvicultural projects of the Station, but there were also
several special studies (LSFES Annual Reports 1925, 1926, 1928, 1929). A. E. Wackerman, J. Kittredge, Jr., and R. M. Brown conducted some of the earliest studies, but most
of those after 1928 were done by S. R. Gevorkiantz. The earlier volume and yield tables
were based on tree development in fully stocked stands, as was the standard practice
then. But most of the stands foresters had to deal with on the ground were not fully
stocked, so Gevorkiantz came up with helpful innovations. He developed empirical yield
tables for understocked and uneven-aged stands, giving net growth (with cull eliminated);
this provided a realistic picture of the productive potential of forest land in the Lake
States (LSFES Annual Reports 1935-1936). By 1943 he had developed composite volume
tables, adjusted by correction factors to fit any stand, that could be used for almost all
the pulp and timber species in the Lake States (LSFES Annual Reports 1943-1944, 1955);
by 1955 he had published a complete set of these tables (Gevorkiantz and Olsen 1955).
By 1938 many of the needs for volume and yield tables in the Lake States had been
met, and Gevorkiantz began using his statistical knowledge to help other researchers,
both Station staff members and others, in designing sound experiments (LSFES Annual
Report 1938).
Other contributions of the growth and yield project included: (1) a method of determining errors in area and volume estimates for the Forest Survey, worked out in cooperation
with the School of Business Administration of the University of Minnesota; (2) the
preparation of general growth tables directly applicable to stands of known ages and
densities (LSFES Annual Report 1931); (3) collaboration with James W. Girard 54 in
preparing the handbook "Timber Cruising," which included many rules of thumb and
shortcuts based on Girard's years of experience and results from the Forest Survey (LSFES
Annual Reports 1936-1937, Girard and Gevorkiantz 1939); (4) development of shortcuts
in timber cruising and log scaling that saved time and yet gave reasonably accurate results
to help cope with the manpower shortage and increased tempo of timber harvesting during
the war (LSFES Annual Reports 1943-1944); (5) the development of growth and yield
tables for balsam fir" (Gevorkiantz developed the competition index, which evaluates
the amount of pressure exerted on balsam fir development through stand density and the
amount of overhead competition exerted by other species through suppression) (LSFES
Annual Report 1948).
Much of the earlier growth and yield information was based on unmanaged stands
but, based on the results of long-term silvicultural research, Bob Buckman in 1962
prepared and published growth and yield tables for managed red pine stands (Buckman
1962). As an aid to assessing competition and the need for release Buckman also developed
a method of predicting the cubic-foot volume of hazel brush (LSFES Annual Report 1962).
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Jim Girard was assistant chief of the Forest Survey in the Washington Office. He
was an old-time timber cruiser known for the accuracy of his estimates.
" Because balsam fir usually starts out as an understory species, it could not be
studied by conventional methods.
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Silviculture
To achieve maximum productivity, forest stands need to be grown and tended by
the most effective means possible. At the outset, the Station began thinning, release, and
harvest cutting studies, not only for the more valuable species like red pine and northern
hardwoods, but also for what were then known as "weed" species like jack pine and
aspen. As research results accumulated they were made available, First in brief articles
and technical notes, and later in summary publications that provided information essential
to a stronger forest economy in the Lake States. At the same time, a framework of
long-term studies was established that would continue to yield, for each forest type,
information that can only be obtained from periodic remeasurement of a growing forest
(LSFES Annual Report 1953).

Silvicultural practice
As early as 1928, Zon's "Timber Growing and Logging Practice in the Lake States"
brought together recommendations for handling the major forest types in the region; these
recommendations were based primarily on the best judgment and experience of foresters
and timber managers in the area, for few research results were yet at hand (Zon 1928).
As results became available they were promptly incorporated into management guides
for the National Forests and other timber managers. They helped guide the greatly expanded
timber stand improvement work done under the CCC program (1933-1941) and some of
the harvest cuttings operations of the war period. By 1940, factors affecting regeneration
were becoming better understood, and substantial progress was made in forest practice
recommendations for the various types (LSFES Annual Report 1940).
Efforts to prolong the life of the old-growth northern hardwood stands in northern
Michigan succeeded when the Station was able to demonstrate to forest industry the value
(both economic and silvicultural) of partial cuts (then called "selective logging") on the
Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest (Zon mounted an aggressive campaign to sell this
concept). Comprehensive guides for handling northern hardwoods were issued periodically
between 1939 and 1957. They were prepared by Carl Arbogast, F. H. Eyre, F. R.
Longwood, John R. Neetzel, and W. M. Zillgitt (Arbogast 1957, Eyre and Zillgitt 1953).
Later research dealt with ways of increasing the amount of yellow birch in the stands,
effectiveness and value of thinning and pruning in young stands, applicability of log
grades in assessing timber quality, and deer damage to reproduction (LSFES Annual
Reports 1951, 1954, 1958, 1961, 1962).
By 1957, other comprehensive guides had been prepared for jack pine by F. H. Eyre
and R. K. LeBarron; for red pine by F. H. Eyre and Paul Zehngraff; for aspen by Paul
Zehngraff and Z. A. Zasada; for mixed oaks by J. L. Arend and H. F. Scholz; and for
black spruce by R. K. LeBarron (Eyre and LeBarron 1944, Eyre and Zehngraff 1948,
Zasada 1950, Zehngraff 1947, LeBarron 1948). For aspen, recommendations covered
both managing for continuous aspen production and, where it would be more profitable,
for converting aspen to other species. These guides covered such information as soil and
site requirements, reproductive potential, recommended timing and amount of thinning,
release needs, pruning possibilities, recommended harvest ages, and methods of cutting
and regeneration.
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Environmental Factors
The influence of various environmental factors on the growth of trees is fundamental
to the practice of silviculture. For this reason, the Station conducted studies on forest
litter, forest type/soils relations, site requirements of several species, swamp drainage
effects, phenology, and management of site factors.
Forest litter.-The first quantitative information on the amount and nutrient content
of pine leaf litter in the Lake States resulted from studies made between 1925 and 1929
by Raphael Zon and F. J. Alway (University of Minnesota Department of Soils) (Alway
and Zon 1930). These studies determined the annual production of leaf litter (about 1 ton
per acre) and the quantity of mineral nutrients (N, CaO, P2O5, and S0 3 ) returned to the soil
by jack pine and red pine stands of several ages in northern Minnesota (LSFES Annual Reports 1923, 1926, 1927, 1929).
Forest type/soils.—Studies begun by Kittredge in the Station's early days and completed by Roe indicated the occurrence and probable vigor of the major forest types by soil
classes and also the usefulness of some "indicator" species for predicting which tree
species will be best suited to denuded sites or brushland areas (Roe 1935).
Later research by Stoeckeler, Strothmann, Heinselman, and Watt showed the effects
of various soil, topographic, watertable and drainage conditions, and cover conditions on
the productivity of paper birch in Wisconsin, aspen in Minnesota and Wisconsin, and black
spruce in Minnesota swamps (Heinselman 1963, Watt and Heinselman 1965, LSFES Annual Reports 1951, 1954, 1955, 1960, 1962).
Swamp drainage effects.—Zon's hope that growth of swamp forests could be improved lead to several cooperative studies (with such agencies as the Agricultural Engineering Department of the University of Wisconsin, the Minnesota Department of Drainage and
Waters, the Minnesota Department of Forestry and Fire Prevention, the University of
Minnesota Division of Forestry, the University of Minnesota Division of Agricultural Engineering and the USDA Bureau of Public Roads) of (1) areas drained for agricultural purposes but never cleared of timber, and (2) areas specially drained for the study of forest
growth. These studies showed that increased timber growth alone would not justify the
drainage operation, and that if the States took over idle drained lands to' 'bail out'' counties
with huge drainage bonds coming due, they should do so on the basis of the actual value of
standing timber and the potential use of the land for game propagation (LSFES Annual Report 1928).
Swamp drainage for agriculture done between 1910 and 1920 in northern
Minnesota and Wisconsin proved to be an economic failure. For example, by
1928, Beltrami and Lake-of-the-Woods Counties in Minnesota could not meet
$3,000,000 in drainage bonds coming due and faced the prospect of going bankrupt unless the State came to their aid (LSFES Annual Report 1928), A. E. Wackerman, letter of 8/1/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
Phenological observations.-Annual observations on time of leafing, flowering, seed
ripening, and seed dispersal of several hardwood and conifer species were made for several
years by John Neetzel and others in the Upper Peninsula, and for shorter periods elsewhere
in the region. These observations provided some of the basic information for managing
these species-information which was used in the "Silvics Manual" prepared by the Forest
Service (Fowells 1965, LSFES Annual Report 1927).
Site factors.—Regular records of such factors as air temperatures, soil temperatures,
rainfall, soil moisture, and water table fluctuations in Upper Michigan (Neetzel), Lower
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Michigan (Rudolf), and North Dakota (Stoeckeler) helped to explain the survival, growth,
and responses of forest plants in given years and situations (LSFES Annual Reports 1928,
1933, 1940).
During the 1930's, Shirley's measurements of the amount of light beneath stands and
his determinations of lethal temperatures for conifer seedlings and their drought resistance
all helped explain successes and failures of young natural and planted pines in northern Minnesota and elsewhere (Shirley 1934, 1935, 1936).
During the 1940's, LeBarron measured the effects and interactions of several environmental factors on black spruce and jack pine reproduction, and explained the capability of
black spruce to function as a fire species; Limstrom and Stoeckeler showed the relation between accessible water tables and other environmental factors on tree seedling survival
(LeBarron 1939, Limstrom and Stoeckeler 1942). Buckman's studies in northern Minnesota illustrated the use of prescribed burning as a silvicultural tool for such purposes as
regeneration of black spruce on organic soils, understory control beneath fire-resistant red
and white pines, and preparation of planting and seeding sites following clearcutting (Buckman 1965).

FOREST ECONOMICS
One of the eight general problems the Station chose to tackle in 1923 was '' studies
of economic factors such as the relation of forestry to agricultural development and forest
taxation" (LSFES Report to Advisory Committee 1923). Because of the urgency of the
problems and the Station's small staff,56 most of the early effort was concentrated on tax
delinquency of forest lands, but later studies were concerned primarily with production
economics and small woodland ownership (LSFES Annual Reports 1923-1963).

Tax Delinquency and Forestland Ownership
The Station's studies of the causes, extent, and trends of tax delinquency in the
cutover area of the northern Lake States and its effects on land ownership and local
government finances resulted in a number of remedial legislative recommendations.
Studies, chiefly by Russell Cunningham and Harold Moser, revealed that (1) public
ownership of forestlands had grown from 6 million acres in 1929 to 20 million acres in
1939; (2) through rural zoning, land classification, and settler relocation, the use of land
for agriculture was being directed more and more to the most productive land in settled
districts; (3) some 40 percent of the total land area was in public ownership (in 1939)
and it was generally accepted as suitable only for conservation purposes; (4) local units
of government were practically bankrupt because of the shrunken tax base, indebtedness
incurred in earlier "boom" times, and tax delinquency; (5) the public, because of the
large acreage of publicly owned forest land, was the largest single entity responsible for
the rehabilitation of the region, and thus had an obligation to develop the resources and
to provide employment during the rehabilitation period (LSFES Annual Report 1939).
A study of growth on cutover pine and swamp lands registered under the Forest
Crop Law in Wisconsin showed the returns the State could expect through severance
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Raphael Zon was the only forest economist on the Station staff until 1930, when
Russell Cunningham joined the Station.
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taxes, and the kinds of lands offering the greatest financial returns to the State and private
owners (LSFES Annual Report 1932). A later study showed the current and potential tax
returns under the Forest Crop Law and under the general property tax (LSFES Annual
Report 1960).
Studies of small private woodland owners by Con Schallau and Dean Quinney showed
the extent of such ownership, attitudes of such owners toward forestry as a business
enterprise, and the trends toward both fragmentation and consolidation of such ownerships
(LSFES Annual Report 1968). Howard Mayne's resource analysis of the Park Falls,
Wisconsin area (1.5 million acres) concluded that a combination of better forest management and the right level of industries was needed to make full use of the available raw
materials (LSFES Annual Report 1949).

Production Economics
Although the need for determining production costs of forestry activities was recognized early (Cunningham and Zon analyzed the costs and returns of selective logging in
northern hardwoods in the 1930's) studies aimed at providing greater efficiency and better
utilization did not get underway at the research centers until 1956.
Allen Lundgren, in a comprehensive study of red pine management in northern
Minnesota, developed over 600 value yield tables for determining the influence of markets,
forest sites, stand densities, rotation ages, establishment costs, and interest rates on
management decisions (LSFES Annual Report 1961).
Earlier studies provided guidance as to the best products (pulpwood, saw logs, etc.)
for which to grow pine, the economics of managing aspen land for aspen or for other
species, returns from various degrees of release in pines, financial consequences of
thinning red pine to various basal area densities, the economics of timber production
under even-age management, the advantage of holding oak timber until it reaches good
size before cutting, logging costs for different sized trees, stumpage returns in red pine
from fully integrated utilization as compared with saw logs only, and returns to the small
owner fronvdoing his own logging as compared with sellirig stumpage (LSFES Annual
Reports 1940, 1945, 1946, 1949, 1950, 1960, 1962).

FOREST SURVEY
Although the 1931 Forest Survey" in the Lake States was modeled in part on the
Forest Survey begun in the South 2 years previously (which in turn was modeled on one
made in Sweden), its roots went back to the Land Economic Survey begun by the State
of Michigan in 1922. Shortly after the Station's creation in 1923, one of its technical
men (A. E. Wackerman) was detailed to the Michigan Land Economic Survey, both to
assist and to learn the survey methods (LSFES Annual Report 1926). The Station then
used the field data from a few counties to obtain a preliminary picture of forest conditions
in the State as a whole.
By 1935, new statistics for Minnesota—the first State to be completed by the U.S.
Forest Service's Forest Survey—showed 19.7 million acres of forest land. It also showed
considerable divergence from previous estimates: 2 million acres less forest land, 2 million
" Actual field work began in October, 1933.
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acres less aspen birch types, one-third less pine type, 58 less oak, and more bottomland
hardwoods (LSFES Annual Report 1934-1935). These data, supplemented by economic
studies on such things as taxation and tax delinquency, furnished the basis for long-term
forest policies and were promptly put to use by the National Forests, States, and some
private owners (LSFES Annual Report 1935-1936).
By 1938 all the field work and most of the compilation had been completed for the
three Lake States and a report on timber supplies, growth, and depletion in the region
was issued (Cunningham and Moser 1938). The report was a landmark in resource
analysis, providing, for the first time, reliable forest statistics needed for planning of
research and action programs (LSFES Annual Report 1962). The report showed: (1) 57
billion board feet of sawtimber in the Lake States; (2) an annual growth of about 1,850
million board feet, and an annual depletion (logging plus losses from fire and other causes)
of about 2,348 million board feet; (3) that the total allowable cut for the three States
probably would be less than the current annual growth; and (4) that private forest lands
made up about three-fifths of the forest area and contained four-fifths of the sawtimber
volume (LSFES Annual Report 1939).
This first Forest Survey provided reasonably accurate statistics on the forest resources
and industries of the Lake States, which promptly were used in State Planning Board
reports, a National Resources Board report for the northern Lake States, and in the Forest
Service report to the Joint Congressional Committee (LSFES Annual Report 1940). The
survey also provided reliable data on wood supplies and production for use by State war
boards, authorities concerned with procuring wood, and farmers and other users of forest
products (LSFES Annual Report 1949).
The Forest Survey was kept up to date by maintaining continuous records of cutting
and fire losses, and by checking current growth and mortality on semipermanent sample
plots. Such methods were used to obtain statistics for 1945 as used in the nationwide
"Reappraisal" of the forest resource (U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service
1946).
To meet user demands already expressed in 1940, the second Forest Survey, begun
late in 1946, presented forest statistics by individual counties. Under Russell Cunningham
and Clarence Chase's direction, it provided detailed maps and refined estimates of forest
areas by types and timber volumes that were especially helpful for many National, State,
county, and other forests where intensive management was contemplated. Although the
Survey varied in intensity from place to place (depending on the requirements of and the
assistance provided by various cooperators), it employed a uniform system of classification
and measurement, so that all parts could be combined into county, State and regional
summaries (LSFES Annual Reports 1940, 1948).
In 1950 the Station published "Forest Resources of the Lake States Region," which
summarized several resource surveys made during the previous 15 years. It showed that
the Lake States, severely cutover in past years, could increase current timber growth 25
percent by improved management and utilization, and could double the total lumber
production in 70 years if a recommended program were put into effect (LSFES Annual
Report 1950, Cunningham and Forest Survey Staff 1950).
Art Horn's "drain" surveys yielded annual information on the origin, kinds, and
amounts of wood used by major forest industries in the Lake States. For example, his
58

The Survey showed 10.5 billion board feet of pine in Minnesota, compared with
other contemporary estimates that varied from 6.5 to 70 billion board feet (LSFES Annual
Report 1935-1936).
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1951 report showed that pulpwood cutting constituted about 25 percent of the total cutting
drain from Lake States forests, and that pulpwood consumption by Lake States mills had
increased from 500,000 cords in 1904 to 2,400,000 cords in 1950 (LSFES Annual Report
1951).
Special surveys by Robert Stone, assisted by Dean Quinney and Con Schallau,
provided information on the acreage of forest plantations in Lower Michigan and the
amount of Christmas tree cutting in Wisconsin (in cooperation with the Wisconsin Christmas Tree Producers Association) (LSFES Annual Report 1958).
The tabulation below compares forest statistics for 1936 and 1961 (essentially the
first and second Forest Surveys); 1936 data were adjusted to conform to definitions used
in the second Survey (LSFES Annual Report 1961).

TOTAL COMMERCIAL FOREST

1936

1961

AREA (million acres)
STAND SIZE (million acres)
Sawtimber
Poletimber
Seedling& sapling
Nonstocked

53.1

52.6

7.1
10.4
24.4
11.2

7.2
16.3
18.9
10.2

3.7
7.8
8.2
16.7
5.5
11.2

3.9
6.3
8.2
15.4
8.6
10.2

8.4
15.4

6.8
18.9

3.0
3.4

2.8
4.4

1.8
5.2

1.4
6.4

3.6
6.8

2.6
8.1

FOREST TYPE (million acres)
Pine
Other softwoods
Northern hardwoods
Aspen birch
Other hardwoods
Nonstocked
LOCALITY AND SPECIES
GROUP (billion cubic feet)
Lake States
Softwood
Hardwood
Minnesota
Softwood
Hardwood
Wisconsin
Softwood
Hardwood
Michigan
Softwood
Hardwood
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The Forest Survey was influential in bringing about the use of (1) aerial photos both
within the region and beyond it, and (2) the cumulative volume tables developed by
Gevorkiantz and adapted by Chase for tally by tree species. Forest industries in the region
commonly adjusted the drain on their own lands according to Survey allowable cut figures
(Clarence D. Chase, letter of 11/27/79 to Paul O. Rudolf).
As its part of the Forest Service's 1962 national compilation of forest statistics, the
Station computed new estimates for Minnesota and Illinois and revised all basic survey
statistics over 4 years old. These figures showed that the forests of the Lake States were
changing rapidly. (For example, the nonstocked area had dropped from 25 percent of the
total in the second survey to about 11 percent.) Timber production statistics are given in
table 1.

FOREST INFLUENCES
When Carlos Bates came to the Lake States Forest Experiment Station in 1927 he
had 20 years background in forest influences research in the Rocky Mountains and had
studied windbreaks and shelterbelts in the Plains. Beginning in 1929 he put his expertise
to use by starting studies of streamflow and soil erosion in the Upper Mississippi Valley,
and in 1935 initiated studies on the effectiveness of shelterbelts in controlling wind
erosion. These studies lapsed during World War II, but in 1956 watershed management
research was again funded at the Station. Work was reactivated in the Driftless Area of
southwestern Wisconsin, and established in coniferous swamps in northern Minnesota
and deep sandy soils in Lower Michigan (LSFES Annual Reports 1956, 1957, 1958).
Bates had been in charge of Forest Service research in the now famous
Wagon Wheel Gap streamflow experiment in Colorado, the first controlled
watershed experiment on the effects of forests in streamflow in the United States
(Sartz 1978).
Table L — Timber products output and cut by State, 1962

State

Minnesota
Wisconsin
Michigan
North Dakota
Total2

Timber cut
Timber products output
Saw log Cordwood
Piece
Saw log Growing Change from 10yrsago
stock
Board feet
Cubic feet
products
products
products material
Thousand Thousand Thousand Thousand Thousand
Perce<nt
board feet'
cubic feet board feet cubic feet
173,000
307,000
340,000
1.300
821,300

1,700
2,100
1,900

6,200
5,800
5,500

30

200

5,730

17,700

329,000
467,000
495,000
4,000
1,295,000

136,000
165,000
166,000
1.000
468,000

+ 36
+ 16

-17
-15
+4

-8
-5
-23
-69
-14

'International 'A -inch rule.
By volume, cordwood products accounted for 75 percent of total harvest, saw log products for 22 percent, and piece
products for 3 percent.
2
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Watershed Management
Southwestern Wisconsin
In 1929 and 1930, Bates, with assistance from John Macon and the Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, conducted surveys and studies of soil erosion sources
and causes in the Driftless Area of southern Wisconsin and adjacent Iowa and Minnesota.
These studies showed that enormous amounts of soil were being lost through erosion
caused by common agricultural land practices and the consequent widespread development
of gullies (Bates and Zeasman 1930).
With the establishment of the Upper Mississippi Valley Erosion Experiment Station
(in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering and the Bureau of Chemistry
and Soils of the USDA and the University of Wisconsin) near LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in
1931, Bates planned studies—largely carried out by Joe Stoeckeler (1930-1933) and H.
F."Bob" Scholz (1933-1940)—that demonstrated the value of forested watersheds in
reducing runoff and erosion, even from severe storms. These were in striking contrast to
the poor performance (both for erosion control and fodder production) of grazed woodland
slopes (LSFES Annual Reports 1935-1936, 1939, 1940; Bates 1931).
With the establishment of the Forest Watershed Laboratory and the Coulee Experimental Forest in 1958, the Station's former research in the Driftless Area near LaCrosse,
Wisconsin, was resumed on a broader scale. Richard S. Sartz and Willie Curtis conducted
studies that shed further light on the effects of climatic factors and land use on (1) soil
properties, runoff, and erosion; (2) soil freezing; (3) springflow and groundwater; and
(4) evapotranspiration. Joe Stoeckeler conducted studies that showed the adaptability of
various tree species and classes of planting stock to different sites and the best ways to
establish the trees (Sartz 1978).

Northern Minnesota
Research by Roger Bay and Don Boelter in northern Minnesota after 1956, on the
Marcell Experimental Forest and elsewhere, clarified the effects of land management
practices on the timing, quantity, and quality of streamflow from bogs and their contribution to groundwater recharge. These studies included determining water retention and
bulk densities of different types of peat, analyzing differences in water movement among
peat types, and developing a hydrologic classification of northern bogs (LSFES Annual
Reports 1962, 1963). Other studies provided information on how forest types and cutting
practices affect snow accumulation, and on how type of frost in the soil affects infiltration
rate (LSFES Annual Reports 1956, 1959).

Lower Michigan
Basic watershed management research begun in 1957 in cooperation with the Michigan Conservation Department and Michigan State University has helped clarify the fundamental relations between forest cover and water consumption, type and depth of frost
penetration, snow accumulation and melt, groundwater recharge, and streambank erosion
control. Much of the work was done by W. D. Striffler and Dean H. Urie on the Udell
Experimental Forest, a sandy area of morainal upland (where the water table may be as
much as 230 feet below the soil surface) and surrounding outwash plains on the Manistee
National Forest, and on a number of Lower Michigan streams (LSFES Annual Reports
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1957, 1960). These studies showed (1) the effects of evapotranspiration on the water
table in shallow-water-table areas, (2) the contribution of streambank erosion to the
sediment load in streams and the effectiveness of erosion control measures, (3) how to
interpret delays between recharge events and water table response, and (4) the variation
of snowpack with crown density of forest cover (LSFES Annual Reports 1962, 1963).

Shelterbelt Influences
The shelterbelt influences studies established by Carlos Bates in 1935 at Towner,
North Dakota; Huron, South Dakota; Holdrege, Nebraska; Dodge City, Kansas; and
Childress, Texas, firmly established that (1) tree shelterbelts are valuable and necessary
for protecting highly erodible and sandy soils in the plains through their effects on wind
velocity, evaporation, temperature, and soil moisture. This research provided useful
guidelines for the structure, density, orientation, and frequency of shelterbelts, which
proved helpful to the Prairie States Forestry Project and other shelterbelt planters (LSFES
Annual Reports 1936-1937, 1940, 1946). Other results also indicated fuel savings of 30
to 50 percent in farm homes protected by windbreaks in Nebraska and greater snow
retention on fields in North Dakota (LSFES Annual Reports 1936-1937, 1940).
Special studies of the effects of shelterbelts on crop yields carried on by Bates "
from 1935 to 1941 showed small net increases in yields of small grains and corn in 300
fields, after adjustments were made for fertility differences among fields and shelterbelt
sites. These increases were in addition to, and largely the result of, the soil and moisture
conservation effects of the belts (LSFES Annual Reports 1940, 1947, 1948; Stoeckeler
1962).

UTILIZATION
When forest utilization research was formally added to the program of the Lake States
Forest Experiment Station in 1954, John Neetzel's farm-forestry project, which was conducted in cooperation with the University of Minnesota, was continued as part of the utilization project. These studies, aimed at increasing the use of farm woodland products and other
wood supplies on the farm, concerned (1) workable methods of preserving, pointing, and
driving wooden fence posts; (2) economical designs for pole barns, shelters, and utility
buildings; and (3) usefulness of wood chips for livestock bedding (LSFES Annual reports
1946, 1947, 1948, 1951, 1953, 1954, 1960;Neetzel 1953).
Studies begun after 1954 largely emphasized the utilization problems associated with
hardwood management. Helpful guidelines were provided for (1) designing small
economic kilns to produce uniform, high-quality charcoal from thinnings and other lowgrade hardwood material, including slabs, edgings, and factory waste (Arbogast, Boldt,
Lane, and Ward) and marketing the charcoal (Warner); (2) appraising the quality of standing northern hardwood trees based on as few as seven characteristics (Marden) (LSFES Annual Reports 1954-1956, 1958-1963; USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory,
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station; and Lake States Forest Experiment Station 1961).

w

These studies were planned and conducted by Carlos Bates. His death in 1949
resulted in some delay in analyzing and reporting results, tasks completed by J. H.
Stoeckeler.
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Other helpful findings included: (1) costs of skidding northern hardwood residue, (2)
damage from different logging methods to residual trees in partial cutting of northern
hardwoods, (3) methods of utilizing logging residue, (4) effectiveness of chemicals for debarking aspen and oak, (5) water spraying of winter-cut northern hardwood veneer logs to
reduce wood losses, (6) the physical and economic feasibility of using a bolter saw to process material not ordinarily utilized in hardwood logging operations, and (7) a practical production technique for removing light slabs to straighten poles (LSFES Annual Reports
1956, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1963).
These studies were cooperatively done with such agencies as Michigan
Technological University, Ahonen Lumber Company, the Forest Products Laboratory, hardwood veneer manufacturers, University of Michigan, and the University of Minnesota.

MARKETING
Although the Station did not receive funds for marketing research until 1954, it had
long recognized the importance of markets for forest products. In the 1930's, Station
staff helped set up cooperatives for marketing products cut by farmers and other small
operators, and in 1945 Station researchers began studying markets for aspen, the most
extensive forest type in the region (LSFES Annual Reports 1938, 1939, 1945).
In the belief that the greatest need was for analyzing consumer demands, Station
studies begun in 1954, in cooperation with the University of Minnesota, the Minnesota
Conservation Department, and Michigan State University, provided useful information
on (1) the pallet industry in the Twin Cities and its use of hardwoods (Warner and Cowan);
(2) the quantity of lumber and fiber used by the Ford Motor Company in the Detroit area
(Sutherland); (3) the domestic packaged charcoal market in Wisconsin (Lord and Warner);
(4) the kind and origin of lumber used by manufacturers in the Twin City area (in
cooperation with the Minnesota State Forester's Office); (5) lumber consumption and use
on Minnesota farms (Beazley and Lundgren); (6) the use of boxes and crates in southeastern
Minnesota (Sullivan); and (7) the pulpwood market in Michigan (James) (LSFES Annual
Reports 1954-1956, 1958, 1959).
In 1961 the Station began a series of studies on the timber resource, production
costs, and marketing factors in northeastern Minnesota, under the leadership of Dean N.
Quinney, to evaluate increased opportunities for manufacturing and marketing wood
products (LSFES Annual Report 1961). By 1964, Quinney, with the help of James E.
Blyth and Eugene M. Carpenter, had presented appraisals of the labor and water resources
and transportation facilities available to forest products industries in five northeastern
Minnesota counties, and had provided information needed in a nationwide study of the
use of wood products in additions, alterations, repairs, and replacements in residential
and commercial construction (they canvassed Minneapolis, one of 10 cities covered in
the United States) (LSFES Annual Reports 1962-1964).

FOREST INSECTS
The major forest insect problems in the Lake States were identified by Samuel B.
Graham when he was assigned to the Lake States Forest Experiment Station in the 1920's.
However, systematic research on these problems did not begin at the Station until 1954,
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when Harvey MacAloney and his staff were transferred to the Forest Service and headquartered at the Station. Forests in the region had been severely damaged by forest insects
in the past: (1) the forest tent caterpillar had severely damaged aspen in northern Minnesota
in 1890; (2) the larch sawfly had killed most of the mature tamarack (about 1 billion
board feet) in Minnesota from 1910 to 1926; and (3) the spruce budworm had caused the
loss of 20 million cords of merchantable balsam fir and considerable spruce between
1912 and 1926 (LSFES Annual Report 1959). To help prevent similar outbreaks, Station
research, often in cooperation with other USDA and university agencies, was directed
toward biological and ecological studies of several defoliators and sucking insects and
toward improvement of insect survey methods (LSFES Annual Report 1954).
Station research provided helpful information to forest managers on such matters as:
(1) the effects of mixed stands, tree age, thinnings, and other cultural measures on spruce
budworm damage (Bean and Batzer); (2) the effects of tree vigor and pruning on European
pine shoot moth hazard and control possibilities with parasites and insecticides (Miller,
Heikkenen, and Talerico); (3) sampling methodology for determining insect density for
several species of sawflies, the white pine weevil, and root collar weevils (Bean and
Hard); (4) better methods (than chlordane sprays) for controlling the pine root collar
weevil (Schmiege); (5) methodology for rapidly appraising pine root collar weevil and
the European pine shoot moth population levels (Schmiege and Miller); (6) the kinds and
abundance of insects affecting shelterbelts in North Dakota (Wilson); (7) life history and
site relations of aspen borers (Ewan); and (8) degrade in hardwoods from cambium-mining
insects (MacAloney) (LSFES Annual Reports 1962, 1963). Results of the research were
made available in a number of publications, including 18 forest pest leaflets and three
technical bulletins. M Annual reports on the forest insect and disease situation were issued
as Station Papers. They were based on surveys coordinated by Federal, State, and private
agencies and were prepared by Gerald Anderson or Ralph Anderson (diseases) and L.
C. Beckwith, H. G. Ewan, or Donald C. Schmiege (insects).

FOREST DISEASES
Research at the Station done in cooperation with the Universities of Minnesota and
Wisconsin and some forest industries shed considerable light on the diseases of aspen,
northern hardwoods, and northern conifers (their extent, causes, and possibilities for
control) that collectively cause a serious drain on Lake States forests. Major contributions
included: (1) a great deal of knowledge about hypoxylon canker in aspen (Ralph Anderson
and Gerald Anderson); (2) better understanding of white pine blister rust and control
possibilities through research on microclimate as related to infection of white pine trees
(Van Arsdel); studies of antibiotic fungicides (such as phytoactin, cycloheximide, and
their derivatives, and streptimidone) for controlling the rust (Phelps and Weber)61 ;
demonstrations of racial variation in the blister rust fungus (R. Anderson and Skilling)
and the effectiveness of pruning canker-bearing branches to check blister rust in young
60

Forest Pest Leaflets include brief accounts of the life histories and habits of insect
or disease organisms, with suggestions for their control and the prevention of damage.
Technical bulletins include the full, usually final, report on a research project.
61
These studies demonstrated the ineffectiveness of Ribes control and several antibiotics in controlling white pine blister rust, and as a result such control programs were
terminated in the Lake States.
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white pines (Phelps); (3) discovery of the stalactiform rust and western gall rust on jack
pine in the region and studies (including the use of antibiotics) on three other jack pine
stem rusts (G. Anderson); (4) better understanding of northern hardwood diseases and of
the effects of old logging damage on sugar maple defects (Hesterberg); the role of insects
and other environmental factors in causing maple blight (Skilling); the causes of sapstreak
disease and "sapsucker damage," and the effects of environmental factors on maple
die-back (Ohman and Kessler); (5) identification of the fungus Scleroderris lagerbergii
as the cause of the mysterious "Jones Disease" in red pine (Ohman); (6) knowledge of
needle rusts of red pine and other hard pines (Nicholls); (7) development of effective
controls for root rots of conifers in the nursery (R. Anderson); and (8) information on
the rate of spread and damage from oak wilt in Wisconsin and Minnesota (R. Anderson)
(LSFES Annual Reports 1953, 1954, 1955, 1958, 1960, 1962, 1963). Furthermore, the
forest disease crew was frequently called on to trouble-shoot problems in State and Federal
forest nurseries, especially concerning various root rots.
Results of the Station's disease research were published promptly in the following
forms: annual situation reports for 1956 through 1959 based on cooperative surveys
conducted by Federal, State, and private agencies (as discussed under "Forest Insects");
a series of five technical notes by Ralph Anderson and Gerald Anderson reporting the
local and long-distance spread of oak wilt from 1955 to 1958; a series of three technical
notes by R. M. Godman and Rodney D. Jacobs reporting the progress of the top-dying
of yellow birch in Upper Michigan from 1954 to 1959; Forest Pest Leaflets on hypoxylon
canker of aspen (R. Anderson), sweetfern rust on hard pines (G. Anderson), eastern gall
rust (N. Anderson), and white trunk rot of hardwoods (Ohman and Kessler); and a large
number of technical journal articles and other reports.

FOREST FIRE
One of the eight major problems selected for study by the Station at the outset was the
forest fire problem. In view of the widespread losses fires had caused in the region, not only
in forest growth but also in lives and property,62 forest fire control and research to guide it
were urgently* needed. During Jack Mitched's 21 years at the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station, research and service work by the Station (aided by cooperation of State Conservation Departments, the National Forests, and the Weather Bureau) greatly helped protection
organizations reduce the annual area burned by: (1) supplying basic information on fire
causes and occurrence, fire behavior, fire damage, and methods of control; (2) classifying
fuels as to rate of fire spread and resistance to control; (3) determining the conditions under
which fires occur and get out of hand, and developing "rate of spread tables"; (4) developing methods for measuring burning conditions and anticipated fire damage, and putting
62

From prehistoric times Fires played a leading role in developing the land cover
types of the Lake States. After white settlement, between 1871 and 1918, nine disastrous
Fires burned over more than 5 million acres and resulted in the loss of 2,500 lives. These
fires included the Peshtigo (Wisconsin) in 1871, 1,280,000 acres; the Michigan (Michigan)
in 1871, 2,000,000 acres; the Thumb (Michigan) in 1881, 1,000,000acres; the Comstock
(Wisconsin) in 1891, 64,000 acres; the Phillips (Wisconsin) in 1894, 100,000 acres; the
Hinckley (Minnesota) in 1894, 160,000 acres; the Chisholm (Minnesota) in 1908, 20,000
acres; the Baudette (Minnesota) in 1910, 300,000 acres; and the Cloquet (Minnesota) in
1918, 250,000 acres (LSFES Annual Report 1959).
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them into a "burning index meter"; (5) determining the strength of attack called for under
given conditions and assembling the information into a "dispatcher's guide"; (6) appraising fire damage and preparing damage appraisal tables; (7) periodically analyzing the results of the protection effort; (8) providing information on logging slash disposal methods
as fire protection and silvicultural measures; (9) requesting the Weather Bureau to provide
special forest fire weather forecasts for the region, and cooperating with the Bureau as well
as State, Federal, and private interests in establishing and maintaining fully equipped fire
weather stations in the northern Lake States; and (10) helping State control agencies design
a system of keeping fire records on machine punch cards (LSFES Annual Reports 1927,
1930, 1946, 1947, 1954, 1961).
By the 1950's, increasing recreational use of forest areas, more extensive cutting,
more fuels in plantations, and rising forest land values called for more intensive forest fire
protection and research. Findings after 1954 of special help to forest managers and fire control officers included: (1) assessing the fuels in crowns and litter of young red pine plantations (Brown, Dieterich, and LaMois); (2) determining the usefulness of borates and other
chemicals in retarding fires, maintaining existing firebreaks, and providing new "chemical
firebreaks" (Roe and Gaylord); (3) checking the effectiveness of aircraft for dropping water
on fires (Dieterich and Strothmann); (4) determining the effectiveness and best times and
methods of prescribed burning for ground preparation, brush and aspen sucker control,
hazard reduction, and training of fire crews (Buckman and Dieterich); (5) preparing a Buildup Index that correlated well with the moisture content of litter fuel and was an integral
part of a new Unified National System of Fire Danger Rating (Brown and Dieterich); and
(6) adapting the National Fire Danger Rating System to local conditions in the north central
region (LSFES Annual Reports 1956, 1958, 1961-1964).
The Station made available the results of its fire research in a large number of publications, ranging from Technical Notes and Fire Control Notes to comprehensive bulletins.

WILDLIFE HABITAT
The interrelations between wildlife species and woody plants in the forests of the
Lake States were first addressed in 1930, when the Bureau of Biological Survey assigned
a biologist to the Lake States Forest Experiment Station to work on such problems. (The
Station had expressed its need for a biologist as early as 1926.) This practice was continued
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which succeeded the Bureau of Biological Survey.
Wildlife research at the Station involved cooperation with State conservation departments,
universities, National Wildlife Refuges, National Forests, and the National Park Service.
Beginning in 1960, the Station had its own staff members working on wildlife habitat
research. Much of the research was directed toward animal damage, especially in plantations and young stands (LSFES Annual Reports 1926, 1930, 1946, 1960).
Research findings of special help to forest managers and wildlife managers included
the following: (1) the life history and food preferences of the snowshoe hare, the effects
of hare damage on forest reproduction, and the possibilities of mitigating damage by
poisoning, hunting, using repellents, and carefully selecting planting sites (C. Aldous,
S. Aldous, and Krefting); (2) the food preferences of white-tailed deer, the effects of
deer population density on woody plant reproduction, and the effects of herbicides, fire,
and cutting methods on browse production (Krefting, Steams, Stoeckeler, and
Strothmann); (3) the relations between beaver populations and timber production and
watershed management (S. Aldous and Gensch); (4) the food preferences of moose and
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the effects of moose population density on forest growth and reproduction (Krefting); (5)
the impact of porcupines on conifers and hardwoods, and possibilities of control through
chemicals and hunting (Krefting, Stearns, and Stoeckeler); (6) the effects of small rodents
on tree seeds and seedlings and possibilities for control through the use of repellents and
protective devices (S. Aldous and others); (7) the role of some birds and mammals in
seed germination (Krefting and Roe) (LSFES Annual Reports 1930, 1933-1934, 1939,
1946, 1947-1956, 1962, 1963).
Results of the Station's wildlife habitat research were made available in a number
of Station publications and technical journal articles.

FOREST ENGINEERING
Although forest engineering research was not funded until 1960 at the Station, some
work had been done as a part of farm forestry research in cooperation with the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station in the 1940's. Later research was done in cooperation
with Michigan Technological University. Among the contributions of the Station's engineering research were these: (1) improvement of the products and output of small
sawmills through the use of such specially developed equipment as a lead indicator, lead
adjusting device, air dogs, and an edger guide (Johnson); and (2) testing of wood chippers
to determine which types produce the greatest percentage of bark-free chips, and determination of the power required for chipping wood at different wood grain orientations
(Gardner and Erickson) (LSFES Annual Reports 1946, 1947, 1962).
Results of the earlier work were published in Station Technical Notes and the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station Quarterly Bulletin. Later results were made available
through Station publications and technical journal articles.

FOREST RECREATION
When the importance of Lake States forests for recreation was recognized by the
Station in 1930, Raphael Zon's initial suggestion was that the Station's best contribution
might be to develop forest management practices that would rehabilitate the cutover forest
and be harmonious with recreational use (LSFES Annual Report 1930). By the time funds
became available for recreation research in 1960, forest lands were being used extensively
for recreational purposes; demand was growing steadily63 and had become of increasing
importance in land use planning.
A large part of the Station's initial recreation research effort was devoted to the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA), because it was the most heavily used wildernesstype recreation area in the United States and because continuing controversy over the
management of this unique forested recreation area emphasized the need for facts on
which to base policy and management decisions. Station studies, chiefly by Robert Lucas
(some in cooperation with the University of Minnesota), helped to show: (1) the amount,
kinds, and distribution of recreational use in the BWCA, and the capacity of the area for
such use; (2) the attitudes of users toward wilderness and timber cutting, their wants,
63

For example, the Boundary Waters Canoe Area already had logged 400,000 user
days in 1961, and use had been growing annually at a rate of about 12 percent since
1946 (LSFES Annual Report 1961).
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and average length of stay; and (3) the deterioration of campsites in the BWCA and
means of ameliorating it (LSFES Annual Reports 1960-1964).
Other recreation research by the Station involved (1) the use of recreational areas
on the Lower Michigan National Forest by family campers, mostly from nearby urban
areas (King); and (2) the social and economic factors behind the great increase in the use
of natural resources for outdoor recreation, including a scheme for determining the recreational resource potential in certain portions of the Lake States through aerial photo
interpretation (Davis) (LSFES Annual Reports 1962-1964).
Station research in forest recreation was published in a number of notes, papers,
and journal articles.

FARM FORESTRY
To help farmers and other small private woodland owners better manage and utilize
their lands, the Station carried on a variety of farm forestry studies beginning in the late
1930's. Some were conducted as part of other projects and several were carried out under
provisions of the Norris-Doxey law in cooperation with the Agricultural Experiment
Stations of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. They included research in the areas of
forest management, forest influences, economics, marketing, utilization, and engineering
(LSFES Annual Reports 1938, 1951).
One aspect of the Station's work included the establishment of typical "farm forestry
forties" on two experimental forests in northern Minnesota, one in northeastern Wisconsin,
and four in Michigan. Sound silvicultural and harvesting practices were used on these
areas, demonstrating (with the help of extension foresters) to local woodland owners the
amounts and kinds of materials that can be harvested and the costs and returns of the
operations. A similar program was conducted in central and southern Wisconsin on nine
Timber Harvest Forests purchased by the Wisconsin Conservation Department
The Timber Harvest Forests were owned or controlled by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. Growth, yield, and returns records were maintained by the
Lake States Forest Experiment Station with the help of Conservation Department
Foresters and the State Extension Forester. The Station was responsible for silvicultural work on the forests, while the Extension Forester was responsible for demonstrating annual harvests and returns (LSFES Annual Reports 1946, 1950).
In addition to the information from the "farm forestry forties," Station publications
and demonstrations provided small woodland owners with: (1) special timber cruising
methods for small tracts, (2) aid in forming cooperatives to help market woodland products,
(3) information regarding the poor returns and soil erosion damage from pasturing woodlands, (4) techniques for getting better products from small sawmills, (5) home seasoning
methods for lumber, (6) methods of preserving and using wooden fence posts, and (7)
information on using local wood products in farm buildings (LSFES Annual Reports
1939-1941, 1946-1954). Although several staff members participated in farm forestry
studies, a large part of the work was done by John Neetzel and H. F. "Bob" Scholz.
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IN CLOSING
On July 1, 1966, after 43 years of productive research, the Lake States Forest
Experiment Station was incorporated into the new North Central Forest Experiment Station.
The latter included all the former Lake States Station territory, staff, and facilities except
those in North Dakota (appended to the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station), and all the former Central States Forest Experiment Station territory, staff, and
facilities except those in Ohio and Kentucky (appended to the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station). The new North Central Station retained headquarters in St. Paul, Minnesota, and became responsible for Federal forest research in the States of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Missouri. David B. King, fourth and
last Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station, became the first Director of
the North Central Forest Experiment Station.
Thus, in 1966 the Lake States Forest Experiment Station closed out a long and productive period in conducting forest research in its region and stimulating forestry and conservation activities by others. Starting with a full-time staff of six housed in a few rooms made
available by the University of Minnesota and an annual appropriation of about $23,000, it
had grown to a staff of 150 full-time employees housed in five buildings of its own in four
States and an annual appropriation of more than $2,500,000.
During its existence, the Station had employed almost 400 people as biochemists,
clerks, ecologists, engineers, foresters, forest economists, forest entomologists, forest
mensurationists, forest products technologists, forestry aids, hydrologists, laboratory technicians, plant geneticists, plant pathologists, plant physiologists, social scientists, statisticians, and wildlife biologists. Probably an equal number had been employed as part-time,
seasonal, or emergency employees under four directors (Raphael Zon, E. L. Demmon, M.
B. Dickerman, and David B. King). Station researchers had authored some 2,300 publications and participated in a large number of seminars, conferences, clinics, special meetings,
tours, and training meetings.
In short, the Station had carried out, competently and effectively, the mission stated
by Raphael Zon in 1923: "To secure by scientific investigation reliable information as to
the management, protection, growth, reforestation, and life histories of the forests of
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota." It had also done research in additional states and
had laid a sound foundation for continuing and more refined research on the forest problems
of the region.
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LISTS OF STATION PUBLICATIONS
From the Station's establishment in 1923 through 1965, staff members authored more
than 2,300 publications; these ranged from one-page notes to bulletins of several hundred
pages, and covered a variety of subjects in the fields of forest management, forest protection, forest economics, wood utilization, forest engineering, and general forestry (see table
B-1). These publications were listed in Station annual reports through 1964 and also in the
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U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Annotated List of Publications, LSFES,
1961-1965. St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, North
Central Forest Experiment Station; 1966. 57 p.
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Station Paper 39 superseded and incorporated the material in Station Paper 15,
"Publications of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station, 1923-1948," and its supplement for 1949-1951, compiled by Helen A. Woodworth.
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Table B-l .--Number of publications of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station by
matter and period'
Period issued
Subject matter

1923-1955

General forestry
Artificial regeneration
Stand improvement
Harvest cuttings & natural
regeneration
Management of timber types
(comprehensive summaries)
Forest genetics and tree
improvement
Shelterbelts
Soils and water
Fire
Forest insects
Forest diseases
Forest wildlife
Forest recreation
Silvics, ecology & physiology
Estimation of timber volume
Estimation of growth & yield
Sampling & research methodology
Timber resource
Timber production statistics
Forest economics
Timber utilization & marketing
Forest engineering
Total

1956-1960

1961-1965

Total

108
191
93

18
16
22

14
24
16

140
231
131

121

39

11

171

16

..

..

16

52
41
86
62
49
8
62
-70
74
48
20
93
83
89
121
--

43
2
29
9
63
43
5
2
16
3
13
-54
18
16
44
--

41
6
39
15
56
40
4
17
34
4
1
3
32
19
27
15
2

136
49
154
86
168
91
71
19
120
81
62
23
179
120
132
180
2

1,487

455

420

2,362

'Derived from the following three sources: (1) L. P. Olsen and H. A. Woodworth 1956, (2) L. P. Olsen 1961, (3) USDA
Forest Service 1966.

MAJOR PUBLICATIONS
Although all of the Station's 2,300-plus publications were important, some were
more comprehensive or widely applicable than others. The following list, therefore,
includes some Station publications that over the years have had the greatest impact or
most general usefulness.

Some Major Publications by Lake States Forest
Experiment Station Staff Members
1. Bates, C. G.; Zeasman, O. R. Soil erosion—a local and national problem. Res. Bull. 99.
Madison, WI: Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station; 1930. 100 p. (The first comprehensive report on soil erosion problems in the Upper Mississippi Valley.)
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2. Brown, R. M.; Gevorkiantz, S. R. Volume, yield, and stand tables for tree species in the
Lake States. Tech. Bull. 39. St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station;
1934. 208 p. (revised ed.). (The first compilation of volume, yield and stand tables for
the major tree species in the Lake States.)
3. Buckman, R. E. Silvicultural use of prescribed burning in the Lake States. In: Proceedings, Society of American Foresters; 1965: 38-40. (The first summary of Station research on the silvicultural use of controlled fires for stand management and ground
preparation.)
4. Cunningham, R. N.; Moser, H. C. Forest areas and timber volumes in the Lake States.
Econ. Note 10. St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Lake
States Forest Experiment Station; 1938. 84 p. (The first published results of the First
Forest Survey of the Lake States.)
5. Eyre, F. H.; LeBarron, R. K. Management of jack pine stands in the Lake States. Tech.
Bull. 863. St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Lake States
Forest Experiment Station; 1944. 66 p. (The first summary publication on jack pine
management in the Lake States.)
6. Eyre, F. H.; Zehngraff, P. Red pine management in Minnesota. Circ. 778. Washington,
DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1948. 70 p. (The first summary publication of
red pine management, particularly in north central Minnesota.)
7. Eyre, F. H.; Zillgitt, W. M. Partial cutting in northern hardwoods of the Lake States
(twenty-year experimental results). Tech. Bull. 1076. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; 1953. 124 p. (The first summary publication
on managing old-growth northern hardwoods, based largely on results from the Upper
Peninsula Experimental Forest. An updated and condensed guide for handling northern
hardwoods under the selection system was prepared by Carl Arbogast, Jr., and
published in 1957 as Lake States Forest Experiment Station, Station Paper 56.)
8. Gevorkiantz, S. R.; Olsen, L. P. Composite volume tables for timber and their application in the Lake States. Tech. Bull. 1104. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service; 1955. 51 p. (Provides volume tables that can be used
for most forest tree species in the Lake States in lieu of a much greater number of
tables for individual species.)
9. Girard, J. W.; Gevorkiantz, S. R. Timber cruising. Unnumbered paper. Washington,
DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; 1939. 160 p. (Contains timber
cruising methods developed by an experienced "old time" cruiser (Girard) and an
expert biometrician (Gevorkiantz).)
10. Kittredge, J., Jr. Forest planting in the Lake States. Bull. 1497. Washington, DC:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; 1929. 88 p. (The first region wide
coverage of forest planting results and problems in the Lake States.)
11. Krefting, L. W. What is the future of the Isle Royale moose herd? 16th North Am.
Wildl. Conf. Trans.; 1951: 461-472. (A landmark study of the relationships between
food supply and population fluctuations in moose.)
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12. Larson, P. R. Stem form development of trees. For. Sci. Monogr. 5: 42 p; 1963.
(Discusses the biological concept of stem form, or stem taper, on the basis of a
comprehensive review of the literature.)
13. LeBarron, R. K. Silvicultural management of black spruce in Minnesota. Circ. 791.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1948. 60 p. (The first comprehensive treatment of black spruce management in the Lake States.)
14. Mitchell, J. A. The Lake States burning index meter. Fire Control Notes 13(3): 7-11;
1952. (Presents a meter for use in the Lake States to rate forest-fire danger.)
15. Mudgett, B. D.; Gevorkiantz, S. R. Reliability of forest surveys. J. Am. Stat. Assoc.
29: 257-281; 1934. (Provided a basis for determining the accuracy of forest surveys
like the First Forest Survey in the Lake States.)
16. Neetzel, J. R. Building better farm fences. Ext. Bull. 272. St. Paul, MN: Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Service; 1953. 11 p. (Shows how to preserve and use wooden
posts for effective and enduring fences.)
17. Roe, E. I. Forest soils: the basis for forest management. 9 p. (proc). (Shows general
relation between kinds of soil and forest vegetation, both cover types and plant
indicators.)
18. Rudolf, P. O. Forest plantations in the Lake States. Tech. Bull. 1010. Washington,
DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; 1950. 171 p. (Provides new
basis for forest planting practice in region, based on comprehensive tests and performance in severe droughts.)
19. Scholz, H. F. Causes of decadence in the old groves of North Dakota. Circ. 344.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1935. 38 p. (Reported long-time
performance of planted trees in North Dakota and provided valuable background for
both Station research and Plains Shelterbelt Project.)
20. Shirley, H. L. Restoring conifers to aspen lands in the Lake States. Tech. Bull. 763.
St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Lake States Forest
Experiment Station; 1941. 36 p. (First comprehensive guide for establishing pines
and spruces on aspen lands better suited for growing conifers.)
21. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Possibilities of shelterbelt planting
in the Plains region. Unnumbered paper. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service; 1935. 201 p. [ prepared under direction of Lake States
Forest Experiment Station] (Provided comprehensive background for outlining shelterbelt zone and conducting Plains Shelterbelt Project.)
22. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Woody plant seed manual. Misc.
Publ. 654. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1948. 416 p. (Provides
comprehensive seed information on 444 species of woody plants suitable for growing
in the United States.)
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23. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Outdoor recreation in the Upper
Great Lakes area: proceedings of a seminar on research needs; 1961 May 11-13; Sta.
Pap. 89. St. Paul, MN: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Lake States
Forest Experiment Station; 1961. 104 p. (Summarizes outdoor recreation research
status and needs in 16 papers and discussions by sociologists, geographers, foresters,
and others from the three Lake States and Ontario.)
24. Zon, R. Timber growing and logging practice in the Lake States. Bull. 1496.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; 1928. 64 p. (Provided first regional recommendations for handling the major forest types in the Lake
States, based largely on the best judgment of foresters familiar with the Lake States.)
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APPENDIX A1
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AND THE FORESTER OF
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVICE
THIS AGREEMENT, this 21st day of September, 1923, by and between the Board
of Regents of the University of Minnesota, a corporation organized and existing under
the laws of the State of Minnesota, party of the first part: and the Forester of the United
States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, party of the second part, witnesseth:
WHEREAS, it is proposed that the parties hereto shall co-operate in the maintenance
of a forest experiment station, to be known as the "Lake States Forest Experiment
Station," for the purpose of investigating various problems bearing on the growth, management, and protection of forests and forest lands in the Lake States; also in the maintenance of the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station for the purpose of investigating various
problems bearing on the growth, management, and protection of forests and forest lands
in the State of Minnesota;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual advantages
hereinafter provided for and of the respective services to be rendered and expenses to be
borne in connection therewith, the parties hereto do mutually agree as follows:
That the party of the first part shall:
1. Provide, without cost to the Forest Service and place wholly at the disposal of
the Forest Service, adequate and suitable office and laboratory space for quartering the
employees of the United States Department of Agriculture assigned to said station, the
amount and location of such space to be definitely agreed upon as occasion demands by
the parties hereto;
2. Keep the said office and laboratory quarters in good repair and pay for any
improvement of a permanent character that may be mutually agreed upon;
3. Furnish without cost to the Forest Service, heat, light, water, gas, power, and
janitor service required for the satisfactory operation of the station;
4. Make the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station available for experimental and demonstrational use by the Lake States Forest Experiment Station under conditions mutually
agreed upon as hereinafter provided, and whenever practicable, assist in the establishment
and maintenance of investigations and demonstrations thereon that are undertaken by the
Lake States Forest Experiment Station. Also furnish a suitable site on the Cloquet Forest
Station area for use as a forest nursery if needed.
The party of the second part shall:
1. Supply technical and office equipment and supplies, except such as it may be
convenient for the party of the first part to furnish;
2. Be responsible for securing all material used for experimental purposes;
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University of Minnesota, "The President's Report for the Year 1923-1924, "
p. 32-34.
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3. Present from time to time such lectures and instruction on forestry as the party
of the first part may request, provided such lectures will not interfere unduly with the
work of the Station.
It is mutually agreed:
1. That the Lake States Forest Experiment Station's laboratory apparatus may be
used by students and the University faculty for investigative work of an advanced character,
provided that such use of the apparatus does not interfere with the routine work of the
Lake States Forest Experiment Station;
2. That all policies and plans of each party to this agreement, in so far as these
policies and plans do not interfere with the policies and plans of the other party, will be
exclusively under the control of such party except that the investigations, demonstrations
and direction of the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station shall be in accordance with the
following section of the agreement. The party of the first part shall be represented on a
committee which will advise the Forester on matters of policy and the character of the
work as a whole carried on by the Lake States Forest Experiment Station. So far as
practicable, both parties will work in close co-operation in planning and executing investigations independently undertaken involving actual or possible use of land for forest
growth;
3. That the Forest Service will select, with the concurrence of the University of
Minnesota, a man who shall function both as Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station of the Federal Government and the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station of the
University of Minnesota. The Director so chosen will be definitely placed in charge of
all forest research conducted by the Federal Government and of all forest research conducted by the University at the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station, which is included in
the program of forest investigations mutually approved by the University and the Forest
Service. All investigation and demonstration projects conducted by either the regular
State or Federal investigative staff at the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station shall be
mutually agreed upon by both parties annually in advance. This does not apply to other
work which students and members of the University may desire to do at Cloquet from
time to time which is not a part of the investigative program for the Stations, but it is
agreed by the University that no work will be carried on at Cloquet outside the program
which would interfere unduly with the program projects;
4. That all members of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station organization,
while on the property of the University, will be subject to the same regulations that apply
to the members of the faculty, in so far as such regulations are not in conflict with those
of the United States Department of Agriculture;
5. (a) That each party to this agreement shall have the sole right to the first publication
of results of investigations, experiments, demonstrations, and research under exclusive
control, provided that exception to this may be permitted upon the consent of both parties
concerned.
(b) That the first publication of the results of co-operative experiments, research,
investigations, and demonstrations shall be arranged in each instance by mutual consent
of both parties;
6. That all equipment, materials, office furniture, and supplies, provided at any time
by either of the parties hereto, shall remain the property of and be subject to disposal by
the respective parties furnishing the same.
This agreement shall continue in force until cancelled by mutual consent, or until
the expiration of one year from the date when notice of desire to cancel the agreement
shall have been given by either party to the other.
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APPENDIX A2
FOREST RESEARCH IN THE LAKE STATES BEFORE

1923
One of the first things Raphael Zon and his staff did was to seek out and assemble
information on studies of forest problems that had been or were being conducted in the
Lake States. They found that the forestry schools, the State conservation departments,
and the USDA Forest Service all had made studies and observations of a variety of forest
problems, but that relatively few results had been published (1923 Report to Advisory
Council). A brief resume of their findings follows:

Nursery Practice
Several agencies had worked out reasonably satisfactory and economical methods
of raising forest tree planting stock (primarily conifers) for reforestation purposes. The
Michigan Conservation Department had established a nursery in Roscommon County in
1904 to grow stock for use on State lands and for general distribution. The Michigan
(later called Huron) National Forest established the Beal Nursery at East Tawas before
1920 to produce stock for planting on that forest. Both the Michigan Agricultural College
(later called Michigan State University) Department of Forestry and the University of
Michigan School of Forestry (later called School of Natural Resources) established nurseries—the former at East Lansing and the latter at Ann Arbor—that produced both hardwood
and conifer stock for instruction and demonstration purposes and for public distribution.
The University of Minnesota Division of Forestry (later called School of Forestry) established a nursery, primarily for instructional purposes, at Itasca State Park, and another
at the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station (later called the Cloquet Forest Research Center);
these produced conifers and a few hardwoods for the State of Minnesota and for public
use in planting windbreaks (described in Reports of the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station,
Bulletin 169, University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1917).

Planting and Direct Seeding
These same agencies and others conducted studies to determine the best methods of
planting and sowing tree species on different sites and under different conditions in the
Lake States. These studies and trials concerned species and classes of stock, season of
planting, methods of planting, effects of cover, spacing, species mixtures, and planting
for special purposes (windbreaks, prairie plantings, sand dune control) and products (nut
trees, basket willows).
The Michigan Department of Conservation planted some 12,000 acres on State lands
between 1905 and 1923, and developed reasonably satisfactory techniques using primarily
red pine and jack pine on sandy soils. They also had studied the seasonal effects of
planting white pine under oak/jack pine cover (Bulletin of National Research Council,
Project No. 453, August 1920).
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The Michigan (Huron) National Forest began planting trees soon after its establishment in 1909; it put in about 1,500 acres annually, primarily 2-0 red pine, after testing
a variety of species, classes of stock, and spacings under various cover conditions.
The Michigan Agricultural College, beginning with the establishment of the Beal
Arboretum in 1875, established a large number of plantations both on College property
and in cooperation with private landowners to demonstrate the suitability of various
species (both native and exotic), classes of stock, and methods of planting under different
conditions (reported in "Forest Planting in Michigan," Special Experiment Station Bulletin 103, 1921, and articles in the Experiment Station Quarterly). The College also
investigated mixed plantings of hardwoods and conifers in 1922, Christmas tree culture
beginning in 1909, the culture of nut-producing trees beginning in 1922, the growing of
basket willows beginning in 1915, sand dune fixation in southwestern Michigan in 19151916 (results published in Special Experiment Station Bulletin 69), and the establishment
and growth of windbreaks in several parts of the State.
The University of Michigan School of Forestry established a large number of plantations on university land and in cooperation with private landowners to test species,
classes of stock, effects of mixtures, and methods of planting under different conditions.
A summary of results was published in the "Journal of Forestry" for February 1921.
The Minnesota Forest Service (later the Division of Forestry of the Conservation
Department) tested direct seeding of jack pine and red pine on five recently burned plots
in 1923.
The Cloquet Forest Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota began experiments in 1912 to determine the feasibility of fall planting, seed spots, and underplanting
of jack pine stands with more valuable species. In 1914 the Cloquet Station put in 169
half-acre plots to test several classes of stock of red pine, white pine, Scotch pine, jack
pine, and ponderosa pine on four sites in the Cloquet area, and in 1922 it put in 37
smaller plots on rock outcrop areas in northeastern Minnesota. Station personnel also
established 200 windbreaks on prairie farms to determine the best species for planting.
Meanwhile, in 1917, the University's Division of Forestry in St. Paul began observations
of prairie plantings made in southwestern Minnesota.
The Wisconsin Conservation Commission (the forerunner of the Conservation Department) began planting State lands and distributing planting stock to private landowners in
1911. Conclusions and observations as to the best species, classes of stock, and methods
were summarized in "Forest Planting in Wisconsin," Bulletin 1, Wisconsin Conservation
Commission and in the 1915-1916 Biennial Report.

Forest Management
Several agencies conducted investigations in the Lake States that pertained to such
aspects of forest management as relations of individual species and forest types to site
and environmental factors, natural reproduction, growth and yield, volume tables, methods
of cutting, and working plans.
The Michigan Agricultural College had carried on a continuing study of tree distribution in Michigan, and of the effects of soil and moisture on growth rate. In 1923 it
began a study of hybridization of forest trees. The College also studied the growth and
yield of second-growth jack pine on the Lower Michigan sand plains; of plantations
established near East Lansing; of second-growth hardwoods (results, including a yield
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table were published in "Second Growth Hardwood Forests in Michigan," Special Experiment Station Bulletin 123); and of a 74-acre woodlot managed on a periodic cutting
basis (results published in "Improvement of the Farm Woodlot," Special Experiment
Station Bulletin 122). The College had also constructed a volume table for sugar maple
and was preparing others for basswood, beech, white oak, and mixed hardwoods. In
1923, in cooperation with the State Highway Commission, it also began a special study
to develop methods of planting, pruning, and thinning roadside trees to minimize utility
line troubles. Also in 1923, the College began a study to determine the composition of
future forests on clearcut areas in the northern hardwoods type of northern Lower Michigan.
The University of Michigan in 1917 began a study of selective logging (removing
only the largest trees) in southern Michigan hardwoods. Three years earlier they had
begun to study the effects of thinning plantations at 5-year intervals. This included a
study of growth and yield in the plantations.
The Michigan Conservation Department, prior to 1919, had made a detailed silvical
study of a 200-acre virgin, even-aged, well-stocked red pine/white pine stand. In 1919
it began a silvical study of jack pine, including site classes, growth rates of pure and
mixed stands, optimum stocking, thrift at different ages, and control of damaging agents.
On the Michigan National Forest, Carlos Bates (then working out of the Regional
Office in Denver) established 96 subplots in a young red pine stand in an effort to
determine why red pine did not reproduce in spite of the presence of seed trees and fire
protection.
The Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1915-1916 studied the best systems of
management for farm woodlots in 38 counties; in 1917 it published Bulletin Number 3,
"A Working Plan for Forest Lands of Peninsula State Park," which discussed cutting
methods for the forests of that area. The Commission also made stem analyses of 60- to
150-year-old red pine trees and 100- to 130-year-old white pine trees, and measured
seedling height by ages for white pine.
The University of Minnesota in 1917 began collecting authentic specimens to determine the characteristics and exact ranges of native forest trees. W. S. Cooper of the
Botany Department studied the climax forest of Isle Royale (see Botantical Gazette 55:
1, 1913), and Bergman and Stallard studied the climax forests of Minnesota (published
in Minnesota Botanical Studies, Volume 4, Part 4, 1916). Periodic growth measurements
had been made in plantations of the St. Paul Water Works, in sample plots of several
species at Itasca State Park, and in sample plots established in 1913 in plantations at
Grand Rapids, Minnesota (see Journal of Forestry, 21: 8).
At the Cloquet Forest Experiment Station, environmental factors (evaporation, soil
temperatures, air temperatures, and precipitation) were measured and recorded from 1913
to 1916 in jack pine, white pine, and swamp stands and at a control station, and a site
classification based on soil moisture equivalent was developed (see SAF Proceedings 10
(3), 1915). The Station also studied natural reproduction on plots laid out in 1912 and
14- and 37-year-old stands and on one thinned plot established in Itasca State Park in
1922. Mapping and cruising were underway both at Cloquet and Itasca as a basis for
preparing working plans for those areas. A 2-acre plot established in 1912 in a 90-year-old
red pine stand was being remeasured every 5 years for rate of growth. Volume studies
were made in 1920 at Cloquet, Itasca State Park, and Cass Lake in which all trees on
half-acre plots were cut and cord volumes were determined by d.b.h. classes. The Cass
Lake cords also were tallied at the mill. In 1921 two similar plots were laid out at Ely.
In 1923 37 1-acre growth plots were established on the rock outcrop area of northeastern
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Minnesota. Also at Cloquet, board-foot volume tables had been constructed for white
pine, red pine, and jack pine (see Journal of Forestry, 20: 8).
The Minnesota Forest Service in 1923 established a plot in a mixed red pine/white
pine pole stand in which cuttings were made to release an understory of white pine
reproduction. In 1921 and 1923 the Service laid out three thinning plots in red pine and
one in aspen at Itasca State Park.
The USDA Forest Service prior to 1914 had studied the occurrence, life history,
growth, management, and economic value of red pine in the Lake States (see "Norway
Pine in the Lake States," USDA Bulletin 139). A similar study of jack pine was carried
out from 1911 to 1917 in Hubbard and Cass Counties, Minnesota, Roscommon and
Crawford Counties, Michigan, and Adams County, Wisconsin. It included specific data
on volume, growth, and yield (see "Jack Pine," USDA Bulletin 820, 1920). The Service
also conducted a thinning experiment in red pine on the Minnesota National Forest in 1923.

Economic Studies
Primarily in Michigan, several studies had been made of various economic conditions
and considerations affecting the practice of forestry.
The Michigan Department of Conservation in 1922 began a Land Economic Survey
of cutover lands in northern Michigan in cooperation with several State departments and
institutions. Beginning in 1923, the Department was given full responsibility for the
Survey. The object was to inventory the natural resources (soils, forest cover, water
resources, etc.) of the cutover counties by field survey and supplement this data with
information obtained from official records concerning land values, ownership, transfers,
and taxes, thus providing a basis for the sound development of the recreational resource,
water power projects, agriculture, and forestry.
At the Michigan Agricultural College the forestry faculty had studied the effects of
grazing in second-growth stands and the value of cutover lands for pasture. In 1912 it
made a woodlot survey in three typical townships in Ionia, Cass, and Oakland Counties
that included a study of the timber, industries, agriculture, and soils. From time to time,
also, the College gathered information on stumpage prices for the benefit of woodland
owners.
The University of Michigan made an economic survey of southern Michigan woodlots
in 1922. The result, based on 400 replies to 1,500 questionnaires sent to woodlot owners
plus some personal canvassing, were published as a thesis.
The Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1922 surveyed the important timber
counties of the State to determine the amount and location of standing timber by species
and townships. It issued a blueprint map designating townships in three categories: more
than 75 million board feet of timber, 25 to 75 million board feet, and 5 to 25 million
board feet. The Commission also issued a table showing the amount of standing timber
by species and county.
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Watershed Management Studies
At the instruction of the State Board of Forestry, the Wisconsin Conservation Commission in 1910 began a study to determine the relation of storage reservoirs on the
headwaters of the Wisconsin River to the flow of water at different points along the river.
It published a preliminary report, "Storage Reservoirs at the Headwaters of the Wisconsin
River and their Relation to Streamflow," that gave detailed information on precipitation,
evaporation, and runoff for several stations in northern Wisconsin. The report did not,
however, specifically refer to forest conditions adjacent to the reservoirs examined.

Utilization Studies
At the Michigan Agricultural College the Forestry faculty conducted or directed a
number of utilization studies, including: (1) the use of portable mills and the proper
handling and marketing of wood products by woodland owners; (2) the grades recovered
at the mill (in 1923) from logs of different sizes and costs of harvesting and milling these
logs; (3) the essential oil plants (their distribution, harvesting, and preparation for market)
occurring in the forests and woodlots of Michigan (begun in 1923); (4) maple syrup
production (begun in 1916, with results published annually in the Experiment Station
Quarterly); and (5) preservative treatment of fence posts (in 1910 and 1911).
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APPENDIX B1
LAKE STATES FOREST
EXPERIMENT STATION PERSONNEL
Name

Titles2

Years on Staff

Aamodt.EinarE.

Principal Agricultural Aid;
Assistant Technologist
Clerk-typist
Associate Entomologist
Assistant Biologist
Assistant Biologist to
Associate Biologist
Forest Economist
Junior Forester to Senior
Plant Pathologist
Statistical Clerk
Assistant Plant Pathologist to
Associate Plant Pathologist
Associate Plant Pathologist to
Principal Plant Pathologist
Forestry Aid
Clerk to Voucher Examiner
Associate Silviculturist to
Principal Silviculturist
Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Associate Research Mechanical
Engineer
General Supply Clerk to
Purchasing Agent

1938-1944

Aasve, AnnC.
Addy, Norton D.
Aldous, Clarence M. 3
Aldous,ShalerE.4
Amidon, George B.
Anderson, Gerald W.
Anderson Mary an J.
Anderson Neil A.
Anderson, Ralph L.***
Anding, Maurice W.'
Anfinsen, Joseph, S.
Arbogast, Carl, Jr.**
Arend, JohnL.**
Arola, Rodger A.
Aumer, George J.

1963
1964-1965
1930-1935
1937-1/15/47
1943-1944
1956-1966
1951
1956-1959
1953-1966
1964-1966
1954-1957
1946-1966
1949-1966
1965-1966
1960-1966

'Includes only regular personnel on "permanent" appointments. Many others, who
worked on part-time or seasonal basis or who were paid from emergency funds (CCC,
WPA, etc.) are not included because available records are incomplete. Information derived
from Lake States Forest Experiment Station Annual Reports for 1924-1952; Forest Service
Directories for 1953-1954 (none issued for 1955 or 1956); typescript tables for 9/1/52,
7/1/54, and 11/1/56; from LSFES Financial Budgets for FY 1957-FY 1966; and from
LSFES personnel record cards (SF-7).
2

Until 1949 "working" titles and payroll titles were the same. In 1949, as a result
of a revision of classification, new titles were assigned all personnel. Later, working
titles similar to those used before 1949 were restored. To avoid confusion, working titles
similar to those used before 1949 are used throughout this list for technical personnel.
For clerical and subprofessional employees, more general titles are used. For professional
workers the progression of grades (titles) went in order from Junior to Assistant, Associate,
"Full grade, " Senior, Principal, and Chief.
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(Personnel continued)
Name
Austin, H. Kent
Austin, John W.
Austin, OliverL., Jr.
Averell, James L.
Bachman, James M.
Baligrodski, Irene M.
Banks, Wayne G.
Barnes, Warren E.
Barse, Robert G., Jr.
Bates, Carlos G.***
Batzer, Harold 0.*
Bay, Roger R.**
Bean, James L.*
Beaufait, William R.
Beckwith, LeRoy C.
Bell, Harold C.
Bell, J.
Benson, David D.
Benzie, John W.
Bernd, Curtis K.
Bernsten, BerghildM.
Blyth, James E.
Blythe, Richard H., Jr.
Boelter, DonH.

Titles

Years on Staff

Assistant Forester
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Assistant Biologist
Junior Forester
Biological Laboratory
Technician
Clerk-typist
Senior Forester
Assistant Silviculturist
Forestry Aide to Forestry
Research Technician
Senior Silviculturist to
Principal Silviculturist
Assistant Entomologist to
Senior Entomologist
Assistant Hydrologist to
Senior Hydrologist
Entomologist to Senior
Entomologist
Associate Silviculturist
Assistant Entomologist to
Associate Entomologist
Forestry Aid
Assistant Forest Economist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Assistant Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Economist
Statistical Clerk
Assistant Forest Economist
Forest Economist
Associate Silviculturist
Assistant Soil Scientist to
Senior Soil Scientist

1964-1966
1964-1966
1930
1927-1929
1964-1965
1955-1966
1965-1966
1938-1940
1962-1966
1927-1949
(deceased 7/22/49)
1954-1966
1956-1966
1954-1962
1958-1959
1954-1957
1955-1963
1964
1963-1966
1956-1966
1958-1961
1955-1966
1961-1966
1936-1940
1959-1966
(Personnel continued)

1

Listed among Station personnel but paid by Bureau of Biological Survey, USD A.

4

Listed among Station personnel but paid by USDA Bureau of Biological Survey
until 1940, and then by USDI Fish and Wildlife Service (to which the Bureau of Biological
Survey was transferred).
5
Subprofessional employees were given a variety of titles, among them, Forestry
Aid, which is used here for most Such employees, except laboratory technicians, in the
interest of consistency.
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Name
Bohnenblust, Virginia
Boldt, Charles E.
Bosworth, Ruth A.
Boughner,W. S.
Braden, Dorothy J.
Brown, James K.
Brown, Norman L.
Brown, Randolph M.
Brown, William L.
Buchman, Roland G.
Buckman, Robert E.**
Buech.R.R.
Bunke,MarjorieC.
Burton, James D.
Butts, Emily V.
Cameron, Charles B.
Carlson, Robert B.
Carpenter, Eugene M.
Cecich.R. A.
Chaffee, Dwight L.
Chapman, Lewis E.
Chase, Clarence D.*
Cherry, A.
Choate,Grover A.
Chreptowicz, Josephine
Church, Thomas W., Jr.
Clapp, Charlotte L.
(see Devine)

Titles

Years on Staff

Clerk-typist to Secretary
1961-1966
Junior Forester to Assistant
1955-1958
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
1964-1966
1956-1957
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
1942-1944
Assistant Statistical Clerk
1961-1966
Assistant Forester to Forester
Forestry Aid
1952
1925-1926
Assistant Silviculturist
Assistant Hydrologist
1965-1966
Associate Statistician to
1959-1966
Senior Statistician
1955-1964
Junior Forester to Principal
Silviculturist
Assistant Forester
1964-1966
Clerk-typist to Voucher
1961-1962
Examiner
Assistant Forester
1954-1956
Clerk-typist
1956-1959
Clerk-typist to Personnel
1957-1959;
Clerk
1960-1964
Entomologist
1965-1966
Assistant Forest Economist to
1962-1966
Forest Economist
Laboratory Technician
1965-1966
Junior Forester to Assistant
1964-1966
Forester
Junior Clerk-stenographer
1939
Associate Forest Economist to
1945-1966
Principal Forest Economist
Biological Laboratory Technician
1965-1966
Forester
1946-1947
Clerk-stenographer to Secretary
1952-1966
Silviculturist to Senior
1958-1964
Silviculturist
Purchasing Assistant to General
1952-1954
Supply Clerk
(Personnel continued)

* Project Leader.
** Research Center Leader or Senior Project Leader.
*** Division Chief, or beginning in 1965, Assistant Director.
**** Director.
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Name

Titles

Years on Staff

Clausen, KnudE.

Plant Geneticist to Senior
Plant Geneticist
Clegg, Albert G.
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Clutts, Jerry L.
Junior Forester
Compton,LakeF.
Associate Statistician
Condit, Gordon R.
Assistant Silviculturist
Conley, William T.
Forestry Aid
Conover, David F.
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Cooley, JohnH.
Assistant Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Cooley, JohnR.
Assistant Forest Economist to
Associate Forest Economist
Cowan, Donald R.
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Economist
Creighton, John W.
Agent
Crosby, John S.
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Forester
Cross, Robert L.
Assistant Silviculturist
Cunningham, Russell***
Forest Economist to Principal
Forest Economist
Curtis, Willie R.
Associate Hydrologist to
Hydrologist
Dahlberg, Eunice L.
Clerk-stenographer
Dalby, Ruth
Clerk-stenographer
Davidson, Walter H.
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk
Davis, David T.
Senior Social Scientist to
Davis, Hugh C *
Principal Social Scientist
Dawson, David H.
Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Forest
DeB aid, PaulS.
Economist
Demmon,ElwoodL.****
Director
Devine, Charlotte L.
Clerk-stenographer to Purchasing
(see Clapp)
Assistant
Dickerman.MurlynB.**** Assistant Forester to
Associate Forest
Economist/Director
Dickson, David E.
Junior Forester

1961-1966
1958-1966
1963
1955-1956
1946-1947
1962-1966
1952-1959
1956-1966
1957-1960
1954-1958
1947-1949
1946-1950
1957-1958
1930-1957
1959-1966
1954
1950-1952
1965-1966
1961-1966
1962-1966
1962-1966
1959-1966
1945-1950
1936-1951
1941-1944;
1951-1964
1954-1956

(Personnel continued)
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Name
Diemer,Jack A.
Dieterich, JohnH.*
Dirkes, Joanne M.
Dorholt, Sharon L.
Dortignac, Edward J.
Doyle J.D.
Drooz, Arnold T.
Dudick, Victoria I.
Duerr, William A.
Dumer, Rodney B.
Emilson,SoniaA.
Engle,LaMontG.
English, Archie V.
Erickson, JohnR.**

Erickson, Verdell G.
Essex, Burton L.
Ewan, Herbert G.*
Eyre, Francis H. 8 ***
Fagle, James R.
Farrington, Robert A.
Findell, Virgil E.
Fish, Sharon L.
Fiss, Margaret G.
(see Hartley)
Floto,LorenR.
Fobes, Eugene W.
Forsell, Eunice I.
Foster, B.
Francisco, Caroline A.
(see Peterson)

Titles

Years on Staff

Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Economist
Silviculturistto Senior
Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester
Laboratory Technician
Associate Forest Entomologist
Statistical Clerk
Assistant Forest Economist
Clerk to Stock Control Clerk
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Clerk
Research Mechanical Engineer
to Senior Research Mechanical
Engineer
Assistant Forester to Forest
Economist
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Forest Economist
Junior Entomologist to Senior
Entomologist
Silviculturist to Senior
Silviculturist
Associate Writer-Editor to
Writer-Editor
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Economist
Assistant Forest Economist to
Associate Forest Economist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Stenographer

1931-1941
(deceased 11/7/41)
1961-1964

Assistant Silviculturist
Senior Forest Products
Technologist
Clerk-stenographer
Forest Economist
Clerk-stenographer

1965-1966
1965-1966

1958-1960
1955-1958
1938-1940
1965-1966
1954-1957
1938
1938-1939
1959-1966
1957-1966
1946-1951
1949-1951
1962-1966

1956-1964
1955-1966
1955-1963
(deceased 9/6/63)
1931-1952
1962-1966
1938-1942
1954-1959
1957
1940

1955-1957
1964
1964-1966

(Personnel continued)
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Name

Titles

Frank, Bernard
Frederickson, Franklyn
French, David W.
Fromm, Phyllis M.
Gall, Kathleen C.
Ganser, David A.

Assistant Forest Economist
Junior Forester
Agent
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Statistical Clerk
Junior Forester to Associate
Forest Economist
Principal Civil Engineer
Junior Stenographer
File Clerk
Assistant Biologist (FWS)
Forestry Aid
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Senior
Mathematical Statistician
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-typist to Payroll
Clerk
Clerk-stenographer

Gardner, RulonB.**
Garvey, Patricia M.
Geiger, Marion A.
Gensch, Robert H.4
Genys, John
Gerdesmaier, M. D.
Gevorkiantz, Suren R.8 *
Gibney, AdeleM.
Giesen, Madeline J.
Gill, Cheryl F.
(see Hanna)
Ginnaty, Thomas P., Jr.
Ginzl, Joseph J.
Godbout, HelenS.
Godman, Richard M.
Gold,Renee
Goldie,MelvinS.
Golz, Geraldine M.
Gove, Herbert J.
Graham, Samuel A. 6
Granson, JohnE.
Green, A. K.
Grindberg, John M.
Groff, Richard W.
Grossman, H. J. A.

Junior Forester to Associate
Forest Economist
Forestry Aid
Clerk-stenographer to Secretary
Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Economist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk to General Supply Clerk
Consulting Entomologist
Assistant Economist to
Associate Forest Economist
Assistant Forester
Procurement Clerk
Junior Forester to Associate
Forest Economist
Assistant Silviculturist

Years on Staff
1932-1933
1938
1946
1963-1964
1932-1933
1958-1961
1961-1964
1942
1942-1944
1946-1947
1956-1957
1964-1966
1928-1958
(deceased 5/8/58)
1946-1951
1961-1966
1965-1966
1959-1966
1965-1966
1953-1966
1953-1966
1960-1962
1961-1962
1961-1965
1955-1960
1924-1928
1942-1944
1964-1966
1957-1959
1961-1966
1923
(Personnel continued)

6

Listed among Station personnel but paid by USDA Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine while at Station.
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(Personnel continued)
Name
Guilkey,PaulG.
Gutz,NadeanH.
Haack.PaulM., Jr.
Haglund, Juliana M.
Haissig, Bruce E.
Hanna, Cheryl F.
(see Gill)
Hard, John S.
Hartley, Margaret
(seeFiss)
Hartong, Allan L.
Hartwick, Robert A.
Hawkinson, Clarence F.
Heathman, Majorie J.
Heikkenen, Herman J.
Heinselman, Miron L.
Hendricks, Lewis T.
Hess, Junior A.
Hiatt,CarlL.
Hill, Robert B.
Holcomb,CarlJ.7
Holmberg, LeRoy A.
Holwager, JohnO.
Horn, Arthur G.*
Houska, Elizabeth K.4
Huey.BenM. 7
Humphrey, Mary Joan
(seeWachtl)
Hunt, DuaneR.
Hutt, David M.

Titles

Years on Staff

Junior Forester to
Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Clerk-stenographer

1947-1957

Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer

1962-1966

Associate Entomologist to
Entomologist
Junior stenographer

1962-1964

Associate Forester
Assistant Forester
Forestry Aid to Forestry
Research Technician
Clerk-typist
Assistant Entomologist to
Associate Entomologist
Junior Forester to Senior
Silviculturist
Associate Forest Products
Technologist
Junior Forester
Statistical Clerk
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Assistant Forest Economist
Junior Forester
Junior Forester
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Forest Economist
Clerk-stenographer (F WS)
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer

1954-1957
1950-1951
1957-1966

Clerk
Biological Laboratory
Technician

1959-1961
1953-1954
1958-1960

1964-1965

1938-1939

I960--1966
1958-1960
1948-1966
1964-1966
1946-1947
1938
1959-1966
1938-1943
1929-1930
1963
1942-1966
1946-1947
1942-1943
1957-1962
1964-1966
1960-1963
(Personnel continued)

7

On military leave from 1943 to 1945.
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Name
Ingleston,D. P.
Isaacson, Wilbur R.
Iverson, Josephine H.
Jacobs, Rodney D.
Jay, James W.
Jennings, Daniel T.
Jensen, Janice
(see Lyson)
Johnson, Janice M.
Johnson, Kathleen K.
Johnson, Maurice E.
Johnson, Richard C.
Johnson, Von J.*
Johnston, William F.
Jordan, Thomas E., Jr.
Jozwiak, J. J.
Keller, Dorothy A.
Kellis, James J.
Kemp, Arne***
Kennedy, Patrick C.
Kessler, Kenneth J.
King, David A.
King,DavidB.****
King, James P.
Kittredge, Joseph, Jr. *
Kjelshus, Lucille E.
Kluender, William A.

Knapp, MaryE.
Knutson, Robert G.
Krefting,LauritsW.***4

Titles

Years on Staff

Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Associate Entomologist
Clerk-typist

1964-1966
1938
1964-1966
1958-1966

Clerk-typist
Clerk-stenographer
Fiscal Assistant to Voucher
Examining Supervisor
Agent
Principal Forester
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Associate
Forester
Forestry Aid
Clerk-stenographer; Secretary
Clerk
Principal Forest Products
Technologist
Associate Entomologist

1959-1962
1960-1962
1960-1966

Plant Pathologist to Senior
Plant Pathologist
Associate Forester to Forest
Economist
Director
Assistant Silviculturist to
Plant Geneticist
Silviculturist to Senior
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist to Forest
Economist
Clerk-typist to Editorial Clerk
Junior Forester to Associate
Forest Economist
Assistant Biologist to
Biologist

1938
1965-1966
1958

1943-1946
1965-1966
1961-1966
1962-1966
1962-1966
1936-1950
1949-1950
1963-1966
1965-1966
1960-1966
1961-1966
1965-1966
1961-1966
1923-1931
1962-1963
1938;
1942-1945
1962-1966
1957-1966
1945-1966
(Personnel continued)
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Name
LaMois,LoydM.*
Lander, Helen L.
Lane, Paul H. *
Larson, Dorothy B.
Larson, Helen L.
Larson, Philip R. *
Lawson, Edward L. *
Layman, Lois J.
Lease, Robert E.
LeBarron, Russell
Lewison, Lola A.
Limstrom, Gustaf A.
Lindell, G. R.
Lindholm, Vernon V.
Linval, G. R.
Lohrey, Richard E.
Longtin, Glen R.
Longwood, Franklin R.
Lord, William B.
Lucas, Robert C. *
Luedtke, Harold P.
Lundgren, Allen L.*
Lussenden, Dorothy G.
Lyson, Janice

Titles

Years on Staff

Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Forest Products Technologist
Statistical Clerk
Clerk-stenographer
Associate Silviculturist to
Principal Plant Physiologist
Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior ForesterK
Associate Forest Economist
Junior Forester
Laboratory Technician
Assistant Silviculturist
Junior Forster to Assistant
Forester
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Associate
Forester
Associate Social Scientist to
Principal Social Scientist
Clerk-typist to Administrative
Assistant
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Forest Economist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist

1955-1959
1961-1966
1954-1960
1938
1951-1952
1956-1966
1938
1959-1961
1957-1960
1931-1945
1963-1964
1938
1964-1966
1955-1956
1965-1966
1957-1963
1964-1966
1949-1954
1954-1957
1961-1966
1959-1966
1956-1966
1964-1966
1958-1960

( c o p T p n c p n li
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Mac Aloney Harvey J. * * *
Macon, John W.
Manning, Donald P.
Marden, Richard M.*

Principal Entomologist
Assistant Silviculturist
Junior Agricultural Aid
Associate Forest Products
Technologist to Senior
Forest Products Technologist

1954-1961
1938-1941
1941
1955-1966

Markstrom, Donald C.

Assistant Forest Products
Technologist

1961-1963
(Personnel continued)
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Name
Martin, Dorothy E.
Matson, Gloria D.
Mattson, Gilbert A.
Mattson, Milton M.
Mayne, Howard W.
McCandless, Philip
McCann, Evelyn A.
McCulley, Robert D.***
McElrone, Joseph G.
McNasser, Karl W.***
Mermuys.F. E.
Meuli,LloydJ.
Meyer, Viola J.
Miksche, Jerome P.
Miller, Rosemary
Miller, S.S.
Miller, William E.*
Mitchell, J. A.*
Moore, Francis I.
Morgan, James T.***
Moser, Harold C *
Mowat, Edwin L.
Neetzel, JohnR.*
Neff, Lawrence P.**
Negrinelli, Donna M.
Nelson, Alfred L.
Nelson, Karen M.
Neu, Robert G.
Neumann, Philip F.
Nickless, Harry R.
Nienstaedt, Hans**
Niznick, Margaret A.
Noble, Jean W.
Norton, Mary A.

Titles
Senior Statistical Clerk
Clerk-typist
Forestry Aid
Statistical Clerk
Forest Economist
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer;
Secretary (FWS)
Principal Silviculturist
Clerk
Principal Forester
Forestry Aid
Junior Forester to Assistant
Plant Physiologist
Clerk-typist
Senior Botanist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-stenographer
Associate Entomologist to
Principal Entomologist
Silviculturist
Assistant Forest Economist
Forest Economist to Principal
Forest Economist
Junior Forester to Forest
Economist
Junior Forester

Years on Staff
1936-1940
1949-1951
1961-1966
1938
1946-1949
1929-1930
1948

Junior Forester to Senior
Forest Products Technologist
Senior Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer to Secretary
Assistant Statistical Clerk
Junior Forester
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Plant Geneticist to Principal
Plant Geneticist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-stenographer to Secretary
Senior Clerk to Administrative
Assistant

1930-1966

1953-1963
1954-1956
1964-1966
1964-1966
1935-1938
1951
1965-1966
1946-1947
1962
1956-1966
1923-1954
1942
1954-1966
1931-1941
1927-1931

1946-1951
1956-1959
1958-1960
1955-1960
1938-1940
1958-1959
1962-1964
1955-1966
1965-1966
1963-1966
1923-1944
(Personnel continued)
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Name
Oberg,R.R.
Ohman, John H.*
Ojanen, Ellen M.
Oldham, Edna D.
Olsen, Lucille P.

Olson, Carl M.
Ostrom, Arnold J.
Page,JoanC.
Paquin, Evelyn C.
Parmeter, John R.*
Peabody, JohnC.
Peck, Evelyn J.
Peters, Richard A.
Peterson, Caroline A.
(see Francisco)
Peterson, Linda J.
Peyla, George
Phelps, William R.
Phillips, J.
Phipps, Howard M.
Prince, Sophie M.
Quinney, DeanN.**
Ralson, Robert A.**
Rasmussen, Madonna M.
Rardin,D.L.
Reimringer, Alice E.
Reis, IrmaG.
Richman.Hugo W,
Ringwood, James B.
Roch, Jerry

Titles
Forestry Aid
Plant Pathologist to Principal
Plant Pathologist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-typist to Secretary
Assistant Analytical Statistician
to Associate Analytical
Statistician; Associate
Editor to Senior Editor
Principal Engineering Draftsman
Assistant Forest Economist to
Associate Forest Economist
Clerk-typist
Junior Statistical Clerk
Associate Plant Pathologist to
Senior Plant Pathologist
Clerk
Junior Clerk
Forestry Aid to Forest
Research Technician
Clerk-stenographer
Biological Laboratory Technician
Clerk
Senior Plant Pathologist
Silviculturist?
Junior Forester to
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer (FWS)
Junior Forester to Principal
Forest Economist
Junior Forester to Senior
Silverculturist
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester
Junior Stenographer to
Secretary
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester
Assistant Hydrologist
Administrative Assistant to
Administrative Officer

Years on Staff
1958-1966
1961-1966
1952-1954
1947;
1958-1966
1946-1966

1938-1939
1962-1966
1952
1942-1947
1955-1957
1952
1925-1930
1959-1963
1958-1963
1964-1966
1962-1963
1962-1966
1964
1959-1966
1949
1952-1966
1949-1959
1964-1966
1962
1938-1944;
1955-1966
1962-1966
1938-1939
1939
1945-1966

(Personnel continued)
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Name

Titles

Years on Staff

Roe, Eugenel.*

Junior Forester to Senior
Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester to Principal
Silviculturist
Associate Plant Geneticist to
Principal Plant Geneticist
Assistant Agricultural Aid to
Forestry Research Technician
Assistant Forester
Forestry Aid
Assistant Forest Economist to
Associate Forest Economist
Clerk to Personnel Officer
Clerk-typist
Senior Hydrologist to Principal
Hydrologist
Clerk to Financial Manager
Junior Forester to Senior
Forest Economist
Personnel Clerk
Assistant Entomologist to
Entomologist
Junior Forester to Silviculturist
Associate Statistician
Junior Clerk-stenographer to
Fiscal Accounting and
Auditing Clerk
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Mathematical Statistician
Associate Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Junior Forester to Associate
Forest Pathologist
Associate Silviculturist to
Principal Silviculturist
Forestry Aid
Clerk-typist
Assistant Forester
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist

1929-1966

Roney, PatriciaH.
Rosner, Josephine C.
Rudolf, Paul O. 8 *
Rudolph, Thomas D. *
Salminen, Wilho A.
Samson, Nelson T.
Sando, Rodney W.
Sands, Waldo M.
Sanocki, Duane R.
Santman, Donna M.
Sartz, RichardS.**
Saums Max G.
Schallau, Con H. *
Scharr, Dorothy L.
Schmiege, Donald C.
Scholz, Harold F. *
Schweitzer, Dennis L.
Seaman, Mary H.

Seeley, Harvey M.
Shiue, Mei-Hsi Lin
Shirley, Hardy L.*
Simonds,ChaunceyH.
Skilling,DarrollD.
Slabaugh.PaulE.**
Smith, Hartley F.
Smith, M. L.
Smith, Richard N.
Sorenson, Ronald L.

1952
1961-1963
1930-1966
1959-1966
1943-1966
1947-1948
1962-1963
1942-1946
1962-1966
1959-1960
1958-1966
1956-1966
1954-1955;
1957-1964
1959-1966
1957-1962
1928-1965
1963-1966
1930-1956

1946-1949
1965-1966
1929-1938
1938
1954-1966
1954-1966
1958-1964
1962-1964
1952-1954
1964-1966
(Personnel continued)
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Name
South, LeeS.

8

Sowder, James E.***
Sprenger, Gerald E.
Stansel, Benjamin C.
Stay ton, Charles L.

Steams, Forest W.*
Stiles, Hazel L.
Stoeckeler, Joseph H. 7 **
Stoltz, Edward R.
Stone, Robert N.
Striffler, William D.*
Strothmann, Rudolph O.
Stull, Carol J.
Sundquist,CarlE.
Sutherland, Charles
Swenson, Edmondl.
Szybniski.EulalieC.
Talerico, Robert L.
Tepper, DoreenK.
Thames, John L.
Thompson, AilieG.
Thornton, Phillip E.
Timson, Floyd G.
Tobiaski, Robert A.

Titles

Years on Staff

Forestry Aid to Forest Research
Technician
Principal Forester
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Products Technologist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist to Associate
Forest Products Technologist
Senior Ecologist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to
Principal Soil Scientist
Clerk-stenographer to
Administrative Assistant
Assistant Forest Economist to
Principal Forest Economist
Assistant Hydrologist to
Hydrologist
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk
Assistant Forester to Associate
Forest Economist
Forestry Aid to Junior
Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Entomologist to
Associate Entomologist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Silviculturist
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forester

1942-1966
1959-1963
1955-1956
1963-1966
1964-1966

1961-1966
1930-1933
1931-1966
1946-1966
1957-1966
1957-1963
1953-1964
1962-1964
1946-1948
1956-1958
1954-1955
1962-1963
1958-1961
1964-1966
1953-1955
1953-1955
1954-1956
1961-1965
1953-1954
(Personnel continued)

"Received U.S. Department of Agriculture Superior Service Awards in 1951 (Eyre);
1953 (Gevorkiantz); 1963 (Dickerman); and 1965 (Rudolf and South). Zehngraff received
a Superior Accomplishment Pay Increase Award in 1948.
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Name
Tolsted, David N.
Toole, ArlieW.**
Troop, Margaret H.
Tubbs,CarlH.
Urie,DeanH.*
Van Arsdel, Eugene R*
Vancos, Dorothy B.
VanderSys, JacobT.
Venners, Howard
Viergutz, Delores B.
Vogel, Frederick H.
Voigt, Cecilia L.
Waalen, Jewel A.
Wachtl, Mary Joan
(see Humphrey)
Wackerman, A. E.
Wall, Mel vinL.
Wambach, Robert F. *
Ward, James C.

Warner, John R.*
Watt, Richard F*

Weber, Ray

Webster, Carole R.
Weimer, Marie T.

Titles
Forestry Aid
Principal Forest Products
Technologist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Hydrologist to Senior
Hydrologist

Years on Staff

Plant Pathologist to Principal
Plant Pathologist
Clerk-typist; Secretary
Agricultural Aid
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Agent
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-typist
Clerk-stenographer

1956-1966

Forest Assistant to Junior
Forester
Agent
Assistant Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist to Forest
Products Technologist
Assistant Forest Economist to
Forest Economist
Associate Silviculturist to
Principal Research Plant
Physiologist
Associate Forest Research
Technician to Forest Research
Technician
Clerk-typist
Clerk-stenographer

1962-1966
1954-1962
1929-1932
1957-1966
1958-1966

1962-1966
1951
1956
1959-1960
1941-1942
1954-1966
1961-1966
1955-1957
1923-1927
1940-1943
1959-1966
1956-1966

1953-1959
1954-1966

1961-1966

1960-1961
1964-1966

(Personnel continued)
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Name
Weitzman, Sidney***
Wells,Theresa M.
Westell, Casey E., Jr.
Westing, Arthur H.
Westrom.LorenL.
White, Charles H.
White, Henry G.7
Wilcox, Ella N.
Willems, Marie A.
Wilson, Louis F.
Wooden, Margaret A.
Woodworth, Helen A.
Woolery, Ronald J.
Wright, M. Evelyn
Yendol, William G.
Youngck, Sterling D.

Zasada, Zigmond A.***
Zehngraff, Paul J.8
Zeleny, Lawrence
Zettel, Gertrude L.
Zillgitt, Walter M.**
Zimmerman, Janice M.
Zon, Raphael****

Titles

Years on Staff

Principal Forester
Draftsman
Assistant Ecologist
Junior Forester
Mail Clerk
Agent
Assistant Forest Economist
Junior Stenographer; Secretary
Clerk-typist
Associate Entomologist to Senior
Entomologist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-stenographer; Secretary;
File clerk
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Entomologist to Senior
Entomologist
Clerk to Fiscal Accounting
Clerk
Forest Economist to
Principal Silviculturist
Junior Forester to
Silviculturist
Agent
Statistical Clerk
Assistant Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Director
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1956-1966
1938
1954-1955
1954-1958
1963-1966
1940-1941
1936-1947
1936-1940
1952-1966
1959-1966
1957
1935-1961
1939-1940
1948-1952
1963-1964
1957-1960
(deceased
5/20/60)
1945-1961;
1963-1966
1938-1948
1930
1952
1942-1951
1963-1966
1923-1944

APPENDIX B2
LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION
FIELD CENTER PERSONNEL
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Cooperative Forest Recreation Research Unit
Name
Davis, Hugh C *

Titles
Senior Social Scientist to
Principal Social Scientist

Years
Assigned
1962-1966

1961 Line Project
1902—Cooperative forest recreation research unit with the University of Michigan.

Bottineau, North Dakota
Northern Plains Forest Research Center, 1956-1961;
Shelterbelt Laboratory, 1961-1966
Name
Clegg, Albert G.
Conley, William T.
Davidson, Walter H.
Dawson, David H.
Floto,LorenR.
Jensen (Lyson), Janice'
Kennedy, Patrick C.
Kjelshus, Lucille E.
Lease, Robert E.
Lussenden, Dorothy G.
Phillips, J.
Phipps, Howard M.
Santman, Donna M.
Slabaugh,PaulE.**
Waalen, Jewel A.
Webster, Carole R.
1

Titles
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Forestry Aid
Associate Silviculturist
Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Associate Entomologist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester
Clerk-typist
Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Silviculturist to Principal
Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Clerk-typist

Married surname.
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Years
Assigned
1958-1966
1962-1966
1965-1966
1962-1966
1965-1966
1958-1960
1965-1966
1962-1963
1957
1964-1966
1964
1959-1963
1959-1960
1956-1966
1961-1962
1960-1961

1961 Line Project
1201—Shelterbelt establishment and management, including tree improvement aspects.

Duluth, Minnesota
Improvement of Marketing Practices and Market
Development in the Northern Lake States:
(after 1964 also included Utilization)
Years
Assigned

Name

Titles

Aasve, AnnC.
Blyth, James E.

Clerk-typist
Associate Forest Economist to
Forest Economist
Assistant Forest Economist to
Forest Economist
Clerk
Senior Forest Products
Technologist
Clerk-stenographer
Associate Forest Economist
Forest Products Technologist
Clerk-typist
Associate Forest Economist
Laboratory Technician
Senior Forest Products
Technologist
Senior Forest Economist to
Principal Forest Economist
Associate Forest Products
Technologist
Clerk-stenographer

Carpenter, Eugene M.
Davis, David T.
Fobes, Eugene W.
Golz.GeraldineM.
Groff, Richard W.
Hendricks, LewisT.
Iverson, Josephine H.
Lindell,G.R.
Linval.G. R.
Marden, Richard M. *
Quinney, Dean N. * *
Stayton, Charles L.
Szybniski, Eulalie C.

1963
1962-1966
1962-1966
1965-1966
1965-1966
1964-1965
1965-1966
1964-1966
1965-1966
1964-1966
1965-1966
1965-1966
1962-1966
1965-1966
1962-1963

1961 Line Project
4301-Improvement of forest products marketing practices and market development in
the northern Lake States.
1965 Line Projects Added
3601— Timber characteristics and processing.
3603—Improved utilization of Lake States timber.
* Project Leader.
** Research Center Leader or Senior Project Leader.
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East Lansing, Michigan2
Lower Peninsula Forest Research Center, 1949-1961;
Lower Michigan Field Laboratory, 1961-1965
Name

Titles

Years
Assigned

Anding, Maurice W.

Forestry Aid

1964-1966

Arend, JohnL.**

Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Assistant Hydrologist
Senior Silviculturist
Associate Forest Entomologist
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Silviculturist
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Assistant Entomologist to
Associate Entomologist
Clerk
Assistant Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Associate Entomologist to
Principal Entomologist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Associate Forest Economist

1949-1966

Assistant Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Assistant Forest Economist
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Forester
Assistant Hydrologist to
Hydrologist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Entomologist to
Associate Entomologist

1951-1955

Bosworth.RuthA. 2
Boughner,W.S.
Brown, William L. 2
Cooley, JohnH. 2
Drooz, Arnold T.
Emilson, Sonia A.
Engle,LaMontG.
Godman, Richard M. 2
Guilkey,PaulC.
Heikkenen, Herman J.
Kellis, James J.
Lohrey, Richard E. 2
Meyer, Viola I.
Miller, William E.
Phipps, Howard M.2
Quinney,DeanN.
Ralston, Robert A.
Schallau,ConH.*
Slabaugh,PaulE.
Seaman, Mary H.
Smith, Richard N.
Striffler, William D. 2 *
Stull.CarolJ. 2
Talerico, Robert L.
2

1964-1966
1956-1957
1965-1966
1965-1966
1956-1957
1958-1966
1949-1952
1958-1963
1954-1957
1958-1960
1949-1950
1960-1963
1951
1956-1964
1964-1966
1959

1957-1960
1954-1956
1951-1955
1952-1953
1957-1963
1962-1964
1958-1961

A full-time satellite Field office was operated at Cadillac, Michigan, from 1961 to
1963, and some workers were stationed at Cadillac after that. People working out of
Cadillac are designated by the footnote.
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Name
Urie.DeanH.2*
Wambach, Robert F.2
Westing, Arthur H.
Wilson, Louis F.
Wooden, Margaret A.

Titles
Assistant Hydrologistto
Senior Hydrologist
Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Forest Entomologist to Senior
Forest Entomologist
Clerk-stenographer

Years
Assigned
1958-1966
1963-1964
1954
1962-1966
1957

1961 Line Projects at Cadillac
1105-Planting and plantation management of Lake States conifers, including Christmas
tree culture.
1603-Effects of various forest types and stand treatments on groundwater recharge and
streambank erosion.
1961 Line Projects at East Lansing
1104-Silviculture of mixed hardwood forest types with emphasis on rehabilitation of
small woodlands.
2203-Insects affecting coniferous plantations in the Lake States.

Grand Rapids, Minnesota
Headwaters Forest Research Center, 1946-1961;
Northern Conifers Laboratory, 1961-1966
Name

Titles

Barse, Robert G., Jr.
Batzer, Harold 0.*

Laboratory Technician
Assistant Entomologist to
Forest Entomologist
Assistant Hydrologist to Senior
Hydrologist
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Assistant Soil Scientist to
Senior Soil Scientist
Junior Forester to Principal
Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Clerk-typist
Clerk
Forestry Aid to Forestry
Research Technician
Junior Forester to Senior
Silviculturist

Bay, Roger R.**
Benzie, John W.
Boelter, DonH.
Buckman, Robert E.**
Conover, David F.
Dirkes, Joanne M.
English, Archie J.
Hawkinson, Clarence F.
Heinselman, Miron L.
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Years
Assigned
1962-1966
1956-1964
1956-1966
1962-1966
1959-1966
1955-1964
1952-1954
1958-1960
1949-1952
1957-1966
1951-1966

Name
Hess, Junior A.
Johnston, William F.
Lease, Robert E.
Lindholm, Vernon V.
Lundgren, Allen L.*
Neff, Lawrence P. **
Ostrom, Arnold J.
Peabody, JohnC.
Ralston, Robert A.
Roe, Eugene I.
Sando, Rodney W.
Schallau.ConH.
Sorenson, Ronald W.
South, Lee S.
Strothmann, Rudolph O.
Sundquist.CarlE.
Venners, Howard
Voigt, Cecelia L.
Wambach, Robert F. *
Westell, Casey E., Jr.
Zasada, Zigmond A.**
Zehngraff, Paul J.

Titles
Junior Forester
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Junior Forester
Assistant Forest Economist to
Senior Forest Economist
Senior Silviculturist
Forestry Aid
Clerk
Junior Forester
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Forestry Aid
Junior Forester
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Forestry Aid to Forestry
Research Technician
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Ecologist
Forester to Principal
Silviculturist
Silviculturist

Years
Assigned
1946-1947
1961-1966
1958-1959
1955-1956
1956-1966
1946-1951
1962
1952
1949-1951
1946-1962
1962-1963
1954-1955
1964-1966
1946-1966
1956-1964
1946-1948
1956
1954-1966
1959-1963;
1965-1966
1954-1955
1946-1951;
1953-1961
1946-1948

1961 Line Projects
1103-Silviculture of northern conifers and aspen.
1602-Effect of watershed management in wetland forest areas on timing, quantity, and
quality of water yield.

2202-Biology, ecology, and control of insect defoliators affecting forest trees in the Lake
States.
4201—Economics of timber growing in northern hardwood and conifer types.
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Houghton, Michigan
Forest Engineering Laboratory
Name
Arola, Rodger A.
Erickson, JohnR.**
Gardner, Rulon B. * *
Miller, S.S.
Noble, Jean W.

Titles
Associate Research Mechancial
Engineer
Mechanical Engineer to Senior
Research Mechanical Engineer
Principal Civil Engineer
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-stenographer to Secetary

Years
Assigned
1965-1966
1962-1966
1961-1964
1962
1963-1966

1963 Line Project
3701— Design and development of engineerng and mechanization for economically converting deteriorated northern hardwood forest stands to improved species growth conditions and multiple use and industrial forestry operations.

La Crosse, Wisconsin
La Crosse Forest Research Center, 1958-1961;
Forest Watershed Laboratory, 1961-1966
Name

Titles

Curtis, Willie R.

Associate Hydrologist to
Hydrologist
Clerk-typist
Senior Hydrologist to Principal
Hydrologist
Forestry Aid

Johnson, Janice M.
Sartz, RichardS.**
Tolsted, David N.

Years
Assigned
1959-1966
1959-1966
1958-1966
1962-1966

1961 Line Project
1601-Reduction of storm runoff and sedimentation from nonglaciated land areas.

Marquette, Michigan3
Upper Peninsula Forest Research Center, 1946-1961
Northern Hardwoods Laboratory, 1961-1965
Name

Titles

Arbogast, Carl, Jr.**

Silviculturist to Principal
Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
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Benzie, John W.
Boldt, Charles E.

Years
Assigned
1952-1966
1956-1961
1955-1958

Years
Assigned

Name

Titles

Church, Thomas

Silviculturist to Senior
Silviculturist
Associate Silviculturist to
Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-typist
Junior Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Plant Pathologist to Senior
Plant Pathologist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Clerk-typist
Forestry Aid
Clerk-stenographer
Forestry Aid
Plant Pathologist to Principal
Plant Pathologist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Agricultural Aid;
Timber Management Assistant,
Forestry Research Technician
Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Associate Silviculturist to
Senior Silviculturist
Silviculturist
Silviculturist

Cooley, JohnH.
Cross, Robert L.
Engle, LaMont G.
Fromm, Phyllis M.3
Godman, Richard M.
Golz,GeraldineM. 3
Heathman,MarjorieJ.
Jacobs, Rodney D.
Kessler, Kenneth J.
Longwood, Franklin R.
Matson, Gloria D.
Mattson, Gilbert A. 3
Negrinelli, Donna M.
Oberg.R.R.
Ohman, JohnH.*
Ojanen, Ellen M.
Salminen,Wilho A.
Scholz, Harold F. 3
Thornton, Phillip E.
Tubbs,CarlH.
Zasada, Zigmond A.**
Zillgitt, Walter M.**

1958-1961;
1962-19643
1961-1964
1957-1958
1946-1951
1964
1953-1957
1964-1965
1960-1966
1958-1966
1963-1966
1949-1954
1949-1951
1964
1956-1959
1958-1966
1963-1966
1952-1954
1946-1966

1964-1965
1954-1956
1960-1966
1951-1952
1946-1951

1961 Line Projects
1102—Silviculture of northern hardwoods.
2303—Diseases of northern hardwoods.
3

Workers stationed at Wausau. In July, 1961, the Marquette office became responsible for northern hardwoods research conducted out of Wausau, Wisconsin, as well as
that at Marquette, Michigan. The Wausau office was closed in June 1965; H. F. Scholz
remained there until May of 1966 to wind up forest management work.
4
Prior to 1949 this field laboratory was called "The Upper Peninsula Experimental
Forest. " In 1949 it was officially called a "Research Center. "
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Rhinelander, Wisconsin
Northern Institute of Forest Genetics, 1957-1966s
Years
Assigned

Name

Titles

Bachman, James M. 6
Cecich.R. A.
Clausen, KnudE.

Biological Laboratory Technician
Laboratory Technician
Plant Geneticist to Senior
Plant Geneticist
Laboratory Technician
Forestry Aid
Forestry Aid
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Silviculturist
Biological Laboratory Technician
Forestry Aid
Plant Pathologist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Plant Geneticist
Associate Silviculturist to
Principal Plant Physiologist
Clerk-typist to Administrative
Assistant
Forestry Aid
Forestry Aid
Senior Botanist
Plant Geneticist to Principal
Plant Geneticist
Forestry Aid to Forestry
Research Technician
Senior Plant Pathologist
Clerk-typist
Associate Plant Geneticist to
Principal Plant Geneticist
Forestry Aid
Senior Ecologist
Clerk-stenographer; Secretary
Associate Forest Research
Technician to Forest
Research Technician

Doyle, J. D.
Genys, John
Ginzl, Joseph J.
Godman, Richard M.
Haissig, Bruce E.
Hill, Robert B.
Hutt, David M. 6
Jozwiak, J. J.
Kessler, Kenneth J.
King, James P.
Larson, Philip R.h *
Luedtke, Harold P.
Mattson, Gilbert A.
Mermuys, F. E.
Miksche, Jerome P.
Nienstaedt, Hans**
Peters, Richard A.
Phelps, William R.
Rasmussen, Madonna M.
Rudolph, Thomas D. *
Smith, Hartley R.
Steams, Forest W.*
Vancos, Dorothy B.K
Weber, Ray

5

1964-1965
1965-1966
1961-1966
1965-1966
1956-1957
1965-1966
1965-1966
1962-1966
1959-1966
1960-1963
1962-1966
1960-1962
1961-1966
1956-1966
1959-1966
1965-1966
1964-1966
1965-1966
1957-1966
1959-1963
1962-1966
1964-1966
1959-1966
1958-1966
1965-1966
1962-1966
1962-1966

After 1963 "Northern" was dropped from the name and the Field center was called
"Institute of Forest Genetics."
6
Workers assigned to the ' 'Pioneering Research Unit,'' which was established on
7/1/61 at the Institute.
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1961 Line Projects
1106—Pioneer research laboratory.
1401— Genetics of northern trees.
2301—Diseases of northern conifers; of seed, seedlings, and plantations; and of Northern
Plains Shelterbelts and forest resources.
Added in 1965
1102—Silviculture of northern hardwoods.
1801-Conifer-aspen wildlife habitat, Lake States.

Rhinelander, Wisconsin, 1946-1955;
Wausau, Wisconsin, 1955-1963;
Northern Lakes Forest Research Center, 1946-1961;
Wausau Field Laboratory, 1961-1965
Name
Arbogast, Carl, Jr.
Bell, Harold C. 7
Church, Thomas W.7
Condit, Gordon R.
Conover, David F.
Cooley, JohnH.
Dickson, David R.
Fromm, Phyllis M.
Golz, Geraldine M.
Heinselman, Miron L.
Humphrey, Mary Joan
(see Wachtl)
Jacobs, Rodney D. 7
Lane, Paul H.*
Lord, William B.
Marden, Richard M. *

Markstrom, Donald C.
Mattson, Gilbert A.
McElrone, Joseph G.

Titles
Assistant Forester to Associate
Silviculturist
Forestry Aid
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist to
Associate Silviculturist
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Clerk-stenographer
Junior Forester
Clerk-stenographer
Associate Silviculturist
Forest Products Technologist
Junior Forester to Associate
Forester
Associate Forest Products
Technologist to Forest
Products Technologist
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist
Forestry Aid
Clerk

7

Years
Assigned
1946-1952
1955-1963
1962-1964
1946-1947
1954-1959
1956-1960
1954-1956
1963
1962-1965
1948-1951
1957-1962
1962-1963
1954-1960
1954-1957
1955-1965

1961-1963
1961-1963
1954-1956

Under supervision of Northern Hardwoods Laboratory, Marquette, Michigan,
beginning 7/1/61.
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Name
Ralston, Robert A.**
Samson, Nelson T.
Scholz, Harold F. 7
Skilling,DarrollD.
Sprenger, Gerald B.
Stayton, Charles L.
Stoeckeler, Joseph H.**
Stoltz, Edward R.

Strothmann, Rudolph O.
Swenson,EdmondI.
Thames, John L.
Timson, Floyd G.
Wachtl, Mary Joan
(see Humphrey)
Ward, James C.

Titles
Senior Silviculturist
Assistant Forester
Silviculturist
Assistant Silviculturist
Junior Forester to Assistant
Forest Products Technologist
Associate Forest Products
Technologist
Senior Silviculturist
Clerk-stenographer to
Administrative Assistant

Assistant Silviculturist
Forestry Aid to Junior Forester
Assistant Forester
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist
Clerk-stenographer
Assistant Forest Products
Technologist to Associate
Forest Products Technologist

Years
Assigned
1955-1959
1947-1948
1950-1964
1955-1959
1955-1956
1964-1965
1946-1955
1946-1957

1954-1956
1954-1955
1953-1955
1961-1965
1955-1956
1956-1963

1961 Line Projects at Wausau
1102—Silviculture of northern hardwoods.
3602-Improvement in timber utilization technology in the Lake States.
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APPENDIX C1
LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE, 1923-1930
Name
Aberg.Wm.J.P.
Bush, John M.
Cecil, C. L.
Chittenden, A. K.
Coffey, Dean W.C.
Conzet, GroverM.
Cowles.Dr. H.C.
Dana, DeanS. T.
Everest, D.C.

Harrington, C. L.
Holt, W. A.
Hogarth, George R.
Hornby, H.C.
Kelleter, Paul D.
Lovejoy.P. S.
Lundeen, Herman
Nash, James B.
Newett, George A.
Osborn, A. L.
Parsonage, A. A.
Roberts, A. T.
Russell, Dean H. L.
Twomey, J. D.
Weber, 0 . L. E.
Young, Prof. L.J.

Agency
Izaak Walton League
Upper Peninsula Development
Bureau
Pulp and Paper Industry
Michigan State College
University of Minnesota
Minnesota Conservation Commission
University of Chicago
University of Michigan
Wisconsin Protective Association
and American Paper and Pulp
Association
Wisconsin Conservation Commission
Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers
Association
Michigan Conservation Department
Northern Pine Manufacturers
Association
Wisconsin Department of
Conservation
Michigan Conservation Department
Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers
Association

Years
1929-1930
1923-1930

Pulp and Paper Industry
Lake Superior Mining Institute
Northern Hemlock & Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association
Association of Wood-using
Industries
Lake Superior Mining Institute
University of Wisconsin
Lumber Industry
Watab Paper Company, Sartell, MN
University of Michigan

1929-1930
1923-1925
1923-1927

1930
1923-1930
1923-1930
1923-1927
1927-1928
1927-1930
1923-1928

1923-1927
1929-1930
1929-1930
1923-1928
1929-1930
1929-1930
1923-1926

1923-1926
1926
1923-1930
1930
1927-1930
1923-1927

PULP AND PAPER SUBCOMMITTEE
Everest, D. C.

Marathon Paper Mills, Co.
Rothschild, WI
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1925-1926

Name

Agency

Years

Gearhart,H.G.

Kimberly-Clark Co.
Duluth.MN
Northwest Paper Co.
Cloquet, MN
Cornell Wood Products Co.
Chicago, IL
Bryant Paper Co.
Kalamazoo, MI

1925-1926

McNair.C. J.
Osborne, W.I.
Pagenstecher, F.
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1925
1925-1926
1925-1926

APPENDIX C2
LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION
EARLY COLLABORATING AGENCIES (1925-1930)
University of Minnesota (1925)'
University of Michigan (1925)
University of Wisconsin (1925)
University of Chicago (1925)
Michigan State College of Agriculture (1925)
Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers Association (1925)
Upper Peninsula Development Association (1925)
Forest Products Laboratory (1925)
Department of Conservation of Michigan (1925)
Department of Conservation of Minnesota (1925)
State Conservation Commission of Wisconsin (1925)
Bureau of Public Roads (1926)
Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company (1926)
Michigan National Forest (1926)
Minnesota National Forest (1926)
Superior National Forest (1926
State Forester, North Dakota (1930)

1

Year in parentheses shows when collaboration started.
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APPENDIX C3
COOPERATORS OF LAKE STATES
FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION, 1952
Forest Industries
American Box and Board Company, Grand Rapids, MI
Blandin Paper Company, Grand Rapids, MN
Bonifas Lumber Company, Neenah, WI
Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company, Negaunee, MI
Cliffs-Dow Chemical Company, Marquette, MI
Consolidated Water Power and Paper Company, Wisconsin Rapids, WI
Diamond Match Company, Cloquet, MN
Escanaba Paper Company, Escanaba, MI
Flambeau Paper Division Kansas City Star Company, Park Falls, WI
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, WI
Lansing Company, Lansing, MI
Marathon Corporation, Rothschild, WI
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, International Falls, MN
Mosinee Paper Mills Company, Mosinee, WI
National Container Corporation or Wisconsin, Tomahawk, WI
Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company, Port Edwards, WI
Northern Paper Mills, Green Bay, WI
Northwest Paper Company, Cloquet, MN
Rhinelander Paper Company, Rhinelander, WI
Wood Conversion Company, Cloquet, MN
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Public Agencies and Institutions
Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission, Hibbing, MN
Kent County Road Commission, Grand Rapids, MI
Michigan State College, East Lansing, MI
Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, MI
Michigan Conservation Department, Lansing, MI
Minnesota Conservation Department, St. Paul, MN
Production and Marketing Administration, St. Paul, MN; Madison, WI; and Lansing, MI
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, MN
U.S. Bureau of Plant Industry, New Haven, CT
U.S. Office of Indian Affairs, Minneapolis, MN
U.S. Soil Conservation Service, Milwaukee, WI
Wisconsin Conservation Department, Madison, WI

Other Cooperators
Airplane Sprayers Association, Triangle Aviation, Inc., Stanton, MN
Atlantic Refining Company, Philadelphia, PA
Birch Club, Gillett, WI
Chicago Northwestern Railroad, St. Paul, MN
Consumers Power Company, Jackson, MI
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, MI
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Minneapolis, MN
Lewis B. Ingalls, Skandia, MI
Mitts and Merrill, Inc., Saginaw, MI
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APPENDIX D
FUNDING OF THE LAKE STATES FOREST
EXPERIMENT STATION
Regular funds provided to operate the Lake States Forest Experiment Station varied
widely, from less than $23,000 in its first year (fiscal year 1924) to a little over $2,500,000
in its last year (fiscal year 1966). The following tables give some funding details for
selected years. During some of the Depression Years (1933 to 1940) and War Years
(1941 to 1946), additional emergency funds were made available to pay for temporary
help (labor, clerical, and some technical), equipment and supplies, and construction to
help fund various emergency activities. Such funds are not included in the tables. Because
of variation in the way funding information was reported, the tables could not be standardized.

Table D-l.— Funds spent by fiscal years (FYs)
State
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin

Total

FY 1924

First half FY 1925
Percent
Dollars

Percent

Dollars

25
38
27

7,984.24
8,668.61
6,159.27

42
37
21

4,391.14
3,834.49
2,251.92

100

22,812.12

100

10,477.55

Table D-2.-Distribution by lines of work
Field
Forestation
Influences
Management
Measurements
Protection
Tree studies
Type studies
Special studies
Total

6 mo. of FY 1925
7/1-12/31/25

FY 1924

Total

Percent

18
1
13
27
22
1
5
13
100

$ 3,416.77
210.36
3,011.61
6,399.07
4,267.64
437.76
1,548.84
3,520.05

$ 2,517.64
20.00
1,500.69
2,629.79
2,818.60
155.38
835.45

$ 5,934.41
230.35
4,512.30
9,028.86
7,086.24
437.79
1,704.22
4,355.50

$22,812.12

$10,477.55

$33,289.67

--

Additional funds were provided, for specific studies, by cooperators, as follows: Michigan Department of Conservation.
$1,500; Minnesota Forest Service, $300; and Wisconsin Conservation Department, $800.
(Source: LSFES Report to Advisory Committee. CY 1924,44 p., typescript.)
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Table D-3.— Distribution of funds by calendar years
CY 1929
State
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin
N.Dakota

Total
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin
N. Dakota
Total

Station funds
Dollars
Percent
22,029.10
(39.2)
16,351.41
(29.1)
17,393.02
(31.0)
390.36
( 0.7)

Cooperation
Dollars
Percent
3,678.09
(53.0)
816.00
(11.8)
2,439.95
(35.2)
~

Total
Dollars
Percent
25,707.10
(40.8)
17,167.41
(27.2)
19,832.97
(31.4)
390.36
( 0.6)

56,163.89

(100)

6,934.04

(100)

63,097.93

(100)

32,835.45
22,429.94
22,415.06
825.00
78,505.45

CY1930
(41.83)
3,700.00
(28.57)
625.00
(28.55)
3,625.00
( 1.05)
(100)
7,950.00

(46.5)
( 7.9)
(45.6)
~
(100)

36,535.45
23,054.94
26,040.06
825.00
86,455.45

(42.3)
(26.7)
(30.1)
( 0.9)
(100)

Table D-4. --Distribution of funds by lines of work
CY192 9
Botany
Economics
Fire protection
Forestation
Influences
Management
Measurements
Tree studies
Type studies
Public service
Special studies
Total

Dollars

Percent

433.30
1,075.72
5,274.11
9,547.30
9,930.08
17,468.03
3,465.57
17.35
3,560.93
3,937.75
1,453.75
$56,163.89

(0.8)
( 1-9)
(9.4)
(17.0)
(17.7)
(31.1)
(6.2)

4,226.19
10,227.95
11,326.28
10,731.25
7,632.9-'
15,494.64
5,929.89

(5.4)
(13.1)
(14.4)
(13.7)
(9.7)
(19.7)
(7.6)

--

--

--

(6.3)
(7.0)
(2.6)
(100)

10,082.45
2,621.10
182.79
$78,505.45

(12.9)
(3.3)
(0.2)
(100)

(Source: LSFES Report to Advisory Committee, CY 1929 and CY 1930)
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CY193 0
Percent
Dollars

Table D-5.-Estimated distribution of direct and overhead expenditures, FY 1933

(In dollars)
Direct

Subappropriation
Forest management
Forest survey

65,386.50
7,514.00

Overhead
11,533.50
1,326.00

Forest economics
Erosion &streamflow
Total

6,579.00
4,080.00
83,529.50

1,161.00
720.00
14,740.50
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Cooperator
Funds

-3,000.00
(UofWI)

--3,000.00

Total
76,890.00
11,840.00
7,740.00
4,800.00
101,270.00

Table D-6.-Budget (edited) for FY 1940
(In dollars)
Financial project
Indirect project
Forest management"
Forest survey
Economics5
Influences: erosion,
streamflow
Total - Regular
projects

o

Flood control surveys6
Farm forestry7
Grand Total

cost (overhead)

Cars1

E&S 2

7,964
2,581
2,681

3,500

526

2,233
1,163

1,385

450

Direct project costs
Salariies
Other
Regular remporary
travel3

Total

720

2,900
1,500
1,550

33,170
10,230
10,564

5,883
2,000
2,400

55,650
18,000
19,300

100

174

250

2,026

900

3,900

13,676

5,511

4,290

6,200

96,850

2,036

3,255
1,356

1.523

333

893
900

55,990
21,897
3,201

11,183

4,949

210

34,454
6,000

7,880

6,083

10,811

80,989

12,916

137,304

-18,625

'Cars; maintenance and new.
Scientific equipment and project supplies.
'Travel expenses other than cars.
'Includes silviculture (39 percent), mensuration (9 percent), regeneration (35 percent), and fire (17 percent of direct costs).
'Includes new public domain (30 perceni) and farm woodlands (70 percent of direct costs).
'Includes preliminary examinations (39 percent) and detailed surveys (61 percent of direct costs).
'Includes Michigan (33 percent), Minnesota (25 percent), and Wisconsin (42 percent).
(Source: LSFES Annual Reports for 1933 and 1940.)

Table D-7. - Budget for FY 1956
Direct project costs
Financial project
Forest management2
Forest survey
Forest economics4
Forest insects5
Forest diseases6
Forest utilization7
Total

^J

Indirect project costs
(Station administration)

Equipment
replacement

30,884
12,750
2,056
7,602
3,939
6,769

3,400
3,000
1,400
1,200
1,400

64,000

10,900

500

Research Center Working Permanent
sub-allotments allotment1
salaries

Total

2,000
10,075

32,721
20,802
2,642
17,004
7,720
10,311

170,237
71,056
15,629
37,974
18,143
35,368

268,3623
107,6083
20.8273
63,980=
33,002=
63,923=

43,195

91,200

348,407

557,702=

31,120

---

1
For use of all authorized purposes including temporary salaries and equipment use.
'Includes, in percent of direct costs, silviculture and regeneration (76), soils (4), genetics (15), IRR reimbursement (3), and P&M, R-9 (2).
3
Not reduced for pay cost excess.
'Includes, in percent of direct costs, marketing (62), and cooperative work (38).
'Includes, in percent of direct costs, research (65), and surveys (35).
includes, in percent of direct costs, research (59), oak wilt (10), and blister rust (31).
'Includes, in percent of direct costs, utilization (88), forest management (3), and University of Minnesota (9).
Source (LSFES Financial Budget for FY 1956.)

Table D-8.-Budget for FY 1959
Financial project
Forest management1
Forest survey
Forest economics2
Forest insects3
Forest diseases"
Forest utilization5
Watershed management6
Construction & maintenance
Building construction7
Total

Total
dollars
$ 399,326
$ 141,000
$ 38,000
$ 117,673
$ 53,275
$ 63,735
$ 97,348
$
3,600
S 380,000
$1,293,957

' Includes, in percent of total costs: research in silviculture, regeneration and genetics (94), fire (2), IRR reimbursement (3), and P&M

d).
includes $2,500 for cooperative work.
includes, in percent of total costs: research (67), pest surveys
(31), and IRR reimbursement (2).
"Includes, in percent of total costs: research (80), pest surveys
(20).
'Includes $5,007 from University of Minnesota.
'Includes $10,000 for cooperative work.
'For buildings at Grand Rapids and Rhinelander.
(Source: LSFES Financial Budget for FY 1959)
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Table D-9. -Budget for FY 1962
Indirect project costs
(Station administration)

Financial project
1

Forest management
Forest survey
Forest economics2
Forest insects3
Forest diseases
Forest utilization5
Watershed management6
Construction
Cooperative Aid
Total

126,309
33,128
21,270
21,991
20,076
24,332
30,302

-277,408

Direct project costs
Working
Field office and
other suballotments
allotment
35,212

1,505
2,388
1,300
2,905
4,320
148,500
25,000
221,130

Permanent
salaries

111,323
33,172
24,701
26,907
22,554
16,649
39,929

366,803
99,342
58,872
72,169
60,948
83,640
87,458

-

-

275,235

829,232

'Includes in percent of total costs: silvicultural research (63), genetics (26), fire (6), wildlife (3), IRR reimbursements (1), and P&M (1).
"Includes in percent of total costs: marketing (39), production economics (32), and recreation research (29).
"Includes $9,500 R-9 Surveys and $4,000 IRR funds.
"Includes $2,500 CWFS funds and $2,000 R-9 survey funds.
"Includes in percent of total funds: utilization research (64), engineering research (31), and CWFS funds (5).
"Includes $10,500 of CWFS funds.
(Source: LSFES Financial Budget for FY 1962)

Total
639,647
165,642
156,348
123,455
104,878
127,526
162,009
148,500
25,000
1,603,005

Table D-10.-Budget for FY 1965
Financial project
Forest management'
Protection and watershed
management2
Forest diseases
Forest utilizations
engineering3
Forest economics &
recreation"
Distribution of
general expenses

Indirect project costs
(Station administration)
44,625

Direct project
costs
742,509

Total
787,134

29,365
19,743

292,908
122,568

322,273
142,311

25,384

124,009

149,393

28,357

426,750

455,107

213,857

Total

361,331

213,857
1,708,744

2,070,0755

'Now called timber maiagement: includes $3,760 P&M funds, and $34,000 AEC reimbursement and $20,651 wildlife habitat
research.
'Includes $145,501 watershed management, $38,606 forest fire, $135,686 forest insect research.
"Includes $96,851 forest utilization and $46,418 forest engineering.
Includes $51,282 forest recreation research, $193,872 forest survey, $34,626 forest economics, and $142,327 marketing
research.
"Includes $1,944,280 research, $41,604 CWFS, $34,000 AEC reimbursement, $33,500 l&DC, $4,931 WCF, $3,760 P&M,
and $3,000 AID funds.
(Source: LSFES Financial Budget for FY 1965)

Table D-l 1 .-Budget for FY 1966

Financial project
Forest management
Wildlife habitat
Watershed management
Forest fire
Forest insects
Forest diseases
Utilization
Engineering
Forest survey
Forest economics
Marketing
Recreation
Research construction
Total

Indirect project costs
(Station administration)
89,694
2,573
17,643
8,723
17,534
14,154
8,483
5,583
21,634
3,882
16,683
12,496

-219,082

Direct project costs
Line
Program
Administration
projects
39,031
756,940
20,482
2,686
149,420
8,976
71,632
6,573
13,551
143,828
124,617
2,348
63,134
13,038
5,089
43,959
17,242
177,010
34,468
371
143,434
6,327
5,512
106,570
390,000
1,835,494
510,744

Total
885.665
25,741
176,039
86,928
174,913
141,119
84,655
54,631
215,886
38,721
166,444
124,578
390,000
2,565,320'

'In addition to research funds the Station also received $33,500 l&DC, $1,958 AID, $68,669 CWFS, and $20,600 WCF
funds to bring the total available funds to $2,690,047.
(Source: LSFES Financial Budget for FY 1966)
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APPENDIX E
EXPERIMENTAL FORESTS, LAKE STATES FOREST
EXPERIMENT STATION
An early policy of the Forest Service Branch of Research was to establish one or
more experimental forests in each major forest type. In line with that policy, the Lake
States Forest Experiment Station, between 1931 and 1962, established 11 experimental
forests in the region. Those established before 1960 were primarily for forest management
research; those established after that date were mostly for watershed management research.
Those established on National Forest land before 1960 had to be approved by the Station
Director, the Forest Supervisor, the Regional Forester, and the Forest Service Chief.
Those established on State land had to be approved by the Station Director and an
appropriate State official.
The following table gives pertinent facts about each experimental forest.
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MICHIGAN
Name and date
formally established
Lower Michigan1
Pine River Unit
December 29,1954

Newaygo Unit
December 29,1954

Udell
June 9,1961
a-

Location

Cover types

Manistee National
Forest
Wexford Co., Ml
T.21N..R.12W.

About one-third pine
plantations; remainder
mostly aspen, northern
hardwoods, and mixed
oaks
About one-half white
pine, one-fourth
planted pine; rest
mostly open
About one-third mixed
oaks on deep sands; a
little less than
one-third each of pine
plantations and aspen

Newaygo Co., Ml
T.12&13N..R.12W.

Manistee National
Forest
Manistee Co., Ml
T.21N..R.14&15W.

Primary research
purposes

Size and land
ownership

Management of forest
plantations and oak
and aspen stands

Management of white
pine and pine
plantations

2,680 acres Federal
land. Addition on
9/1/67 brought area
up to 2,784.8 acres
Federal land
640 acres (460 acres
Federal, 180 acres
private)

Watershed management
on deep sands

3,845 acres net, all
Federal

(Table continued)
'The Lower Michigan Experimental Forest consists of two separate units, several miles apart.

(Table continued)

Name and date
formally established

Location

Cover types

Upper Peninsula
April 27,1938

Hiawatha National
Forest
Marquette Co., Ml
(Sections 11,12,
13,14,15,21,
22,23,24,25,26
27,28,29,35,
T.46N.,R.23W.&
N. 1 / 2 Sec.2,
T.45N., R.23W.

Mostly northern
hardwood; some conifer
and mixed hardwoodconifer swamps

Big Falls
November 1,1948

Big Falls State
Forest
Koochiching, Co.,
MN

Cut Foot
March 25,1932

Chippewa National
Forest
Itasca Co., MN
T.14N..R.27W.

MINNESOTA
Mostly black spruce
swamp; smaller areas
of tamarack, aspen,
white spruce/balsam
fir and brush
Primarily mixed red
pine and jack pine

Primary research
purposes

Size and land
ownership

Management of northern
hardwoods

4,389 acres, all Federal
(later enlarged by
purchase to about 5,500
acres)

Management of black
spruce swamp stands

2,047 acres, State
land

Management of red
pine/jack pine
stands

Originally 1,335
acres, all Federal
land. Boundary
changes in 1935,1937,
1949, & 1957 added
1,818 acres, to bring
total to 3,153 acres

(Table continued)

(Table continued)
Name and date
formally established

Primary research
purposes

Size and land
ownership

Primarily jack pine,
upland black spruce
and aspen, with about
one-third of area in
black spruce bog &
nonproductive bog

Conversion of jack
pine and aspen to more
valuable spruce and
management of upland
spruce stands

2,634 acres of Federal
land with intermingled
1,013 acres of State
land, and 120 acres of
private land that were
purchased by the Forest
Service in 1955

Chippewa National
Forest
Itasca Co.,MN
T.58&59N.,
R.25W

Predominantly
aspen/birch with
some conifer swamp
and miscellaneous
other types

To develop basic
principles of
northern bog and
swamp hydrology

Net land area of 2,254
acres in two units (the
South Unit inside the
Chippewa National
Forest
boundaries and the
North Unitjust outside the
National Forest). All land,
under cooperative agreement,
includes 1,063 acres
county, 155 acres State
and 10 acres private.

Chippewa National
Forest
Cass Co., MN
T.145N..R.30W.,
andT.145N„R.31W.

Largely aspen/birch
with sizeable
components of white
pine and mixed
hardwoods

Management of aspen
and mixed hardwoods
Land their conversion
to conifers

1,426 acres, all
Federal

Location

Cover types

Kawishiwi
December 15,1931

Superior National
Forest
Lake Co., MN
T.61N.,R.11W.
andT.62N.,R.11W

Marcell
September 21,1962

Pike Bay
March 25,1932

—
ex

(Table continued)

(Table continued)

Name and date
formally established

Location

Cover types

McHenryCo.,ND
Sec.36,T.156N.,
R.78W.

Northern Plains
grasslands; scattered
aspen clumps

Primary research
purposes

Size and land
ownership

Sandhills tree
planting and
shelterbelt management

640 acres; 40 acres
Federal, 600 acres
State land

NORTH DAKOTA
Denbigh
June 20,1961
Initiated
experimental
work in 1931

WISCONSIN
vC

Argonne
May 8,1947

Nicolet National
Forest
Forest Co., Wl
T.37N..R.12E.,
andT.38N.,R.12E.

Two-thirds upland
(predominantly
second-growth northern
hardwoods); and
one-third lowland
(chiefly conifer
swamps)

Management of
second-growth hardwoods
and balsam fir/aspen
stands

8,448 acres, all
Federal. In 1967
the 1,878-acre
South Unit was dropped
and returned to National
Forest status

Coulee
June, 1960

LaCrosseCo.,WI

Mixed oaks and
northern hardwoods and
farm fields and pasture
land

Hydrology of forested
and non-forested lands
in the Driftless Area
of southwestern
Wisconsin

2,900 acres, State
land

(Table continued)

Timber Harvest Forests
In addition to its own experimental forests, the Station cooperated with the Agricultural Extension Service of the University of Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Conservation
Department in establishing and handling a series of Timber Harvest Forests. Most of
these tracts, generally comparable to local farm woodlots, were purchased or already
owned by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. One was Federally owned, while
others were on county, village, or private land made available for research and demonstration purposes under long-term lease. Department foresters participated in the work on
the Forests and determined the disposition of products harvested. The Extension Forester
was responsible for educational use of each Forest, including demonstrations at field days
held after each harvest. The Lake States Forest Experiment Station maintained continuous
records of tree growth on each Forest and shared in the technical direction of the work.
Ten Timber Harvest Forests were established between 1945 and 1952 (table E-2). The
general purpose of these Forests was to demonstrate successful management of timber as
a farm crop by making harvests at reasonably frequent intervals, cutting no more timber
than that grown between logging operations, and providing income (in terms of hourly
wages) comparable to that from other farm enterprises.

Table E-2.-Timber Harvest Forests
Name and date
established

Location

Cover types

Size

Apple River
1947

Polk Co., Wl, south of
U.S. Highway 8, and just
west of the Apple River.

Predominantly white pine,
with mixture of
basswood, red oak, and aspen

46 acres, State
owned

Argonne
1947

Nicolet National Forest,
Forest Co., Wl,
(T.26N..R.17W.)

Second-growth northern
hardwoods

38.4 acres, Federal
land

Primarily sugar maple and
basswood, with intermixed rock
elm, American elm, red oak, and
butternut

In two units: Cairns
Unit of 19 acres and
Ellsworth Unit of 22
acres, owned by
Ellsworth Village and
Pierce County

Predominantly mixed oaks, with
small patches of basswood
and aspen in mixture. Oak
wilt a serious problem

80 acres, State
owned

Cairns-Ellsworth Near Ellsworth,
Pierce Co., Wl,
1948-1949
inT.26N.,R.17W.

Carlin
19491

Near Palmyra,
Jefferson Co., Wl,
(S-1/2NW.1/4,T.15N.,
R.16E.)

(Table continued)
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(Table continued)
Name and date
established

Location

Champion Valley Between La Farge and
Hillsboro in Vernon Co.,
1946
WI,(T.13N.,R.1W.)

Cover types

Size

Primarily sugar maple and
red oak with lesser
amounts of basswood,
white ash, butternut,
slippery elm, white oak,
and others

52 acres, State
owned

Chilsen
1947

Seven miles northeast of
Merrill in Lincoln Co.,
WI,(T.32N.,R.8E.)

Second-growth hardwoods
with some balsam fir
and hemlock

40 acres (leased
to University of
Wisconsin by Walter
and Joseph Chilsen)

Dundee
1944&1945

Near Dundee in town of
Osceola, Fond du Lac Co.,
WI,(T.14N.,R.19E.and
T.13N..R.19E.)

Largely red oak and
sugar maple with intermixture of basswood,
elms, white oak,bur
oak, and others

In two units:
North Unit of 16
acres and South Unit
of 48 acres, State
owned

Hardies Creek
1950

Eight miles east of
Galesville,
Trempealeau, Co., Wl,
(In Sees. 20 & 21,
T.19N.,R.7W.)

Almost pure, even-aged
stand of red oak (80 years
old in 1950). Oak wilt a
a problem, as is brush

59.2 acres, State
owned, in 3 separate
parcels (53.5 acres
stocked with timber)

Uhrenholdt
1952
owned

Adjacent to Seeley,
Sawyer Co., Wl,
(N.E. 1 /4&S.E. 1 /4,Sec.
15,T.24N.,R.8W.)

Cutover and burned mixed
hardwoods and aspen
(50 acres),
white pine/red
(30 acres), alder and
grass swamp (9 acres),
other (3 acres).The pine
was placed under
management in 1952;
the other types were left
unmanaged

97 acres, State

Wausaukee
1948

MarinetteCo„WI,
(Sec.22,T.34N.,
R.21E.)

Predominantly white pine
and red pine with some
aspen, oak and red maple

31.5 acres, State
owned

'Because of lack of access to the tract no management cut had been made through 1966.
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APPENDIX F
JULY 1964
LAKE STATES STATION TERRITORY

Locations of Offices
and Experimental Areas
The Lake States Forest Experiment Station is responsible for federal forestry research
in the upper midwest. From its Headquarters Laboratory in St. Paul, Minnesota, the
Station carries on a research program at 12 project locations and in 11 experimental
forests and watersheds, as can be seen on the map above. A directory of these facilities
is shown below.

OFFICE LOCATIONS
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
University of Michigan Campus
BOTTINEAU, NORTH DAKOTA
Shelterbelt Laboratory, First Street and Brander
CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
119-'/2 S. Mitchell Street
DULUTH, MINNESOTA
University of Minnesota Campus at Duluth
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EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN
Michigan State University Campus
GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA
Northern Conifer Laboratory, North Central School Campus
HOUGHTON, MICHIGAN
Michigan Technological University
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
303 P.O. Building, P.O. Box 872
MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN
Northern Hardwood Laboratory, P.O. Box 718
RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN
Institute of Forest Genetics, Star Route 2
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
Headquarters Laboratory, St. Paul Campus, University of Minnesota
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN
802 First Street

EXPERIMENTAL FORESTS AND WATERSHEDS
ARGONNE EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Hiles, WI
BIG FALLS EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Big Falls, MN
COULEE EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED
La Crosse, WI
CUTFOOT EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Deer River, MN
DENBIGH EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Denbigh, ND
KAWISHIWI EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Ely, MN
LOWER PENINSULA EXPERIMENTAL FOREST:
Newaygo Unit
Newaygo, MI
Pine River Unit
Wellston, MI
MARCELL EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED
Bigfork, MN
PIKE BAY EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Cass Lake, MN
UDELL EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED
Wellston, MI
UPPER PENINSULA EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
Dukes, MI
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APPENDIX G
Photographs of People and Activities Associated with the Lake States Forest Experiment Station.
The Directors—The Station had four Directors: Raphael Zon, E. L. Demmon, M. B.
Dickerman, and David B. King.
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Raphael Zon, Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station for its first
21 years, 1923-1944.
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Elwood L Demmon.Director
Lake States forest Experiment Station
1944-1951

E. L. Demmon, Second Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station,
1944-1951.
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M. B. Dickerman (on right), Third Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment
Station, 1951-1964, receiving the U.S. Department of Agriculture Superior
Service Award from Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Freeman on May 17,
1963, at Washington, D.C.
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David B. King, Fourth Director of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station,
1964-1966, and First Director of the North Central Forest Experiment Station.
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Assisting the Director in handling the Station's activities were Division Chiefs,
responsible for supervising the main lines of work. Photos of Division Chiefs, by lines
of work follow.

Forest Management-Trvs field covers research in the general areas of silviculture,
ecology, forest measurements, plant physiology, genetics, and (after 1961)
wildlife habitats.

Francis H. Eyre, Chief, Forest Management Division, 1931-1952.
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Robert D. McCuHey, Chief, Forest Management Division, 1953-1963.

Zigmond A. Zasada, Chief, Forest Management Division, 1963-1966.
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Forest Economics.-This field covers research in such areas as production economics,
taxation, forest products marketing, and after 1961, forest recreation, and is responsible
for the regional Forest Survey.

Russell N. Cunningham, Chief, Forest Economics Division, 1931-1957.

James T. Morgan, Chief, Division of Forest Economics, 1957-1966.
191

Forest Influences.--Beginning in 1956 this Division was responsible for research in
watershed management, including bog hydrology. From 1931 to 1956 it had also covered
shelterbelt influences.

Carlos G. Bates, Chief, Division of Forest Influences, 1931-1949 (deceased 7/
49).

Sidney Weitzman, Chief, Division of Watershed Management, 1956-1966.
192

Forest Utilization and Engineering. —This field covers research in the utilization of forest
trees and products and engineering to facilitate forest products utilization.

Artie W. Toole, Chief, Division of Forest Utilization and Engineering, 1954-1962.

Ame K. Kemp, Chief, Division of Forest Utilization and Engineering 1963-1966.
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Forest Insects.—This field covers forest insect biology, ecology, and control.

Harvey J. MacAJoney, Chief, Division of Forest Insects, 1954-1961. After 19
Sidney Weitzman assumed supervision of insect research along with
watershed management.
Forest Diseases.--This field covers the biology and control of organisms causing diseases
in forest trees and decay in forest products.

Ralph Anderson, Chief, Division of Forest Diseases, 1954-1966.
194

Station Management.-This Division was responsible for the housekeeping chores of the
station-finance, personnel, editing, processing, and distributing publications, etc.

Jerry Roch, as Administrative Assistant, and later Administrative Officer, supervised the work that was assigned the Division of Station Management before
the Division was formally established in 1959. From 1959 to 1966 he was
assistant Division Chief of the Division.

James E. Sowder, Chief, Division of Station Management, 1959-1963.
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Karl W. McNasser Chief, Division of Station Management, 1964-1966.

Lucille P. Olsen, was the Station's first full-time editor. She served in that capa
from 1956 to 1966. Previously, she had served at the Station as an anal
statistician for 10 years.
1%

The Station staff of regular full-time employees varied from 6 in 1923 to 150 in
1966. Photos of the staff in 1929, 1951, and 1958 follow.

Part of the Staff of the Station photographed in September 1929 in front of the St.
Paul headquarters (the Old Dairy Building) include: front row, left to right: Mary
A. Norton, Margaret Troop, Raphael Zon (Director), James L. Averell, Evelyn
Peck, and back row, left to right: Joseph Kittredge, Jr.; Carlos G. Bates; J. A.
Mitchell; and LeRoy Holmberg.
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Staff ofthe Lake States Forest Experiment Station in May 1951, St. Paul, Minne
Standing, back row, left to right: Clarence D. Chase, Laurits W. Krefting
O. Rudolf, Howard W. Mayne, John R. Neetzel, Paul C. Guilkey, and
N. Cunningham. Middle row: Jerry Roch, Francis H. Eyre, Mary H. Seam
Ruth D. Dalby, Suren R. Gevorkiantz, and J. Alfred Mitchell. Sitting: Hel
Larson, Lucille P. Olsen, Helen A. Woodworth, Elwood L. Demmon (Dire
Adele M. Gibney, M. Evelyn Wright, and Charlotte L. Devine.
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Staff of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota, April 1958.
Left to right, front row: Z. A. Zasada, J. H. Stoeckeler, Alice Reimringer, Boerger,
S. R. Gevorkiantz, Berghild Berntsen, P. E. Slabaugh, M. B. Dickerman (Director), R. A. Ralston, Carl Arbogast, Jr., J. R. Neetzel, and J. L Arend. Second
row: E. R. Stoltz, Emily Butts, Helen Godbout, Irene Baligrodski, Karen Nelson,
Harold Batzer, Arlie Toole, Neil Anderson, and Lloyd LaMois. Third row: Philip
Larson, S. Grindberg, Sharon Dorholt, Edna Oldham, Lucille P. Olsen, and R.
A. Watt. Fourth row: Cary, H. Gove, Hans Nienstaedt, Ralph Anderson, and C.
Cameron. Fifth row: H. J. MacAloney, Max Saums, Sidney Weitzman, Marie
Willems, Josephine Chreptowicz, R. Marden, and C. D. Chase. Sixth row: James
Morgan, C. Sutherland, Cad Tubbs, Virgil Findell, Alex Vasilevsky, J. R. Warner,
J. L. Bean, R. D. McCulley, L. F. Wilson, Sterling Youngck, Jerry Roch, A. G.
Horn, P. O. Rudolf, Gerald Anderson, and Herbed Ewan.
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Starting in 1949 the Station held annual meetings of project leaders and St. Paul
staff members to provide reasonably complete interstaff communication. Below
is a photo of those attending the Project Leader's and Division Chief's meeting
of April, 1962 in St. Paul. Left to right, front row: E. I. Roe, R. M. Marden, R.
E. Buchman, Norton Addy, John Ohman, M. B. Dickerman (Director), Arlie
Toole, Sidney Weitzman, Ralph Anderson, and R. D. McCulley. Second row:
J. H. Stoeckeler, Roger Bay, Dean Quinney, J. E. Sowder, J. L. Bean, J. T.
Morgan, Carl Arbogast, Jr., Philip Larson, and Allen Lundgren. Back row: E. R.
Van Arsdel, Richard Sartz, Forest Steams, Hans Nienstaedt, J. R. Neetzel, P.
O. Rudolf, Gerald Anderson, Herbert Ewan, P. E. Slabaugh, A. G. Horn, R. N.
Godman, W. E. Miller, and J. L Arend.
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St. Paul clerical staff in 1944: Left to right, front row: Helen A. Woodworth, Marion
A. Wright, Ms. Johnson, and Mary Seaman. Back row: Dorothy Braden, Charlotte
Devine, Mary A. Norton, and Evelyn Paquin. (In front of Green Hall.)

TPWP Staff members, left to right, front row: A. G. Horn, W. A. Kluender, Robert
Smith, and E. I. Roe. Standing: Dorothy Braden and Ms. Johnson. (In back of
Green Hall.)
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Each of the Forest Research Centers and specialized Field laboratories had an advisory
council-representing Federal, State, university, and private forestry agencies-that met
annually with Station personnel to discuss forest research progress, problems, and plans.
Below are photographs taken at two advisory council meetings.

Attendees of the Upper Peninsula Advisory Council meeting at the Upper Peninsula
Experimental Forest, Dukes, Ml, on September 17, 1947. Left to right, standing:
George Bishop, Upper Peninsula Development Bureau; Richard Hammerschmidt, Cliffs Dow Chemical Co.; Bruce Buell, Northern Paper Mills Co.;
Benson Paul, Forest Products Laboratory; Richard Ewalt, Cleveland Cliffs Iron
Co.; William Brown, Kimberly Clark Corp.; Paul Wohlen, Hiawatha National
Forest; Wilho Salminen, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; Victor Dayharsh, Ottawa National Forest; Carl Sawyer, Sawyer and Stoll Timber Co.; G.
S. Mclntire, Michigan Conservation Department; and E. L Demmon, Lake States
Forest Experiment Station. Seated: Hereford Garland, Michigan Technological
University; Jamie Wells, Chatham Experimental Farm; B B Clark, Munising
Paper Co. (behind Wells); Maurice Day, Michigan State University; F. H. Eyre,
Lake States Forest Experiment Station; Russell Watson, Forest land owner and
timber broker; Samuel Graham, University of Michigan; and P. 0. Anderson,
University of Minnesota Extension Forester.
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Some members of the Advisory Council of the Northern Lakes Forest Research
Center at Rhinelander, Wisconsin, on a field trip to the Argonne Experimental
Forest near Hiles, Wisconsin, on October 28, 1949. Left to right: F. H. Eyre,
Lake States Forest Experiment Station; J. B. Millar, Kimberly-Clark Corporation;
C. F. Arbogast, Jr., Lake States Forest Experiment Station; Stanley Hurd, Consolidated Water Power and Paper Co.; Benson Paul, Forest Products Laboratory; J. W. Macon, Consolidated Water and Paper Co. ;R. D. Shenefelt, University
of Wisconsin; W. Redlington, U.S. Indian Service; J. Diehl, U.S. Forest Service,
Milwaukee; R. Petry, Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co.; E. L Demmon, Lake States
Forest Experiment Station; and W. Sylvester, Trees for Tomorrow.
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Periodically Station work was inspected by members of the Washington Office staff.
Sometimes only one line of work (such as forest management, forest economics, etc.)
was inspected. At other times all aspects of the Station's work was checked; and sometimes,
too, all Forest Service activities, both administrative and research, were covered in a
"general integrating inspection." The photograph below shows the participants in a
general integrating inspection on the Kawishiwi Experimental Forest near Ely, Minnesota,
on August 22, 1955 at the Headwaters Forest Research Center, Kawishiwi Experimental
Forest.

Front row, left to right: Harold Batzer (LS), Eugene Roe (LS), Zigmond Zasada (LS),
and Dave Kee (Superior NF). Back row, left to right: M. B. Dickerman (LS), W. S.
Swingler (WO), H. Dean Cochran (RO), H. J. MacAloney (LS), John Wernham
(Superior NF), J. Bean (LS), and A. P. Dean (WO).
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At times the Station conducted special field trips to acquaint administrators of
cooperating agencies with Station work. The photo below shows one such group.

Group on field trip at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, June 16-19, 1958. Left to right:
M. F. Kernkamp, University of Minnesota; Earl Adams, Division of Forestry,
Minnesota Conservation Department; H. J. Sloan, Director, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station; H. J. MacAloney, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; M. B. Dickerman, Director, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; Z. A.
Zasasda, Research Center Leader, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; and
F. H. Kaufert, Director, School of Forestry, University of Minnesota.
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Many individuals served the Station long and well. Two who made special contributions are pictured below.

Suren "George" R. Gevorkiantz, was a full-time staff member from 1928-1958,
and had been a temporary employee for 3 years before that. He made outstanding contributions in forest measurements, statistical methods and design of
experiments and was internationally known for his work. His help in experimental
design and analysis was widely sought and freely given. He received such
recognition as the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Superior Service Award in
1953 and election to the grade of Fellow in the Society of American Foresters
in 1957.
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Lee S. South excellently represents the subprofessional employee who contributed
much to the Station's program. He served as Forestry Aid and Forest Research
Technician from 1942 to 1966 in northern Minnesota at the Chippewa Branch,
the Headwaters Forest Research Center and the Northern Conifers Laboratory.
He served the Station as a temporary employee for several years before 1942.
In 1965 Lee's contributions were formally recognized; he was awarded the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Superior Service Award in Washington, D.C.

Wilho Salminen became the "backbone" of the Upper Peninsula Experimental
Forest. He began work there as a temporary employee and then was on the
permanent staff from 1943 to 1966 with such titles as Assistant Agricultural Aid,
Forestry Aid, Timber Management Assistant, and Forestry Research Technician.
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STRUCTURES
A varitey of structures were required to provide office, laboratory, storage, and
housing facilities for carrying on the Station's work.

Headquarters Facilities
The University of Minnesota provided office, laboratory, and storage facilities for
the Station's headquarters on the St. Paul Campus in three different buildings from 1923
to 1963. In the latter year, the Station moved into its own building on the St. Paul Campus.

In 1923, the Horticulture Building housed the Department of Horticulture and For
try. It was the initial headquarters for the Lake States Forest Experiment Station
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The Station soon (1924) moved across the street from the Horticulture Building,
into the old Dairy Building, which also provided class room space for the School
of Agriculture and housed the University Photo Laboratory; also, for a time, the
Student Union. The Station's seed laboratory began in the basement of this
building.

In 1938, Green Hall, the School of Forestry's new home, was opened, and the
Station occupied the third floor plus one office (Zon's) on the first floor; as well
as some laboratory and storage space in the basement.
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In 1963, the Station moved into its own headquarters building on the St. Paul
Campus. It contained 46,000 square feet of space and provided office, laboratory, and storage facilities for the entire headquarters staff. In the left background
is Green Hall, the Station s previous home. The building was officially dedicated
in May, 1964.
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Research Center and Forestry Sciences
Laboratory Buildings
With the establishment of full-time field centers after 1946, the need for special
quarters grew and during the 1960's, several field center headquarters buildings were
constructed.

Headquarters building for the Headwaters Forest Research Center, and, later, th
Northern Conifers-Aspen Laboratory near Grand Rapids, Minnesota, on the
grounds of the University of Minnesota's North Central Branch, Agricultural
Experiment Station. The building was first occupied in February 1960 and was
dedicated later that year. It included 8,180 square feet of office and laboratory
space.
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The Northern Institute of Forest Genetics (later called just the Institute of Forest
Genetics), was built on Forest Service land near the Hugo Sauer State Nursery
just west of Rhineiander, Wisconsin. It was occupied early in 1960 and was
dedicated in September, 1960. It housed the Station's genetics staff and, later
other staff men of the Pioneering Laboratory on Physiology of Wood formation
and some working on white pine blister rust problems, northern hardwoods
silviculture, and wildlife habitat research. It included 9,660 square feet of offic
and laboratory space.
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The Northern Hardwoods Research Laboratory at 806 Wright Street in Marquette,
Michigan, was completed in 1962, and dedicated the same year. It included
4,365 square feet of office and laboratory space.

Headquarters of the Shelterbelt Laboratory on the campus of the North Dakota
School of Forestry, Bottineau, North Dakota, was completed in 1962 and ded
cated in September, 1963. It included 5,800 square feet of space for office and
laboratory facilities.
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Staff in the library-conference room of the new Shelterbelt Laboratory in 1963.
Left to right: David H. Dawson, Albert G. Clegg, Lucille E. Kjelshus, Paul E.
Slabaugh, and William T. Coniey.
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Dedication of the Shelterbelt Laboratory at Bottineau, North Dakota, on September
5, 1963. M. B. Dickermann, Station Director and Master of Ceremonies is at the
podium. Seated, left to right, (behind Dickerman) are participants in the program, as follows: L. B. Christensen, President, North Dakota Association of Soil
Conservation Districts (hidden); C. N. Nelson, State Forester and President,
North Dakota School of Forestry; Rev. Orrin Eittreim, Pastor, First Lutheran
Church, Bottineau; Paul E. Slabaugh, Project Leader, Lake States Forest Experiment Station; Honorable Milton R. Young, U.S. Senator from North Dakota, who
gave the keynote address; George M. Jemison, Associate Deputy Chief, Branch
of Research, U.S. Forest Service; and Arlon G. Hazen, Dean of Agriculture and
Director of State Agricultural Experiment Station, North Dakota State University,
Fargo, North Dakota.
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Branch and Experimental Forest Buildings
In addition to headquarters buildings at St. Paul and for the Research Centers and
Special Field Laboratories, buildings also were needed to facilitate work at some of the
old seasonal "work centers" and on some of the experimental forests.

The Station's first building was this refurbished "walking-boss's" cabin at a former
logging camp site that became the temporary headquarters of the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, near Dukes, Michigan (other post office addresses
used were Ruse, Michigan, and later Skandia, Michigan). View as of June 15,
1926.

Two of the Station's original staff members, A. E. Wackerman (left), and J. A.
Mitchell (right), in front of the temporary headquarters of the Upper Peninsula
Experimental Forest on June 15, 1926.
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This building was built for the Station by the Michigan Conservation Department
and replaced the temporary headquarters cabin on the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest. Viewed in September, 1929, note the "modern" cars to the left
of the garage in the right background. Later, it was replaced by a larger, two-story
office bachelors quarters, and a larger shop-garage building was built.

This was the latest in a succession of headquarters buildings on the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest as it appeared in May 1964.
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The office-laboratory, bachelor's quarters building of the Superior Branch on t
Kawishiwi Experimental Forest, as it looked in June, 1934. Note the garage-w
shop behind and to the left of the building. The building is located southeast
Ely, Minnesota.

A combined office, laboratory, bachelor's quarters at the Forest Fire Experim
Station near Roscommon, Michigan, as it appeared on June 19, 1934. It se
as headquarters for the Lower Michigan Branch from 1935 to 1945.
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Staff leader's dwelling at Lower Michigan Branch, near Roscommon, Michigan, as
viewed June 29, 1939.

This old farm house was the temporary headquarters building for the Coulee
Experimental Forest, near La Crosse, Wisconsin, in June, 1964.
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777/s frame structure, as viewed in August, 1935, provided headquarters for the C
pewa Branch Staff at Cass Lake, Minnesota.

This building, designed by Carlos G. Bates, as viewed on August 31,1935, provi
office, laboratory, bachelor's quarters for the staff working on the Denbigh E
perimental Forest near Denbigh, North Dakota. Garage, workshop, storag
space was to the left of this building.
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Office-laboratory building built with APW (Accelerated Public Works) funds on the
Argonne Experimental Forest, near Hiles, Wl, as viewed on July 31, 1963.

An aerial view of the MarcelI Experimental Forest Laboratory, erected in 1963; 25
miles north of Grand Rapids, Minnesota, on the Chippewa National Forest.
Viewed on June 11, 1964.
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The Pine River Experimental Forest Laboratory, east of Wellston, Michigan, in
Manistee National Forst. Erected in 1963.
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FOREST MANAGEMENT
Much of the Station's research had to do with growing, tending, harvesting, and
reproducing the forests of the region. This involved studies in regeneration (seed, nursery,
and planting research), thinnings, improvement cuttings, and harvest cuttings in the major
forest types, and some fundamental ecological and physiological studies to backstop the
other research.

Seed Production
Seed production from desirable trees, a goal stressed by the Station, led to the
selection of superior stands as seed production areas. The effects of heavy thinning,
fertilizers, and supplemental irrigation on seed production were subjects of Station research.

A red pine stand in July, 1962, on the Mio District of the Huron National Forest in
Lower Michigan, being irrigated to enhance cone production. The stand was
thinned to 160 trees per acre, averaging 10 inches at d.b.h. and 65 feet tall.
Supplemental irrigation was applied from May 1 to July 15 whenever rainfall
was insufficient to give 0.8 inch per week.
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Nursery Studies
Station nursery research started in 1935 in North Dakota and in 1937 in Wisconsin,
to develop improved methods of growing and storing nursery stock for the large public
planting program then active. Items studied included: density of sowing, watering regimes,
fertilizers, root pruning, top pruning, chemical weed control, disease and insect control,
cold storage of stock, and others.

Part of the Beal Nursery of the Huron National Forest at East Tawas, Michigan
in September 1929. Stock for the Station's planting studies in Lower Michigan
was grown in this nursery from 1931 to 1940.
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J. H. Stoeckeler measuring the height of green ash seedlings in the nursery.

Planting Research
Station studies concerned the results given by various species, classes of stock,
methods of planting, ground preparation on different sites and under different conditions
of moisture, temperature, soils, and cover.
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A crew of local farmers planting 2-0 red pine in furrows (made by horse-drawn
sulky plows), using the Michigan bar and slit-method of planting in Septembe
1929, on the Huron National Forest. Thousands of acres were planted in t
fashion on the Huron National Forest and elsewhere in the region. Part of th
Station's research plots were planted by the same method.

With the advent of the CCC program in 1933 and greatly expanded planting
programs on the national forests, much of the ground preparation was done
shown here. A CCC enrollee is driving a "35" caterpillar tractor drawing a
30-inch-wide Killifer plow on the Manistique District of the Upper Michigan N
tional Forest in August, 1939. Much of the Station's planting research after 1
used similar ground preparation techniques and equipment.
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Harold Bell observing an area on the Argonne Experimental Forest, recently prepared for planting with an Athens disk, that gives more complete ground preparation than furrowing. Such ground preparation also was used by the Station
in natural regeneration and direct seeding studies, and was used similarly on
National Forest, State forest, and industry regeneration operations.
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The chart shows the survival in shelterbelt plantings of hardwood planting stock
of various grades, based on stem thickness (caliper) near the ground line and
height, on sandy soils and heavy soils, 1940.

Plantation Management
After plantations become established, they need to be tended, like naturally produced
stands, so they can grow to produce various forest products. Station research in this area
included release from overtopping vegetation, thinning, and pruning.
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A CCC crew releasing a jack pine plantation by cutting overtopping brush on the
Chippewa National Forest in July, 1941. When such ready supplies of labor
were no longer available, other, less expensive, means of release came into
demand.

Various chemicals were tested by Station researchers in the search for release
methods more economical than hand methods. In the photo, a two-man crew
is applying a low chemical frill girdle to low-value oaks to release planted red
pine in the Manistee National Forest in Lower Michigan, November, 1955. John
Arend with the sprayer.
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Scrub aspen on the Au Sable State Forest near Grayling, Michigan, killed by
aerial application of 2,4,5-T at 2 pounds of acid in 5 gallons of water per ac
a year previously, as viewed in July, 1955. Station studies aimed at finding
most effective chemicals, dosages, methods, and timing of application to co
several broad leaf species of woody plants that were competing with more
valuable conifers.

Clarence Hawkinson (left) and Lee South (right) set up an enclosure, over ha
brush on the Chippewa National Forest, devised by Gene Roe to check ef
tiveness of simulated aerial applications of herbicides. Sprays were applie
regulated dosages from the top of the enclosure. The sheeting prevented drif
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One important plantation product in the Lake States, is Christmas trees. Here, R.
H. Lohrey examines a bundle of sheared Scotch pine Christmas trees in a
plantation near Sherman in Wexford, Co., Michigan. Station seed source studies
helped to show the usefulness of different seed origins for Scotch pine Christmas
trees, and other studies determined insect and diseases damaging such plantations and methods for controlling such pests.
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Timber Stand Improvement
Both planted and naturally reproduced stands need such treatments as thinnings,
improvement cuttings, and pruning, to foster good growth and enhance the value of the
final product. Station research covered such activities for a number of species.

Left: A 20-year-old red pine plantation on the Manistee National Forest in Low
Michigan, in which selected trees have been pruned to provide a clear lowe
stem. March, 1958. Right: The plantation receiving its initial low pruning. Sta
studies showed that half the live crown could be removed in pruning without
serious reduction of the tree's growth.
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Lee South tallying the products removed in thinning a 30-year-old red pine plantation in the Chippewa National Forest, 1967. This was the fourth thinning in this
stand. There remains a good stand of the best 280 trees per acre, that is
providing more benefits than the original pine forest.
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A good stand of white pine released from overtopping aspen 30 years ago, as
viewed on the Chippewa National Forest, January, 1962.

A 40-year-old aspen stand on the Pike Bay Experimental Forest that had been
thinned at age 13. February, 1954.
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R. O. Strothmann measuring the d.b.h. of aspen on a poor site in Northern Minnesota. These trees averaged only 42 feet tall at 4 7 years of age, when examined
in May, 1959. Station studies showed that such sites will be more productive if
converted to conifers.

Aspen on a good site in Michigan, as viewed in March, 1958. Station studies show
that such stands can continue to be managed for aspen production.
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A group of farmers gathered at the Argonne Experimental Forest field day in
Northeastern Wisconsin in 1952. They are viewing the products removed, a
the residual stand after the equivalent of 5 years growth had been removed
from the "farm forestry forty."

Even-aged young northern hardwoods that reproduced a stand cut 36 years earl
to a 4.6-inch diameter limit on the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest. In
May, 1964, these trees were at about the minimum size for a crop-tree thinning
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Harvest Cuttings
Mature stands must be harvested, usually in such a way as to reproduce them. Aspen
and northern hardwoods are usually easy to reproduce, but the pines, especially red pine,
are more difficult.

A stand of old-growth northern hardwoods in the Upper Peninsula Experimental
Forest in September, 1929, after being selectively cut, removing about one-third
the original volume, in 1926. Note the abundant reproduction, typical in many
older northern hardwood stands.

Wilho Salminen (left) marking and grading, and John H. Cooley (right) tallying in
an old-growth northern hardwood study plot in the Upper Peninsula Experimental
Forest in November, 1961.

An old-growth red pine stand on the Chippewa National Forest with good reprod
tion in an opening. Station studies clarified the requirements for natural red p
reproduction, but the combination of good seed crops, favorable seedbed, l
of injurious agencies, and good growing conditions for the first few years a
seldom present. So, red pine stands often have to be reproduced by planting.

Sometimes balsam fir reproduces well under red pine, as shown in this view o
95-year-old red pine stand on the Cutfoot Experimental Forest in north-centr
Minnesota. June, 1964.
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Management of Swamp Forests
Since its early days, the Station has done someresearchin the management of swamp
forests, including studies of the effects of swamp drainage. Most of the research has
concerned the management of swamp black spruce in northern Minnesota.

Northern white-cedar swamps, such as this one in Carlton County, Minnesota,
have received relatively little forest management study. Because of the special
use of cedar swamps as winter feeding areas for the white-tailed deer, more
attention to this tree species has been given by wildlife biologists and managers.
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Work in swamps and bogs often requires special methods for transporting me
and equipment, such as this "Ranger II" vehicle driven by Miron "Bud" Heins
man, near Grand Rapids, Minnesota, in June, 1964.

Fundamental Studies
As a basis for forest management work, a number of fundamental studies were
conducted by Station researchers.

R. F. Watt removing the outer dead bark of a black spruce tree prior to collectin
a sample of living phloem for analysis of mineral content and to correlate it w
site quality, in October, 1961, on the Big Falls Experimental Forest.
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The Shirley radiometer, developed and used by Hardy L Shirley, set up for field
readings on the Chippewa National Forest in June, 1930.

Carl Tubbs measuring soil and air temperatures, June, 1965, in a controlled environment installation used for studying growth requirements of yellow birch and
sugar maple seedlings at the Northern Hardwoods Laboratory, Marquette, Michigan.
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GENETICS
The search for superior stands and trees, studies of variation within species, controlled
pollinations all are involved in developing improved trees (in growth rate, wood quality,
hardiness, and resistance to enemies) and all are part of genetics research.

White spruce trees from Douglas, Ontario seed, 28 years after planting (in 19
near Eagle River, Wisconsin. Trees of this source out-performed those of seve
other sources, including a local source.

A superior quaking aspen clone (large bole, straight stem), in the Pike Bay Expe
mental Forest. The trees were 60 years old in 1964 when pictured, and be
examined by Zig Zasada.
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At left, Hans Nienstaedt applying pollen, gamma-irradiated by Tom Rudolph, to a
white spruce on the Nicolet National Forest in May, 1964. The pistillate strobili
(conelets) of the tree have been enclosed in transparent sausage casing and
brown kraft bags to prevent natural pollination and to protect them. Mature
cones will be harvested in the fall. At right, Jim King pollinates female strobili
of a 5-year-old graft of Norway spruce fvar.acrocona,). The use of grafts can
eliminate tree climbing.

Pollen often must be held for future use. Here, Hans, Nienstaedt is placing pollen in
cold storage (36"F) in a sealed container kept in a dessicator. Thus it may keep
well for 1 year.
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Tom Rudolph examining 11-month-old half-siblings of white spruce resulting fro
pollination with pollen irradiated at gamma ray dosages of 0 to 800 r., Institu
of Forest Genetics, Rhinelander, Wisconsin.

Sometimes controlled pollinations were used to produce hybrids between two
species. Here, Paul Rudolf examines a young jack pine-lodgepole pine hybri
for winter injury, September, 1962. The hybrids fared better than lodgepole pi
but not so well as pure jack pine in the Lake States.
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Physiological Studies
Associated with the Genetics Project are sudies of the physiology of wood formation
and regeneration by tissue culture.

At left, Phil Larson, in the Institute of Forest Genetics greenhouse, measures a
white ash seedling treated with gibberellic acid, that is 5 feet tall as compared
to the untreated 1.25-foot seedling beside it. At right, Phil Larson adds solvent
to chromatographic troughs holding chromatographic paper on which wood
sugar samples have been streaked-the object is to separate different sugar
constituents.

Bruce Haissig taking a wood sample (including the outer bark, phloem, cambium
and xyiem) of white spruce for tissue culture, which uses the phloem. Nicolet
National Forest, Wisconsin, May, 1964.
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PROTECTION
Forest trees have many enemies, of which fire, insects, and diseases are the most
common. Research aimed at preventing or minimizing damage from such agencies formed
a prominent part of the Station's activities.
Fire-Forest fires not only caused much damage in the Lake States forests, but also
resulted in large losses of lives and property before organized fire protection was begun
in the 1920's.

The fire which swept Hinckley, Minnesota, on September 1, 1894, caused the
death of 418 people, destroyed much of the town, and damaged thousands of
acres in the vicinity. It was one of several that were similarly damaging to lives
and property in the three Lake States.

A 1946 fire on the Huron National Forest in Lower Michigan destroyed a large
area of experimental forest plantations. Viewed in September, 1952.
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The Hakala fire near Greenwood Lake on the Superior National Forest in Minnesota
burned down to the mineral soil destroying both trees, and reproduction. The
dry year of 1936 was marked by a large number of forest fires.
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Slash left after logging was a fire hazard. Early Station research concerned the
effectiveness and cost of various methods of slash disposal. Here, at the Forest
Fire Experiment Station near Roscommon, Michigan, piling and burning is tested
in September, 1931.

Station studies related various weather conditions to fuel flammability. The fire
weather station at Roscommon, Michigan, provided information on air temperatures, rainfall and wind velocity and direction, as viewed in May, 1930.
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But fire is not always an enemy to the forest. It can also be used to clear land of
brush, to prepare regeneration sites, and other useful purposes. Station research
attempted to work out the best times and conditions for controlled fires and to
measure their effectiveness for such purposes. Here is the start of a prescribed
bum of black spruce slash in clear cut strips to aid in regeneration on the Big
Falls Experimental Forest in northern Minnesota. View, June, 1961.

An aerial view of a prescribed burn (marked by firebreaks) near Greeley Lake on
the Chippewa National Forest in June, 1964.
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One of the Station's early studies at the Forest Fire Experiment Station, near
Roscommon, Michigan, was a test of the effectiveness of several makes of
back pack pumps at different ranges. Here are 11 kinds of back pack pumps
so tested in April, 1933:
1. Smith-Indian, 1932;
2. Smith-Indian, 1930;
3. Smith-Indian, 1933;
4. Fyr-Fyter pump tank;
5. Fyr-Fyter pump tank mounted on pack board;
6. Vermorel "Eclair";
7. Fyr-Fyter Ranger;
8. Smith "Mohawk";
9. Hudson "Ranger";
10. Hudson "Forester"; and
11. Hudson "Forester," with double action "trombone"pump attached to plunger
pump hose outlet so it could be operated while on back of operator.
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Insects-A variety of insects damage Lake States forests. Station studies aimed to learn
the life histories and ecology of the major insect pests as a basis for working out effective
and economical methods of control.

This view shows balsam fir on the Superior National Forest severely defoliated by
the spruce budworm in August, 1959. This is one of the most serious insect
pests in the region and one on which the Station conducted many surveys and
considerable research.

Closely related to the spruce budworm is the jack pine budworm shown here
feeding on jack pine foliage near Cass Lake, Minnesota in 1960. The larvae
chew off the foliage and tie it together with a light web. Station research included
this pest also.
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A red pine plantation in Ottawa County, Michigan, damaged by the European pin
shoot moth, a widespread pest in Lower Michigan, and the subject of conside
able Station research.

Louis Wilson releasing parasites in a red pine plantation on the Manistee Nation
Forest in May, 1964 to help suppress the European pine shoot moth. This w
one of the control methods studied by Station entomologists.
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Another method of controlling European pine shoot moth was to prune off the
lower red pine branches as is being done here by W. E. Miller on the Manistee
National Forest in May, 1964.
Diseases—Considerable mortality and much damage to forest trees is caused by a number
of disease organisms in the Lake States and Stationresearchwas active in learning enough
about these organisms to control them or reduce their damaging effects.

Nursery diseases were a constant threat and Station pathologists devoted considerable efforts to work out effective and economical control methods. At the
Chittenden Nursery in Lower Michigan, Station prescriptions are being carried
out to control weed seeds and disease organisms by fumigation (under plastic
sheets) with methyl bromide.
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Left, fire scars, such as this one being examined by R. E. Buckman at the base
of a 95-year-old red pine on the Cutfoot Experimental Forest in June, 1964,
provide entrance for wood-rotting fungi. Right, a typical older dwarf mistletoe
infection (causing a bush-type witches' broom) on mature black spruce on th
Cutfoot Sioux District of the Chippewa National Forest, as viewed in June, 1957
Station research led to a better understanding of the causal organism.

Eugene Van Arsdel using a Kuhn-Suomi radiometer to compare outgoing and
incoming radiation as a part of his study of environmental influences in the
distribution of white pine blister rust spores, Madison, Wisconsin, 1961.
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A quaking aspen in Anoka County, Minnesota, infected with Hypoxylon canker, a
disease of widespread distribution and the subject of long and detailed research
by Station forest pathologists.

Ken Kessler in a new laboratory at Rhinelander, Wisconsin, identifying fungi that
cause defects in sugar maple. There are a number of diseases that cause
damage or mortality to sugar maple in the Lake States and the Station studies
shed light on several of them.
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Left, sugar maple killed by maple blight, a disease studied by Station pathologists,
in Florence County, Wisconsin, July, 1958. Right, crew from Goodman Lumber
Company salvaging sugar maple killed by the maple blight.

Darroll Skilling measuring the terminal shoot growth of a sugar maple on the
Argonne Experimental Forest in Wisconsin as part of the Station's study of
maple die-back, October, 1959.
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A large canker causing defect in sugar maple on the Upper Peninsula Experimental
Forest, October, 1944. Station studies concerned the causes and extent of
these and other defects.

John Ohman (left) discusses northern hardwood diseases with Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture, Baker (right) on the Upper Peninsula Experimental Forest, Marquette County, Michigan, September 3,1963.
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Sapstreak associated with a swollen knot on sugar maple, Upper Peninsula Exp
mental Forest, November, 1962. Such defects reduce the value of the prod
Station studies were aimed at determining the causes of such defects.

UTILIZATION
Forest Products should be utilized most efficiently and effectively to get the most
out of the resource. Station studies covered such activities as harvesting, handling, treating,
and fabricating forest products to help determine the most effective and economic methods.

Traditionally, much of the wood harvested went to a sawmill similar to this on
near Big Falls, Minnesota. Station studies concerned efficiency of various kin
of mills, development of special equipment for small sawmills, and in wartim
helped sawmill operators obtain wood, equipment and supplies, then difficu
get. Many sawmill operators cooperated with the Station in supplying produc
statistics
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Among Station studies were those oftree-iength logging. Shown here is tree-length
skidding of spruce pulpwood in Minnesota.
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A major product of Lake States forests is pulpwood, shown here in a boom in La
Superior. With the cooperation of the industry, the Station collected annu
statistics on pulpwood production in the Region, made studies of minimum to
diameters for pulp sticks, developed methods of estimating pulpwood on ca
etc.

Burton Finley peeling a cedar (northern white-cedar) post near Engadine, Michiga
in March, 1958. Not only posts but also much aspen pulpwood was often peele
in the woods.
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A valuable product from Lake States Forests was veneer logs. Here an oak log
is being readied for processing on a rotary veneer rig in Polk County, Wisconsin,
in November, 1961. The Station obtained regular statistics on veneer log production, also.

Harold Bell (left) and James Ward (right) examine the exterior of a sugar maple
log to locate, identify, and mark exterior defect indicators at Alberta (Baraga
County), Michigan, in May, 1960. The log was then cut into lumber, each board
photographed in color, and then interior defects (shown in the photographs)
were related so far as possible to exterior defect indicators.
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John Neetzei (foreground) straightening a crooked pole by npsawing off the ir
regularities before preservatives were applied at Cass Lake, Minnesota, in Jun
1961. This method, developed by Neetzei, avoids cutting and skinning after
treatment and consequent exposure to rot.

Station studies included the use of low-grade hardwoods, and other wood ofte
wasted, for charcoal production and tested a number of kiln designs. Here Pa
H. Lane is inspecting a door of Scott Lake experimental charcoal kiln II (center
fired with a blower fan) on the Argonne Experimental Forest in May, 1964.
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Station studies included the use of home-grown timber on the famn. Here homesawed lumber is used in framing a dairy barn on the Victor Papenfuss farm
near Winona, Minnesota, in 1942.

Another use of low-grade lumber, studied by the Station, was pallets. Here reusable
palletized crates are being used for shipping glass components to the Ford
Motor Company assembly plant at St. Paul, Minnesota, in June, 1962.
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Conversion of low quality hardwood material to chips (to be used for pulp or other
purposes) also was studied by the Station. Here, Michigan Tech students are
conducting a chipping test run to determine the power consumption required a
the Forest Engineering Laboratory, Houghton, Michigan, May, 1964.

To help determine their properties, Rulon B. Gardner is placing hardwood chips
in an environment chamber at the Forest Engineering Laboratory, Houghton,
Michigan, May, 1964.

WILDLIFE HABITAT
Beginning in 1929 the Bureau of Biological Survey and its successor, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, assigned biologists to the Station to work on forest wildlife problems.
Beginning in 1961, regular Station personnel began working on wildlife habitat research
studies concerned with the effects on the forest, and vice versa, of a number of animals
such as the snowshoe hare, white-tail deer, moose, beaver, black bear, and others.

A bull moose approaching a stream on the Superior National Forest in northern
Minnesota. Most Station studies of this animal were made on Isle Royale.
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Larry Krefting examining a moose that died for lack of winter browse on Isle Royale
Michigan. Overpopulation of moose outstripped available browse.

A white-tailed fawn in the forest. Where deer populations were high their browsin
sometimes caused heavy damage to young forest trees, sometimes largely
eliminating tree reproduction.
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Larry Krefting examining deer browsing on balsam fir in the Jonvik Deer Yard on
the Superior National Forest.
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One way of studying the effects of deer and snowshoe hare damage was by means
of exclosures (small areas protected by deer-proof and rabbit-proof fences).
Here the trees are large and numerous inside the exclosure but largely eliminated
outside it. On a smaller scale, wire screens sometimes were placed over young
seedlings to protect them from rodents or other animals.
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Mountain maple clippings were weighed each fall to see how much browse the
test clumps had produced that year and how well they tolerated "browsing" in
a study near Lutsen, Minnesota, on the Superior National Forest.

Aspen trees cut by beaver for food and dam construction. Station studies concerned
the effects of beaver on the forest and on flooding.
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A beaver house built in a pond resulting from their damming a drainage ditch more
than VA mile below, Aitkin County, Minnesota, October, 1928.

A black bear with two cubs in northern Minnesota. This animal also was studied
by Station biologists.
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The Mississippi River (foreground) flowing out of Lake Winnibigoshish on the
Chippewa National Forest in northern Minnesota. These water systems are
production areas for waterfowl and fish, both studied by Station biologists.

RECREATION
An important resource of Lake States forests, with their associated lakes and streams,
is recreation. Although the importance of recreation research was recognized by the
Station as early as 1926, funding for such research was not available until 1961. Much
of this research was done on the Boundary Waters Canoe Area in northeastern Minnesota.

Bob Lucas interviewing canoeists at Dumbell Lake on the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area in August, 1963. Station researchers interviewed nearly 300 such groups
around canoe country in 1960 and 1961.
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A Station member interviewing a visitor at Lake One on the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area. Interviews were not confined to canoeists, but also included othe
visitors in the fringes of the BWCA.

A family camping in Birch Lake Campground on the Superior National Forest in
November. Station members interviewed large numbers of family campers
particularly on National Forest campgrounds in Lower Michigan.
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The oldest white pine plantation in Michigan at East Lansing, Michigan, used in
part as a picnic area.

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
The effects of forests on streamflow and soil erosion were investigated by the Station
in a number of studies beginning in 1929.

In 1929, Carlos Bates reported serious gullying in the loessial soils of the
nonglaciated area of southwestern Wisconsin and adjacent southeastern Min
nesota and instituted studies to control such gullying and to prevent erosion.
Shown is the middle section of a gully on the MacDonald farm in Jackson
County, Wisconsin, in October, 1929.
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Cooperative research on soil erosion and related watershed management problem
was carried out near LaCrosse, Wisconsin, first on the Upper Mississippi So
Conservation Station from 1931 to 1941 and later on the Coulee Experiment
Forest (beginning in 1958). Here Dick Sartz is pointing out a feature from a
"goat prairie" slope on the Coulee Experimental Forest in June, 1964.

Watershed management research also was done in bog watersheds in norther
Minnesota. At left, P. Buckley (with the scale) and Roger Bay (recording) are
measuring snow depth and water content in a clear-cut strip of black spruce in
the Big Falls Experimental Forest in northern Minnesota, March, 1959. At righ
Roger Bay is checking streamflow from a 2.5-foot, type H flume on a bog
watershed on the Marcell Experimental Forest, Itasca County, Minnesota,
May, 1962.
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Station research in Lower Michigan included a cooperative study of various
methods of stabilizing eroding stream banks. Shown here is a bank of the Pine
River on the Manistee National Forest well stabilized with rock riprap and natural
vegetation, August, 1959.

Station scientists also made studies on the deep sands of the Udell Experimental
Forest (Manistee National Forest) in Lower Michigan. Here Dean Urie is working
with a water level recorder on a 6-inch diameter well in a jack pine plantation
on a shallow water table area, in May, 1964.
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SHELTERBELT RESEARCH
The Station began research on the establishment and management of shelterbelts and
sandhill plantings in North Dakota in 1931. These studies were active until 1942, and
were resumed in 1956 when a new Shelterbelt Laboratory was established at Bottineau,
North Dakota.

Shelterbelts protect a tree nursery. Similar, but usually more widely spaced belts
were used to protect farmers' fields. Station studies concerned not only the
establishment and maintenance of such belts, but also their effects on wind
velocity, evaporation, snow catching, crop yields, and related effects.

Heavy snow deposit trapped by a north-south 5-row farmstead windbreak near
Gardena. North Dakota. Pole in right center of photo is 100 feet east of belt
center. February, 1959.
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In this largely treeless area, a 1938 shelterbelt provides a rest area along U.S. Highway 2 near Doyon, Ramsey County, North Dakota, August, 1959.

This cornfield in Benson County, North Dakota, shows the effects of shading and
sapping from a 10-row, north-south shelterbelt planted in 1941. Usually added
yields from the field as a whole, more than offset such border effects. August,
1958.
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Station studies showed the influence of soil texture on the growth of green ash.
This belt on a high water table site of medium soil texture south of Larrimore,
North Dakota, made excellent growth (averaged 33 feet tall in 22 years) in
contrast to another belt of similar age on a light, drier soil, where the trees
averaged only 10 feet in height.

Station studies showed that neglected shelterbelts could often be restored by
renovation such as sod removal with a rotary tiller, as shown here in a belt near
Souris in Bottineau County, North Dakota, in 1960.
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The first sandhill planting tests near Denbigh, North Dakota, were all done in
plowed furrows, as was the practice on the Nebraska National Forest. Later, to
reduce grass competition, the sod strip between the furrows was plowed up as
shown in this ponderosa pine plantation viewed in September, 1941.

This is a view of the same ponderosa pine plantation (of Black Hills seed origin)
as shown previously, 25 years after the trees were planted. Viewed December,
1960).
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Finally, tests showed complete ground preparation, followed by annual cultivation
between rows, gave best tree survival and growth. This Is illustrated by these
2-year-old cottonwoods planted the previous year as 1-year-old seedlings, as
viewed in September, 1936.

The Station established an arboretum at Denbigh, shown here in October 1942,
in which some 40 tree species were tested. In August, 1969, the arboretum
was dedicted to the late Joseph H. Stoeckeler (who established it) jointly by
the Forest Service, the Society of American Foresters, and citizens ofMcHenry
County, North Dakota.
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The marker placed near the entrance of the Joseph H. Stoeckeler Arboretum near
Denbigh, North Dakota, August, 1969.

The Station's shelterbelt research also included tree improvement work in cooperation with the Institute of Forest Genetics. This included selection of trees
superior for windbreak and shelterbelt purposes. At left are two adjacent ponderosa pines in a shelterbelt at the Towner Nursery, Towner, North Dakota,
viewed in March, 1959. The tree at the right has a more desirable form for
windbreaks. Atright,are two adjacent 30-year-old cottonwoods on the Denbigh
Experimental Forest. The tree on the left is more desirable for shelterbelt purposes because of a denser crown and good branch retention combined with a
straight stem and good height growth.
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FOREST ECONOMICS
Station research in economics included an array of studies concerning such factors
as reversion of forest lands to public ownership through tax delinquency, forest land
taxation, costs of producing various forest products, marketing of forest products, and
the like, but a large part of the Division's efforts went into the Forest Survey, a project
designed to get reliable estimates for the region (and its parts) on forest land area by
types and conditions, wood volumes, and drain (wood removed from the forest by cutting,
fires, insect, diseases, and other agencies).

To get field experience in Forest Survey methods before starting the Lake States
Forest Survey, Russell Cunningham and S. R. "George" Gevorkiantz were
detailed to the Forest Survey in the South where the crews delighted in conduc
ing them through swamps and bayous like the one shown here. Included in the
Forest Survey crew were Frank Kaufert, helping to "take" a plot in a willow
swamp of the Mississippi River delta near Sunflower Landing, Mississippi, in
1932.
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The first Forest Survey in the Lake States was conducted by crews running lines
10 miles apart, east and west across each State and taking data on plots every
Va mile. It started in northern Minnesota in 1933 and the last plot was measured
near Tomahawk, Wisconsin. This is the crew that "took" that last plot on March
16, 1937. Left to right: E. L Lawson, in charge of field work; J. A. Miller,
compassman; W. H. Beckert, compassman; L. W. Ackerman, estimator; and
R. V. Jaskoviak. compassman. The normal crew consisted of one compassman
and one estimator.
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A second Forest Survey was begun in 1946 and largely completed by 1953. A
third survey was started in 1959. These newer surveys used aerial photographs
to select plots and to map forest cover. By the third survey, part of the work
had been programmed to use computers. Here Bob Stone (left) and Clarence
Chase (right) study a printout of tabulations from the Forest Survey of Minnesota
in December, 1963.

A part of the Forest Survey had to do with keeping records of the amounts of wood
used by various industries, largely through the cooperation of various operators.
Small mills, like this cooperative sawmill near Cass Lake, Minnesota, were included as well as larger ones. During World War II, Station men on TPWP and
similar projects helped such operators get wood and supplies. View in Febmary,
1944

-
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Wood use by pulpmills accounts for much of the drain in the Lake States and was
kept on record by the Forest Survey. Here is a view of the M & O Company
pulp yard at International Falls, Minnesota, in April, 1937. The yard contained
250,000 cords of aspen (foreground) and spruce (right) pulpwood.
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KOK-SAGHYZ
During World War II the Station cooperated with the Emergency Rubber Project in
growing the Russian rubber-bearing dandelion called kok-saghyz, a project originally
suggested by Director Zon. The Station studies helped in such matters as identifying poor
rubber-producing types to be rogued in the field, the proper stage for seed collection,
effective seed treatments, vegetative propagation methods, mechanical seed harvesting,
and similar problems.

Six stages of flower and seed head development of kok-saghyz as identified by
Station researchers. The two stages on the right were suitable for seed collection
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Leaf formations of young plants in a kok-saghyz plantation. The upper row is the
most common rogue form; the middle row is a less common rogue form; and
the lower row are true kok-saghyz leaves.

A crew roguing a kok-saghyz plantation when 60 days old, before seed has developed, near Moorehead, Minnesota, August, 1943. A second roguing was
done 30 days later.
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A crew at Cass Lake, Minnesota, making root cutting from 2-year-old kok-saghyz
plants in April, 1943. The cuttings were used to propagate the plants.

A crew harvesting kok-saghyz roots that had been dug with a beet lifter, near
Crookston, Minnesota, in October, 1943.
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A special seeder for sowing kok-saghyz seed built from Planet Jr. individual seeders
attached to a pull-type frame, near Aitkin, Minnesota, July, 1943.

A pile of kok-saghyz roots harvested near Alicia, Michigan, in October, 1943.
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A 2-row gasoline powered mechanical suction-type seed picker for kok-saghyz
developed by the Station in 1942. Later it was the basis, along with a Russian
developed seed picker, for making an improved 4-row picker. Previously all
seed harvesting had been done by hand picking of seed heads.

The end product, tires made from kok-saghyz rubber, shown in January, 1945.
They gave excellent service on the car of the Chippewa National Forest Supervisor who directed the Emergency Rubber Project work in Minnesota.
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